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ABSTRACT 

This project constituted a first effort to demonstrate the 
possibili ty of carrying out sys·tematic empirical research about 
the organization of illegal markets. Data were collected on 
Numbers and bookmaking and, to a lesser extent, loansharking in 
the New York area. These data, which included financial records 
of illegal gambling operations, informant interviews and police 
file information; were analyzed in terms of standard economic 
and organizational models. The results suggest that, at least 
for New York, the official assertions that the Mafia controls 
bookmaking and Numbers are incorrect. Even in the case of loan
sharking, where less complete data were obtained, it seems 
unlikely that there is any central control of the activity. 

The study of Numbers showed that banks operated on a much 
smaller and more variable profit margin than is usually assumed. 
Cheating by clerks and managers, uneven betting distributions, 
difficulty of lay-off and problems in collecting balances owed 
by controllers all work to reduce the Numbers bankers' returns. 
Moreover there seems to be little territoriality, so that the 
banker has little bargaining power with respect to his col
lectors and controllers. While many Mafia members are involved 
in Numbers there is nothing to suggest that they can control 
entry or prices in this market; indeed there is evidence 
directly contradictory to this proposition. 

In the case of bookmaking the evidence is even clearer. 
For telephone sports bookmaking, which seems to constitute the 
bulk of the bookmaking business, the profit margins are extremely 
low and bookmakers frequently have long-term financial problems. 
Their retailers, known as runners, often shift from bookmaker 
to bookmaker, under circumstances which deprive bookmakers, as 
a group, of their expected profits. Mafia members are active 
mainly as bettors and financiers. Even in the latter role 
they do not exert control over the bookmaking business, since 
bookmakers borrow from numerous sources other than the Mafia. 

The principal recommendations concern police intelligence 
activities. The police have exclusive control of the informa
tion collection and analysis process with respect to racketeering. 
Despite this, they have never acquired, nor has there been 
political pressure for them to acquire, the appropriate skills 
for this task. One reason that they have focused their efforts 
on gambling in the past is that the relatively routinized and 
open nature of the racket makes it easier to acquire information 
about gambling than about any other racket. But they have 
acquired information only as an adjunct to actual enforcement 
and they have seen it primarily as a means for making cases. 
There has been no effort to use the intelligence process as a 
way to shape policy against organized crime, though bureaucrats 
and legislators are dependent on the police for the informa-
tion which does ultimately shape those policies. A limited 
potential role for police intelligence is described. 
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SUMMARY 

1. OFFICIAL DOCTRINE 

In the early 1950's, the Kefauver Committee held hearings 
and produced a report asserting that illegal gambl~ng was t~e 
major activity of organized crime and that the Mafla, a natlonal 
organization of Italian-American gangs, had monopoly control over 
this activity. To this day, most criminal justice and regulatory 
agencies throughout the nation base their organized crime enforce
ment strategies on this assertion. 

In preparing for ·the hearings, the Kefauver Committee re
cruited a large staff of lawyers and investigators whose main 
function was to interview local officials and representatives of 
interested groups, to learn their views of local problems, and to 
prepare them to testify for the Committee. The Committee did not 
test the assertions of local law enforcement officials as to who 
"ran" gambling in their towns; nor analyze the co~ts of <?perating 
these syndicates, the flows of money, or the proflt marglns. 
Officials from all part of the country testified that illegal . 
gambling was very lucrative and a monopoly. The Kefauver Commlt
tee concluded that regional monopoly had become national, operated 
by the Mafia. 

Citing "off the record but convincing statements of certain 
informants who must remain anonymous," the Committee reported that 
the hugh profits generated by Prohibition, along with modern trans
portation and co~munications, had enabled gangs to become larger 
and much more powerful, "covering much greater territory [and 
relying] on 'muscle' and murder to a far greater d7gree than 
formerly to eliminate competitors, compel cooperatlon from reluc
tant victims, silence informants and to enforce gangland ethics." 
The Committee attributed the widespread failure to suppress 
gambling to the corruption of politicians and law enforcement 
officials by organized crime. 

The Kefauver Committee's focus on the administration of 
government, ra·ther than on the nature of the criminal activity 
itself became the model for virtually all subsequent efforts to 
deal with organized crime. In 1967 President Johnson's Commission 
on La,., Enforcement and the Administration of Justice issued what 
is still the most cited Report on Organized Crime. It endorsed 
the Kefauver Committee view that the Mafia dominated orga.nized 
crime and that illegal gambling was its major activity . 
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That Report also represents the first serious incursion of 
social scientists into the public debate on organized crime. But 
although one of the writers apparently had some access to FBI 
files and personnel, the papers added little to the publicly 
available knowledge of the subject. 

The views of law enforcement officials have apparently not 
changed. In 1976, the Commission on the Review of the National 
Policy toward Gambling held hearings at which law enforcement 
officials, including federal authorities, for the most part re
iterated the assertions that illicit gambling is tremendously 
lucrative, and that it is a major source of funds which organized 
crime operates as a monopoly in each city. 

The conventional wisdom about gambling is not supported by 
the best publicly available source of information about organized 
crime. This source is the government-compiled transcripts of 
tapes from a "bug" placed in a room where Angelo DeCarlo, a major 
figure of the New Jersey Cosa Nostra, transacted various types 
of organized crime business from 1961 to 1964. (Zeiger, 1975) 
From DeCarlo's conversations with his associates three themes 
emerge: (1) The banks frequently had serious financial difficul
ties; (2) DeCarlo, although an important figure in the- Mafia and 
heavily involved in Numbers, did not have monopoly control of the 
areas in which his banks operated; (3) The Numbers business 
seemed to generate only modest profits. The DeCarlo tapes include 
only a few references to bookmaking, none of which suggests that 
DeCarlo or his associates controlled such activities in their 
territory. They appear to have considered bookmaking an unneces
sary and risky business. 

The transcripts of the DeCavalcante tapes, made public by the 
FBI in 1969, deal with rackets in Philadelphia and have similar 
themes. 

Prior Research 

There exists a small body of academic writings on organized 
crime and illegal markets. Cressey (1969) wrote the single most 
widely cited work on organized crime, arguing, on the basis of 
law enforcement file material he saw but did not describe, that 
the Mafia dominated illegal gambling and related markets in the 
major cities of the nation. A counterpoint to that is the work 
of Chambliss (1978), based on extensive field research in Seattle 
in the 1960's, which described a non-ethnically based system of 
police-political-criminal relationships which led to control of 
various illegal activities, particularly casino gaming, apparently 
the major form of illegal gambling there. 

Haller (1979) analyzed the development of Numbers and book
making in various cities during and after Prohibition. He argued 
that the bootlegging groups brought little that was new to the 
illegal gambling business, which had contained many substantial 
enterprises prior to their entry. Control was generally an 
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elusive goal. Block (1980), using the extensive materials con
tained in the files of various special prosecutors in New York in 
the 1930's, confirme~ this finding. A detailed analysis of 
Dutch Schultz's entry into the Numbers business showed that he 
had been unable to affect the basic terms of the business which ~ , 
were very ravorable to the lower level agents. 

Economists' writings on this subject have been essentially 
specul~tive. The most important of those writings is that of 
Sch~l~lng (1967), who suggested that organized crime's primary 
actlv7ty was extorting illegal entrepreneurs. The major empirical 
w~rk lS that of Anderson (1979), examining the activities of a 
s7ngle large Mafia family. Her evidence, drawn entirely from the 
flIes of unnaml~d federal agencies, led her to conclude that the 
family had quite limited powers in both illegal gambling and 
loanSharking. -

2. RESEARCH APPROACH 

The assertion that gambling is subject to monopoly control 
suggests that an economic analysis of gambling "markets" should 
show certain kinds of financial behavior. For examnle we should , .. , 
expect ~o,flnd ~hat,profits accrue predominantly to that part of 
the actlvlty whlch lS controlled and that entry into the business 
should be restricted. No reliable data are available publicly 
which would permit analysis of illegal gambling as economic 
activity. 

However, a study published in 1972 (Lasswell and McKenna, 
1972) led us to believe that the New York city Police Department 
had kept a large volume of records seized in raids over a number 
of years. These offered an opportunity to obtain hard data about 
the Numbers business, viewed as an economic concern. We chose 
New York partly because that was where the data were; other police 
departments routinely destroyed these records when the relevant 
case~ were disposed of. The other reason for choosing New York 
was ltS reputed role as the capital of the underworld. In re
sponse to i:he challenge provided by this, law enforcement 
agencies in New York have developed a well-deserved reputation 
for their anti-racketeering efforts. 

, The ~ew York Police Department agreed to cooperate in provid
lng us wlth records seized in their raids on gambling operations 
over ,the period ~f 1965-77. Even with that cooperation it proven 
a maJor undertaklng to actually obtain these records, which were 
held, under various classification schemes, in five different 
Property Clerk's Offices scattered -throughout the city. For 
example, though all this evidence had been slated for destruction 
the Police Department required that we obtain from the relevant 
District Attorney, for each set of records, a release stating 
that the records were no longer needed for any legal proceedings. 

The Kings County (Brooklyn) and Nassau County District 
Attorney's offices also gave us access to their case records. 
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These agencies and others in the area al~6 permitted us to conduct 
extensive interviews with their gambling' specialists. They author
ized these officers to share with us internal records and files; 
to assist us in interpreting the information we obtained, and to 
suggest where other relevant information might be found. We met 
a number of police informants who were involved with the rackets 
we were studying. We also tried to obtain access to wiretaps; in 
most instances we were unsuccessful for legal reasons. But even 
where we were successful, we found that a wiretap without a trans
cript is almost useless for research purposes, requiring a great 
investment of time for an uncertain return. Most wiretaps have 
only very partial transcripts. 

We had intended to study all forms of illegal gambling. We 
soon learned that the police know very little about casino style 
gambling and we had no independent source of information for that. 
Even with respect to Numbers and bookmaking, about which the police 
know a great deal, there are important gaps in their knowledge, 
which result from the fact that they are concerned only with in
vestigation for the purposes of prosecution and not with the 
informing of public poLicy. We have tried to repair those gaps, 
but it is difficult to do so without the authority of the police. 

ItVe abandoned our effort to ask broad questions about the 
structure and operation of the rackets we were studying. Instead 
we began the less heroic task of constructing a detailed descrip
tion of the operations of the rackets. On the basis of details 
that we concluded were accurate and confirmed, we drew inferences 
about the organization of these rackets. We adopted the standard 
pragmatic approach of the social sciences, using a few facts to 
suggest some hypotheses which then suggested other data collection 
activities to test the hypotheses. The nature of the subject and 
the barriers to studying it have permitted us to do mainly quali
tative testing, but we believe these have been sufficient to 
allow us to reach significant, if tentative, conclusions. 

3 • BOOK1-1AKING IN NET.\] YORK 

History and Background 

Illegal bookmaking in the United states is almost as old as 
Numbers. In the nineteenth century, bookmakers used Western Union 
facilities to obtain information on races throughout the United 
States, Mexico and Cuba. In 1904, in response to reformist 
pressure, Western Union abandoned the collection and dissemination 
of such information, and illicit wire services arose to replace 
it, supplying information to bookmakers at extortionate prices. 

In 1950, the Kefauver Committee investigated the wire services 
and concluded, from rather weak evidence, that they were a national 
m~nopoly owned by members of the old Capone bootlegging organiza
tlon. Almost certainly, many major bootleggers, including Capone, 
had been deriving sUbstantial parts of their income from control 
of'bookmaking, by means of wire services, in a given city or 
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section of a city. 

Like Numbers{ bookmaking until recently involved frequent 
face-to-face transactions in particular locations. Boo,kmakers 
could not remain in business without paying off the police. 
Racketeers organized and ran the pay-off systems. 

Some time before 1970, bettors' interest shif~ed'from horse 
races to sports events, whose results were routinely reported by 
the media. Telephone betting also became the usual mode. By 
eliminating the need for wire services and face-to-fac~ trans
actions, these changes may have much reduced the role of racket
eers and the need to payoff patrolmen. 

We have concentrated, in our bookmaking research, on telephone 
operations and sport betting. Although traditional horse betting 
in face-to-face transactions still occurs, it is clearly a declin
ing share of total wagering with bo-okmakers. The major investiga
tive efforts of both local and federal authorities are largely 
devoted to the, sports betting telephone operations. 

Most bookmaking operations today are partnerships, managed 
by the partners and employing a very small number of clerical 
workers (rarely as many as 5) to record the be~s and tal~y the 
results of the day's action. The bookmakers themselves decide 
how to shift the point spread, when to layoff bets, and what 
limits to impose on the size of bets and the extent of credit for 
each customer. Larger bookmaking operations also employ runners, 
branch bookmakers who invest no capital and receive half of the 
profits generated by their customers. Bookmakers, runners and 
customers settle their accounts, in most instances, in weekly 
"pay-and-collect" meetings. 

Bookmakers take a variety of security measures, rotating 
business locations and using answering services, routing calls 
through another telephone, employing the new call-forward ser
vices,'or simply rotating telephone numbers to protect themselves 
from bettors who try to lead the police to them. 

Sports bet sizes vary greatly; e.g. on one game, one operator 
recorded bets ranging from $20 to $3,250. Sports bets are gener
ally larger than horse race bets; a $500 horse bet is regarded 
as large in operations which routinely handle $2,500 spor~s bets. 
Many bettors make more than one bet on a given day, although book
makers may set maximums for each individual bettor's total betting. 

Most local newspapers, certainly the major ones in New York, 
publish estimated point spreads for the major sports. In addition, 
"sports services" provide point spread information sheets and 
access to a telephone service that reports daily adjustments of 
the spreads, weather in the game area and player injuries. Un
animity among these sources is rare; two-point discrepancies are 
common. The bookmaker determines the line (point spread) he will 
quote for the various games of the day and reports it to customers 
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who call him. Customers often shop around for quotations or try 
to persuade the bookmaker to change his line before placing their 
bets. This process causes the various bookmakers' lines to con
verge in the course of the day. But the initial divergence clearly 
indicates the autonomy of the individual operations. 

A few bettors who have acquired expertise in betting on parti
cular games can sell their point spread estimates to bookmakers, 
foregoinq the opportunity to bet. Such arrangements suggest long
term relationships between expert players and bookmakers, although 
some experts peddle a false line to the bookmaker and then bet into 
it through other players called "beards." Sorhe bookmakers adjust 
their lines contiriuously to maintain balance in the betting. 
Others do not, either ielying on layoffs or taking no measures at 
all to limit their risk. It is clear from the career histories 
of many sports bookmakers that they are bettors themselves and 
regard bookmaking less as a business than as a way to bet with 
otl?-!3r people's money and on more favorable terms. 

Laying-off, in sports bookmaking, is not a specialized func
tion. Most bookmakers simplY exchange bets with other bookmakers. 
Indeed, -many bookmakers make no distinction between lay-off bets 
and other bets. We estimate, very speculatively, that approxima
tely one-third of all betting is laid off. 

Almost all sports bettors are allowed to bet on credit for a 
week at a time, and longer if the net flow between bettor and ' 
bookmaker is too small to justify a meeting. When bettors fail 
to pay their bets, bookmakers may merely telephone with reminders, 
lower the bettor's limit, or (rarely) charge interest until the 
debt is paid. Bookmakers very rarely turn their debtors over to 
loansharks. However, bookmakers themselves frequently borrow 
from loansharks. An informant reports that bookmakers may bo~row 
as much as $100,000 cumulatively at interest rates between 1% 
(the loanshark prime rate) and 3% per week. We have found the 
names of bookmakers prominent on the customer lists of loansharks. 
The Mafia role in bookmaking arises largely from loanshark financ
ing. But once a bookmaker has become a loanshark customer, the 
Mafia member has an interest in the financial well-being of the 
operation and sometimes takes measures to deter defaulting among 
bettors. We also have heard of a loanshark who arranged for a 
bookmaker's linemaker to misinform him so that he experienced 
heavy losses and had to borrow from the loanshark. 

Bettors, runners and bookmakers sometimes shift or combine 
roles. A large bettor may pretend to be a runner placing bets 
for several other bettors. If he wins, he keeps his winnings; 
if he loses, he can claim-half his losses as income for bringing 
in the bets. A bookmaker who lays off can do so as if he were a 
customer, passing along winnings or lossesi or he can pretend to 
be a runner and get a positive income from each reinsured bet. 
Wiretap evidence suggests that bookmakers are aware of these 
problems but does not indicate how (or if) they try to solve them. 
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In bookmaking, both customers and runners seem to deal fre
quently with a number of operations. Moreover, the system of 
compensation for runners gives them an incentive to switch to 'a 
different bookmaker when they go into debt to their current book
maker. The anonymity of telephone bookmaking gives the bookmaker 
little recourse against a defaulting runner. He may therefore 
resort to purchasing the services of racketeers to track down and 
pressure defaulters. Some bookmakers carefully screen customers 
and runners rather than deal with racketeers. Others may offer 
generous terms for debt repayment to reduce the runner's incentive 
to default. 

Blacks and Hispanics are conspiciously absent from bookmaking, 
although a few Hispanic Numbers operators take some sports and 
horse betting. Sports betting is largely an upper middle class 
activity; also, Hispanics have little interest in football and 
basketball, though many are avid baseball fans. The growth of New 
York's black upper middle class and increabing black participation 
in major league sports' makes black nonparticipation in bookmaking 
surprising. 

Cheating seems even more widespread in bookmaking than in 
Numbers, taking forms that drain away or redistribute profits 
within the system. Clerical cheating is harder to monitor in 
bookmaking than in Numbers. In addition, bookmakers can collude 
wi th customers to cheat runners, and linemakers can collude wi t·h 
bettors to cheat bookmakers. Bookmakers generally tolerate 
clerical cheating, perhaps because it is hard to replace a cheat
ing clerk with a clerk who' will neither cheat nor turn informant 
(as may the fired clerk); because cheating is hard to prove with-
out careful monitoring; because it is considered unavoidable, or 
because the clerk has loyal customers who may go with him if he 
is fired. 

The expected return for a bookmaker handling sports bets is 
usually estimated at 4.4% of total wagering. But in fact, the 
bookmaker's gross profits are much smaller, because he must share 
some of them with his runners; because of clerical cheating or 
incompetence, difficulty or delay in collecting runners' or 
customers' debts, and because baseball betting is less profitable 
than football or basketball betting. In addition, bookmakers 
risk being "middled" -- highly informed players can exploit dif
ferences in bookmakers' lines on a given game so that the bpok
makers are unable to layoff their bets at the original terms. 
Moreover, a bookmaker also incurs such expenses as labor (clerks 
are paid $250-400 per week and managing clerks $500), rent ($100 
per week), and buying line information. A well-run operation 
should have a long-run return of 0.5% to 1% of total wagers. 

None of the Numbers operations we studied handled more than 
$250,000 per week, but some bookmaking operations handled $1 
million per week. At the same time, a large number of bookmaking 
operations handled less than $5 million per year. In 1967, the 
New York Police Departm~nt compiled a list of 58 separate 
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operations, none of which accounted for more than 10% of total 
estimated handle. Bookmaking operations are highly unstable. 
Financial and/or legal proplems frequently lead to a bookmaker to 
end his entrepreneurial autonomy and become, at least temporarily, 
a runner for another operation. 

Entry into the bookmaking industry appears relatively easy. 
Most bookmakers begin as heavy bettors, and few bookmakers are 
arrested for bookmaking before age 30. Bettors who run into debt 
often try to meet those bets by becoming runners, using their 
customers' losses to payoff their own debts. Runners, in turn, 
can easily become bookmakers, although they may find it difficult 
to obtain enough capital to maintain an independent operation with 
even a moderate amount of financial stability. 

The bookmaking business is filled with opportunities for 
serious disputes over money. But most bookmakers seem to try to 
record transactions correctly. Some bookmakers, as well as some 
bettors, have taken to tape recording all of their telephone busi
ness so as to have an indisputable record. Some bookmakers and 
bettors are known to engage in various forms of fraud. Bookmakers 
and bettors seem to call upon organized crime figures, fr'om time 
to time, to deter fraud, to prevent reprisal against fraud, or to 
mediate a dispute. These services can be expensive and sometimes 
oppressive. 

If a wireroom is raided and the records impounded, custom 
requires the bookmaker to pay what th8 customers claim is due 
them. To penalize bookmaking, police try to publicize the raid 
to encourage false claims. A bettor who routinely bets $50 cannot 
plausibly make a claim for $1,000, but in a recent raid on a wire
room that handled about $100,000 per day, false claims cost the 
bookmaker $70,000. 

Not all bookmakers are punctilious about honoring,this custom. 
Bookmakers also take precautions to safeguard their records against 
the risk of a raid. This custom does not prevail in Numbers, or 
Numbers operators could easily be bankrupted by false claims. In 
fact, the DeCarlo tapes record DeCarlo instructing his clerks, in 
a Numbers bank where a popular number had w'on for the second day 
in a row, to answer the telephone pretending to be policemen on 
a raid so as to invalidate all of the winning claims. 

The substantial evidence of close ties among the various 
bookmakers in the New York metropolitan area does not support the 
notion that any group has attempted to dictate the terms of busi
ness. Like all businessmen, bookmakers frequently exchange infor
mation and complain about the state of business, but they do not 
jointly set prices or attempt to coordinate credit, territories, 
or the treatment of entrants. Territoriality, in any case, would 
be difficult to enforce because the bookmaker's office may change 
county every two weeks, and he may never know the addresses of 
his bettors. 

Our research turned up one effort by a group of 12 to 15 
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major bookmakers to change the odds offered for baseball betting 
and increase the bookmaker's margins. They announced this change 
at the beginning of the baseball season, and within three weeks it 
had affected business so severely that they abandoned it, although 
it had the lasting side effect of altering the system of compensa
tion for some runners. The cartel effort failed because their 
bettors could find other bookmakers willing to offer the old terms. 

The sports bookmaking business in New York is singularly free 
of violenc'E,! except, in a few cases, to enforce payment of debts. 
Although police corruption seems less useful to sports bookmakers 
who use telephones than to old-fashioned horse-room bookmakers, 
some telephone bookmakers have tried to buy police protection. We 
also have encountered one instance of extortion by a gambling squad 
de'tective. Bookmakers seem to derive a sense of security from 
purchasing police protection. But our evidence does not suggest 
that police corruption is widespread or that it has a significant 
effect on the organization of the bookmaking market. 

4. NUMBERS IN NEW YORK 

History and Background 

Lotteries, both legal and illegal, have been popular in 
American cities since the seventeenth century. In the eighteenth 
century, poor people who could not buy a whole lottery ticket 
bought either a piece of a ticket or an "insurance policy," cost
ing a penny or two, on a particular number. During the lat~er 
half of the nineteenth century, many states outlawed lotterles 
wi thout making betting illegal. In Ne1;v York, groups of policy 
shop owners entered exclusive contracts with lottery operators 
in states like Louisiana to distribute the results of their draw
ings. Local politicians dominated these organizations ahd used 
their control of the -Dolice and the law courts to enforce monopo
lies. But these politicians tended to quarrel among themselves, 
and no monopoly lasted long. (Johnson, 1977) 

Many of the immigrants who arrived toward the end of the 
nineteenth century shared a taste for lottery gambling. In res
ponse -to popular demand, local operators abandoned their 
dependence on out-of-state lotteries and began to draw their own 
numbers. Politicians continue to be involved in these games and 
to try to establish monopolies. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Numbers in its 
present form became the favorite game of New York's burgeoning 
poor black community. During the Prohibition era, ~ootlegg~rs 
used their local political connections and bootlegglng proflts as 
capital to move into the Numbers business. They forced the ex
perienced black operators to join them or go out of business. 
The role of violence in the process is not fully known. Economic 
pressure (lack of capital) may have been sufficient to el~m~nate 
competition. Even in this period, white racketeers had 11mlted 
power. (Block, 1980) 
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Operation of ·the Numbers Racket 

The Numbers game is a form of lottery in which the bettor is 
permitted to choose his own number and the amount of money he 
wishes to bet. The bettor may bet on one digit (for an 8 to 1 
payout), two (60 or 70 to I), or three (500 or 600 to 1). He 
plac7 s his bet with a collector and generally is given a receipt 
showlng the number and the amount of the bet. The collector has 
a copy of the receipt, and passes it or another copy to an agent 
who takes the bets from the collector to the bank. A bettor can 
buy a number either at a spot, such as a candy store, or from a 
runner~ a person who covers a particular route each day. A few 
op~ratl0ns now' retail by telephone, using a recording machine, 
WhlCh makes law enforcement efforts substantially more difficult. 
Collectors are retailers. Most bettors neither know nor care 
about which con·troller or bank employs their collector. Many 
collectors similarly do not know which bank their controller works 
for. Because of this segmentation of knowledge, the collector, 
t~e most 7xpose~ and vulnerable racket participant, can be arrested 
wlthout dlsruptlng the bulk of the daily operation of the bank. 

Controllers are middle management, between collectors and the 
bank. Controllers seldom have direct contact with their collectors. 
Generallr, ther employ on a salaried basis pick-up men who obtain 
the bettlng SllP~ from the collectors, deliver money to the con
trollers, and brlng money to collectors who must pay off winning 
bets. Control17rs are rarely caught with betting slip~, but pick
up ~en must,dell~er to controllers, probably on a daily basis, 
addlng machlne rlbbons recording transactions with each collector 
and the bank. 

A b,;mk may be a loc;ation where certain accountin'g services 
are provlded or ownershlp of the right to a share of the profits 
gener~ted by a set of collectors and controllers. As service 
locatlons, banks employ clerks (usually female relatives of other 
employe7 s) ,to kee~ books., The operator of the bank on a day-to
day baslS lS consldered hlghly vulnerable to arrest theft or 
kidnapping and is rarely the sole or majority owner: Owne;s 
g7nerally try to minimize direct contact with the bank. The divl
S10n of entrepreneurial decision making between owner and operator 
seems to vary from bank to bank. 

The winning number,is determined by the betting at a specified 
racetrack. The result lS sometimes based on the last three digits 
o~ t~e total handle for the day. Numbers operators must learn the 
w7n~lng number as soon as possible. Today, it is usually a three
dlgl t number drawn from the winning prices on the ·third, fifth and 
seventh races. Many bettors bet on a single digit, but may want 
to bet on a second digit after obtaining the result of their first 
bet. Hence, speed is important. But the Federal Communications 
Com~ission prohibits the broadcasting of race results generally 
unt~~ half an hour after the race is over. Racetracks do not have 
p~bllC telephones. Numbers banks therefore rely on an agent in
slde the track to keep them informed. Of course, one agent can 
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provide information to more than one bank. We do not know how 
many information services supply the number to the banks in the 
New York area, but no banker, even a new one, has difficulty 
obtaining the number speedily at a reasonable price .. 

Participants in the Numbers business make elaborate efforts 
to conceal the location of the bank and protect the security of 
the work. These measures seem to be aimed not only at police but 
also at thieves. Many banks have heavy doors that the police have 
to break down. 

Employees can easily cheat Numbers operations, and many do. 
A clerk simply inserts a betting slip with the winning number 
after the number has been announced. The precautions taken 
against such cheating vary from bank to bank but are generally 
not strict. 

Financial Flows 

Our data did not permit us to determine the revenues genera
ted and'income received by individual collectors. Banks keep 
records only of their dealings with controllers. The banks do 
record payments to the collectors in the form of "hits" (wins). 
Although these payments are intended for players, minus the tip, 
the collector may also retain a significant additional portion 
of the hit. 

The data did permit us to conclude that most banks are 
smaller than Numbers have generally been thought to be. A bank 
handling $5 million per year, a figure. roughly comparable to the 
annual sales of a large urban supermarket, is large by New York 
standards of the early 1970's. The largest bank we studied 
handled $17 million per year. The profits from such banks were 
modest in absolute terms and highly variable. Moreover, bankers 
often had difficulty in collecting revenues from the controllers. 
The controllers, on the other hand, derived large and stable 
incomes ($25,000 - 30,000 per year in 1971) from their function, 
with little attendant legal or financial risk. 

Banks controlled by Mafia members or close associates were 
somewhat larger than those controlled by blacks or Hispanics. 
But the net profits of the owners of Mafia banks were lower than 
those of other bank owners. 

Given payout rates of 600 to 1, a small number of cut numbers 
at payout rates of 400 to 1, and commission rates no higher than 
35 percent, bank profits should have been approximately 6 percent 
of handle. In fact, the average profit for the total handle in 
our sample was less than 4 percent. The profits of black banks 
averal:red 30 percent, Mafia banks as a group actually showed 
losses, and Hispanic banks were somewhere in between. These find
ings are puzzling, unless the police deliberately raided only 
profi table black banks and failing Mafia banks, 'which seems un
likely. 
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Having learned that employee cheating might have a sig'nificant 
effect on bank profits, we tried to test the hypothesis that larger 
banks were less profitable than smaller banks. We reasoned that 
many employees would be less closely supervised than few. However, 
we found a positive (though statistically not significant) correla
tion between size and profitability. 

Unexpectedly, we found that controllers routinely owe substan
tial amounts to their bankers. In some banks, these debts were 
paid once a week; in others, they continued for months" despite 
the banker's record~d efforts to collect. For the sample as a 
whole, the debts amounted to 2.77 times the average daily handle. 
For Hispanic banks, they were 4.67 times the daily handle, and for 
black banks 2.66. 

We tried to determine whether or not the owner (or successive 
owners) of a given bank or set of controllers and collectors could 
maintain the bank's size and general composition over a period of 
years, but we turned up very few instances in which we could be 
sure that two raids at different times had been on the same bank. 
We also tried to analyze bank stability in terms of short-term 
profitability. The less stable the bank in this sense, the more 
capital it requires to avoid the risk of bankruptcy. In the bank 
for which the longest profitability data were available (on a 
weekly basis over 17 weeks), the handle fluctuated between 
$177,000 and $261,000 and gross profits between plus $74,000 and 
minus $81,000. 

For each bank in our sample, we calculated the highest one
day loss during the same period and measured it against the 
controller's average daily handle (see Table 1). We found that 
for a sample of 53 controllers, 27 experienced one-day losses 
(accruing to the banker) of at least twice their average handle. 
In short, a banker handling $10,000 per day had a non-trivial 
p:c'obabilit:y of losing as much as $20,000 on a given day. 

In our sample of 53 banks the average bank handled about $2 
million per year in wagers, producing gross profits of about 
$100,000 for the banker. If the banker paid about $30,000 in 
office staff salaries (two clerks at $150 per week and an office 
manager at $250 per week), about $5,000 in rent, another $5,000 
for legal :fees, office equipment, supplies and other incidentals 
and perhaps $7,500 for financing (maintaining a capital reserve 
of $15,000 and paying 1 percnet per week interest -- which appears 
to be the prime rate for criminal borrowers), then he netted 
about $52,500. Such an income is substantial but does not suggest 
that the average Numbers bank provides the capital base for a vast 
criminal empire. 

Bettin~ Distributions and the Riskiness of Banks 

Unevenness in the distribution of bets increases a bank's 
needs for capital reserves, unless it can layoff bets with other 
banks, cut payout rates on popular numbers, or increase payout 
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Average Handle 

1930 
1355 
1078 
2759 

458 
2553 
1041 

680 
614 
407 
776 

1028 
483 

1712 
1402 
1093 
1440 

508 
1773 
1982 
1593 
1889 
1308 

484 
1667 

270 
184 ' 

1634 
1100 
2056 
2996 
1110 

634 
2447 
2040 

.'26579 
1217 
1161 

533 
299 
459 
877 
454 

2721 
801 
391 
233 

1768 
990 

3498 
362 

5527 
11337 

Means: 1990.57 

**For two banks 
the period of 
recorded as a 
the average. 

TABLE 1 

Maximum Losses for a Sample 
of 53 Controllers 

Number of Maximum Ratio of 
Observations Loss Maximum Loss to 

Average Handle 

9 -2556 1.33 
9 -1661 1.22 
6 -400 0.37 
6 -4696. 1. 70 
6 -144 0.31 
6 -1164 0.49 
6 +265** 

17 -4332 6.37 
11 +145** 
11 -124 0.30 
18 -1101 1. 41 

6 -241 0.23 
26 -2829 5.98 
,6 -128 0.07 
8 -1294 0.93 

41 -2145 1. 96 
47 -3120 2.16 
46 -7105 13.98 
23 -1604 0.90 
34 -12051 6.08 
39 -5026 3.15 
42 -20681 10.67 
11 -5792 5.80 
46 -1920 3.96 

9 -1118 0.67 
38 -5810 21. 52 
69 -1021 5.55 
26 -7802 4.77 
21 -2843 2.58 
3,9 -8495 4.13 
15 -2160 0.72 

5 -886 0.79 
6 -5579 8.67 

74 -13763 5.62 
73 -4445 2.17 
68 -59020 2.22 
13 -2745 2.25 

6 -465 0.40 
24 -361 0.67 
16 -609 2.03 
16 -2804 6.10 
44 -1691 1092 
29 -769 1. 69 
59 --3026 1.11 
12 -3143 3.92 
16 -1525 3.90 
12 -287 1. 23 
64 -26032 14.72 
11 -108 0.13 
40 -8728 2.49 
35 -1193 3.29 
88 -12050 2.18 
47 -689 0.06 

27.45 -4919.87 3.34 

in the sample no losses were recorded during 
observation; the lowest daily revenue is 
positive item here and permitted to adjust 
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rates on unpopular numbers. But if the same numbers are consist
ently popular or unpopular with the entire betting population, 
bankers cannot use laying-off to reduce their risk. We divided 
the Manhattan banks in our sample into three "social areas": 
black, Hispanic and other, (since there was evidence that ethnicity 
affected number preference) and identified the ten most popular 
numbers in each area. We also confirmed an earlier report (Rados, 
1976) of bias toward lower numbers. The ten most popular numbers 
in each area overlapped only slightly, but all thirty numbers 
received disproportionately heavy play in each area, limiting 
opportunities for laying-off. We also examined cut numbers -
those to which, because of their popularity, bankers assign a lower 
payout rate. We found that the typical cut (400 to 1 rather than 
600 to I) was insufficient to bring the banker's exposure on such 
numbers into line with the rest of the distribution~ The effect 
of skewed distribution on the need for capital reserves may signi
ficantly reduce the ability of controllers to set up their.o~n 
banks; access to capital may be the most important prerequlslte 
for becoming a banker. 

Apart from the perennial favorites, other numbers may sud
denly become popular (e.g., 715 on the day when Hank Aaron hit 
his 715th home run) and win, 'with adverse consequences for the 
banks, additional to the long-run problem identified above. 

control 

Our evidence suggests that Numbers today is far .less centrally 
controlled than it is widely believed to be and probably once was. 
We have found, for example, that neither banks nor collectors 
have exclusive rights to worle particular territorities. An indica
tion of the density of Numbers retailing was provided by a former 
Numbers pick-up man, operating in a particularly active area of 
lower Manhattan. He found four different banks operating in a 
two block area. Similarly, two policemen described a bar which 
served as a stop on the route of four runners associated with 
different banks. Although some sections of Harlem are said to 
be organized on a block basis so that new collectors risk violence 
if they try to operate without the established collector's consent, 
in most of the city, the only barrier to becoming a collector is 
finding a controller who will accept the bets. 

Regional variations in pricing also seem to indicate decen
tralization, some parts o~ the city show many of the character
istics of central control which may be related to ethnic and 
social homogeneity and stability. In others, there seems to be 
substantial variation. 

It is widely believed that the bank determines th.e payout 
rate for winning bets, but discrepancies between bank records of 
payouts and informants' accounts of actual payouts have led us to 
believe that, at least in some locations, collectors adjust the 
bank rates, Where collectors have their own territory, bankers 
may set the payout rate so as to maximize the bank's profits. 
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But where collectors cQmpete for bettors{ they may do so by raising 
payout rates. Alternatively, they may offer lower payout rates 
than the bank gives them and pocket the difference. Rather than 
monitor market conditions and bettor payouts, the bank may simply 
offer a uniform rate to its collectors and let them determine ·their 
bettors' rate. This arrangement is similar to that between re
tailer and supplier in a numher of legitimate industries, in which 
the \V'holesale price is uniform and wholesaler suggests a retail 
price, but the-retailer is legally free to adjust it to local con
ditions. If this arrangement in fact prevails in Numbers, then 
banker-collector relations cannot be understood as those of a boss 
to an employee. Further evidence of collector autonomy is the 
widespread practice among collectors of holding back bets of less 
than 10 cents. Bankers make no systematic efforts to determine 
whether or not collectors are holding hack bets, although the 
practice reduce~ their profits. 

In general, the role of violence in Numbers operations seems 
to have been considerably exaggerated. Threats of violence are 
cornmon, but such threats are a part of rhetoric of this milieu. 
Actual incidents o~ violence in the Numbers business, in recent 
years, have been very few. Those of which we learned generally 
concerned some form of cheating and not efforts of bankers to ex
pand their territories. 

Conclusion 

Our analysis of the Numbers business, relying heavily on a 
sample of financial records from Numbers banks, suggests a very 
different view from that presented previously. The banks appear 
to be modest sized operations yielding a substantial, but variable, 
income for the banker. The results do not justify the claim that 
Numbers might provide the stable source of capital accumulation 
for the growth of large scale, multiple enterprise, criminal 
empires. 

Even more strikingly, all the evidence suggests that the 
Numbers business is one in which bankers compete for the services 
of collectors and controllers. The view that this is a controlled 
activi ty is, for mpst of Nev' York, highly questionable. The major 
incentive for involvement by 'bankers in the Numbers business may 
be that it provides a source of patronage and information but our 
research did not permit us to examine this hypothesis in any 
detail. 

5. ENFORCEMENT OF GAMBLING LAWS 

Numbers and bookmaking in New York have not existed in a 
vacuum. The police have devoted a great deal of effort to the 
suppression and regulation of these activities. Indeed, one of 
the major reasons for studying them is precisely the importance 
that they have had for police organized crime control efforts. 
Our analysis of bookmaking and Numbers suggested that the police 
had, at least in the early 1970's, relatively little influence 
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on either the operation or the structure or these markets. To 
understand that, it is necessary to describe the nature of the 
police gambling enforcement effort. 

Police Gamb!inq Enforcement Efforts 

In 1949, what became known as the Harry Gross investigation 
produced revelations of widespread police protection of bookmakers. 
The New York City Police Department (NYPD) created several city
wi0.e gambling squads independent of the precinct, division and 
borough units that had traditionally been responsible for enforc
ing the gambling law.s. At this time, in theory, a police officer 
who observeo gambling in public was required to make a report of 
the conditio~ and to effect an arrest if possible. In practice, 
however, uniformed officers made arrests only for nuisance gambling 
(dice games on the sidewalk), and divisional plainclothesmen con-
centrated on organized illegal gambling. When the new central 

. u~its were created, the divisional plainclothesmen remained respon
sJ_ble for enforcement against local conditions, while the central 
units responded to complaints of police corruption. They were 
sUpposed to operate in secret, but, in fact, they usually gave 
advance warning of raids. Corruption remained widespread among 
the plainclothesmen, ,...,ho regularly made arrangements with gamblers 
to be arrested at convenient times or to provide stand~ins to fill 
the officers' arrest quotas without inconveniencing the bookmaker. 

In the early 1960's, another corruption scandal led the 
Department to create the Gambling Enforcement Inspection Review 
Board (GEIRB). It was responsible for monitoring vice conditions, 
recommending new strategies, and supervising personnel selection. 
The Board introduced new reporting procedures but, like the squads, 
had little impact on the integrity of gambling enforcement. In 
this corrupt environment, a handful of honorable men sought to do 
their jobs effectively, directing their efforts against both 
corrupt colleagues and the gamblers themselves. These men became 
the core of a new enforcement effort after the Knapp Commission 
hearings. 

, T~e Knapp. Commission, created in September 1970, sought to 
~nv:st~gate charges of malfeasance and misfeasance throughout the 
pol~ce department. Although the Commission did not establish that 
police corruption had been worsening, it did have a broad impact 
on the entir: operation of the'police department, and in gambling 
enforcement ~t led to two important changes. First, uniformed 
patrolmen were explicitly prohibited from making vice arrests, 
a~t~ough they were still required to report on observed vice con
d~t~on~. The purpose of this change was to discourage bribery or 
extort~on by patrolmen. Second I the traditional plainclothes 
command structure was abolished and succeeded by a centralized 
vice control unit, the Public Morals Division, which was oart of 
the Organized Crime Control Bureau. Elaborate procedures~and 
perhaps as much as 10 percent of the total manpower of this unit 
was devoted to corruption control. 
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In the next five years, the number o~ me~ assigned to gambling 
enforcement declined precipitously, and wlth ~t the number of 
gambling arrests. By 1976, gambling enforcement was,clearly a 
low priority for the New York ~oli~e Department, as lt seemed to _ 
be generally for the criminal Just~ce syste~. Appare~tlYr aggres 
sive administrative measures had succeeded ~n shatter~ng ~he ex
tensive corruption networks that seem to have emerged dur~ng the 
Prohibition era, but only by greatly redticing the extent of the 
enforcement effort. 

Enforcement Strategies 

In dealing with Numbers, the police can choose to attack 
either the branch or the root: either to haras~ str:e~ vendor~, 
necessarily using considerable manpower but tak~~g v~s~ble act~on 
against visible lawbreakersj or to attempt to bu~ld cases that 
would lead to the arrest of those with ope:ational c?ntrol of 
Numbers banks, punishing those most deserv~ng,of pun~shment . 
Before the Knapp COTIlllission, the New York pol:ce generally went 
after the branch. In the 1940's, they establ~shed a K~own Gambler 
file of people arrested for gambling. Each KG was as~~gned to a 
plainclothesman who kep·t track of him. When the publ~c, called for 
arrests the officer rounded up his KG's. But most pla~ncl?thes
men protected their KG's, when it was convenient to do so, ~n 
exchange for information and money. As a re~ult, ~nowledgeable 
officers tended to be corrupt and honest off~cers ~gnorant. ~n 
this way, the police effectively maintained control o~er publlC 
gambling and could respond with great speed to complalnts of 
flagrant Numbers actively, although few New Yorkers were unable 
to place bets when they wanted to. 

In the early 1960's, the police decided to attack the root. 
The GEIRB ordered the divisions to create teams of men,who would 
locate and arrest policy banks. The only arrests for ~mporta~t 
gambling figures prior to 1970 were made ~y the~e te~~s. The~r 
reports contain the best data on Numbers ~n p?l~ce f~les. They 
also illustrate some of the problems of ~ambl~ng enforc:men~. _ 
For example, locating a policy bank requ~:es a substantlal ~nvest 
ment of manpower and time, produces relat~vely fe~ arrests, and 
involves, unless manpower is increased, a relaxat~on of s~reet 
harassment. Gamblers respond to this strategy by relocatlng ?r 
dividing their banks or by having other bankers take over thelr 
work for a specified time and fee. 

After the Knapp Commission, the police completely stopped 
street harassment. Their effort has been dir:ct:d against large 
banks. But today, some spots post odds and w~nn~ng numbers 
flagrantly, attracting large, noisy crowds and double-park:d cars. 
Department policy prevents uniformed officers from resp?nd~ng to 
these situations with anything more alarming ~han tra~f~c summon-
ses The nongambling public, observing publ~c gambl~n~ and 
police inaction, has blamed these conditions on corrupt~on. As 
a result, the police have had to resume street harassment. 
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Corruption 

Before the Knapp Commission, Numbers operators and handbooks 
(the bookmaking equivalent of runners) could not functi~n unless 
they purchased protection from all the patrolmen in a given terri
tory. In the late 1940's, a small-time Brooklyn bookmaker named 
Harry Gross became an intermediary between several hundred Brooklyn 
handbooks and the gambling police. He was arrested and convicted 
for bookmaking, but the expOsure of the protection system in which 
he worked led to prison sentences and suicide for a number of 
police officers and drove the mayor out of office. The investiga
tion was believed to have uncovered a vast and well organized 
gambling ring. In fact, very few of Gross' colleagues handled 
anything larger than local action at a corner bar; they had united 
only in response to police demands for payoffs. Since Gross did 
not control them, bookmaking went on as usual after his exposure. 

There was another case in the early 1960's that was less sen
sational but which had greater consequences on both police and 
gamblers. The desk lieutenant in the city's most important gam
bling squad was the 900rdinator and bookkeeper for a citywide 
corruption ring that warned gamblers of impending raids in return 
for payments keyed to the officer's importance and seniority. 
Members of most of the city's plainclothes units participated. 
(All the officers indicted were ultimately acquitted.) The over
throw of this central brokerage led to the decentralization of 
police corruption. The Knapp Commission found some plainclothes 
units entirely corrupt, but little corruption in headquarters or 
even borough offices. 

The Knapp Commission and the Koutnick cases revealed that 
gamblers paid the police fees for the protection of specific 
places, but that there was no protection for banks. Operators 
who did not pay protection were given the choice of doing so or 
being raided. Some police became involved in day-to-day gambling 
operations, guarding money transfers and enforcing local col
lectors' monopolies by suppressing competition. Some informants 
and police report that controllers assigned their collectors to 
territories within specific divisions so that they would not have 
to pay protection to two police divisions. Since the Knapp Com
mission, numerous local Numbers operators have tried to organize 
precinct pads, and some have complained that intense competition 
is preventing any single operator from achieving enough volume 
to run a profitable operation. 

Prosecutors and Courts 

Despite New York's preeminence in the field of organized 
crime prosecutions, in the past thirty years, New York district 
attorneys have generally treated gambling cases as low level, 
routine prosecutions to be disposed of as expeditiously as possi
ble. Diltil 1963, New York had no felony gambling statutes, but 
even after these were enacted, prosecutorial interest in gambling 
did not increase significantly. Since the mid-1970's, the District 
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d tree to wiretap applications Attorney ~f New YOr~ has refuse 0 ~;secutors are more favorably 
for gambl1ng operat1ons. Suburban p b 'the ma]' or gam-
disposed toward ~uc a~p l~a h (b bs consist of police detailed bling investigat1ve un1ts 1n t e su ur, 

h I' tions perhaps ecause 

to work in the district attorney's off1ce. 

r to treat gamblers harshly. Judges have been even less eage t f those convicted following 
From 1964 to 1969, les~ than 2 per~:~ei~ed nrison sentences. Some 
arrest on felony gambl1n~ charges in li ht of the state's en-
judges object to se~tenc1ng gamblers subur~an judges, like,suburban 
couragement of bett1ng through OTB. bl 
prosecutors, are more willing to sentence gam ers. 

Federal Enforcement 

which :~~!~~~~gf~~:~:iej~;i=~~C~~~~n~~:f~~~~:~n:~:~~:~e:!~!~i:!:70, 
gambling operatl~ns, the federalfSt~~ir enforcement activities. _ 
Crime made gambl1ng the center 0 50 defendants the result of 
Some early cases featured as many as ses roved u~successful in 
citywide raids. ~o\1hen,m~ny of the~e catheii slogan "quality rather court, federal author1t1es adopte as 
than quantity." 

The goal of federal efforts was to incarcer~te m~~o~a~~~a~~ 
, t However a compar1son ized crime gambl1ng o~era ors· d ts in federal court with the NYPD 

a sample of 197 gamb~lng ~e~e~O~nturned up only 29 names that were 
Known Gam~ler (KG) llStl~ t includes many minor figures but it 
on both llStS. The KG 1S 'or racket figures. In theory, 
also includes the names of the rna] h fi ures but in making 
the federal list sho~l~ inclUdetm~nyv:~~one ~hom they could iden
raids federal author1t1es arres,e eincludinq many whom local 
tify as working with th~ oper~t~on'use they were too unimportant. 
authorities would have 19ndorte ~c~ivelY few incarcerations. These numerous arrests Ie 0 re a 

, 970 aking in 1971-72, federal 
From a vigorous st~rt 1n 1 dilTPe By 1978, gambling had the 

enforcement efforts decl1~ed s~~at f~deral strike Forces might 
lowest priority of the cr1mes ff~ , 1 ascribed this shift to dis
investigate. A Strike F'orce ~ 1C1~es for convicted gamblers, 
satisfaction with the ~entenc1ni ra ts than those for marijuana, 
which were much lower 1n f~dte7a cou~here have been no official 
narcotics and larceny CO~V1C .1~ns. , 
statements to justify th1S POllCy sh1ft. 

, Enforcement and Wiretapping Gambl1ng 

, , 'ori ina ted as a legislative Court-author1zed w1retapp1ng ,g d' The primary use 
' ith organ1ze cr1me. response to publ1C concerntw, stigate gambling offenses and 

of such wiretaps has been 0 1nvef wiretaps has been declining 
remains so, although the numbe~ 0 accounted for the overwhelm-
since 1973. New York ~ndtNeW e~~~;Ugh the imbalance is less 
ing majority of Such,w1re a~s, a 1 1970's. The use of 
pronounced now that 1t was 1n the ear y 
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I' d arently because gambling wiretap cases 
wiretaps has dec lne a

pP
l succeed in reaching'major organized 

ar~ legf~llY comPanl~Xp'r~~~~eYrelativelY mild penalties for those crlme 19ures, 
convicted. 

Gambling Enforcement and Organized Crime 

Major city police departments are expe~~~deerd=~~eP~~~t~a~~~ 
the media to keep info~~d a~~~tc~~~~~isNumbers or bookmaking, but 
that racketeers do pot 7rec 

, Ivement in these activities, 
that ~hey do have a'contlnu~us lnvofinanciers. Major gambling 
sometlmes ~s bet~ors, sometl~es as i about the relationships 
investigatlons,Yleld usefu~ lnf~~m~~i~ninformation contributes to, 
among persons ln the rackets. - t' ases then serious gambl
for example, loansharki~g a~~,e~tor 10~fCtheY'dO not lead to incar
ing investigation~ are ]UStl le ~V~~el may be serving only to feed 
ceration on gambllng,c~arges: ~~ AYreview of a sample of past 
the public's and medla s curlOSl Y:d vidence of the extent to 
gambling investig~tio~s CO~ld P~~~~t~ ~he making of non-gambling 
which such investlgatlons a~e to the data necessary for cases. We were unable to galn access 
such a review. 

the lit~le direct effect on Gambling enforcement seems °t aVainst~bookmakers may actually 
organized crime. ,Heavy en~orcemen ~~erwise solvent bookmakers to 
be counterproductlve, forc7ng s~me 0 The police might usefully 
resort to loansharks for fln~nclng. 0 loansharks as a means of 
focus on bookmakers already ln de~t ~t that current police intelli
getting at the loanshark, buth~e k~ud of specialization. Enforce
gence systems would support t lS ln c~unterproductive, because 
ment against Numbers may be,even more fits those bankers who can 
it generat:es poli.ce corrup~lon a~~hbe~:ruPt police administrators, 
establish the best connectlons Wl , ~ d with organized crime 
generally those most closely aSSOCla e 
groups. 

The public has a right to expect ~he POhlicle to ~akg:~~=!on 
h b me rich by floutlng t e aWe 

against those w 0 ec~ limi ted oals of equi·ty and intel-
enforcement effort bu71t aro~nd eratio;s might be more success-
lige~ce, tl~rgt~tedthageaalnc~{v:a;~~p~~ation of prosecutive agencies ful ln en lS lng 
than past efforts have been. 

'r roblem in the United States 
Organized c:ime may be a ~a~~s iailed to solve it. Numbers 

today, but ~ambllng,enforc~me~rts of urban life in this nation, 
and bookmaklng are lni~grat Penforce the laws against them have 
and the efforts of po lce, 0 th blic We might argue for 
benefited neither the POltl~e noOrf pr~v~~elY ~perated Numbers and th 1 gall'zation and taxa lon , 

e e , 'II 1 the pollce must bookmaking, but while they r~mal~h~m eg~t' the same time, the 
devote some effort to combatlnf

9
th 1: ited goals of this enforce-

ublic should be made aware 0 e 1m 'd 
P t We believe that effective information gatherlng an

h 
t they :~~l;sis can do much to remove from the police a burden t a 
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6. INFORMATION GATHERING AND ANALYSIS 

Most major police agencies have an intelligence unit. In 
theory this unit serves as a central point for the collection 
and analysis of information about, amongst other matters, organi
zed illegal activities. Intelligence units are the most plausible 
point at which to begin the process of improving decision making 
in the.area. of law enforcement against organized crime . 

The enforcement of laws against illegal gambling, as suggested 
in the previous chapter, serves a number of functions. One that 
the police have viewed as very important (Fowler et aI, 1978) is 
that it is a major weapon against organized crime-,-particularly 
the Mafia. While our research certainly suggests that Mafia mem
bers are intimately involved in gambling, often as financiers or 
bettors, it is not consistent with the claim that gambling enforce
ment can serve as a major source of convictions or severe financial 
losses for the Mafia. Indeed, in as much as it creates financial 
difficul·ties for bookmakers generally, gambling enforcement may 
expand the Mafia's influence in the business. That is not to say 
that we can recommend a correct strategy against organized crime: 
we know too little about its activities. What we believe possi
ble, and shall attempt in this chapter, is to suggest how the 
intelligence units phould be altered to generate information and 
analysis so that better policies can be formed. 

A preliminary to that is a description of the setting in 
which intelligence units operate. For it is critical to under
stand both the primacy of the police in this area and the 
difficulties under which intelligence units operate. 

Police Intelligence Functions 

The police are given almost sole responsibility for the col
lection of intelligence information. This is true at every level 
of government, local, state and federal. Prosecutors are essen
tially customers of police intelligence information. The primacy 
of the police represents, in part, a sensible response to the 
comparative advantage that the police have in collecting informa
tion. Routine police enforcement activities generate a great deal 
of relevant information, while prosecutors gather relatively 
little extraneous to the making of particular cases. 

There are, however, three problems that arise from this divi
sion. First, intelligence units themselves are essentially 
clients of enforcement activity. They learn mostly about the 
activities that other police choose to give attention. The police 
have paid great attention to gambling, relative to other organi
zed criminal activities. That choice is to some extent a response 
to the rather open and routinized nature of most illegal gambling 
activity. Numbers, in particular, involves large numbers of 
people forced to operate on a regular schedule with quite 
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formalized bookkeeping. As a result the police have acquired an 
enormous body of disparate information about literally thousands 
of individuals. The information was not collected for the purpose 
of creating an organized crime strategy, but to enable them to 
make gambling arrests when there was a public concern about the 
issue. Nonetheless, it provided much of the information that the 
intelligence units had to work with. 

The intelligence unit then tends to serve the role of ratify
ing basic strategies. If other units provided information about 
illegal gambling, then intelligence units were likely providing 
policy makers analyses of illegal gambling. The intelligence 
unit's ability to refocus organized crime strategies by looking at 
the full range of activities of the target groups was limited by 
its dependence on information from enforcement units. 

The second problem arises from their location in a semi
military organizat,ion, which does not permit lateral entry. 
Police intelligence units have in large part adapted military in
telligence terminolqgy and approaches, though the nature of the 
problem and available resources are very different. Undoubtedly 
this is partly due to the fact that so many people have served 
in the military, and often in no other large organizations. How
ever the lateral entry prohibition, which requires everyone to 
enter the police force at the lowest level, limits the pool of 
skills on which the police can draw. T~7hile thi~ has an impact on 
many aspects of police work, it is particularly significant in 
areas where sophisticated analysis is potentially important. 
Lacking formal skills it is unsurprising that most intelligence 
units function simply as collectors of information. I-t is rare 
to find a filing system which does more than collect information 
on individuals. 

The third problem arises from the relationship of informants 
to their police contacts. The relationship is a personal one, 
though it arises in the course of police activity. Repeated 
scandals in major police departments, sometimes involving allega
tions that informants have been punished as the result of corrup
tion within the police department, create an understandable 
reluctance on the part of both the informant and his contact to 
put much information in files. The result is that police depart
ments command far less information than do its members collectively. 
Moreover, when a knowledgeable officer retires his knowledge, and 
usually ~is informants, 9re lost to the department. 

The consequence of these three characteristics of enforcement 
and intelligence is that so-called ~ntelligence files consist 
largely of unanalyzed information about individuals involved in 
activities which the police already regard as important. The 
policy question is what can be done to change this? It should be 
clear from the prior discussion that the problems are rather 
fundamental ones arising from the nature of police work and its 
organization. Any recommendations that seriously address the pro
blem will have consequences for other aspects of police behavior. 
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The Limits of Analysis 

We ha.ve said that police 
col~ect. Our obligation then 
ach~eve. Having only limited 
pOllce do collect, there is a 
assertions on this matter. 

~ail to analyze the information they 
lS to suggest what analysis might 
knmdedge about what information the 
somewhat speculative element to our 

kind ~~r reksearch itS~lf suggest some of what might be done The 
mar et analysls that we did d t ' . 

great deal of so histicati ' oes no, l~ fact require a 
arose precisely ~rom the f~~t t~U~h of the dlfflCU~ty we co~fronted 
could t b ' a we were not pollce and slmply 
an ent~~pr~sf~~np~~~~eo~nf~e,~n~ormation rout~nely available to 
assembled the data it is pOS~iblt ~eeks that 7nformation. Having 

~~eP~liCY m~ke~s meanin~ful est~~at~~ ;~et~~l~~~w:n~~y~;n!~ ~r~~~~t 
wo mar ets. That lnformatlon would enabl th ' 

t? rdaise.serious questions about the directioneOf ~u~~!~~y maker 
nlze crlme control strategies. L~ orga-

activf~i:= ~~v:n:i~::drnS~~r~siedh,gambbling is ~he,easiest of the 
which th l' as lon, ecause lt lS the one for 
the b ,e p~ ~ce can get, information most easily. We believe on 
also ~!l;O~si~lco~Plete lnformation~ ~~~t such analysis should 
deal in e or some othe~ actlvltles, particularly heroin 
and, p~t:~~~:l~~~o~~~~e~~aI~~tl~e~y g~nerates relevan~-information 
~arcoticshmarke~s,mc:-y be moreYd~~f~~~~~t~~ s~~~~s~~r~~~~ ~~~h~;~er 

ecause t e actlVltles are not so routinized and open. 

fo The alt~rnative approach for intelligence purposes is to 
bec~~e~:ten~lon on the cri~inal groups of interest. What seem to 

maJor sources of lncome and power? S h ' f ' 
~~;; ~~ ~~~ainedfthroUgh info~m~n~s, whose'rec~~it~~n~r~:t~o~u~~~ 

, er en orcement actlvltles. It is worth pointin out 
once aga~n that one consequence of gambling enforcement isgto 
~~~g~~~g l~~~r~~~fs Wh~ are p~rticul~rlY knowledgeable about the 

agc:-inst,other act~~i~ie~~~~~~z:~p~~~m~~ b:or~p~~!~~~e~~n;ra~~t~!~y 
~~lme wll~ ~r?duce more lnformation about their involvemenf in 

~se aCilvltles. ,W: ?urselves simply know too little about the 
~: ~~~ °t such a~tlvltles as e~tortion and labor racketeering to 

e 0 say w at analysts mlght be able to accomplish. 

talk T~e~e is however,another general point about which we can 
Wlt ,some a~thorlty. The narrow focus of intelli ence units 

~nfd organlzed crlme control has clearly limited the us~ to which 
ln ormants have been put T' d t' , f ' f . lme an lme agaln we have been told 
o t 7n , 0t~mants who have been debriefed only on a narrow range of 
ac lVl les where later it th abo t h' emerges at they were knowledgeable 
sur~ei~uc more. ~he same appears to be true with electronic 
Summ ,lance ma~e~lal. Transcripts are frequently quite cursory 
f 'l~rles, proVldlng enough information for the case in hand but 
al lng to record the rich material about related criminal 
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activities which would be invaluable for a true intelligence func
tion. In at least one unit the introduction of civiljan analysts 
into the "plants" has led to much more fruitful use of wiretap in
formation. 

CONCLUSION 

The location of intelligence units in police agencies and the 
restricted access provided to prosecutors, arise out of the under
standable concerns that police have about prosecutor loyalties. 
The prosecutor of today is the defense lawyer of tomorrow. Indivi
dual police are very explicit in stating their mistrust of prose
cutors, seeking to limit the information available to them to that 
necessary for prosecuting a specific case. The fact that District 
Attorneys are elected officials, in most states, serving counties 
while the Police Commissioner is an appointed official for a city 
also creates tension. It is hard to realistically propose changes 
that would, within existing political and career constraints, much 
change the relationship between police and prosecutors. 

The recruitment of highly trained specialists into the middle 
le~el of police departments r which is essential if intelligence 
un1ts are to be more than collection units, seems more feasible. 
It is a matter of ideology and practical union policies that such 
recruitment has not already occurred. We can only hope that our 
suggestions will add to the general impetus for such a change. 

Finally, there is the issue of the relationship between intel
ligence and enforcement. Recent scandals concerning political 
intelligence programs of the FBI and various other law enforcement 
agencies have 'heightened traditional concerns about the police 
carrying out activities other than those with a direct case orien
tation. The concern is undoubtedly a sound one. However, if 
organized crime is a serious problem in modern America, then the 
police must be given the authority, direction and resources to 
carry out meaningful intelliqence vlork in this area. 
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EXPLORING OFFICIAL DOCTRINE 

1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ORTHODOXY 

The Kefauver Committee is the original source of the views 
which have determined the organized crime enforcement strategies 
of most criminal justice and regulatory agencies throughout the 
nation over the last quarter century. The Committee, which 
functioned from 1950 to 1952, made two major findings. First it 
asserted that illegal gambling was the ma~or activ~ty of orga~ized 
crime. Secondly, it claimed that the Maf1a, a nat10nal orga~lza
tion of Italian-American gangs, had monopoly control over th1S 
gambling activity. (Kefauver Committee, n.d.) 

All the elements of this view of organized crime were part of 
the American scene prior to Kefauver, but the Committee combined 
them in a powerful and new way. For the f~rst time gamblin~ was 
seen as a nationally organized racket. Pr10r to Kefauver, 111egal 
gambling had often been the source of much local political turmoil 
(cf. Richardson, 1970), frequently associated with city and county 
political machines and police graft, ,but,it was not,vie~ed as, 
being important to large-scale consp1rac1es. Prost1tut70n (v1ce), 
bootlegging and other liquor rackets, as well as extort1on were 
given much more prominence than gambling in discussions about 
criminal organizations. 

Ethnic and even "national" conspiracies were not invented by 
Kefauver; the "Whiskey ring" and other "trusts" I:ad often been 
accused of creating national monopolies. But pr70r to,Kefa~v7r 
no government body had given one ethnic group pr1macy 1n cr1m1nal 
conspiracy nor had anyone ever ascribed t? it the national ?on~rol 
allegedly exercised by the Mafia. The eX1stence of the Maf 7a,ln 
America was first announced at the turn of the century (Alb7n7, 
1971; p.159) and during Prohibition it~ prominenc7 a~d publ1C1ty 
increased. Torn Dewey made his reputat10n by conv1ct1ng Lucky 
Luciano of being the leader of prostitution in New York and a 
leader of the Mafia, the dominant element in the nefarious dope 
rackets. But Dewey did not argue that Luciano was the head of a 
national conspiracy. 

The Kefauver Committee's assertions about interstate gambling 
conspiracies dramatically changed ~ublic ~erceptions of ?riminal 
organization and illegal gambling 1n Amer1ca. The telev1s7d 
hearings in New York City which featured Frank Costello's 1nter
twined fingers twisting for hours on end while he evaded the 
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Committee's questions drew the largest national television ratings 
to that date (Moore, 1974; p.184). Estes Kefauver, the Chairman 
of the Committee, became a national figure with prospects of 
attaining higher office. 

The Committee's investigation focused on the national wire 
service, which provided bookmakers with the results of horese races 
throughout the country as well as in Mexico and Canada. The Com
mittee drew several general conclusions about the nature of 
national criminal conspiracy from its analysis of the,s~ructure 
and operation of the wire service. Three are worth c1t1ng: 

"There is a sinister criminal organization known as the 
Mafia operating throughout the country with ties to 
other nations." (p.175) 

"Criminal syndicates in this country make tremendous 
profits and are due primarily to the a~ili~y of s~ch 
gangs and syndicates to secure monopol1es 1n the 111e
gal operation in which they'are involved." (p.174) 

"Gambling profits are the principal support of bi~-time 
racketeering and gangsterism. These profits prov1de 
the financial resources whereby ordinary criminals are 
converted in'to big-time racketeers, political bosses, 
pseudo businessmen and alleged philanthropists." (p.175) 

How did the Committee go about forming these conclusions? 
~fuat kinds of information did it gather? The answer to these 
questions raise serious doubts about the valid~ty of its ~pproach 
and the reliability of its analysis. The Comm1tte7 recru1~ed a 
large staff of lawyers and investigators, whose ma1n funct10n was 
to establish contact with local officials and interested groups, 
learn their views of local problems and then prepare them to 
testify for the Committee. The Committee staff initiated no 
collection of new information, nor did it independently test the 
assertions of local law enforcement officials. 

It was assumed that the answers offered by local officials 
to questions about who "ran" gambling in their tov:ns were correc;t. 
No effort was made to analyze the costs of operat1ng these synd1-
cates the flows of money or the profit margins. It was asserted 
on all sides that illegal gambling was a very lucrative monopoly. 
Since knowledgeable people from all parts of the country seemed, 
to agree, the Committee decided that it must be so. The assertlon 
that the local criminal monopolies were linked in a national con
spiracy was based on the role of the wire ~ervice,and ~he fri7ndly 
personal rela'tions between prominent organ1zed crlme f1gures 1n 
different cities. 

The Kefauver Committee set a poor precedent with respect to 
sources which has been followed by succeeding groups. It asserted 
that "off the record but convincing statements of certain infor
mants who must remain anonymous" (p.130) proved to its satisfaction 
the existence of the Mafia. The need to use confidential 
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informants is undeni~ble. One can/reasonably require though that 
the informants be asked detailed questions, their responses vali
dated as far as pqssible and some of this detail be provided in the 
Report. This is not to say that the Committee's assertions are 
false, simply not proven. 

But suspicion about its use of informants is increased when 
one takes into account the judgement of a historian of the Com
mittee, that "its record in jUdging statements on the Mafia in 
open sessions is not such as to establish confidence in its critical 
abilities on this issue." (Moore, 1974; p.132) 

, The Committee recognized that i ts ne~" finding of a national 
criminal conspiracy required -an explanation. It said that "new 
type~ of criminal ~angs have emerged during Prohibition. The huge 
profl~s earned dur1ng that era, together with the development of 
twent1eth century transportation and communication, made possible 
larger and much more powerful gangs, covering much greater terri
tory." (p.126) The Committee also found that these "modern gangs 
and syndicates rely on "muscle" and murder to a far greater degree 
than formerly to eliminate competitors, compel cooperation from 
reluctant victims, silence informants and to enforce gangland 
ethics." (p.126) 

The Committee also had an explanation for the apparent im
portance of government to suppress illegal gambling or even limit 
the criminal monopoly. The sovereignty of the people, which had 
been c~early expressed in a variety of statutes and laws, was being 
undermlned by the corruption of politicians and law enforcement 
officials by organized crime interests. The Committee went so far 
as to say that any elected official who claimed his office on the 
basis,of a public expectation that he would not rigidly enforce 
gambl1ng laws was probably in the pay of criminal interests. In 
effect the Committee was claiming that the public was opposed to 
gam~l~ng and that the onl; way to persuade the voters of the desi
rabl11ty of an "open gamb~..LnCJ" policy was by using gambling money 
for electioneering. 

, The Kefauver Committee's legislative consequences were not 
l~portant. In 1951 Congress enacted excise taxes on gambling and 
clted the Kefauver Committee to support its claim about the size 
of the base on which these taxes would be levied. But the purpose 
of these taxes was to raise revenue for the Korean War and not to 
fight organized crime. l The findings of the Committee were an end 
in themselves and produced no significant legislative or administra
tive changes. 

We stress the work of the Kefauver Committee for two reasons; 
it established the post-War image of organized crime and it set 
the standard of proof for public discussion of the issue. 

1. In fact these taxes were used extensively by IRS in the 
1950's and 1960's to make criminal cases. (cf. Duncan, 1977) 
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Succeeding official bodies, at the Federal level, not only have 
drawn the same conclusions but have qone about their work in the 
same manner. They too assumed the v~lidity of broad conclusionary 
assertions by local law enforcement agencies, except where these 
agencies were obviously corrupt. 

The Kefauver Committee made a number of conclusionary state
ments about the impossibility of establishing honest forms of legal 
gambling which essentially eliminated any discussion of legaliza
tion for the following fifteen years. Senator John McClellan, in 
a series of hearings that extended over a decade, did much to 
solidify the Kefauver arguments. ~fuile the most significant of 
these hearings dealt with labor racketeering and narcotics, the 
MCClellan Committee did also undertake·a major investigation of 
illegal gambling and i,ts relationship to organized crime. Its 
conclusions were essentially identical to those of the Kefauver 
Committee. "According to major Federal, state and local law 
enforcement officials who have made studies and who are known to 
the subcommittee staff, organized crime in the united States is 
primarily dependent upon illicit gambling, a mul ti~-billion dollar 
business, for the necessary funds required (sic) to operate other 
criminal or illegal activities or enterprises." (McClellan 
Commi ttee, 1962) 

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Adminis
tration of Justice in 1967 provided the most influential endorse~ 
ment of the Kefauver conclusions. Its influence arose from the 
prestige of its membership and the quality and size of the 
Commission's staff which included nume:r:ous highly respected offi
cials and researchers. The general standing of the Commission, 
which influenced policy and perception of the general law 
enforcement issue for the next decade, carried over to its brief 
Task Force Report on organized crime. That Report has provided 
the standard citation for all reports on organized crime issued 
by state and local bodies since then .. 

The Commission, while reaffirming the views of the Kefauver 
Committee, added a great deal of detail about the Mafia. It stated 
that there were 24 distinct families but that there was a single 
"commission" which governed relations between those families. It 
laid out the general structure within them. Concerning gambling 
it was very clear. "Law enforcement officials agree almost unani.
mously that gambling is the greatest source of income to organized 
crime." (Task Force Report, p.2) "In large cities where organized 
criminal groups exist, very few of the gambling operators are 
independent: of a large organization." (p.2) 

The Co~~ission, in fact, did little more than the preceding 
Senate Committees did. Initially the Commission decided not to 
include organized crime amongst its subjects of inquiry. (Kelly, 
1978) It was only included after the FBI argued that organized 
crime represented a threat to national security ,concerning which 
the public had too little awareness. Having decided to create a 
Task Force for the purpose, the Commission assigned only one staff 
member to it, with a total budget of $30,000 for. investigative 
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purposes. The major paper produced b th 
well known criminologist D ld C Y e, Task Force, that of the 
financial support by the C~~:issi~~~sey, was prepared with little 

,The Task Force based it' , 
type of materia12 used by th: :m~lrlcal conclusions on the same 
nam~ly the broad conclusionary :t:~ver ~nd MCClellan Committees, 
offlclals. Indeed, the fo emen s of law enforcement 
q~ite explicit on this ,o~notes to the Task Force Report are 
flndings of the two com~~~~ . -There are frequent citations of the 
public statements of law fees, plus references to the opinions and 
cit t' , en or cement officials Th 1 

a 10n lS from a doctoral dissertati .' e on Y scholarly 
Carlson (1940). on wrltten 27 years earlier, 

The most recent source of inf t' 
about the relationship of ill 1 orm~170n on law enforcement views 
a series of hearings held by ~~a fg~m lng an~ o~ganized crime is 
of the National Policy toward G:mb~iera~ Comml~s10n on ~he Review 
local, state and federal law enfor ng 0 re~e7ve the Vlews of 
hearings only the District At cement ~fflclal~. At these 
the old consensus that illegaiornell~f Phlladelphla disagreed with 
crime and was its leading s gam

f 
lng was ~ontrolled by organized 

~f the ~llinois State POlic~u~~:e~t ~e~;~ue. , The Superintendent 
ln my mlnd but that organized crim~ed~riv:~e lS abso~utely n~ doubt 
from gambling operations "(9/23/75) I mu~h of l.ts proflt 
Criminal Division f th . n Detrolt the head of the 
"There is little d~Ubt ~ Wayne ~ounty Prosecutor's office said 
illegal gambling are ev~~{ .. ~~r mlnds that the moneys gathered by 
reprehensible forms of or"an~lYduse~ by mobsters to finance other 
trafficking". (6/25/75) g ze crlme. For example;- narcotics 

It is interesting to not th t ' 
backed by any evidence or a ~ ,a none of ~he~e statements was 
?ruperintendant, quoted abov~~ 3~~~ifi!~ehf;11nols State Police 

To s~pport that contention I simply remind statement by saying 
organlzed crime reveals th t th . , you that the growth of 
money exists. Gamblin ,a ey m?ve lnto areas where the big 
In the one case where ~ l~lfuCh ~z: are<;t and the potential is great". 
well as a conclusion thP ~e clef dld present some evidence as 
conclusion. In Detr~it ~h:v~~~z:ce w~~ ~ar~lY consistent with that 
some 56 separate bookmaking op lC~,C le, clted a study which found 
handling a total of only $14 ~I~,10ns ln the metropolitan area 
not determlne whether ,ml l~n per annum. While this does 
it does suggest that a~~g:~~~ed c~lm~ c~ntrols illegal bookmaking, 
tive to the reputed income f con r~ Ylel~s small amounts rela
large metropolitan area. 0 organlzed crlme groups in such a 

2. The research carried out by the Commission is discussed 
in Section 2 of this chapter. 

3. The District Attorney 1 d' 
fl'C t' f ' a as, ld not provide any J'ustl'-a 10n or his view. 
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The Co~~ission took testimony not only from state and local 
officials but also from federal authorities. Since these are the 
most recent direct statements on the questions of organized crime 
and g'ambling, it is worth quoting the 1976 testimony of the Depa.rt
ment of Justice and the FBI. "We in the FBI consider" gambling to 
be t,he backbone of organized crime. The underworld Syndicate 
exists to control gambling, loansharking, narcotics and other 
criminal enterprises on both a national and on an international 
basis." (5/10/76) The Department of Justice (Criminal Division) 
asserted that gambling is "the cash register of organized crime. 
This is the source from which the monies are generated into and 
in support of ... other illegal activ·i ties." (5/11/76) The Depart
ment's statement explicitly endorsea the continuity of belief since 
the Kefauver Committee. 

The Gambling Commission in its Report did not deal extensively 
with the relationship between organized crime and illegal gambling, 
but it stated that the "Commission specifically rejects the notion 
that traditional organized crime controls all illegal gambling or 
that all illegal gambling provides revenues for the other illegal 
activities." (Gambling Commission, 1976; p.171) The Commission 
meant specifically the families of the Mafia when it referred to 
traditional organized crime. However, the Commission did accept 
the notion that, in many cities, illegal gambling was controlled 
by a criminal syndicate and that subst~ntial enforcement efforts 
should be made against these operations. 

While it rejected the idea of a national monopoly, the Commis
sion re-a~serted an older view, that gamblin~ was controlled by 
local and regional syndicates. The only evidence cited by the 
Commission in reaching its conclusion concerning Mafia control was 
"confidential information provided to the Commission by illegal 
operators who requested to remain anonymous." (p.179) Once again 
a public commission relied upon secret and unverifiable conclu
sionary'assertion to support its own conclusion. 

The Crime Commission of 1967 asserted that loansharking was 
the second most important activity of organized crim. References 
in-the footnotes included a number of statements before the 
MCClellan Committee, a New York State investigation of loanshark
ing, and information provided to the Commission on a confidential 
basis. This is slender evidence for such a portentous claim, but 
it has been repeated, without additional data, constantly since 
1967. 4 

Our concern about the quality of the information underlying 
the orthodoxy is not simplY intellectual quibbling. The orthodox 
account has persisted and developed despite the availability of 

4. It is curious that the Kefauver Committee, which did make 
comments on a number of rackets apart from gambling, made no 
reference to usurious lending. 
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substanti~l evide~ce which is inconsistent with it. Indeed the 
be~t P~bl1Cl~ avallable source of information about organized 
crlme 1S serlously at variance with some of the critical points in 
t~e stan~ard account of organized crime. It is important to con
slder thlS material in some detail. 

During a period of more than three years, starting in 1961 
the Federal B~reau o~ In~estigation conducted electronic surveil
lance,on a ma~or Mafla flgure in New Jersey, Angelo DeCarlo.5 ~~e 
survelllance ~ncluded,a "bug" placed in a room in which DeCarlo 
and many of hlS assoclates transacted a great deal of business A 
la;ge num~e~ of discussions covering every aspect of ~rganized· 
crlme actlvlty were overheard during the three year surveillance. 

In the course of a trial of DeCarlo, his lawyers demanded the 
release of the surveillance. Apparently to the surprise of the 
defense, the government complied and released several thousand 
pages of transcripts. Although not all of the information was 
publicly released, it was soon possible to obtain transcripts of 
numerous conversations between DeCarlo and his associates. 

We shall not attempt a full scale analysis of the transcripts. 6 
Inste~d w~ shall focus on a few critical points concerning the 
organ1Za~10n of gambling and the relationship of organized crime 
to gambl1ng. 

DeCarlo had an interest in various Numbers banks located in 
t~wns ~hrou~hout northern New Jersey. He spent a good deal of 
tlme w1th hlS close associates discussing the finances and manage
ment of these banks. Three themes run through these seemingly 
e~dles~ con~e~~atio~s. First, the banks frequently had serious 
flnanclal dlf:lcult1es. A Union City Numbers bank was forced to 
go out of buslness when, on two successive days one of the most 
popular numbers "came up."7 The total loss was'apparently $30 000. 
DeC~rlo regard7d that as so significant that he closed the bank, , 
~~Ylng off varlOUS agents and creditors in the process. A-t other 
_lmes ~eCarlo expressed an interest in selling some of his banks 
for qUlte modest sums, such as $150 per week. 

The second point relates to the question of territorial con
trol. Despite D~Carlo's standing in the Mafia and despite the 

5. An excellent summary of these tapes is contained in 
Zeiger (1975). 

,? T~e on~y detailed published analysis in support of the 
off1clal V1ews lS that Lineha~ (1976) ,of the DeCavalcante tapes. 
That analysis does not deal wlth the 1ssue of the Mafia's power 
in illegal markets. 

7. It is interesting to note that this number, 310, is also 
the most popular number in our data on'New York betting patterns. 
See Appendix B. 
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extent of his involvement in the Numbers business, he did not 
control the areas in which his banks operated. It was acknowledged 
at various times in the conversations, that there were independent 
Numbers bankers in some cities where DeCarlo and his associates 
were operating. In Newark, a city in which he had a direct inter
est, there were independent black-owned Numbers banks which refused 
to pay tribute to Mafia groups. More importantly, when DeCarlo 
tried to lower the payout rate from 600 to 1 to 500 to 1, he found 
that he could not obtain the cooperation of enough banks to carry 
through the change without a substantial loss of business. Even 
in that time and place, New Jersey in the 1960's, when it was . 
reputed that the Mafia had established an extraordinary degree of 
influence in state and local politics, the evidence showed that 
the Mafia did not control the Numbers business. 

Third, all the discussions in the transcript suggested that 
the profits from the Numbers business were very modest. Mlen 
DeCarlo started a new bank in Union City, operated by one of his 
closest associates,' everyone was pleased when the volume of betting 
reached $1,400 per day, which yielded, given the payout rates and 
cOlrumissions to runners, approximately $200 a day in gross profits 
to the banker. It is implausible ·to believe that a business in 
which a $30, 000 loss is sufficient ·to cause bankruptcy and the 
presence of five clerks in a main bank caused a heavy drain on 
profits, could be the "backbone" of ·the finances of important 
underworld figures. 

The DeCarlo transcripts are s:L:rJ.l2fularly silent on the subject 
of bookmaking. Its occasional ment~on in conversation indicated 
that it was only a minor interest t~)·j)eCarlo and his associates. 
There was certainly nothing that sug\~rested the group controlled 
horse or sports bookmaking in their areas of influence. The trans
cript suggested that DeCarlo viewed bookmaking as a risky business 
which should be avoided. At several points there were discussions 
of the maximum size bet that any bookmaker in their towns would 
accept. In Hoboken, for example, ·they believed that no bookmaker 
would take more than $30, while in Newark the maximum bet was 
believed to be $100. 

These examples do not constitute conclusive evidence that the 
official version of organized crime is incorrect. The tapes refer 
to one group of racketeers at a particular time. However, they do 
suggest that a good deal of contradictory evidence has been 
ignored in the official views. 

2. THE MAFIA AND CONCEPTS OF ORGANIZED CRnm 

The Kefauver Committee and its successor political bodies 
failed to produce convincing evidence for the existence of the 
Mafia or to show that any such group had dominance over illegal 
gambling. Nonetheless, it is impossible to carry out research 
about organized crime and illegal gambling ~vi thout dealing with 
the questions of the Mafia's existence, its uniqueness and the 
proper use of the term "organized crime." Before describing 
prior research and our own study approach, we should briefly 
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consider each of these matters in turn. 

First, we are convinced that the evidence for the existence 
of the Mafia is strong. In our own experience all informants in 
gambling, loansharking and related activities assert its existence. 
They do more than that. They can identify many of the members and 
state their family affiliation and hierachical position within the 
Mafia. There is a considerable consensus on these matters i.e. a 
number of informants independently volunteer the same information 
a~out a particular individual. They can all give examples of 
tlmes when family affiliations have been brought into play in the 
settlement of a dispute or the execution of a deal. 

To that we add the considerable evidence available in the two 
~ew.Jersey Mafia wiretaps mentioned earlier. Both the DeCarlo 
,Zelger, 1975), and DeCavalcante (Zeiger, 1973) tapes provide a 
great ~ea~ of in~ormation ab~ut the Mafia and its workings. No 
doubt lt lS posslble to explain these away, as Smith (1975) has 
done. But to do so requires considerably developing an explanation 
about FBI malfeasance that is less plausible than the transcript 
excerpts themselves. Teresa (1973) and de Maris (1980) have added 
further detailed plausible accounts. There does exist a criminal 
organization of Italian-origin American males, called the Mafia. 

That is not to say that we have a good understanding of its 
work~ngs. We know nothing of the entry method; how is i~ decided 
who lS to become a member and what exact form does the initiation 
take? Even more importantly we do not know what obligations 
m~mbers have to ea?h '?ther. Do Mafia "soldiers" have to pay a 
flxed share of thelr lilegal incomes to their superiors? Do they 
need permission from those superiors to enter particular ventures? 
What are the reciprocal obligations of these superiors? We have 
the answers to none of those questions. We can do little more 
than affirm the Mafia's existence and describe the basic structure 
and membership of its units. 

This leads us to the second question. Is the Mafia unique? 
We think that answer is yes, but admit even less certainty about 
this than about the structure of the Mafia itself. There are 
seriou~ epistemolo~ical pr,?blems he:r;/;. \Ale are largely clients 
of pollce for our lnformatlon about orqanized criminal groups. 
The police believe that Italian criminal gangs are far more im
portant tha~ any '?ther ongoing groups. Whether or not they are 
correct, thlS bellef ensures that they collect far more informa
tion and recruit more informants about these groups. In effect 
the belief is self-reinforcing if the Mafia actually exists. ' 

We are inclined to believe that the Mafia is unique in 
certa~n dimensions which we shall discuss in the next-pages. 
Certalnly we have found nothing to suggest that any other group 
commands such general respect from participants in the illegal 
m~rkets we stud~ed. None ever referred to other groups which 
mlght compete dlrectly with the Mafia for the allegiance of book
makers or loansharks seeking protection against possible extortions. 
Moreover, non-Mafia members, frequently appeal to Mafia members 
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for such protection. One possible exception seems to be Cuban 
criminal gangs which show a considerable autonOI'ny and a willing
ness to react with coordinated violence against ~1afia efforts to 
intimidate them. However, our evidence on this is fragmentary 
and tentative. 

The important unique features of the Mafia are its longevity, 
the durability of the basic units over more than one generation 
and ability to provide dispute settlement services both to its 
members and to non-members. That latter is potentially an impor
tant source of power for the Mafia in markets where there are no 
contracts and many potential disputes. That it does not permit 
the Mafia to extract the profits that would come from monopoly 
control of the illegal gambling markets is sometning of a puzzle. 

Having said that we must stress again the limited uniqueness 
of the Mafia. There appear to be a major operator in each market 
that we have studied who have managed to avoid being extorted by 
any Mafia members. Though it may not be possibLe to enter the 
Numbers business in certain parts of the city without permission 
from some Mafioso, that is not true for bookmaking or loansharking 
and may not be true even for Numbers in much of the city. Member
ship in the Mafia is not always sought even by Italian criminal 
participants in these activities. 

There*do exist other ethnically homogeneous groups in the 
criminal economy. Certainly there are broad based black and 
Hispanic gangs which have considerable power, autonomy and dura
bility. We know too little about them, an ignorance that we 
suspect is shared by the police, to be able to say much more than 
that. They certainly have not attempted to compete with the Mafia 
in any sense, outside their own comnlunities. They appear to lack 
the inter-city connections that the Mafia families have, though 
individual members of these groups may have such connections. I.e. 
whereas an individual Mafioso may be able to use his organizational 
affiliation to arrange a meeting with a Mafioso in another city 
the Hispanic criminal will have to rely on his personal relation
ships for any connection in another city. 

This leads us to the final issue, that of definition. Defini
tion depends on objective. That definition of organized crime 
which captures the popular perception of the phenomenon is likely 
to be very different from that which provides an operationally 
~vorkable target for criminal prosecutors. Our concern is more 
with the latter than with the former. We seek to provide a 
definition which enables us to determine the extent to which the 
markets we have studied are central to the groups which organized 
crime legislation ought to be concerned with suppressing. Clearly 
the Mafia is one such group but the black and Hispanic groups 
referred to above also qualify. 

For these purposes we propose the following definition. A 
group will be called an organized crime group if: 

1. its members are involved in a number of criminal 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

enterprises together, c.overin, g a var-lety of -'- activities. 

maintain their association over a per-lod -'- of years. 

have established hierarchial positions within the 
group. 

make use of viol~nce and/or corruption to protect the-lr 
criminal enterprlses. -'-

have non-violent means of settling disputes within the 
group. 

Not all of these should b ' 
For example, the use of non_v,e regar~ed as lndependent attributes. 
unobtainable if the group haslOletnt ~lspute settlement is probably 
d f' 't' '. no eXlsted for some ye Th e lnl lon lS discursive and d" , , ars. e 

, escrlptlve rather than analytic. 

Nonetheless, it does distin 'h ' , 
represent greater threat to ord gu7s t~,set of crlmlnal gangs which 
g~ngs generally. Stability ena~f lnth lS country th~n do criminal 
tlonal asset" which is more th ~~ e gang to acqulre a "reputa
individual memb~rs. Certainlya~, ~ ~ur ~f t~e"reputa~ior:s of the 
value to the members in ar' ne a e mafla has dlstlnctive 
may decline over time o~e ~~~~larfcont~xts: While the reputation 
precisely the possibility that ~~ ,or slng~lng out these gangs is 
value and gives the members add' t ~ rePlu~atlon becomes of increasing 

1 lona lncome and power. 

The requirement that the b' 
line of criminal activity may gbang e lnvolved in more than one 

d ' e unnecessarv Any g th t cornman the other attributes will no d bt -'h . ,ang, a can 
enter a variety of markets sin ' ou ave an lncentlve to 
returns from doing so How'eve ce 7~ <?an reap more than competitive 
purposes of investigative targ~ti~g.lS a useful attribute for the 

Non-violent dispute settl ' 
the successful continuation Ofeme~t lS,an att:ibute essential to 
part, on violent behavior b

T 
en erprlses w~lch are founded, in 

illegal markets are difficuitt~e me~bers. ,Vlolent conflicts in 
there is no external f 0 en ; factlons form easily and 
Thus if the gang is toO~~~tIO coerce the parties to reconciliation. 
prohibitions on violence bet~~e ove~ the years there must be strong 
permit some other means of res~n ~e ers ar:d mechanism provided to 
arise. Again the attribute prol~~ng the ~lsputes,that ~nevitably 
group which shows such internalvl,es,a ~ulde for lnvestlgatorsi a 
powerful enough to substantiall dlsclpllnary,procedures may well be 
mente The same statements can ~ neg~tefthe lnfluence of the govern
an indicator of gang strength. e rna e or the use of hierachy as 

The concern with violence d ' 
attributes is the simplest 0 an ,cor:uptlon as organizational 
attempts to intimidate its e~:m~o JU~t~fy. A,gang that neither 
nor protect itself h les Wl~ occaslonal use of force 
obviously far less ;fr~u~~r~:~m~nt t~ <?orrupt public officials is 
In fact it is hard to believ thOtPU llC order than one that does. 

e a a gang can last for any length 
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of time and continue to recruit members if it does not occasionally 
demonstrate both these attributes. 

Now let us anticipate a little the findings of the research 
presented in the following chapters. We argue that the evidence 
about Numbers and bookmaking is inconsistent with centralized con
trol of those markets. We do not deny that there are some opera
tions, at least in Numbers, which are large, hierarchical, make 
use of corruption to protect territories (at least in years past) 
and use comma.nd relationships to settle internal disputes. But 
we do not believe that these should be labelled as "organized 
crime." Why? Because the enterprise has very narrowly defined 
goals. Its members, if they are involved in other criminal 
activities, do not make use of the organization's resources or 
reputation to carry out these other enterprises. The enterprise 
indeed does not command the unique loyalty of its members. Member
ship in it is regarded as purely economic, as employment or agency 
relationship. 

Nonetheless, as one reviewer of an earlier version of this 
Report pOinted out, there is something troublesome intellectually 
about our conclusion that "organized crime" does not "run" Numbers 
and bookmaking, while at the same time our evidence shows that 
there is complex interdependence between participants in each of 
these activities. It is particularly of concern that in the book
making markets there is a rather smoothiy functioning credit system, 
something that emerged quite late in the development of legal 
markets, suggesting such a high. level of coordination that 
"organized crime" seems a necessary label. 

On the ot~er hand our research also suggests that bookmaking 
is a rather self-contained activity. Bookmakers have only a slight 
involvement in other coordinated criminal activities. While his
torically it may be true that bookmaking provides a source of 
income and power for persons involved in the direction of a 
variety of ·criminal enterprises, sports bookmakers now appear as 
gamblers themselves, with more than a purely pecuniary interest in 
the activity. While we can only speculate about self-images, our' 
own impression is that they regard themselves as more akin to 
venture capitalists than to loansharks an,d heroin dealers. Society 
may wish to suppress bookmaking for vario'us reasons but suppression 
of organized crime or of emerging criminal confederations does not 
plausibly rank high in the list of reasons. 

3. PRIOR RESEARCH ON ORGANIZED CRIME 
\ 

Our discussion of official views focused on two claims. The 
first is the supposedly unique character and power of the Mafia, 
the second is the centralized control of illegal gambling. 
Academic researchers have attacked the first of these statements 
with considerable vigor, but with little knowledge. The second 
statement had been subject to no challenge. The energy of re
searchers had been devoted simply to explaining why the Mafia 
might be expected to dominate gambling and some related ma.rkets. 
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The President's Commission supported five papers on organized 
crime. The most prominent was that of Donald Cressey. Hired by 
the President's Crime Commission in 1967 as a consultant, he pro
duced a book which is the most detailed and sophisticated state
ment of t 11e standard view, on organized crime in America (Cressey, 
1969). In his original paper for the Commission, Cressey stated 
that "since the McClellan Committee hearings law enforcement 
officers have shown conclusively that "families" of criminals of 
Italian and Sicilian descent either operate or control the opera
tion of most of the illicit businesses--including gambling, usury 
and the wholesaling of narcotics--in large American cities, and 
that these "families" are linked together in a nationwide cartel 
and confederation" (1967a, p.33). He went on to make various 
claims as to power and wealth of the Mafia, or La tosa Nostra as 
he referred to it. Concerning illegal gambling, Cressey asserted 
"the profits are huge enough to make understandable the fact that 
any given member of La Cosa Nostra is more likely to be a million
aire than not." (1969, p.75). Cressey also undertook to describe 
the "code of conduct" of the Mafia, though he lacked any specific 
information on it. Instead he assumed "that the relationship of 
prisoners to their governors ... resemble(s) the relationship of 
organized criminal to the governmental officials of their domain. 
On the basis of this argument, or assumption, we used 'the code' 
of prisoners as an aid in the formulation of 'the code' of norms 
governing the gross conduct of organized crime." (1967b, p.llO). 

At no stage did Cressey provide a clear description of the 
natllre or extent of the data on which he based his conclusions. 
He stated that he read "materials submitted to the Commission" 
and "other, more confidential materials" in addition to i.nterview
ing "knowledgeable policemen and investigators" (1967b, p.103). 
Yet he was willing to make statements that required extremely 
detailed and complete information. For example his assertion 
that "any given member of La Cosa Nostra is more likely to be a 
millionaire than not", if taken literally, can only be based on 
information about the net worth of a random sample of La Cosa 
Nostra members, a type of data which our own experience suggests 
is not likely to be found from the kinds of sources that Cressey 
used. Similarly, Cressey seems to have been wi'lling to believe 
that police and investigators have the capability to carry out 
very demanding pieces of analytical work. "The members of (La 
Cosa Nostra) control all but a tiny part of the illegal gambling 
in the United States," (l967b, p.104) is not simply a matter of 
observation. It requires, as we shall see in the following 
chapters, careful collection and analysis of data which are not 
typically available to law enforcement agencies. 

We have emphasized Cressey's work because of his stature in 
the criminology profession and the fact that he conducted his 
research under the most favorable auspices in terms of access to 
doc~ments and investigators. His inability or unwillingness to 
provide a clear account of the basis for his various conclusions 
has greatly reduced the authority of his ,work. 

The state of criminological research on organized crime prior 
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to 1974 is nicely summarized in an article by Galiher and Cain 
(1974). They analyzed the sources cited in 20 criminology text
books written over the previous two decades,. They concluded t~at 
"authors of criminology textbooks have purveyed the common belJ.ef 
in the conspiratorial threat by organized crime usually ~ithout . 
indicating the limitation of their sources." (p.74) TheJ.r expla
nation for this was simple. "Since social scientists,have largely 
limited themselves to secondary sources of data, partJ.cularly 
government documents, in their analysis of organized crime, they 
could not be expected to give an independent challenge to such 
sources." (p.73) 

The only significant empirical study by a criminologist of 
organized crime and gambling iS,that of Chamblis~ ~1978). In 
contrast to Cressey, Chambliss J.S extremely explJ.cJ.t ~bout th7 
sources of his information. Indeed, one of the most J.nterestJ.ng 
aspects of his work is the description of his field ~ork (a brief 
and engaging account of which is conJcained in ChamblJ.ss, 19 74 ~ . 
He spent a number of years developing an extended network of J.nfor
mants at various levels of society and politics. 

The result of Chambliss' research was a description of a 
complex political criminal network that dominated Seattle politics 
for more than two decades. Corrupt public officials, including 
both police and elected officials, controlled a number,of illegal 
activities, resorting to intimidation, abuse of aut~o~J.~y and 
blackmail to maintain their power. Amongst the actJ.vJ.tJ.es con
trolled ~.,ere some of gambling. Numbers was not one of them, 
since it is not played much in that region of the nation (cf. 
Kallick et aI, 1977, Table 10-2-1), while bookmaking received 
little attention in Chambliss' account. Casino style games and 
some slot machine-like devices were important sources of the 
syndicate's revenues. Chambliss provided ample detail on the 
extent and sources of the syndicate's control of these forms of 
gambling. 

Chambliss' work, which is marred by a rather moralistic pre
sentation is of considerable significance. First, he showed the , , 

possibilities of extended field research even on,a topJ.c as, 
threatening and actually dangerous as the pervasJ.v7 corruptJ.on,of 
an established political machine. Second, he provJ.ded a relatJ.-
vely detailed description of an almost,omnipotent cri~inal , 
political gang, capable even of arrangJ.ng the blackmaJ.l of a,rJ.val 
through a Las Vegas, trip, yet certainly unrelated to the MafJ.a. 
Chambliss is vague about the ethnicity of the participants but 
there is no suggestion of homogeneity, let alone that it was 
Italian dominated. 

Chambliss did not attempt to describe the various markets in 
which the syndicate operated. He could provide little information 
on the scale of profitability of activities. His obj7ctive was 
the mapping of political criminal relationships and hJ.s method 
of collecting information, namely interviewing of a network of 
informants, made it difficult to develop quantitative data. 
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The remainder of the sociological literature on organized 
crime and gambling reports speculations or historical data; 
Chambliss stands alone as t:he generator of new data. Haller (1979) 
has analyzed the development of control over Number& and bookmaking 
in various cities, with particular attention to Chicago. His con
cern is closely related to ours. What was the nature of control 
in illegal bookmaking and Numbers and what role did these markets 
play in the development of the Mafia? The historical record shows 
a great deal of variation between cities during the period 1920-40. 
In some the Mafia appears to have taken control of existing Numbers 
operations; in others neither the Mafia nor its associates entered 
the market. With respect to bookmaking, the wire service, which 
supplied bookmakers with racing results, provided an important 
instrument for control. 

The materials available to Haller, newspaper reports and files 
of various investigative agencies, did not permit him to describe 
the financial struct~re of illegal gambling. Landesco (1929) did 
provide some such data but there are such glaring inconsistencies 
that it is difficult to take the numbers seriously. Nor could 
Haller or' Landesco give any indication of the importance of illegal 
gambling to the incomes or powers of the Mafia and associated 
groups. 

The most recent historical work on illegal gambling and or
ganized crime is that of Block (1980). Using materials in the 
files of former District Attorney Tom Dewey, Block provided the 
first detailed account of the difficulties encountered by white 
gangsters in their'efforts to take over the black policy operations 
in Harlem in the early 1930's. In particular, efforts by "Dutch" 
Schultz to lower the payout rate to customers and raise his own 
share of revenues from the Numbers business failed in the face of 
determined resistance by lower level agents. This is highly con
sistent with our our own findings concerning the contemorary 
Numbers game. 

Economists have written little on either organized crime or 
illegal gambling. Schelling (1967) wrote a short conceptual 
paper for the President's Commission which introduced several very 
important ideas. He perceived the direct victims of organized 
crime as criminal entrepreneurs rather than their non-criminal 
customers. Organized crime appeared to be a parasitic on book
makers etc. extorting them through monopolization of some service 
that they needed for their own enterprises. Thus he saw the wire
service, apparently controlled by the Mafia, as a device for 
taxing bookmakers. Schelling also tried to suggest the character
istics of an illegal activity which led to it coming under the 
control of organized crime. 

Schelling's paper was a theoretical, suggestive effort. He 
appears to have had no access to data other than that available 
from the public record. He provided an outline for future re
search rather than a finalized explication of contemporary 
organized crime. 
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TwO other papers have dealt with organized crime as an 
economic phenomenon. Buchanan (1973) argued that society may be 
mistaken in treating organized crime as an evil distinct from 
crime itself. If monopoly in conventional markets restricts the 
output of goods and services, then monopoly in the markets for 
illegal goods qnd services may restrict the output of those goods 
and services, which is a desirable outcome. Buchanan claimed no 
detailed knowledge concerning illegal markets and made conventional 
assumptions about monopolization of gambling, narcotics etc. He 
did try, like Schelling, to clarify the sources of monopoly. 
These included corruption, violence and capital. 

Rubin (1973) writing in the same volume as Buchanan dealt 
with the same issues in a little more detail. He argued that there 
were characteristics of violence, corruption ane provision of 
capital to illegal enterprises that lead to monopoly power in 
each of these "input" markets. An official corrupted for one 
activity can be more cheaply corrupted for a second. Not only 
does this provide an incentive for the emergence of monopoly in 
individual markets, it also provides a means by which the one 
organization may acquire control over a series of markets which 
are regulated by the same law enforcement authority. In the case 
of violence, the argument is more complex and relies on the assump
tion that use of violence in an illegal market leads to increased 
law enforcement. That provides an incentive for the emergence. of 
concentrated markets in which a small number of firms take this 
cost into account when considering the use of violence. Finally, 
it seems plausible (though our own research throws doubt on this) 
to assume that there are few sources of capital for illegal 
entrepreneurs and hence that those capitalists acquire some 
degree of control over their borrower-entrepreneurs. 

Again Rubin, like Schelling and Buchanan, relied on the public 
statements of police and law enforcement agencies for descriptions 
of major illegal markets. Some of his assertions went beyond 
these.' "Violence is used essentially for the maintenance of 
monopoly power, that is for the prevention of entry." (p.162). 
This is a statement ,.,i th important: analytic implications, for which 
we can find no specific source. Indeed, our own data suggest it 
is not true for the major gambling markets. Rubin set out in 
fact to describe how rational criminal entrepreneurs and extortion
ists should behave and then made the questionable assumption, as 
economists are prone to do, that this is how such persons actually 
behave. 

One other analysis of the economics of organized crime 
deserves mention. Anderson (1978) studied an Italian organized 
crime group in a major Northeastern city. Her data came from 
the files of an 'unidentified Federal law enforcement agency, 
supplemented by interviews with various law enforcement officials. 
The aim of her stpdy was to test various assertions, particularly 
those of Schelling, concerning the role of organized crime. 

Anderson's treatment of illegal gambling was relatively brief 
but she provided some interesting statements, revealing the kind 
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of detail that we have aimed to provide in New York. For example 
she noted that Numbers banks have persistent problems with cheat
ing by cle~ks, a matter of some significance to understanding 
both the economics and the social organization of the business. 
.Moreover i she sensibly used conventional economic 'tests to 
challenge assertions about the powers of organized crime. Thus 
the findings that lay-off service was provided to unaffiliated 
Numbers banks suggested to her that entry may not be controlled 
and that her subject group had limited power over the Numbers 
market. 

The weakness of her study arose both from the limitations of 
the sources and the nature of her exposition. She had access to 
some police reports of informant interviews. However she seems 
not to have met with any informants herself. Our own experience 
suggests ,to us that police recording of informant interviews is 
highly selective, to ~he point of being misleading, a matter we 
discuss at some length in Chapter VI. Informants also provide 
contextual information which is critical to an understanding of 
other data sources. Thus Anderson reported, without comment, 
that one member of the organized crime group ran a ~umbers bank 
which handled only $50 per week in bets. There can be few banks 
which would employ even a collector who handled such a small 
volume of wagering; certainly no operation could function autono
mously on that volume. 

The exposition also reflects a lack of appreciation for the 
value'of contextual information. While she makes statements on 
the right issues, at least with respect to Numbers and loanshark
ing, she fails to provide any guide to the information underlying 

'her assertions. Nonetheless, the study is one which contains 
many interesting statements, consistent with our own data and 
conclusions. 

4. CONCLUSION " 

Official views about organized crime and its control of the 
major forms of illegal gambling have been consistent for over a 
quarter century. At no stage has any effort been made to ~resent 
them in a form which would permit any outsider to test thelr 
validity. The little fragmentary information that ha~ been . 
publicly available, such as the DeCarlo wiretaps mentloned earller, 
is inconsistent with the official views. 

Despite this there has been no effective challenge of these 
views. Academics have attacked inconsistencies in the official 
account of the Mafia but have failed to generate a convincing 
alternative. Moreover, we believe that the attacks by academics 
have focused on the wrong issue, the name and longevity of the 
major Italian organized crime groups rather than the distribution 
of power in illegal activities. The scholarly research on both 
organized crime and illegal gambling has been limited and provides 
little additional data. 
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CHAPTER II 

SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

On the basis of our review of the official and academic 
literatures, it seemed that systematic research on organized crime 
and its relationship to illegal markets should begin with the major 
forms of illegal gambling. Numbers and bookmaking in particular 
have occupied a dominant position in both rhetoric about and policy 
against organized crime. We also decided to study loansharking. 
That decision was based less on the occasional official statements 
about its importance to organized crime than on the hypothesis 
that to understand the illegal economy it was critical to study 
the role of financing. 

To test the validity of the official doctrine about organized 
crime and gambling it was necessary to collect new data. That was 
only possible with the cooperntion of law enforcement agencies. 
While it may have been feasible in the past to collect information 
about illegal activities through private citizens organizations, 
as was the case with the Illinois Association that initiated the 
work that resulted in Landesco's landmark study of organized crime 
in Chicago,l the increasing pr0fessionalization of law enforcement 
and, perhaps, increased complexity of the phenomena being studied 
make it impractical now. The researcher who strikes out on his 
own will irievitably be forced to rely on narrow networks of infor
mants. Sutherland's The Professional Thief, Chambliss' Box Man 
and Klockars' The Professional Fence are all admirable books that 
have been generated by field research outside of law enforcement 
agencies. However, they have limited power to deal with the kinds 
of official doctrine which we wish to test. 

Having decided that there was no choice but to seek the co
operation of law enforcement agencies, we faced two problesm. The 
first was obtaining that cooperation, the second was determining 
what these agencies could provide to us. In the fi.rst task we 
were greatly helped by the active support of the New York State 
Select Committee on Crime. Its General Counsel, Jeremiah McKenna, 
had previously carried out, with the Committee's support, a study 
of, Numbers a~d heroin distribution in Bedford Stuyvesant, an area 

~ 1. It is unclear just how much data Landesco did gather 
beyond that available from the police and prosecutors' offices. 
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in Brooklyn (Lasswell and McKenna, 1972). It was that study in 
fact which helped justify the selection of New York as the site .to 
test official assertions about illegal gambling t for it had shown 
the existence of a large body of research materials, in the form 
of confiscated gambling records, not available in other cities. 

The active support ~f the Committee enabled us to obtain 
entry to most state and local agencies in the metropolitan area, 
access which we would certainly have had more trouble obtaining 
as mere researchers. It did not help us with the federal, agencies, 
all of whom denied us access to either personnel or records, despite 
active assistance by the National Institute of Justice. In parti
cular we made two efforts to obtain assistance from the FBI. On 
both occasions the request was denied; the first time on the grounds 
that the Bureau could not provide such information without breach 
of laws concerning confidentiality, the second time on the grounds 
that cooperation would require resources which they preferred to 
use elsewhere. Other federal agencies were similarly uncoopera
tive. 

Having obtained cooperation \Ve then had to find out what each 
agency knew and where the information was held. Both proved to be 
difficult to determine. Sometimes everyone in the agency would be 
certain that the agency had a certain type of information but no 
one would be able to actuallV locate it. In one case it took us 
almost three years to track down some data that everyone confi
dently asserted was there for the asking. In other instances a 
completely unexpected piece of information would turn up, despite 
everyone's denial of its existence. 

We quickly learned that prosecutors' offices had meager in
telligence information, at least in New York city. These offices 
have a relatively small number of investigators assigned to them 
and maintain somewhat distant relations with the critical units 
within the New York Police Department, a separation we shall 
discuss at more length in Chapter VI. The D.A.'s files are 
essentially closed case files-and that is certainly the manner in 
which they are maintained. To obtain gambling case materials it 
was necessary to read through an index of all cases, listed chrono~ 
logically, and try to extract from the index a listing of the 
cases that involved gambling charges. A full description of some 
of the problems in obtaining case materials, even after this 
identification, is contained in the Appendix to this Chapter. 

Having discovered the limitations of prosecutors' files we 
then focused our attention on the New York Police Department, from 
which we obtained variable but substantial cooperation. In the 
following section we describe the nature of the materials the 
NYPD made available'to us. Here we should simply mention those 
that we were unable to obtain. Intelliaence files, maintained by 
the Intelligence Division, were always ~ithheld, though we believe 
that we obtained a good understanding of what those files con
tained from discussion with police officers who used and contri
buted to them. When we began the research, in late 1975, the 
NYPD had ju'st been sued by a number of organi,zations and 
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individuals for imprope.: collection and distribution of information 
on them; as a result the Department was understandably cautious in 
dealing with us. 

f In suburban j~risdictions we obtained substantial cooperation 
rom the Nassau ~ounty and Suffolk County District Attorneys. In 

bot~ case~ gambllng and loansharking cases were originated by 
p~ll~e,unlts located inside the D.A. 's office, reflecting the less 
~lgnlflcant role played by ~treet patrol in these suburban areas. 

n N~w Jersey the State Pollce provided exemplary cooperation 
~r~vlng ~o be the most sophisticated collectors of intelligpn~e 
ln ormaltl0b

n
l
· ~he Esse~ County Strike Force (Newark) also p;ovided 

some va ua e lnformatlon. 

In th~ remain~er of this chapter we deal with two matters. 
The fol~owlng sectl0n describes the types of data that we were able 
to o~taln, as well as the limitations of each type. The third 
~ec~10n then dea~s ~ith the method by which we used the information 

o orm ~ur conclusl0ns, and explains the format we have chosen to present It. 

2. DATA SOURCES 

A. Files 

The New York Police Department (NYPD) is a large (30,000 
employees) and complex organization which devotes substantial re
sc:mrces to gathering what is usually called "intelligence" informa
tlon. Both the acquisition and classification of this information 
present problems to the researcher. 

The fundamental problem is the narrow focus of the police 
(an~ associ~ted prosecutorial agencies) in their definition of 
~~elr ~unctl0n., While t~ere is much discussion of crime prevention, 

,e maJor ~unctl0n of the police, in their own eyes, is the detec
tl0n of crlme., Success,is measured less in terms of impact on 
the cost.of crlmethan ln the number of offenders successfully 
ap~reh~nded. ~orn~lum (1976) provides a good description of how 
thlS klnd of blas lmpacted on gambling enforcement in the NYPD. 

I~telligence files contain information about who is doing 
wh~t wl~h whom. Information about the nature of organizations 
prlces ln transactio~s, the frequency of transactions, etc., a;e 
i~cluded only by accldenti no emphasis is given to their collection 
Fll~s are generally classified by name only and a folder will . 
t~plcally contain simply reports of where the individual works 
11ves an~ ~lays~ ~hom ~e ~ssociates with, what he does with th~m, 
an~ specl~lc c:lmlnal 7ncldents (such as homicides, thefts and 
b:lbery) 7 n Whl~h he mlght have been involved. Analysis of these 
f7 les by lntelllgence analysts within the NYPD do not often pro
Vld~ more than identities of networks of criminals. For example 
~fmld-1960's report on ~umbers o~erations contains only a listin~ 

~h~ set~ o~ persons lnvolved ln each major organization, their 
posltl0n wlthln the organization and a very crude estimate of the 
total volume of wagering provided by the organization. The report 
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does no~ include any discussion about the stability of the opera
tion,I its relations with other banks or profitability. Nor did 
any officer claim that such a report was elsewhere in the files. 

Nonetheless, these files must provide a starting point for 
any research. There is no alternative method for identifying the 
major figures in the rackets. Yet, it is also important to guard 
against misinformation inserted in the files by corrupt police. 

Throughout the 1950's and the 1960's the NYPD was plagued by 
pervasive and systematic corruption in gambling enforcement. 
Since corruption had been made a very public concern by the Harry 
Gross scandal of 1950, w~ich had led to the resignation of the 
Police Commissioner, the Department adopted very elaborate defen
sive measures to avoid the appearance of co~ruption. Extensive 
and complex reporting requirements WGre established, creating 
enormous files on illegal gambling. 2 

The corrupted policeman was then faced with a delicate problem. 
The Departmentis reporting requirements forced him to provide in
formation, but the complex organization also meant that he could 
not be sure that he was the only officer required to report on a 
particular matter. Hence, insertion of false information might 
lead to revelation of his corruption. How precisely each officer 
resolved this problem we cannot ascertain. However, it did force 
us to treat certain kinds of file information with great care. 

An example of this problem was the list of arrested gamblers. 
During the height of gambling corruption in New York, the NYPD 
arrested many thousands of persons on Numbers and bookmaking 
charges. Many of those arrested were probably "stand-ins" i.e. 
persons who agreed to "take the pinch" in return for,a small pay
ment. The arrangement was worked out by the gambling operator 
who had been warned in advance by his police ally that the raid 
was impending. Some of these stand-ins were accredited with 
important roles in gambling operations. After puzzling over this 
problem for some time we decided that we could not in fact deter
mine the identities of persons in the middle-level positions in 
gambling organizations. 

The most useful file materials turned out to be the affidavits 
filed in connection with wiretaps applications or search warrant 

2. For example, the NYPD required that every person involved 
in illegal gambling be listed in the Known Gambler (KG) Files and 
that information about 'him be updated every three months. This 
latter requirement quickly converted into a pro forma surveillance 
of the residence of each person in the KG file. Names were to be 
deleted from the file as individuals ceased to participate in 
gambling. Caution on the part of police, concerned with possible 
allegations as to corruption, ensured that no name was ever deleted. 
A good description of both the KG files and the Harry Gross scandal 
is contained in Kornblum (1976). 
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reques~s. Th~se often contained detailed observations ~n gamb 1 in 
operat1on~ Wh1Ch ~ere o~ s~me value in describing work routine~ g 
and role 1~teract1ons w1th1n gambling operations. Similar details 
were occas1o~ally provided in arrest reports, though most such 
reports prov1ded only the barest minimum of description. 

,On a number of occasions we made efforts to obtain the records 
of w1retaps from particularly interesting investigations. Gener
ally these were, for proper legal reasons, not available for 
rese~rch purposes. On the few occasions that we were able to 
0~ta1n access to the wiretaps they proved of limited interest. 
W7retap logs ar~ kept f?r case-making purposes and fail to high
Ilght the most 1nterest1ng conversations; they focus on names 
~ather than ope~ating ~nd fi~ancial details. Most critical is the 
act that few w1retap 1nvest1gations produce wiretap transcripts 

The :esearcher i~ for~ed to listen to lengthy recordings of routine 
b~tt1ng transact1?nS 1n o:der to find the few interesting conversa
t1ons. And most 1nterest1ng conversations between bookmakers seem 
to take place at face-to-face meetings rather than on the phone 
t~e result of a natural discretion during a period when most ' 
w1retaps were placed on gambling operations. 

B. Confiscated Records 

Any serious gambling enforcement effort involves raids on 
the cen~ral,acco~nting offices of the gambling organizations. 
Such r~lds 1nva~lably yield quantities of financial records, since 
the pr1me funct10n of these offices is precisely the handling of 
such rec~rds. These records constitute the most objective data 
on the f1nances of gambling ope-::-ations. 3 

Througho~t the period covered by our research (ca. 1965-77) 
the NYP~ carr1ed ?ut numerous raids on both Numbers banks and 
bookmak1ng operat1ons. The fact that corruption \Vas rampant 
throu<.?hout at least the first half of the period seems to have 
had l~ttle effect on the extent of such raids, though the essence 
of ~orrupt enforcement is protection of the counting houses and 
the1: records. This can be at least partly explained by the com
plex1ty of the NYPD gambli~g enforcement effort. Tr~ corruption 
may, however, ~ave had an 1mpact on the selection ot targets. In 
ger:eral there 1S ~ome question wheth€!r the data yielded by the 
ra1ds shoU~d be v1~we~ as a random sample usable for development 
of populat1on stat1st1cS. In Chapter IV we present a defense of 
our use of the data for this purpose in the case of Numbers banks. 

The raids on Numbers banks yielded far richer data than did 
the bookmaking raids. The latter rarely led to seizure of 

, 3: This is not to say that such records are completely 
Ob]ect1ve records. Clerks may set obt to cheat bookmakers and 
bookmakers may cheat runners. Both these cases, discussed in 
Chapter III lead to tDe creation of records which misreuresent 
the actual experience of some participants in the operation . 
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financial records covering the basic internal flows of the opera
tion for more than a few days~ though they produced large 
quantities of betting slips from which that information could be 
obtained through a very tedious procedure. Numbers banks on the 
other hand often contained quite complete records of the internal 
finances of the bank over a period of some weeks, including the 
flow of moneys between the bank and its agents. These are exten
sively analyzed in Chapter III. 

The records were also extremely helpful in developing hypo
theses.which could be informally tested using other data. For 
example, the records of bookmaking operations indicated that the 
bookmaker often had to advance large. sums to his agents in order 
to finance the winnings of customers. This led to a questioning 
of informants about the handling of such balances. Informants 
asserted that balances constituted a continuing problem for many 
bookmakers and cited instances of agents leaving bookmakers 
precisely when they had large outstanding balances, a critical 
factor in our argument concerning the lack of central control in 
the illegal bookmaking market in New York. 

C. Interviews with Police and Prosecutors 

A small number of honest policemen became career specialists 
in gambling enforcement. Their honesty and expertise rarely led 
to promotion but did give them considerable autonomy and prestige. 
With four of these specialists we maintained long-term contact. 
They were willing, once the contact had been authorized, to 
pro'vide us with a great deal: of guidance. For example they tried 
to identify the major Numbers bankers operating in particular 
areas of New York City, an effort which took a considerable amount 
of time. They introduced us to the various kinds of materials 
available within the NYPD .. Even when it became clear that we 
interpreted these materials differently from them, they continued 
to be of assistance. Moreover they introduced us to others in 
the Department who could provide additional, useful information. 
A particularly interesting gambling raid might lead to a phone 
call suggesting that we try to interview one of the policemen 
involved in the raid. 

These police officers also provided extremely useful file 
information. Each of them kept extensive private files, since 
the NYPD, by the mid-1970's, had little interest iQ long-term in
telligence on gambling rackets. For example, one of them 
maintained a listing of all Numbers banks raids. For each raid 
he tried to identify, through analysis of the records and 
interviews with those arrested, who ovmed the raideci. bank. While, 
there was reason to question the reliability of some of the list, 
it provided an important lead for us in our search for confiscated 
records. All four of the experts were' very generous in providing 
us with access to these files. 

Prosecutors proved less helpful. Few of them had developed 
any long-term expertise in gambling and they tended to be far 
less well informed on details of the operations. There were two 
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very important,exceptions to this observation, both in the New 
Y?rk (Manh~ttan) District Attorney's office. Each of these pro
vlded us wlth valuable details on the cases they had prosecuted. 
It is interesting to note also that both of these prosecutors had 
unusually close relations with the police with whom th~y had 
worked and were able to introduce us to some well informed investi
gators. 

Finally, it should be said that, despite their expertise, none 
of the police had a consistent view of the operation and structure 
of the markets with which they deal. They too made assertions 
about monopoly control and profits that were quite inconsistent 
with the information that they themselves possess. The standard 
account is not simply official propa~anda; it represents the 
strongly held views of many of the best informed police. 

D. Criminal Informants 

The only meaningful source of information, on many of the 
matter~ with which we are concern~d, is the criminal participant. 
Very Ilttle can be learned about lnter-personal relationships, 
~conomlc 0: otherwise, except from info~ants. Fortunately, the 
lnformant lS an enduring feature of the criminal world both here 
and in other countries. ' 

There are almost no scholarly ,.yorks on the role of. the infor
mant i~ the police and criminal worlds. 4 The nature of the rela
t~on~hip between an informant and his employers makes it a 
~lfflcult one to research. Police, for the purpose of recruiting 
lnforman~s, often have to work outside the law; they must, in 
effect, lssue at least limited licenses, conniving at the continued 
criminal ,activity of their informants. S They also provide payments 
to many lnformants, payment which are hard to audit. It is under
standable that police are generally reluctant to permit researchers 
access to their informants, few of whom probablv are interested in 
cooperating with the researcher except in return for money. 

Despite this, we were able to obtain access to seven 

4. Two studies of police provide substantial discussions of 
the role ?f th~ informant in police work, particularly vice enforce
menti' Rublnsteln ,(1973), Skolnick (1966). Wilson (1978) provides 
more formal materlal on the role of the informant in the work of 
the FBI and the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

5. At least one of our informants seems to have run a book
making operation with the knowledge of a number of law enforcement 
agencies. The various undercover operations ruh by the FBI in 
rece~t years,have ?f~e~ pe~itted some criminal participants to 
contlnue thelr actlvltles wlth the consent of those authorities 
For a discussion of one such incident see The New York Times . 
(2/19/80; p.l). 
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professiona1 6 informants on a continuing basis. One served as 
a source for ~ver three y~ars. O~e was available for only a few 
weeks but durlng that perlod provlded the most intense and candid 
interviews ~bout his criminal life. One informant, after working 
~or th~ ~roJect for some months, had to be dropped because of his 
~nst~blllty., The four others all worked for many months, provid
lng lnformatbon on at least a weekly basis. We also had occasional 
contacts with a small number of other rackets participants. 

Each informant,was introduced to the research project by a 
law enforcement offlcer, generally a policeman, two wer~ provided 
by a prosecutor who himself had unusually close relations with 
the police., One h~d ''lorked, in effect, as an undercover operative 
for the pollce, whlle the others had primarily served as passive 
sources of information for the officers to whom they reported, 
though occasionally undertaking specific activities on behalf of 
the police. None of them were important figures in the- rackets, 
b~t all had close contacts with a number of important underworld 
flgures. Each of them had worked in the rackets for most of his 
adult life. Some made large sums of money during their career, 
but only one had managed to retain any significant capital. All 
of them were willing to serve as informants for very modest sums 
money, but money which was clearly important to their continued 
ec~n~mic sur~i~al.7 All b~t one were currently employed in a 
crlI~lln~l actlvlty at the tlme that they served as informants. 
Thelr lnvolvement tended to be of a routine clerical or unskilled 
nature. 

Only one of the informants might be regarded as almost 
totally trustworthy. He was an unusual and talented bookmaker who 
was placed in the :federal Witness Protection Program at the time 
that he provided information. This was a period when he was 
attempting to create a new career for himself and was shedding 
himself of an earlier life. 

, The materials provlded by this informant were unique in both 
thelr volu..llle and detail. While working with the NYPD in connection 
with the criminal prosecutions for which he was an informant, he 
also wrote notes on all the bookmakers and loansharks with whom 
h~ had had contact. Since he was an exceptionally gregarious and 
llkeable person, this list contained over 100 names. 

6. The term professional is not intended to imply that inform
ing was their main source of income. Very simply, each of them had 
provided information to various law enforcement agencies for a 
num~er of years and assumed they would receive some degree of 
asslstance from the agents that they had dealings with in the case 
of serious legal difficulties. ' 

7. One informant, the only economically successful one, re
fused to accept money_ More educated than the others, his 
motivation for providing information seems to have been an interest 
in talking about his skills with someone who might have the training 
to appreciate them. 
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Because we have placed considerable reliance on these notes 
in our analysis of bookmaking and loansharking it is ~ppropriate 
that we explain why we place so much faith in his reports. First, 
there is great consistency in his narrative. If an incident in
volved four different people, the notes of those four indiv~duals 
reflect a consistent account of that incident. The notes were 
handwri tten and, given the'ir volume, it is difficult to believe 
that he was able to create such a large volume of consistent 
fabrication. Second, some of the incidents were confirmed by 
other sources. Third, the accounts are realistic in terms of the 
nature of the detail available to him. Concerning those to whom 
he was close, he was able to provide a wealth of uet;'lj 1. For 
others he could provide only fragments. 

In addition to these notes, the informant also participated 
in interviews extending oveL a nuwber of days. Some of the 
interviews went over the same materials as those covered in his 
notes. Again there is no significant inconsistency. These 
interviews also added some very interesting material in the form 
of extended narratives of the history of some operations, parti
cularly a bookmaking partnership ~nd a check-0ashing agency used 
by bookmakers, covering a period of years. 

vlliile we placed considerable faith in this informant, all the 
others either withheld information or occasionally manufactured 
it. Obviously this latter creates more serious problems for the 
researcher than for the policeman. The police can take steps to 
verify critical pieces of information, for example through sur
veillance. That is less feasible for the researcher, since 
surveillance requires a certain degree deception and greater 
physical risk. 

For example, we were never able to acquire totally reliable 
information about the payout rate for Numbers in those neighbor
hoods with which our informants were familiar. Every time we sent 
two informants to obtain the figures for the same set of locations, 
we received contradictory data. It might seem a trivial matter 
for a researcher to obtain this information directly by placing 
a bet himself. In fact the neighborhoods we were interested in 
were places in which outsiders were regarded with considerable 
suspicion; a Numbers bet is apparently not something 'that a 
vendor bffers to complete strangers. 

On the other hand the nature of our questions and the fact 
that we did not request the informants to engage in more hazardous 
activities or provide them with bonuses for particularly exciting 
pieces of information, helped us a great deal. We, u~like the 
police, were concerned with the routine of the operatl~ns they 
participated in. While we were always happy to hear blts of 
gossip about the leaders of the rackets world (and were always 
rewarded with warning of impending wars) it was not the focus of 
our interviews with them. Very simply, we believe that we were 
protected from the most egregious misinformation by the apparent 
(and real) innocuousness of our interest. 
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That still left us with the problem of verification. It 
would be highly irresponsible to rest descriptive assertions about 
the conduct of criminal enterprises on the unsubstantiated word of 
a single paid informant. The very length of our s·tudy, the fact 
that we had a reasonable number of informants from similar back
grounds, together with a certain amount of access to police reports 
and material seizeq in raids, enabled us to obtain a modest amount 
of verification for the most important observations that are pre
sented here. 

One example of such verification concerns efforts to change 
the means of compensating bookmakers' agents (runners). An 
informant told us that a major bookmaker had moved from a profit 
sha~ing system to a simple commission on the volume of wagering. 
As 1t happened, that bookmaker's premises were raided within a few 
months of the report. We were able to review the records seized 
during the raid and verify that, indeed, some of the bookmaker's 
agents now received a percentage commission. 

There is a final note to be added about informants. All our 
informants had well formed views about the structure of the rackets 
in which they participated and the role of the Mafia. In general 
they assigned great powers to the Mafia, even though this might be 
quite inconsistent with their own experiences. One informant 
claimed that the late Carlo Gambino had received "25 percent of 
everything in the rackets," despite the fact that he himself con
stantly engaged in various fencing operations without making 
payments of any kind to Mafia agents. The only way to obtain 
meaningful information from t.hese relatively unsophisticated infor
mants was to focus on incidents in which they had themselves 
participated, or about which they had direct knowledge. Otherwise 
one was likely to be flooded with the romantic myths of the under
world, which are not dissimilar to the myths of police agencies. 

Exposition 

The presentation of the interview materials, together with 
material extracted from the few wiretap transcripts W~ reviewed, 
wiretap application requests and occasional police informant 
records, presents serious expositional problems. We have decided 
to follow the practice of ethnographers in the presentation of 
field data (cf. Rubinstein, 1973) even though the data are very 
different from particular observation materials. In other words 
the data are inserted to provide a specific illustration of a 
general point. For example a statement about the often ephemeral 
nature of partnerships in bookmaking is then followed by two 
examples of different types of short-term partnerships. The source 
of the examples will be given in a general way; informant inter
view, wiretap transcript, police interview etc. The examples also 
provide useful contextual material, critical to an understanding 
of the workings of the market ganerally. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The major objective of this study is to test certain state
ments about the organization of illegal gambling markets. Official 
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doctrine is that Numbers and bookmaking are controlled by the 
Mafia, criminal groups that have interest in oth~r criminal acti~i
ties. Their control, it is asserted, rests on v1olence, corrupt1on 
and access to illegal capital. 

Stated in this fashion we are dealing with a variant of what 
is called, by economists, industrial organiz~tion. The orthodoxy 
is an assertion that the Numbers and bookmak1ng markets do not 
function like competitive markets, joined with a claim concerning 
the identity of the groups that have power in these markets a~d 
the source of their power. We attempted to collect data ~ear1ng 
on structure8 and conduct9 in these markets to test the f1rst 
component of the orthodoxy. At the same time we also collected 
data on the involvement of the Mafia in these markets, in order 
to be able to make some statement about the nature of their role, 
regardless of whether we found the market to be competitive or 
otherwise. 

We stress the approach of industrial organization because it 
deals with the issue of power in economic relations through the 
use of objective data. A competitive market is one in which each 
seller (bookmaker or Numbers banker) is a "price taker" i.e. he 
cannot raise the price for his service above that of other sellers 
without precipitous loss of customers. A classic example of such 
a market is the wholesale wheat market; if a farmer asks for a 
higher price for his wheat than the one prevailing at that time 
he will be unable to dispose of his crop. In such a ~ar~et all 
sellers earn only a competitive rate of return on the1r 1nvestments 
of time and capital. If we were to find that the Numbers or ~ook
making market conformed to this model we would raise subs~ant1~1 
question about the importance of these ma~kets to the,M~f:a, Slnce 
they could earn no more from investments 1n the~e act1v1t1es than 
from investments in similarly risky illegal bus1nesses. 

A possible explanation for this might ~e that, the Maf~a does 
not involve itself in illegal gambling but 1n sell1ng serV1ces, 
such as capital or protection, to illegal gamb~ers: T~at,was 
Schelling's suggestion concerning the ~ire~erv1ce 1n M1a~1. By 
monopolizing that market for an esse~t1al 1nput, the Maf:a could 
reap the equivalent of monopoly prof1ts from t~e,bookmak1ng 
business, even though that business was compe~lt1ve, (cf. Vernon 
and Graham (1971) for the conditions under wh1ch th1S result 
Thus we look closely at the input markets for the two forms of 
gambling. 

8. Structure includes the number of sellers'hthe percentage 
of the market supplied by the largest ~rod~cers',t e presence or 
absence of barriers to entry, geograph1c d1sper~10n ~f sellers 
and buvers. For a full exposition of all the d1mens1ons of 
struct;re see Scherer (1970; Chapter 1) 0 

9. Conduct, arguably determined by structure'b~ndcludes 
pricing policies and coordination among sellers. I 1 . 
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How does one deterrrline whether a market ~s competitive? , 
There are cer-;"ain elements of a market which wl11 ensUJ;:e that lt 
functions so as to eliminate any excess profits. ~he lmpo:tant 
conditions are a large number of sellers of an undlfferentlated 
good to a large number of sellers with no impediments on ~he flow 
of information. However these conditions are rarely met ln exactly 
that fOFm. 

Even substantial deviation from these con~it~on~ maY,still 
assure that suppliers are subject to long-run dlSclpll~e,wlth 
respect to prices and profits. Indeed, ther~ are,condltl~ns under 
which a relatively small number of sellers wlth dlfferent:ated 
products may not be able to earn long-run "monopoly" profl~s. It 
would take us too far afield to consider those cases, partlcular1y 
as there is little reason to use them in our empirical work. 

The conditions concerning number of suppli~rs, prod~ct homo
geneity etc. are structural conditions. We obtalned consl~erab~e 
information on these. However, the theoretical framework ln WhlCh 
these are used to make predictions about conduct and performance, 
is implicitly one in which force does not play a r~le7 ,The ~OSSl
bility that the visible hand is stronger than the :nvlslble lS 
considered in Reuter (1980; Chapter 3). Here we wlsh only to say , 
that in light of the possibility that large numbers do not con~traln 
profits where physical coercion can be ,used to overcome eC(;mOmlC 
barriers to coordi~ation, it is important to,gather more d:rect 
evidence on conduct. Thus w.e examine the eVldence concernlng 
actual profitability, to the extent the data permitted, as well as 
evidence on coordination. 

There ' second part of the orthodoxy, which we have given lS a , " t 1 ' less stress here though it is also very slgnlflcant. No on y lS 
illegal gambling dominated by the Mafia, it is ~lso asserted to be 
the most important source of income for the Mafla. T~ exami~e that 
assertion we would need very different data. By l~oklng at,111ega1 
gambling markets we can say only what role the Mafla plays ln 
gambling· we cannot deal with the converse. For that we would have 
to acqui~e data about the full range of activities in which ~he 
Mafia is involved. Inevitably this research gave us some gllm~ses 
of their other activities, but not enough to be able to deal wlth 
gambling's relative importance . 

The secretive nature of the activities being studied m~de it 
difficult to use many of the techniques developed for, an~lys:s of 
conventional markets. For example, we do not have quantltatlve 
data on 'the rate of return for invested capital, the growth rate 
of enterprises the minimum investment needed for entry or any 
of the other standard measures used for evaluating market perfor
mance. We were constrained to work with data that were always 
fragmentary and usually qualitative. Further, we could not always 
predict what data would be available. This meant that we could not 
follow the orthodox method of specifying a formal mo~el and,then 
estimating its parameters with quantitative data. Slnce thlS, 
obviously had an important effect on the nature of our ,:,-nalysls 
we should expand a little on the qualitative and unpredlctable 
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characteristics of our data. 

The data are qualitative not only in their presentation, but 
also in their collection. An assertion contained in Chapter IV, 
and one which plays an important role in our conclusion concerning 
market structure, can serve as an example. The statement is that 
runners, the sales agents of bookmakers, are most likely to leave 
a bookmaking operation precisely at a time when they are in nominal 
debt to that operation. Ideally this statement would be based on 
a sample of the employment histories of runners, including their 
level of indebtedness at different points in time. Instead the 
statement is an impressionistic conclusion drawn from the anecdotes 
of informants, buttressed by some records from raided bookmaking 
operations. In the text an effort will be made to present the 
basis for such statements, together with an expression of the 
strength of the evidence. 

The data collection process also had an uncontrollable element 
to it. Some data that we had hoped to obtain, even in t~e last 
months of the project, never became available. For example, we 
always had some reason to believe that we might obtain a large 
sample of the long-term accounting records of bookmaking operations; 
it finally became apparent that the Police Department either had 
not obtained many such records or had filed them in such a way as 
to make their recovery impossible. On the other hand, we obtained 
unexpectedly good quality information ab9ut the relations between 
bookmakers and loansharks from an informant. Such unpredictability 
made a formal model of limited utility in directing the data col
lection process. 

Lacking a formal model, how then did we proceed? In parti
cular, how did we decide ,.,hat data elements were worth recording 
and analyzing? For some time there were, in fact, no decisions 
to be made. Obtaining access to police officers and records, as 
well as recruiting informants, all took many months, during which 
period there was little data forthcoming. But once negotiations 
had progressed beyond the initial phase, there was a great deal 
of information available to us, and selection became imperative. 

The selection was certainly guided initially by the micro
economic paradigm. Any information about the standard variables 
such as size of enterprises, prices and profits was diligently 
recorded. We made considerable effort to obtain detailed data on 
pricing. Some time went, rather unsuccessfully, into efforts to 
estimate the size of the various markets, hopefully a preliminary 
to calculation of the relevant concentration ratios. We also 
tried to schematize the activities of the police as regulatory 
agents in order to guide collection and analyze the effects of 
police activities on the structure of the markets. 

While all this was of some use, the critical data elements, 
in terms of conclusions about market structure and conduct, came 
from non-standard applications of conventional market models. 
Consider again the example of mobility of employees between 
different enterprises within a given market. 
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In conventional markets this is not an indicator that is used 
to classify the market as competitive or non-competitive. If there 
did exist an agreement not to employ persons who had previously 
worked for another company in the same industry,that would cer
tainly constitute evidence of a collusive agreement. F~r examp~e, 
such an agreement characterized certain sectors of the 1nternat10nal 
chemical industry before World War II, and was one component of a 
complex market allocation scheme. However, such agreement seem to 
be extremely rare; at least few are reported in the economics 
literature. IO 

In the absence of such collusive agreements, there is a body 
of law which governs the ability of agents or employees tO,move 
between companies. An employee with access to patentable 1nforma
tion may be restrained from shifting to another fi:m in ~he same, 
industry.ll Similarly, an employee may be ~onstra1ned, ln,certa1n 
circumstances, from taking customers w1th h1m to another f1rm.12 
These are contraints which do not depend on explicit agreement 
between competitors but can be enforced in court of law. 

In illegal markets there are no such applicable laws. A 
bookmaker cannot apply to a court to restrain an agent from steal
ing his customers. If there is an explicit arrangement between 
the various bookmakers restraining their agents from transfers, 
at least in circumstances that affect the property rights of the 
first employer, then such movement will be inhibited; whether it 
is eliminated depends on the extent of enfurcement and the reputa
tion for violence of the various employers. 

If there does exist a cartel of bookmakers, then presumably 
it would attempt to restrict the movement of agents between cartel 
members when such movement transfers assets from the bookmakers, 
as a group, to the agents. Absence of such restrictions, ~oge~her 
with evidence that agents do frequently make shifts result1ng,ln, 
transfer of revenues to them, indicates that cartel control, 1f 1t 
exists at all, is weak. 

The process of inference here is an untidy one. We did not 
layout a formal model, from which we might derive mobility of 
agents as a test for, structure. The ~bserv~tions ~ere ~resented 
to us by informants 1n the course of 1n~erv1ews,whlCh d1d not~ 
initially, focus on this matter. Nor, 1ndeed, 1S the conclus1on 

10. A good, if dated, survey of such agreements is contained 
in Stocking and Watkins (1946). 

11. This restriction can be enforced only if it is specified 
in an employment contract. The restriction will be enforced by 
the courts if it is reasonable as to coverage and duration. 

12. Again this restriction requires contractual,specifi~a
tion and cannot be too broad in scope or unreasonable 1n durat10n. 
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a the.oretically unassailable one. It is likbly that there are 
some assumptions about environment under which rational cartel 
members might not attempt to formulate and enforce an agreement to 
restr~in the movement of agents. For example, cartel members may 
not w1sh to disclose the identity of their agents, even in order 
~o_preve~t their mobility, because such disclosures would provide 
1nrormat10n about their size, that they wish to limit in its dis
semination. 13 Cartel members, even in well run legitimate cartels, 
a:e no doubt always aware of the potential for carb:l dis integra
t10n and the introduction of competitive rather than cooperative 
arrangements between them. 

The answer to this objective is to note the relatively 
,limited nature of the inferences that we are drawing. We do not 
deny that there may exist a cartel, only that if it does exist it 
has a weak influence on the conduct of the market. The explanation 
may be the one given in the previous paragraph or it may be that 
nO,cartel has been formed.' We shall try to adduce direct evidence 
Wh1Ch bears on these alternatives. 

There is a more elaborate justification for our approach, 
which is best provided by Hebert Simon in his discussion of alter
native approaches to the theory of the firm. (Simon, 1979) "The 
case studies of organizational decision making, .•. represent the 
n~tural history stage of scientific enquiry. They provide us 
w1th a multitude of facts about the decision-making process - facts 
that are almost uniformly consistent with the kind of behavioral 
model that has been proposed here. But we do not yet know how to 
use these facts to test the model in any formal way .... We must 
not expect from these data generalizations as neat and precise 
as those incorporated in neoclassical theory." (p.SOS) 

In the study of iliegal markets we are indeed at the 
"natural history stage." The work here is an effort to generate 
data relevant to understanding the organization of a certain class 
of illegal activities. The standard microeconom.i,c paradigm has 
been used both to guide the data collection process and to help 
draw conclusions on the questions of major interest. 

The final methodological problem to be discussed is the 
domain of generalizability of the data and arguments presented 
here. The data all come from New,York City. There are obvious 
arguments that the sheer size of New York, together with the 
essentially local nature of most criminal activity and its regu
lation, makes the results inapplicable even to other major 
American cities. 

13. If one member of the cartel is a police informant, 
information about size could be used to select enforcement tar
gets. Note that unless the cartel members disclose names of 
agents in advance there is always the possibility of abuse of 
the privilege of reclaiming an agent; 
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There are three dimensions ot generalization which ought to 
be considered; time, place and the nature of the service. Each 
creates its own problem. Time is a "conceptual dummy variable." 
We can enumerate various factors that may have changed over time 
and which render doubt on the validity of our conclusions except 
as they pertain to the period of approximately 1965 to the present. 
The structure of local politics, for example, has undergone great 
change t with the federal government reducing the discretion of 
local political organizations and, hence, striking at the tradi
tional power base of ethnic criminal gangs. Similarly, the growth 
of powers of federal law enforcement agencies at the expense of 
local authorit.y may have reduced the ability of any set of crimi
nals to make use of the former monopoly power of the local police. 

In terms of "place" we have already commented on the problem 
raised by New York's size. certainly we would appear to be dealing 
with purely urban phenomena; density provides a critical element 
of anonymity. Older cities, having long established ethnic 
political factions allied with criminal gangs, may well differ 
from the newer cities of the west, often with more bureaucratic 
and less political local governments. 

Finally, consider the most interesting dimension; service or 
qood. Can a study of the structure, conduct and performance of 
~arkets for bookmaking and Numbers shed light on the determinants 
of the same dimensions of heroin distribution and the fencing of 
stolen property? - We believe that while there may be important 
idiosyncratic elements to each market (Numbers is played pred,?mi
nantly by lower income ethnics, bookmaking is a telephone buslness, 
heroin has peculiarly high criminal penalties attached to its 
distribution), there are many elements of the analysis which carry 
over to a broad class of criminal activities. Roughly this class 
may be defined by the routine nature of the transactions, the lack 
of a plaintiff if the transaction is properly executed, the need 
for at least partial specialization by participants within the 
supply system and the concomitant development of service enter
prises. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II 

APPREHENDING THE DATA 

The extensive collection of accounting records and raid data 
which we assembled with the assistance of the New York City Police 
I;:>epartment contained a great deal of i.nformation pertinent to a 
proper understanding of illegal gambling in New York and its ~ela
tionship to organized crime. In addition to the information which 
an analysis of these records has produced, a discussion of how they 
were acquired may provide other researchers with useful knowledge 
about some of the problems which can be anticipated when doing 
research with files of criminal justice agencies. 

At the end of April 1976 after several months of informal 
discussions with numerous detectives and gambling intelligence 
specialists of the NYPD we were convinced that it was possible to 
assemble a large collection of evidence seized in gambling raids 
on Numbers operations from all parts of the city dating back to 
the early 1960's. In early May 1976 Mr. Joseph-Annucci, a research 
associate, who had considerable knowledge about many aspects of the 
criminal justice system in New York, began formal discussion with 
the liaison officers directed to deal with our requests. After 
s~veral meetings it was agreed that Mr. Annucci could meet directly 
wlth the Property Clerk who had physical possession of the records 
we wanted ·to examine. 

Almost a month passed before we could schedule a meeting 
with the Inspector and Captain in charge of the NYPD Property 
Clerk's office. They gave us a complete description of the pro
cedures used in storing evidence. They indicated to us that 
although there is only one Property Clerk's office for the entire 
city, each borough actually had a separate system for the storage 
and maintenance of evidence used in its courts. 

More troubling to us was the news that much of the evidence 
relating to gambling cases from the early 1960's had been destroyed. 
The destruction had been carried out in compliance with a recent 
directive ordering the destruction of all gambling evidence no 
longer required in court, part of a larger effort to relieve the 
chronic overcrowding of available facilities. In response to our 

. request the Inspector issued an order to all borough offices sus
pending the further destruction of gambling evidence, until it was 
determined what use it might have in our research. 

Once the evidence was secured from destruction we had to 
develop a set of criteria for a sampling from the massive amount 
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available and also identify particular pieces of evidence which 
had special interest for us. The storage system used in all the 
borough offices was uniform. The seized evidence was placed in an 
envelope and marked with several identifying numbers: (1) the 
precinct of arrest; (2) the precinct property voucher number; and 
(3) the Property Clerk's storage voucher number. These envelopes 
were then stored sequentially by storage voucher number. If the 
evidence was volt~inous, for example if a Numbers bank's records 
were seized the materials were placed in suitcases and stored in 
a separate part of the Property Clerk's office. Each envelope or 
suitcase had a matching voucher sheet which was maintained in a 
file' by the Property Clerk. The voucher sheets listed the follow
ing information: (1) name or names of persons arrested; (2) the 
name of the arresting officer, the date of arrest, the address of 
the pe~son arrested; (3) the arrest number; (4) the precinct of 
arrest~and (5) the precinct property voucher number and (6) the 
Property Clerk's voucher number. 

The Manhattan office had already destroyed significant amounts 
of raid data seized before 1968. Three large cartons containing 
evidence from 800 policy, bookmaking and dice cases from the years 
1964 to 1968 - all that remained - were given to us without any 
procedural formalities. These materials had been cleared for 
destruction and were saved only because the Property Clerk's 
office had more pressing tasks to dear with. 

,For the years 1969 to 1972 the Manhattan office had used 
what they termed the "gray envelope processing system" .. Members 
of our staff had to examine more than 4,000 voucher sheets for 
this period in order to ,determine which cases would be of potential 
interest to us. 

We used the following criteria for the selection of cases: 
A voucher that listed controller ribbons, bank statements and tally 
sheets among the evidence was selected.* Although these terms were 
often used in an imprecise fashion (to our disappointment) they 
were an indicator of "work" either from a "controller" or a "bank". 
We also selected any case that listed as a prisoner an individual 
whom we could identify as an important Numbers operator. In addi
tion, we selected all evidence from specific precincts which had 
been selected for detailed analysis. Two members of our staff 
worked for one week with members of the Property Clerk's office 
examining these 4,000 vouchers. From these we selected 1,500 ' 
cases. The Property Clerk permitted us, on the basis of a sub
poena issued by the New York state Senate Select Committee on 
Crime, ,to take these 1,500 'vouchers to our office in order to make 
copies of them. 

Although all of the evidence we selected was. authorized for 
destruction, the Property Clerk was not permitted to give us any 
of the evidence without a release from the District Atto~ney's 

* These terms are explained in Chapter IV. 
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office. The District Attorney of Manha.ttan informed us that he 
too could not release any evidence to us until he obtained proof 
that it was from a closed case - that the evidence would not be 
required in any pending court matter. We argued in vain that 
since all of the materials we were requesting had already been 
approved for destruction, it could be presumed that the court 
records had already been checked. Nonetheless we had to undertake 
the entire process anew. 

The following conditions had to be fulfilled to obtain the 
release of the evidence. The name of each prisoner listed on a 
voucher sheet was checked by hand in the card catalog index of 
the Supreme Court for the two years from the date of arrest, to 
determine whether or not an indictment had been obtained. If no 
indictment showed in the index the District Attorney was satisfied 
that the case had been disposed of in Criminal Court and the 
evidence could be released for our use. If an indictment was 
brought, the District Attorney required to know if the case was 
still pending; if the case was no longer pending, he required 
information on the disposition and the date it occurred. If the 
disposition involved a felony conviction, the District Attorney 
required us to make a search of Court records eighteen months from 
the date of conviction to be certain that there was no pending 
appeal. If it was a misdemeanor conviction only a six month search 
was required. 

Approximately 1,500 vouchers were examined individually and 
then given to an Assistant District Attorney. He had to read each 
voucher, stamp it with the seal of his office, and sign it. These 
1,500 vouchers were then turned over to the Property Clerk's 
office which could then begin to locate (no simple matter it 
turned out) and assemble the raid material for release to us. 

Before turning the evidence over to us the Property Clerk's 
office had to search every envelope to make sure that it contained 
no money or evidence not relevant to gambling. This phase of the 
information gathering process required three weeks to complete. 

While the search for the money was going forward we began 
to research cases since 1972. We discovered immediately that a 
new system had been introduced in that year requiring us to use 
an entirely different procedure for the selection of cases. 

In 1972 the Police Department established seven Public 
Morals District units as well as a Central Gambling Unit with 
citywide jurisdiction. Each of these units maintained its own 
arrest ledger books. Each of these ledgers had to be separately 
subpoenaed by the Committee in order for us to read it. No 
longer surprised, we noted that each unit employed a slightly 
different system for recording its arrest. The quality of the 
recordkeeping was variable. If a clerk described in specific 
terms the evidence seized, it was easy to determine if the case 
was of interest; but in many instances we found that the clerks 
did not describe the evidence at all. We had to then rely mainly 
on the names of the persons arrested to determine whether the 
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operation was of any significance to our research. 

Sinc~ we had to use real names in selecting many cases it 
was essent1al that either the Project Director or Mr. Annucci be 
directlY,involved in this ar~uous and boring processing. It was 
not poss1ble for anyone lack1ng knowledge of the individuals in
volved in the gambling rackets to make these determinations. 
Therefore, two members of our staff as well as one police intelli
gence officer examined each of the ledge+ books. For each case we 
selected, we had to record the names of thEl defendants arrested; 
the dat~ o~ arrest~ the arrest number and the precinct of arrest. 
Once th1S 1nformat10n was collected we had to establish contact 
wi~h the Criminal Records Office (C.R.O.) of the Police Depart~ent 
Wh1Ch has the responsibility for the maintenance of all arrest 
reports. 

The ~ed~er books of the Public Morals Units did not give a 
complete llst1ng of voucher numbers. These are essential for 
determining the status of a case. The voucher numbers were 
usually kept in ~he personal file of the arresting officer. We 
learned to our d1smay that because of routine transfers most of 
the, men and their files had moved on to ot:her assignments. We were 
obl1ged to turn to the C.R.O. for this data. 

The G.R.O. is one of the busiest units in the Police Depart
men~. ,I~ order to,p~otect,the constitutionally-guaranteed privacy 
of 1~d7v1duals, cr1m1~al ~lstory records can be obtained only with 
spec1f1c legal author1zat10n. After extensive negotiations with 
the C.R.O. it agreed to provide us with an average of twenty 
arrest reports each week. The cases we select.ed had to be listed 
by year; as well as in numerical order by precinct and by arrest 
number. This was done first for Manhattan and Brooklyn; and then 
for the Bronx and Queens. 

The C.R.O. and the Police Property Clerk's office both gave 
u~ the fullest,cooperation possible considering the arcane regula
t10ns under Wh1Ch they operate. While the figure of twenty arrest 
reports per week might appear modest, it must be recalled that 
the C.R.O. must deal with hundreds of requests daily for arrest 
reports which are ~equired immediately for the processing of an 
ar~est or for use 1n court preparation. In order to minimize the 
demands ~e were making upon the Police Property Clerk's office, we 
agreed to submit to it a single list for each borough. Because 
of the constraints imposed on us by the C.R.O. the month of August 
1976 was spent in assembling complete lists for Manhattan and 
Brooklyn. These lists included the names of all defendants the 
data of their arrest, the precincts of arrest and the preci~ct 
voucher nUIT~er. When we delivered the list to a borough office 
a clerk had to match the precinct voucher and a Property Clerk's 
storage voucher number in order to locate the voucher sheets. 
Then the evidence envelopes, could be assembled. When the voucher 
she7ts were assembled for Manhattan the District Attorney's office 
aga1n had to clear the cases for our use. This process was com
pleted for Manhattan in early September. We selected 150 cases 
from Manhattan from 1972 to 1975. These cases represent all of 
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the ma50r gambl"ing raids conducted by the Police Department during 
this period. Each one of these is a large bank; the evident was 
both very substantial in quantity and of significant value for 
our purposes. 

In order to obtain cases from Brooklyn, we had to employ 
~nother set of procedures. The Brooklyn Property Clerk's office 
kept all gambling cases made in the years 1971 and 1972 separate 
from all other cases. This evidence was stored in individual 
envelopes whose jackets contained precise descriptions of their 
contents. Despite a shortage of manpower the Property Clerk 
assigned an officer to examine the entire set of gambling cases 
for those two years and to pull the Numbers cases whose evidence 
consisted of controllers' ribbons, bank statements and tally sheets. 
This process required six weeks to complete. Once this was done, 
the assigned officer had to assemble the corresponding voucher 
sheets and deliver them to us for photocopying. A four year list 
was assembled including the cases for 1971 and 1972 and the Public 
Morals' cases for 1973 and 1974. The Court docket number of each 
case had to be obtained by laboriou~ly hand-checking records in the 
Brooklyn Criminal Court. When the information was obtained and the 
lists assembled, they were sent to the District Attorney's office 
for clearance. The District Attorney's office kindly permitted 
members of our staff to do the research on ,all of the cases. We 
spent several weeks in the Brooklyn Courthouse clearing the records. 
Because Brooklyn court procedures differ from those used in Man
hattan, in addition to clearing the cases through the Criminal 
Court docket, we also had to examine the grand jury index and the 
Supreme Court index to make certain that no appeals had been filed. 
Again, it must be recalled that we are discussing materials whose 
destruction had already been approved by the courts, the District 
Attorney's offices and the Police Department. Despite this we had 
to research each of these cases in order to determine that none 
of the.evidence could be required for any legal purposes. 
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CHAPTER III 

BOOKMAKING 

1. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 

Wagering on athletic and racing events has a long history 
in America. Throughou·t the nineteenth century f many major 
political figures were known for their interest in horses and 
wagering. A racing meet between the best Northern horse and 
the best Southern horse attracted 65,000 in Long Island in 1823; 
it is claimed that bets as large as $50,000 were p'laced. l 

Most of these wagers appear to have been social; i.e. 
between bettors without an intermediary. Since almost all 
betting was at the track, and races involved only two horses, 
the bookmaker could provide only a minor convenience relative 
to social betting. As national communications developed, thus 
permitting bettors to rapidly find out the result of races held 
in other cities, and as races grew shorter in length and larger 
in field, bookmakers became more central. Parimutuel wagering, 
which became available in Europe in 1865, was not widely adopted 
in this country until 1920, in part as a result of the political 
influence of the bookmaking lobby.2 

By the turn of the century, bookmakers were both extremely 
prominent in city politics and highly organized. Race tracks 
were supported primarily by the rental fees of bookmakers, who, 
in New York, formed themselves into an Association modeled along 
the lines of the New York Stock Exchanqe. It is reported that 
the price of a seat was the same for the Turf Association and 
the Stock Exchange in the 1880's, approximately $7,000. 3 With 
a national circuit of over 100 tracks, operating for different 

1. The best account of the history of gambling in this 
country, and the source of these statements, is Chafetz (1960). 

·2. On this, see Johnson (1977; pp. 36-41). 

3. Just as interestingly, Haller (1977) reports that book
makers were sufficiently well organized that "for a short time 
in the late 1880's bookmakers in the Midwest and East attempted 
to form two regional associations to bargain collectively with 
the race tracks." (p.lOS) 
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4. Ibid., p. 106. 
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This monopoly of racing information was the focus of much 
of the Kefauver Committee's inquiry into illegal gambling. The 
Committee's concern was whether there was indeed a national 
monopoly used to control local bookmaking'in various cities. 
Here we simply note that the wire service did provide, in the 
period from 1904 to approximately 1960,8 an organizing focus for 
the illegal bookmaking business. Denial of access to the wire 
service could effectively prevent entry into the business. Who 
had that power is, for these purposes, a secondary matter. 

However, there was another source of control over bookmakers 
in many cities during this era, namely corruption of the police. 
Indeed perhaps the most important conclusion of the Kefauver 
Committee was the pervasiveness of ganfuling corruption. Since 
customers could only find out the results of their bets at the 
bookie's premises, the "'poolroom," there was a regular flow of 
persons to those premises. Moreover, the premises had to contain 
certain equipment which was difficult to conceal and which was 
unambiguous evidence of bookmaking activities. 9 Hence it was 
necessary to obtain the cooperation of law enforcement for con
tinued functioning. The Kefauver Committee found that, in the 
cities it studied, such cooperation appeared to be purchasedlO 
and that only the Mafia and its associates could make these purchases. 

Organizations sprang up then which jOintly supplied two 
essential inputs, timely information and protection from the law. 
Not enough material is available to determine whether, in any 
major city, separate organizations supplied the two factors. 
It should be noted that customer prices were uniform throughout 
the coun'try. All bookmakers paid "track odds," (subj ect to an 

8. Determining when the racing wires went out of business 
has proved an unsatisfying task. The 1962 hearings of the 
McClellan Committee (U.S. Congress, 1962) suggest that there still 
remained a few small scale information services, which seemed to 
operate a rather expensive and unprofitable telephone service. 
The subscriber called the office of the wireservice, which was 
located in a single city. No informant reports suggest that even 
such attenuat~d services still exist. . 

9. Boards listed results and prices, while the more elabo
rate contained ticket windows of the type also found at race 
tracks. The film The ,Sting offers an excellent description of the physical setting. 

10. In some cases the inference was not clear, or at least 
the purchase involved more exchange of political favors than of 
money. The account of the Committee's castigation of Governor 
Thomas Dewey, who rose to fame as a rackets prosecutor, fo~ his 
failure to enforce gambling laws in Saratoga, is particularly 
interesting in this regard, (Moore, 1974; p. 193). 
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upper limit on the odds for long-shots) though, with track take
out rates of over 10 percent, it was certainly possible to offer 
lower prices with a convenient formula. 

The shift from horse betting to sports betting,ll which is 
now, in terms of the vollL.'lle of wagering, the dominant form for 
most illegal bookmakers, had important consequences for the 
organization of the market. The provision of timely reporting 
services was no longer a potential monopoly. Broadcast media 
were under no restrictions in providing immediate information 
concerning the results of sports 'events .12 Further, the spread 
of telephones and the fact that sports events were not played 
in a fixed chronological sequence, as horse races, meant 
that most bettors were content to transmit their bets by tele
phone. The police were no longer in a position to routinely 
extort bookmaking establishments. Finally, the need for inter
city layoff was much reduced, since the bookmaker had many fewer 
events on which he took bets. Sports events have only two 
possible results and for most of the year the bookmaker has 
less than 50 events per day; throughout the horse racing season 
the bookmaker might take bets on over 150 races, each of which 
has approximately ten possible results. All these changes 
suggest that one must consider the possibility that the organi
zation of the bookmaking industry may have changed since the 
Kefauver Committee. 

2. THE BUSINESS: PRODUCTS AND PRICES 

There are two broad classes of betting handled by the 
operators about whom we obtained information, either from 
informants or records. Horse racing, once the dominant subject 
of wagering, is still a significant contributor to the betting 
volume of some operators. The other form of wagering is sports 
betting; .this has clearly replaced horse betting as the major 
source of business in most telephone operations. Some of the 
larger operators take sports bets only. Sports wagering is 
restricted to a small number of team sports. These are football 

11. It is worth noting here the implications of the famous 
Black Sox scandal of 1919. Rothstein was prepared to spend 
$80,000 to fix the World Series. This suggest that even then 
there must have been a substantial volume of wagering on baseball, 
at that time certainly the most popular national spectator sport. 
Fqr a detailed account of the incident see Asinof (1963). 

12. The Federal Communications Commission prohibits the 
broadcast of racing results except with a half hour delay. There 
is an exception for one race per day. The prohibition, which 
was instituted in 1934, is intended to make it more difficult for 
bettors who might be tempted to place a second bet after hearing 
the results of his first. Of course it also helped create a 
market for the illegal wire services during the 1930's and 1940's 
when radios became widely available. 
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(college and professional), basketball (college and professional) 
~nd base~all (profe~sional). There is little wagering on the 
othe: m';lJc;>r profess~onal team sport, hockey, and almost none on 
any ~nd~v~dual sports, except for a very few special events 
such as the world heavyweight boxing title. 

, Most 'sports bets are on the outcome of a single game. 
Typ~cally, for basketball or football, one team is given a handi
cap of a certain number of points, called the "spread." Assume 
the,Los Angele~ Rams are handicapped by 8 points in their game 
a~a~nst the Ch~cago Bears. This means that the person who 
w~shes to b~t on t~e Rams wins his bet only if the Rams win'by 
mc;>re tha~ e~ght po~nts. If the Bears win, or lose by less than 
e 7ght po~nts, then the bets on the Bears are paid. If the Rams 
w~n by exactly eight points then all bets arc returned to the 
bettors; in order to avoid this, the spread is frequently a 
half point value, such as 7 1/2. 

Baseball betting is slightly more complex. Assume that the 
Yankees are playing 't.he Boston Reo Sox and that the bookmaker 
b~li~ves t~at the, Yankees have a. 60 percent probability of 

. w7nn~ng th~s part~cular game. This is expressed as odds rela
t~ve to 5; 7 1/2 ,to 5. It is written as the "Yankee 7-8"13. 
The Yankees bettor will have to put up $8 to win $5, while the 
Red Sox bettor puts up $5 to win $7. The Yankees bettor wins 
~f his team ~ins the game, loses if they lose. Occasionally, 
~f one team ~s an overwhelming favorite, the favored team will 
be given a handicap Qf one or two runs as well. The Yankees 
bettor will win his be·t, on the same monetary terms as given 
above, ,only if his team wins by more than one run or two runs, 
depend~ng on the spread quoted. 

In the case of basketball and football the bettor is re
quired to risk $11 in order to win $10. This price is so 
universal that it is never quoted to customers. Indeed, no 
observer remembers a time when the price was different. It is 
easy to estimate the bookmaker's expected gross return on such 
betting. Assume that there is one $11 bet on each side; regard
less of the outcome (assuming the spread is quoted as a half 
poin~) ~he bookmaker \.,ill take in $22 and payout $21. His 
marg~n ~s 4 • .4 percent of total wagers. 14 Imbalance in the betting 

13. Obviously this is a very stylized version. The 
final price is almost always expressed as two numbers between 
5 1/2 and 9 1/2, differing by 1. Each price encompasses a 
range of probabilities. For example "7-8" covers probabilities 
from 7/12 (.583) to 8/13 (.615) for the favored team to win. 

14. The convention that bookmakers return bets in the case 
that the difference in scores is the same as the' spread is an 
odd and expensive one. It is impossib10 to calculate a priori 
how often this will occur since this depends on the accuracy of 
linemakers. One assumes that it occurs more frequently as a 
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affects only the variabili.ty of the bookmaker \ s, share, not its 
average. 15 

The calculation is more difficult in the case of baseball. 
Assume the figures in the example quoted above. When the Yankees 
win, the bookmaker takes in $13 ($8 from the Yankees bettor and 
$5 from the Red Sox bettor) and pays out $13. When the Red Sox 
win he takes in $13 and pays out $12. In five games he can 
exp~ct, if he has made the odds co:rectly, th~t he,will have 
three games in which the Yankees w~n and two ~n wh~ch the Red 
Sox win. Out of $65 bet he will retain $2; a margin of 3.1 
percent. This margin will obviously vary according to the odds 
quoted. 16, 

In recent years more complex forms of betting have been 
introduced. These are generally multiple game bets. Our obser
vations suggest that they do not constitute a major portion of 
total wagering, 'but it is said that certain bookmakers make more 
of a feature of these bets than do others. Our sample of :ec~r~s 
is too small to rule out the possibility that the1 are a s~gn~f~
cant portion of total wagers for some bookmakers. 7 

14. lcontinued] season progresses and the strengths of teams 
becomes more predictable. An alternative convention, which a 
cartel would surely achieve early in its career, is the return 
of all bets less the commission. I.e. the bettor who puts up 
$110 to win' $100 owes the bookmaker the $10 commission if the 
final score exactly meets the spread. It might even be possible 
for a well coordinated group to impose the rule that the bookmaker 
retains the bets, in the case of a tie. 

15. This assumes that the line is "correct" i.e. that the 
probability of each outcome is 50 percent. 

16. This is what is knmm as the "20 cent line." There is 
another line, the "dime line," which is available ~o more 
sophisticated bettors making larger wagers. The ~~ne offe:s, 
an even narrower margin to the bookmaker and requ~res spec~f~ca
tion of the pitchers, though the latter certainly ought not be 
intrinsic to the line. 

17. In \ddition to multiple game bets, often with co~ple~ 
rules giving the player some points to move at his discret~on ~n 
return for a lowering of the pay-out ratio, there is an increas
ing amount of betting on the total score of the game.' The 
player wagers $11 to win $10 that the score will be above a given 
total. He can also bet on it being below. Ties lead to a r 7turn 
of the money. There is also evidence of some bookmakers tak~n~ 
bets at half-time on the second half of a game. The ~roduct m~x 
is becoming more complicated. It is difficult to est~mate the 
bookmaker's profit margin on the mUltiple game bets. 
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For horse bets, bookmakers pay the same prices as the ~racks, 
subject to a bookmaker-designated upper limit. The limit varies 
according to the type of bet and the track at which the horse is 
running. The limit is higher for local tracks and for thorough
bred racing than for tracks in other metropolitan areas18 and for 
standard bred racing (trotters). The limit is also higher for 
"exotic" wagers, such as exacta (picking the first two horses in 
a race in the correct order) and daily double (picking the winners 
of two specified races). The differences in the limits are 
responses to two variables, volume of betting 'and reliability 
of information. Out of town and night (trotting) races attract 
smaller volumes of betting; this ·increases the risk associated 
with any given bet, since the probability of generating other 
bets on the race is smaller than for day races at local tracks. 
It is also believed that trotting races are most likely to be 
fixed. This is not so clear for out-of-town races, but the 
reliability of the bookmaker's information about fixing is lower; 
hence, the lower payout rates. The limitations are not uniform 
for different bookmakers. The bettor is also likely to face a 
more stringent upper limit on the size of his bets for these 
forms of racing, for the same reasons. 

A wiretap on a small Queens bookmaking operation in
cluded a discussion of the limits on out-of-town horse 
bets. Though some of the bettors thought that the book
maker should pay a maximum of 20 to 1 on first place 
horses, 8 to 1 on "place" (second place) horse and 4 to 
1 on "show" (third place) horses, the bookmaker said 
that he would pay no more than 15, 6 and 3. Despite 
this the operation's betting included a high propor
tion of horse wagers. 

The seized records of a very large bookmaking 
yielded different figures a few months later. 
maxima for local tracks in this operation were 
20 and 10. For out of town tracks the figures 
20, 8 and 4. On "exotic" bets at local tracks 
maximum was 75 to Ii for out of town tracks it 
50 to 1. 

operation 
The 
50, 
were 
the 
was 

It is difficult to determine the expected profits (as a 
percentage of total wagers) for horse betting. Most tracks retain 

18. It is interesting to note that New York bookmakers seem 
to list only East Coast races. We found no records of bookmakers 
taking bets on the major California tracks. This is apparently 
in contrast to the situation that existed at the time of the 
Kefauver Committee, and reduces the demand for national lay-off 
facilities such as those that used to exist in Covington 
(Kentucky) and Biloxi (Mississippi~., Why boo~makers h~ve narrowed 
the set of horse betting opportun~t~es, desp~te the w~despread 
availability of a pUblication providing national information 
(The Daily Racing Form) is unclear. 
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18-20 pE!rCent of the handle i.n calculating pa,yout rates. 19 
However, the bookmaker, by setting a limit on the odds that he 
will pay, affects three changes in his expecte~ retention rate. 
First if he receives the same pattern of bettlng as does the 
track' then he increases the amount he retains since he pays 
out l~we:r-than-track odds to those who bet 'on low probability 
winners. This is likely to be a minor factor since few long
shots win. Second, by setting the limits the bookmaker provides 
an added incentive for the long-odds bettor to place his bet at 
the track" this changes the mix of betting received by the 
bookmaker'in a way whose consequences for income is difficu~t 
to predict. However, it is likely that this ~econd.effec~ ~s 
also a small onei long-odds bettor~. are relatlvely lnsensltlve 
to the expected .pay out rate beyond a certail!- point, ~ell below 
the bookmaker's limit. This is consistent wlth the hlgher per
centages retained by the tracks from the pools for long odds 
wagering (exacta and daily double). 20 

The third effect, a higher proposition of "insider" betting, 
is potentially the most important, given the value of insider 
knowledge in the horse racing business. 21 Consider ~ betto~ . 
who has access both to a bookmaker and to track bettlng facl1l
ties. He has a piece of information that substantially improves 
his ability to predict the odds. In particular, he knows that 
a horse which is gen~rally believed to have a one in three 

19. The rates vary Doth by state and by form of betting. 
The most interesting ob6ervation is that the New York bookmakers 
continue to pay track prices rather than the lower prices 
offerF'd by the New York Off track Betting Corporation (OTB). The 
state has required, since 1974, that OTB tax winning bet~ an 
laddi tiona 1 5 % of w'hich can have dramatic effects on the prlces 
paid for low-odds horses. E.g. a horse that would pay $2.40 far 
a $2 bet at the track will pay only $2.20 at OTB"cu~ting the 
bettor's margin in half. The bookmakers, by contlnulng to of~~r 
track odds, enhance their relative attractiveness to bettors who 
play favorites. 

20. For e~ample, in 1975, the take-out. rate at New York 
tracks for straight (i.e. single-horse) wagering was 17%, plus 
breakage (a rounding of prices downward to the nearest dime per 
dollar). For "exotic" (i.e. multiple horse.) wagering, the take
out>_~ate was 25% plus breakage. 

21. Figlewski (1979) found that OTB bettors, in contrast to 
bettors at the track, fail to make full use of the information 
contained in published expert opinion. His explanation is that 
the OTB bettor, facing a higher price in the form of a higher 
take-out rate, is less likely to invest in information anj 
calculation. It is also possible that insider information is 
available to the track bettor, but not to the bettor at OTB. 
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probability ~f winning in fact has a one in two ch~nce. It is 
clearl~ to hlS adVantage to place his bet with a bookmaker, since 
~~at wl~l le~ve the p~y-out rat~ undepressed by his information. 
lnce those lnv?lved ln th.e raclng business are likely to be able 

to J?lc:rce bet~ ~lth bookmakers, 22 this represents a substantial' 
addltlonal rlsk to the bookmaker. 

. We lack sufficient information on bookmakers' horse racin 
profl~s to.sa¥ anyt~ing about the significance of this effect. g 
Certalnly lt lS an important explanation for the reluctance of 
bookmakers to handle very large wagers on horses. Many knowledge
able bettor~ use "beards," i. e. other persons not knOt'lll to be 
conn;cted wlth the track, for such bets. During the 1940's and 
1950,s th~re were,operators who ran "hot-horse" services, i.e. 
provlded lnforma~10n to bookmakers about horses for whom there 
was some ~ncertalnty as to the reliability of public information 
Such serVlces apparently no longer exist. 23 A bookmaker who is . 
uns~r~ about a particularly large bet may choose to incur the 
addltlonal expense of laying off a portion of the bet at a track 
so as to depress the pay-out rate on the remainder. 24 

3. TRANSACTIONS AND ROLES 

There are four positions in the bookmaking business. 
bettor, runner, ~lerk a~d bookmaker; The bettor's role i~ obvious. 
The runner Occuples an lntermediate position between the book-. 
maker and customer in large operations. He introduces the 
bet~or,t? the bookmaker's operation and guarantees the financial 
rellabl1lty of each side to the other. He will also handle the 
transfer of money between bookmaker and bettor. The clerk is, 
as the n~me suggests, the person who transcribes and records 
tra~s~ctlons. ~he bookmaker is the individual who makes critical 
d~clsl0ns, settlng the terms of the bets and the limits on the 
Slze of bets. He also provides capital to cover expenses and 
losses. 

A single in~ividual can occupy all four positions at one 
time, t~o~gh he wl11 have to have an involvement with at least 
three dlfferent operations. While it is uncommon for a clerk to' 
also carry out the other three functions, these other three are 

22. Anecdote on the link between bookmakers and track per
sonnel is strong. Many bookmakers u.sed to be regulars at the 
track and probably purchased information from stablehands

f 
jockeys, 

etc. 

23. One wiretap on a bookmaking operation included a 
reference by a bookmaker about the maximum price he would pay on 
a "hot horse" if the bettor informed the bookmaker, after the 
latter accepted the bet, that the horse was "hot I' • 

24 .. Lay-offs may also be made at OTB. However, the higher 
take-out rate at OTB makes that a less desirable strategy. 
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frequentl:y combi.ned. t\.n individual ,may' work as. a, runner for 
one liookmake:r ( place, hets on hi.s own account w.i th a second and 
also accept nets from other individuals whom heha,ndle,s as a 
bookmaker. 

Jerry was a regular and heavy Dettor with many book
makers over a period of years. He was then approached 
by a sometime Dookmaker named Phil to enter into a . 
partnership with him. The partnership prospered unt~l 
Phil went to jail for over a year on gambling and 
bribery charges. Jerry continues to Det, even though 
he has stayed in partnership ~ith various other 
Dookmakers. He does not handle his own pay and 
collect as a Dettor, using a non-Dettor for that. 
He does handle pay-and-collect for his bookmaking. 
He does not work in his own wireroom,' nor does he 
work as a runner. [Bob)' 

Harry was a longtime bookmaker. He was very cautious, 
never holding excess money on one side but laying 
it off to numerous other bookmakers. 

In addition he sold these bookmakers line information, 
as well as acting' as a runner for some of them. 
Following conviction and sentence of probation, for 
gambling, he gave up these roles and became a loan
shark, lending substantial amounts to other parti
cipants in the gambling business. [Bob] 

The most critical role is that of runner. To a large 
extent the analysis of structure can be conducted simply through 
a study of his functioning. We know nothing about the origins 
of the runner and our research on bookmaking in other cities 
(Appendix C) suggests that the runner role 'may not exist in other 
cities. 

In most operations the customer calls the bookmaker's 
operation directly.25 He does not call the runner, though he 

25. From time to time there has been much use of call-back 
systems. The bookmaker either hires a regular answering service, 
or sets up a person whom the bettors call but who merely takes 
their telephone number. The bookmaker calls into the answering 
service and finds out who has called. He then calls them. The 
purpose of this is to insulate the bookmaker in case or;e of ~he 
bettors is an informant. No wiretap order can be obtalned s~nce 
the bettor cannot provide information on the relevant phone 
number. The system is a cumbersome one, since it :equires that 
the bettor either have mQre than one line or keep h~s phone open 
for a few minutes. One heavy bettor who made regular use of 5 
to 10 bookmakers refused to deal with a bookmaker who would only 
permit call-back betting. The use of Qall~back may be an 
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must give th.e runner's identifi.cation when placing the bets, The 
bookmaker may have some customers of his own, called "house 
accounts," whom he services directly or through a salaried agent. 

The transactions are almost always based on short term 
credit. The bettor and runner settle up on a weekly basis, 
Occasionally there may be an agreement to settle only when the 
net indebtedne~s reaches a certain level. There are, at the 
other extreme, a few reports of bettors, with poor past records 
in such matters, having to deposit money with the bookmaker in 
advance. 

Richard was a relatively small but regular bettor with 
a bookmaker, whom he never met. He bet almost every 
day; the bets ranged between $50 and $100. A profes
sional man, he told his runner, Danny, that he warfted 
to minimize the number of transactions involving ex
change of money. The agreement was that a payment 
would be made whenever the balance exceeded $500. 
Over a period of about two years they met approxi
mately once every three months when one side or the 
other owed $500 or more. [Richard] 

Terms are not always enforced. Tobias was a heavy and 
successful bettor, who lost about $200,000 one week. 
He told his bookmakers that he could not pay and they 
would have to accept an agreement whereby he paid any 
future losses and they kept 15% of any winnings in 
the future. It appears that he was able to persuade 
them to agree to this. [Bob, colleague of Tobias] 

Ray was an undercover policeman working for a small
time Mafioso. He introduced a heavy bettor that he 
knew to a bookmaker connected to the Mafioso. The 
bookmaker did not know Ray well so he required the 
bettor to place $2,000 in an escrow account. At the 
end of the first week the bettor won $6,000. The 
bookmaker refused to pay. The bettor then offered 
the Mafioso $4,000 if he would collect the $8,000 
owed to him. [Ray] 

Responsibility for the movement of money between customer 
and bookmaker is the runner's, except in the case of house 
accounts. The runner, in effect, serves as a grantor for the 
bettor. He can demand that the bettor be refused service for 
failure to settle. If the bookmaker is slow in making payments 
the runner can transfer the cust9mer to another bookmaker. 

25. Icontinued] indicator of the extent to which book
makers are concerned about law enforcement efforts. The 
introduction of call holding devices has reduced the disadvantage 
of call back systems. 
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Vinny was. a small b.usinessman who bet regularly on 
his own account and acted as a runner for two close 
friends' of his who were much heavier bettors. Three 
Dettors who had Mafia connections and who lived in 
his neighborhood found out tliat he. was a runner and 
started to use his services. After winning the first 
few weeks they lost a substantial sum. They refused 
to pay. The bookmaker knew their identities and 
knew tliat the runner had been manipulated. Nonethe
less he demanded that Vinny produce the money to 
cover Doth their losses and the accumulated red 
figures. Vinny went to a loanshark to borrow the 
money. On a second occasion he was victimized by . 
a false claim that the wireroom operator validatedJ 
again he had to borrow the money from a loanshark. 
[Bob, friend of Vinny] 

Jimmy ran a' large bookmaking operation. One runn~r 
acquired a red figure of over $500,000 over a per10d 
of some months. Concerned that the runner might 
start to move his accounts, Jimmy offered the 
runner an arrangement whereby he could keep a 
fraction of customer losses, using the rest of 
them to reduce the red figure. The runner agreed 
to this arrangement and did not, at least in the 
short-run, move his customers. [Jake, colleague of 
Jimmy] 

In some operations the runner even has control over 
the betting limits of a customer. In a Nassau book
making wiretap a better called in and identified 
himself as "John for 97". He then asked if 97 had 
notified the room that his limit was now $1,000 . 

A single clerk can handle a large volume of bets. An 
operation handling $100,000 per day will prob~bly onlY,require 
three clerks in the "wireroom" (as the operat1ng room 1S known) 
at anyone time. with seven day per week operation and various 
forms of leave, the operation will'probably ·have a pool of five 
clerks. Clerks are salaried employees of the bookmaker,. though 
the latter may act as clerk for his mm operation and, if he is 
in a partnership, charge the salary against the profits of the 
partnership. In 1977 a clerk's salary was approximately $400 
per week. 

There is a great deal of variation in the efficiency of 
wirerooms in'utilizing clerks. The wireroom known as the "Big 
store", widely regarded as the largest in t.he city for many 
years, apparently operates with no more than one clerk and the 
bookmaker in the wireroom. This probably reflect the bookmakers 
uninterest in moving his line and/or laying off.' He also takes 
only very large bets, so that a large volume may be generat~d 
by a small number of bettors. On tl;Le other hand the NYPD, 1n 
1979, raided a wireroom which had t~in clerks on a weekly roster. 
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Th.ey handled a vol rune no larc;:rer than th.at re)?utedlY ha.ndled by 
the Big Store. And there are clerks whose jobs represent some
thing close to patronac;:re. One wireroom handling less than 
$50,000 per day in bets has four clerks, at least two of them 
seem to have tlieir jobs because the mafioso who runs the room 
regards them as "family" retainers, given easy jobs rather than 
pensions. 

The runner receives a percentage of the profits generated 
by his accounts, The share is almost uniformly one half, though 
it is possible that some runners effectively receive only one 
quarter through the interposition of intermediaries. The runner 
is not responsible for providing capital to pay losses. This 
money is the bookmaker's who then ascribes to' the runner what is 
known as a "red figure." A numerical example will indicate the 
concept and its importance. 

Assume that a runner has just joined a bookmaking operation. 
In the first week the runner's customers win $2,000, The runner 
then obtains $2,000 from the bookmaker and disburses it amongst 
his customers. Note that not all his customers may have won in 
this week, but the bookmaker is only interested in the net flow 
between himself and the runner. The runner's red figure is now 
$2,000. Assume tl).at in the next ~"eek the customers lose $1,200. 
The runner collects $1,200 from them and transmits it to the 
bookmaker. His red figure is now $800. Assume that in the 
third week the customers lose $3,000. The runner collects this 
$3,000 from them and pays the bookmaker the current red figure, 
$800, plus half of the remainder, $1,100. The runner retains 
$1,100. 26 

Given that the runner cannot control the riskiness of the 
aggregate of his customers' transactions, it is not uncommon for 
the red figure to become a substantial amount'. The bookmaker 
may balance his own books, which are the aggregation of a number 
of runnersJ accounts with some of those agents having red figures 
in the week are compensated for by the profits of others. What 
is critical is to see that the use of red figures gives runners 
an incentive to take their customers to other bookmakers. The 
net result is to transfer income from bookmakers, as a group, to 
ruri:riers. 

In the previous example, consider the runner's situation at 
the end of the first week. If his customers lose, he will 

26. Runners are supposed to settle accounts with the book
maker, on a weekly basis. If the runner fails to pay what he owes 
at the end of a week, then of course his red figure is substracted 
from the amount that he is to turn over to the bookmaker. I.e. 
assume that in our example the customers lost $1,000 in the first 
week, so that the runner should have paid the bookmaker $500. If 
he fails to do so, and his customers win $2,000 the next week, 
then he will receive only $1,500 from the bookmaker. 
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receive income only after the first $2,000 of their losses. On 
the other hand it. he takes his custoIl)e.rs to a.nother bookmaker ( 
he will recei:v~ half of their losse.~ immedia. tely. Thi.s presents 
a significant and contInu.i:ng pronlem withln the indust.ry; runners 
have access to more tli..an one hookmaker and are likely to transfer 
their accounts precisely wli..en theIr red figure has become large 
with a particular bookmaker. 

The problem is serious enough that there is even some . 
evidence of change in the compensation system. One b~okmaker has 
persuaded some of his colleagues to move to_comp~nsat10n based 
on volume. His suggestion is that runners be pa1d one percent 
of their customers t gross on football and basketball. For base
ball they would receive one percent of losing bets; given that 
less than half of all baseball bets are expected to lose';, the 
runner would receive less than 1/2 percent of total wagers. A 
number of major bookmakers .have made this modification. Signifi
cantly, informants say that this change has been ma~e onl~ for 
runners who had large red figures and whom they bel1eve 17kely 
to leave their organizations as a consequence. The red f1gures 
have been set aside. 

Shortly after we were first told of this change by an 
informant, the NYPD seized the records of a. large 
bookmaking operaD~on. Those records showed that 
some runners received a flat commission while the 
rest were paid according to the traditional arrange
ment. The original informant, in his most recent 
operation, has been able to persu~de.all but two 
of his runners to accept the comm1SS10n arrangement. 

The fourth participant is the bookmaker him~elf. H~s.rol~ 
is defined by the assumption of risk, not by act1ve part1c1pa~10n. 
In fact, it is unusual for successful bookmakers to take pass1ve 
roles. The bookmaker will either actually spend a gre~t d~al of 
time in the wireroom or will remain in constant commun1cat1on 
with it. While it is possible te, delegate to a manager the 
decisions about point spread and betting limits for ~ndividua.~ 
customers these are usually made by the bookmaker h1mself _ .,He 
will also'meet with each of the runners, except in large opera
tions where he may delegate to a senior clerk some part of that 
function. 

partnerships;:appear to be co~on. In ~ome cas~s. the purpose 
of the partnership may be to minim1ze cheat1ng by glv1ng the 
clerks some equity interest in the operation as a ~hole:27 The 
assets brought to the partnership are not ahla~s f1n~nc1a~; one 
partner may contribute capital, a second pecul1ar Sk111s 1n 

27. This is not to say tliat partners do not cheat e~ch 
other, but the incentives for the standard forms of cheat1ng are 
reduced. 
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moving the line and the third a particular good set of customers. 
We have evidence of a. partnership with a.s ma.ny as five partners; 
most have only two. 

Partnerships vary a great deal in si.ze, stability and 
moti vation. I>1il ty was a successful bookmaker who 
faced a prison term. He wanted to ensure that his book~ 
making operation continued while he was in jail. He 
borrowed $40,000 from a loanshark, Murray, the week 
before he was due to go in. Murray then had to continue 
the operation in order to be able to collect his money_ 
Murray was a heavy bettor but di.d not know how to run 
a wireroom. He entered into a partnership with Joe, 
an experienced bookmaker/bettor. Even with this 
introduction of professional skill the operation lost 
money. Murray then handed it over to yet another 
bookmaker, Marty. [Bob, later partner of Milty] 

In a second case the partnership arrangement was also 
initiated following an arrest. Philly was an inex
perienced bookmaker who had been arrested while 
running a large wireroom. Though he was trying to 
fix his case he was concerned tlfat he might be 
incarcerated. He wanted to ensure the continuation 
of his income from the operation. The partnership 

. involved five persons, who were to share equally in 
profits and losses. Jim brought a set of customers 
and particular line-making skills to the partner
ship. Ruby, primarily a loanshark, provided some 
capital but did not participate in the actual 
operation. Bob clerked. Gerry brought in some 
large customers and handled pay-and-collect for 
them. Two weeks later the partnership broke up, 
amicably, for reasons we do not know. Phil and 
Gerry became partners. , Bob went into partnership 
lili th one of the clerks. Jim agreed to lay-off with 
the two new partnerships. A final meeting was held 
at which the accounts were reviewed and disburse
ments made. [Police files on undercover opere? '-.ion] 

Identities 

Who becomes a bookmaker? The question is an important one 
for thE~ organization of the market, since commonalities of back
ground, upbringing and attitudes can do much to promote conspiracy. 
It is qertainly true that much of the cohesion of the Mafia 
deri vest from the rather narrow base, in terms of neighborhood 
and suc!-national origin,28 from which members are recruited. 

2'8. It appears that Mafia members in New York are all 
descended from Southern Italian and Sicilian families. While 
many co:mmentators have drawn sinister inferences about interna
tional ,conspiracy, it is worth noting that ethnic neighborhoods 
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There. are at least two distinct groups within the population 
o~ bookmakers and runners. The first, which perhaps used to be 
more important during the days when bookmakers handled mostly 
horse race betting, consists of persons with little education 
and close personal relationships to Italian organized crime 
groups. A review of the criminal records of 20 of these indivi
duals shows a few youthful arrests for violent' crimes, but after 
about the age of 25 all their arrests are for gambling vicHations. 
They may have an involvement in other crimes, not indicated by 
their arrest histories, but informants mention only their possi
ble involvement with loansharking, about which we shall say more 
later. There seems to be three ethnic groups represented; Irish, 
Italian and Jewish. 

A second groups seems to be increasingly imp0rtant. The 
members tend to be reasonably well educated. Indeed, one is 
completing his Ph.D. in English at a major university, financing 
his way to genteel poverty through evening work in a wire room 
and the servicing of a few accounts as a runner. One wire room 
is run ent.irely by stockbrokers, rather literally moOnlighting. 
The new educated group seems to be predominantly Jewish. It is 
also important to note that there are ethnic groups that appear 
not to be represented at all amongst the bookmaking population. 
We have neither met nor heard of any bookmaker or runner who is 
black or Hispanic, though the NYPD did recently raid an Hispanic 
Numbers bank which also handled a significant volume of horse 
betting. 

Almost all the bookmakers for whom we have been able to 
obtain career information started out as bettors. The trans
sition from bettor to runner is an easy one. It may be motivated 
by difficulty in obtaining money to payoff a series of losing 
bets. The bookmaker recruits new cust9mers through runners. An 
established customer is always acceptable as a runner bringing 
in new customers. If the operation is extended it may even be 
willing to ask the customer with a payment problem to take over 
servicing of· some existing customers, though not necessarily on 
the standard half-sheet agreement.29 

The transition from runner to bookmaker seems to be a more 
difficult one. Indeed, there are some runners who never make 

28. [continued] in New York often consisted of families all 
descended from one town or region. This, together with the 
dominance of Southern Italians and Sicilians in the early waves 
of migrants from Italy, may explain the sub-national pattern. 
Community within New York and points of origin may be difficult 
to distinguish. cf. Ianni (1972, Chapters 1 to 3) 

29.. This statement was made by some knowledgeable 
officers. We w~re unable to find any aytual examples. 
our information on the careers, as oppoied to criminal 
histories, of most participants is very sketchy. 
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the transition, for reasons which may reflect their attitude to 
risk taking or their profligate consumption habits, One runner 
was reputed to have customers generating more wagering thc:.n c:ll 
but a handful of bookmaking operations but he never was w~ll~ng 
to change 11.is role. 

We believe that the critical oBservation here is that book
makers are bettors themselves. Their career path suggests only 
that they have been bettors; further observation shows that they 
are contemporaneously bettors and bookmakers or runners. On7 hypothesis which seems plausible, though sca7cely testable, ~s 
that bookmakers' are bettors who plr'efer gambl~ng at favorable 
terms (10 to win 11 rather than 11 to win 10). To assume that 
bookmakers are conventional, risk-averse entrepreneurs, as they 
are often depicted in official accounts, is to ignore the most 
obvious common characteristic of the group. As one bookmaker 
explained to an informant: "At the e~d of the daY,I g~ down to 
Mulberry Street30 and the first quest~on they ask ~s, How much 
have you got riding on the game? I can't say that'I don't care 
how it comes out.1I 

There are two aspects of bookmaker rish. taking which are 
worth illustrating. On the one hand many bookmakers are uncon
cerned with the balance of their books on a particular game. 
They have an opinion about the correct odds and are willi~g ~o 
take a position on the basis of that. Bob, one of our pr~nc~pal 
informants, was at one stage in partnership with Marty, whom he . 
and others have described as an old-time bookmaker. Marty 
believed that the IIWestern II line, which originated in Las Vegas, 
was correct and should not be altered to reflect the betting 
patterns of New York bettors. The consequence, wa~ that they 
often had imbalances of as much as $35,000 on a s~ngle game .. 
Unsurprisingly the partnership experienced dramatic fluctuat~ons 
in its financial fortunes. 

The other type of risk-taking that is relevant here is 
simply the proclivity of bookmakers to simultaneously act as 
bettors. A bookmaker, perhaps because he is in a partne:ship 
with a more cautious operator, may choose to do hi~ ~ett~ng 
separately from the wagering involved in thc:t operat~on ~tself. 
Another one of our major informants often w~thdraws from the 
bookmaking business for a season to act purelY,as a bettor: 
Even when he is acting as a bookmaker, always ~n partnersh~p 
with others, he continues to bet heavily. This is confirmed by 
a number of police who also agree that he may make more mo~ey 
through his betting than through h~s r~~e.as bookmaker. ~~s 
motivation for entering that role ~s d~ff~cult to ascerta~n but 
it may help to maintain his contacts in a world where he ~s 

30. ~ulberry Street is the heart .o'f L:kttle·· Italy, the 
original center of Mafia groups in New' York and still a major 
congregating area. 
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etherwise a ra.ther isolated figure. 
, ' 

There is ene ether aspect ef beekmaking as an eccupatien 
whichsheuld be mentiened at this stage. Unlike many ether 
rackets, the mest senier pesitien is the mest demanding in terms 
ef the cemmitment ef time. A beekmaker, if he is to. centrel 
cheating by clerks er partners, must actually participate in the 
werkings ef the wirereem fer at least 15 heurs per week (a two. 
heur sessien every day ef the week during mest ef the year) . 
Theugh it is pessible to. held a regular jeb while running a 
beekmaking eperatien, the demands ef the pesitien do. previde a 
serieus censtraint en ether criminal activities. This certainly 
is ene rea sen that racketeer participants in beekmaking do. net 
eperate their ewn wirereems. 3l 

Given the fragmentary nature ef eur 'infermatien abeut 
careers'it is difficult to. give either statistical 
brief er exemplary material that prevides adequate 
backing 'fer this summary statement. We present 
feur careers abeut which we have relatively geed 
infermatien to. suggest beth the varieties and the 
patterns. 

Marty, referred to. in earlier discussien ef risk
taking, prevides a geed example ef the eld-fashiened 
betting careerist. He began taking bets at the age 
ef 18 and beasts that he has never worked in his 
life (theugh a peliceman did repert in recent years 
seeing him in a manual werk situatien, part ef a 
werk-release pregram). He is related to. seme 
preminent Numbers bankers who. I have rescued him frem 
financial and related treubles frem time to. time. 
His ewn gambling instincts have led to. numereus 
underwerld bankruptcies. When he made a lot ef 
meney recently he gave' up his rele as a beekmaker 
and used the accumulated winnings to. finance his ewn 
betting. In a few menths he went breke and had to. 
go. to. werk fer his relatives' Numbers bank. [Beb, 
partner ef Marty] 

At the lewer enti~ef th~ market we ,have, the example 
ef Giuseppe., Th;E.\ s~n/..)f ao~e.r:g-t1me C1 ty ':1erker 
he has been 1nvel,\!~q 1n /ifamb11ng mest ef h1s adult 
life. He werked in Miami in the early 1950's fer 
the majer beekmaking erganizatien there, S an~ G, 
made neterieus by the Kefauver Cemmittee. He then 
deveted mest ef his efferts be varieus schemes 

31. We cenjecture, en the basi~ beth,ef infermant discus
siens and gangster biegraphies, that the maJer racketeer serve 
primarily as breker ef illegal transactiens,. One return t~ 
that functien may be an equity interest in illegal enterpr1ses 
but that will net necessarily invelve an eperating rele. 
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invelving stelen er ferged s.ecurities" He appa.:t;'ently 
made a great deal ef meney frem this, most et which 
he gambled away at the track. After serving a leng 
prisen sentence he returne.d to. gambling, running a 
small herse beek in Breeklyn, near his family heme. 
He and his partner clesed the eperatien after 
Giuseppe served three menths en gambllng charges. 
Since then he has tried varieus criminal ventures, 
mestly invelving fencing ef stelen geeds, but earns 
his steady inceme as a skilled clerk in a Mafia run 
reem. He centinues to. bet. Every day he bets at 
least $2, and eften $12, en his "steady" number. 
In additien he likes to. bet heavily at the track 
when he has the meney. IGiuseppe] 

Jerry is a transitienal figure. Theugh net yeung 
he is well educated. As a college boy he worked 
in the lecal bookmaking eperatien as an assistant 
marking up odds and results. After an unsuccess
ful career in financial markets, including an 
indictment on fraud, he became involved in book
making, with the assistance of a racketeer 
relative. He has beceme very skilled technically, 
as bettor, manager and operator. He appears to 
have minimal involvement in any other criminal 
activity. [police interviews, plus files] 

David may represen.t the new~st group. He started 
as a regular better, on sports events only. He 
was then offered an epportunity ,to learn the 
business by working as a clerk for an experienced 
operator. After the operation was raided he de
cided that he was unwilling to take that risk, 
sfnce he had another career outside of gambling. 
He has become a runner for two operations now and 
centinues to bet himself, often in partnership with 
more experienced bettor. [David and partner] 

4. ENTERPRISES AND THE MARKET 

Perhaps the most striking feature of individual bookmaking 
operatioris is simply their small size in terms of full-time 
participants. Until 1978 there were no reports, either from 
police records er informa~ts, of wirerooms with more than three 
clerks in them at anyone time. In the last two years there 
have been three reports of operations employing as many as 10 
clerks. In ene, which, was raided, there seemed to be a rost~1;' 
of some 15 clerks, with a maximum of 10 in the room at anyone 
time. 

As mentiened before, a singl.e clerk can write a very large 
volume of wagering, as is true for a stockbroking clerk. One 
highly skilled bookmaker was observed by an informant writing, 
en his own, $50,000 in sports wagering in a single two hour 
session. The reputedly largest operation in the city, 
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per~aps h~ndling as much as $2 million 
perlods" lnvol ves only the bo k k per week during its peak 
weekends. ' Q rna er and one part-time clerk for 

Obviously, the productivIt ' 
o£,the individual wager. S ort~ of a c~erk depends on the size 
WhlCh we have informations p ran bets, ln thc: operations about 
events, particularly the S~per ~~wfro~,$h25 t~),$~,OOO. On special 
All operations seem to s t ' lag er llmits may be set , " e some lower I" 't . • lndlvldual wager and tot 1 lml , both in terms of I' , ,a amount bet p k ,lmlts are, not very restrictive er WeE! • ,Thes7 lower 
ltS customers that it will not i A large operatlon mlght tell 
an~ expects a minimum weekI landle wagers of less than $50 
reputedly largest operationY,Vot~e of $500. Only in the 
the minimum wager is $500 thl~ ere apparently a serious floor; e .... e. 

The averages and limits for horse ' 
Many, if not all, operations will handl:a~erln:g are very different. 
as $10. A horse wager of $500 will b orse wagers as small 
decision and rna b e regarded as a serious 
that the bookma~erehrefused or automatically laid off. Given 
h as more difficulty t 1]' . orse wagering, since he d con ro .lng hlS risk in 
at,the time he takes the b~~s ~~~ know the odds for each horse 
~rlsing. There is als~ fa ' lS greater caution is not sur
lrlformation giving the bet~ greater concern about insider 

or an advantage over the bookmaker. 
A Queens bookmaker Bob ' 
bookmaker with who~ he di~e~:lved a ca~l from Clancy, a 
wanted to place $1 000 0 ,gular buslness. Clancy 
said that he did n~t krm~ c; horse at Sarato.ga. Bob 
and checked with h' lf he c9uld accept the bet 

lS partner Jimmy J' 
that Bob contact another bo k k • lmmy suggested 
to take $300 of the b t 0 rna er, who then agreed 

e. Two more bookmak . contacted; one sa:.'id that h ' 1 er s were 
the other agreed to take o~i c o$~ed at 2 p.m. while 
Clancy back and told h' y 00. Bob called 
$700 of the original $imO~~abt ttheyrcc;>uld accl=pt only 

, e. wlretap] 

Individual operations look ' 
siders the number of runners i conslderably larger when one con-
clerks may involve 50 runners nvol~ed. A~ operation with three 
The largest for which we have'd:~~' han~llng frc;>m 2 to 10 bettors. 
and runners had a total of 80 lIed 7nformatlon on customers 

l\ c';lstomers •. Howeve'r, it sho.uld r~~n~~s wlth approxim~tely 300 ' 
rlsk of double counting her~ Th ted that there 1S a serious 
~ets to the one opE:!ration th;ouh~ same bettor may be placing 
ln order tOqevadethe bookmaker~ ~c;>r7 than one 7'unner, perhaps 

s lmlt on wagerlng pe~' customer.32 

32. There ar th 
wish to be able toec~ erlm~~ivations for doing so. A bettor may 
a "beard " ' ~cea lS true opinions by betting through 

, ' . l.e. a nomlne,e. This may b th 
optlmal use of one's own reputatl,"on.' e e strategy making 

Assume that the,bettor is 
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. Joe was a heavy bettor who was viewed ,,,,ith some sus~ 
picion by various bookmakers QS a potential informant. 
One runner whom Joe apprroached was particularly 
concerned. He made Joe produce a lot of evidence, 
in the form of "references", of his reliability. He 
then gave Joe the telephone numBer of the bookmaker 
that he worked for. To Joe's amugement, it turned 
out to be a Bookmaker whom he was already using under 
another name, through a different runner. Joe was 
a man of many names. Sometimes he would forget 
which one he was using with a particular operation. 
He might then have to ask the clerk of the operation, 
who knew bis voice well from many previous calls, 
"Who am I?", [Joe] 

.... =-= ..... 

It may be useful at this stage to put together some figures 
to describe the struct,ure of a large bookmaking operation in New 
York in the mid-1970's. Three clerks, servicing 200 customers 
through 50 runners, might handle a total of $1 million per week 
during the latter pa~t of the football Season. The handle 
during the rest of the year may be half of that. The total 
handle for the year then would be approximately $30 million. 
That translates into an average handle per customer of $150,000. 
It is helpful to remember that the bulk of betting is on events 
which give the bookmaker an expected margin of less than 4 1/2 
percent, so that the expenditure per customer is only about 
$6,000 per annum. 

It is impossible to give more precise figures than these 
concerning the size of the largest enterprises in the market. 
Nor, alas, can we provide any tighter estimate of the number of 
such operations. However, we may be able to produce some 
reasonably strong statements as to the concentration of the 
market, a conventional measure of the degree of monopoly. It is 
un+ikely that the four firm concentration ratio for bookmaking 
in New York is more than 35 percent. For that figure we must 
now turn to the available data on the size of the New York 
market. 

None of the available est'imates on the size of the market 
is very convincing. The most serious effort at estimating the 
New York market centered arpund a household survey of illegal 
gambling behavior (Fund for the City of New York, 1973) carried 
out in 1972. That survey, which dealt with Numbers as well as 
sports wagering, estimated that total sports wagering with 

32. [continued] known for the quality of his opinions on 
professional football games. Every time he places a bet, the 
line moves 1 point in his direction, i. e. if he bets on ,the Bears 
minus 3 the bookmaker will move the game to Bears minus 4. He 
may then choose to make tWQ bets, the second being a far larger 
bet through his nominee on the other team, which is his true choice. 
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bookmakers, by residents of the City of New York (an important 
qualification since the city se.ems to house most of the book
m~~ers u~ed by suburban res~dents) was $428 million. The only 
flgure glven on horse ~agerlng wa.s the extent of such wagering 
by sports bettors, estlmated to be $38 million. Since-there is 
some reason to believe that heavy sports bettors are not also 
horse bettors,33 this last figure is not very informative. 

, The su:vey on which th.ese estimates were "based was not of 
hlgh tecI:nlca.~ quality. In particular, the sample design, which 
u~ed v~tl~g flgures tO"weight the sample by political jurisdic
tLon wl~hln New York Clty, probably imparts an upward'bias to 
the, e~tlmates. Voting~. like sports wagering, is almost certainly 
poslt~vely related to lncome. 34 Further, since a quota sampling 
technlque was used, we have no meaningful information about non
resp~nse :ates or ~rofiles, potentially significant when one is 
deallng wlth a subJect as sensitive as gambling. 

, Two other estimates have been made by law enforcement authori
tles., One, by ,':he U. S. 'Department of Justice, is dependent on 
Ol;e flgure from the survey just discussed and involves some 
hlghly implausible assumptions about law enforcement. 35 The 
other, by the New' York Police Department, was based on data that 

"! 

33. As men~io~ed ~arlier in the chapter, many of the larger 
bookmake:s speclallze ln sports wagering only. This suggests 
that thelr customers are not major horse bettors since they 
would the~ seek,bookmakers who accepted both for~s of wagers. 
Most b7ttlng SllPS, recording all the bets called in by a bettor 
at a slngle time, include only one form of betting. 

34. The point is most easily made .through a numerical example. 
Assume that there are two equal size districts in New York. In 
the first district 60% of households have income over $25,000. 
These households have a.probability of 80% of voting and wager 
an,average ~f $250. Households with less than $25,000 income, 
WhlCh constltute 40% of the first district population have a 
probability ~f 5?% of voti.ng and wager an average of $50. In 
the second dlstrlct 30% of the households have incomes over 
?25,000 and 70% have less. The true population mean for betting 
18 $140 (.45* $250, + .55*$50). Now assume 'that voting figures 
are used to determlne the sample size for each district The 
first ~~strict will be given. a weight of .535 (.6*.8 +.4*:.5/6*,8 
+.4*.5 +.3*.8 +.7*.5) in selecting the sample. In this district 
the average wager is $170 <..6*$250 +.4*$50} compared t,o $110 
(.3*$250 +.7*$50) in the second district. The observed mean 
will then be $142 C.535*$170 ,,_ 465*$110), about 1 1/2% higher 
than the true mean~ 

35. For example, the estimate assumed that federal gambling 
enforcement had been equally intensive in all cities. In fact, 
there is ample evidence

4

that this is not so. For example, there 
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included an unknown hut substantial amount 0;1:; double counting~. 
The only useful information it provided was a.n estimate of the 
number of separate wirerooms in the city.36 

One ether source should ne considered. There does exist a 
high quality study of gambling behavior and attitudes in,the 
na tion as a whole lKallick et· aI, 19.7 7) . That study, bUll t, 
around a sample survey of 27QOQadults, estimated national sports 
wagering with bookmakers in 1974 at,$2.3 billion; wc;ge::ing on 
horse races with bookmakers was estlIliated at $1.4 bl11l0n. 
Given that urban residents in the Northeast wagered far more 
h~avily than did other population groups, ~his suggests a,19?4 
bookmaking total for the New' York metropolitan area (12 ml11lon 
population) of perhaps $300 million for sports wagers and $230 
million for horse wagers'. 37 

There is some reason to suspect that the national estimate 
for sports betting is an underestimate. The sample ,did not in
clude any individual with wagering volumes ap~rOaChlng tha~ of 
the-average customer in the bookmaking operatlons about WhlCh we 
have obtained information in New York. There may be a small 
population which accounts for a: high proportion of tota~ sports 
betting with bookmakers. If there are 10,000 persons wlth wager
ing levels equal to that which we have es~imated for the customers 
of big bookmakers in New York, then the flgure would be an under
estimate by $1.5 billion or 40 percent of the total. A sample 
as small as 2,000, even though weighted toward urban males, 
certainly the dominant betting group, has only a small probability 
of including one such person. ,If he chooses to be a non-respondent, 
no analysis of non-response, however sophisticated, is going to 
detect the problem. On this basis, we believe that the $300 
million should be regarded as a lower bound, for sports wagering 

35. [continued] is substantial variation in the number of 
gambling wiretaps per capita ~etweenthe c~ties in which e:timates 
were made (Administrative Offlce of the Unlted States Courts). 
Wiretaps, as discussed in Chapter V, were cen~ral to the federc;l 
efforts in 1972 which was the year of the,estlmate. More~etal~ed 
discussion of this estimate can be found ln Reuter and Rublnsteln 

(1978, pp.60-62). 

36. Again, we should note that even this involves a certain 
amount of double counting. The police cannot set out to collect 
information about the size of a population on a given day. Infor
mation must be collected over a period of months, during which 
partnerships are created and dissolved. This may lead to double 

counting. 

37. In the Northeast 6 percent of the adult population said 
that they placed sports bets with bookmakers, compared to 4 per
cent nationally. The difference was still more marked for,horse 
betting with bookmakers. The survey estimate for the Northeast 
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with bDokmakers. 38 

The. largest bookma,ke~ is estimated to have ha,ndled, prior 
to 1978, no more than $~ m~llion per week during peak periods. 
We suggest that his annual volume is probably less than $60 
million. Note that this includes a certain amount of lay-off 
betting from oth.er bookmakers, Xn his case, it may be the bulk 
of his handle. If the average bookmaker lays off one quarter of 
his handle, which is probably a conservative figure, then total 
bookmaker handle will be 4/3 of total bettor wagering. Thus, if 
we take the low estimate derived from the SRC national figure, 
namely $300 million for sports wagering in New York, we have a 
total bookmaker handle, including lay-off, of $400 million. 
Horse betting adds a further $300 million. The largest bookmaker 
then accounts for only 10 percent of the total. 

We think that this is in fact an overestimate. It seems un
likely that there were, in 1974 or thereabouts, less than 15 
major operations each handling approximately $30 million. How~ 
ever, that is, even by the relaxed standards of this study, 
extremely speculative. Leaving' speculation to one side, we can 
reasonably say that the four firm concentration rati0 39 is less 
than 35 percent. As we shall see latSr, this low figure is 
important in explaining 'the difficulty of raising profit margins. 

The instability of bookmaking enterprises makes this figure 
even less meaningful than concentration figures generally. We 
have already suggested, in the discussion of the ambiguity of 
roles, that bookmakers frequently lose contr,ol of their own 

37. [continued] was 6 percent compared to 2 percent for 
the nation. It should be remembered that there are large parts 
of the country which are distant from all tracks: it is unlikely 
that many residents in these areas have much interest in horse
race betting. 

38. In defense of the survey it should be noted that the 
estimates produced for legal forms of gambling were extremely 
accurate, For horse betting at the track, the survey estimates 
was within 5.2% of the published parimutuel figures (Kallick et 
al: 1977, p. 94), despite expectations that a small number of-
bettors might account for a very high percentage of the total. 
Furthermore, while there is obviously some potential distinction 
in the mind of the respondent between reporting his legal wagering 
and reporting his illegal wagering, there probably is. considerable 
sensitivity even about the legal vragering. If the player won, 
he/she may have concerns about failure to report winnings to IRS. 
If the net resrilt was a loss, there may be concern about admitting 
failure. Yet the survey produced unexpectedly accurate national 
totals. 

3~. The share of the market held by the four largest pro
ducers, a standaId (though flawed) measure of the competitiveness 
of a market. 
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operations and move. to subordinate roles in other operations. 
Few bookmaking operations retain their identity continuously 
over long periods of time. 

Philly was a long-time bookmaker. In the early 
1970's he was running a very aggressive operation, 
probably in partnership with his brother Charlie, 
who was also a long-time bookmaking participant. 
Philly would take any size bet on a game that he 
had listed. He was not very sophisticated in 
moving the line and was losing quite heavily. He 
also did his own "figuring" i.e. calculation of 
net results for each bettor and made numerous 
errors. Since bettors only reported errors that 
were in the bookmaker's favor, this resulted in 
substantial additional losses. 

Philly was arrested in October for bookmaking. He 
then decide to close down his own operation. He 
handed over his accounts to his clerk, Billy. Billy 
was unwilling to run an operation as large as that 
which Philly had built up, so he asked one of their 
runners, who was also a bookmaker, whether he would 
take some of the accounts and, in return, lay-off 
action with Billy. The runner agreed to do this. 
Shortly afterward Philly entered into a complicated 
partnership with Billy, the runner and two others, 
but that partnership was quickly dissolved. [under
cover operation] 

Willy was a well known bookmaker, with 38 arrests 
for gambling in the first forty years of his career. 
Most of these arrests, even including the later ones, 
resulted in small fines. Eventually it seemed that 
one of his convictions might lead to prison time. In 
preparation for that Willy handed over various of 
his accounts to another bookmaker, on the understand
ing that he would reclaim them when he came out of 
prison. Other customers, perhaps his house accounts, 
he handed over to yet another operation with the 
agreement that he would be regarded as the runner for 
these accounts. [undercover operation] 

Bob, in the course of describing his own career in 
the bookmaking business, provided an account of 
another ephemeral operation. The operation had 
originally been run by Seymour, who had incurred 
huge debts as a result of mismanagement. He had 
managed to borrow from numerous people, including 
both loansharks and legitimate businessmen who bet 
with him. When his debts became too large he simply 
left town. Bob and Nat, who had been clerking for 
Seymour, took over the operation, with the agreement 
of Seymour's creditors. Bob and Nat were lent money, 
by a new set of financiers, who thus acquired an equity 
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interest in the oper~tion as well. This also provided 
Bob and Nat with ~n incentive for stealing money from 
the operation. The financiers had, unknown to the 
operators, . installed a taping system to check on them. 
The tape technician told Bob what was going on pro-· 
bably in order to get ~ pay-off. Bob then walked 
away from the operation and took some of his customers 
to another bookm~ker, for whom he became a runner. 

, These,examples suggest some of the major sources of instabi-
llty. One lS poor entrepreneurial performance, either in the 
management of risk or in cont~ol of agents. Another is the impact 
of, law, enforcer;ten~, both through. incarceration· .and disruption. A 
thlrd lS the dlfflculty of obtaining capital on reasonable terms. 

Not all operations are unstable. One in Brooklyn is run 
by a middle-level mafioso named Tommy. It has occupied 
the same premises for at least one decade. To the know
ledge of an informant who has been associated with the 
gang that runs both the wire room ana the associated 
bar, it has never even been raided in that time. Over 
a period of one year, during which we have received 
information from a participant in it, there. has been 
modest turn-over in clerical personnel but the agents 
who work on variants of the standard runner arrange- ' 
ments, have been fairly stable. Most of them are 
m~ddle-aged racketeers who have had long association 
wlth Tommy and, by implication, with his wireroom. 
T~e Big Store, referred to earlier as the largest 
Wlreroom in New York, has been in the hands of the 
same operator, despite numerous arrests, for over a 
decade. [various informants and police interviews] 

The role of cheating in the bookmaking business deserves 
some,elaborati~n, since it reveals so clearly the limits of 
physlcal sanctl0~s ~nd intimidation in this business. Cheating 
appears to be UblqUltous and to touch almost every relationship 
within the bookmaking world. 

The most common form of cheating involves clerks. They may 
place ~alse winning bets in, the records at the end of the evening~' 
F~r thlS ~hey need cooperatlve customers but they are not hard to 
flnd and.lndeed, ~omet~mes a clerk and customer will maintain this 
co~peratlve r 7latl0nshlp over a period of years, even if the clerk 
Shlfts operatl0ns. . 

. ~t is the threat of this cheating which provides the' main 
lncentl~e for. the bookmaker to work in his own wireroom where he 
c~n r;t0nltor hlS clerks' behavior. In principle, it sho~ld not be 
dlfflcult,to deter ~his, even if the bookmaker is not present. 
All that lS needed lS a tape recording of ·all bets on the clerks' 
phones. ~t least a few bookmakers do in fact do just that which 
also prov7des a prot7ction against efforts of customers to' make 
false cla:ms, assertlng clerical errors. But the bulk of book
makers stl11 do not use this monitoring. 
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Equally surprising is the lack of effective punishment of 
cheating cle.rks .• 40 It certainly seems t.o be the case that strong 
suspicion is not enough. to justify use of physical punishment. 
Even when the evidence is very strong it appears that punishment 
is like.ly to be. nothing more than dismissal. 

Bob proVided inf0rm~,tion on numerous chea.ting clerks 
in listing 0;E b.ookm~ing p~rticipants. Willy had 
been ch.eated by' his long-time clerk, Manny, for many 
years. 'This seems to h.av.e. been fairly well known, 
but Willy never did anything about it. Manny has 
ustially worked with two customers, though there may 
have been others as well. 

In no case did·Bob, who had himself been involved 
in some of the cheating, mention any punishment 
against cheaters. The closest instance concerned 
a clerk, Sid, who worked for Philly, a bookmaker 
referred to earlier. Philly had another clerk, Sal, 
who was very loyal to h.im. Sal caught Sid cheating 
and reported that to Philly. Sid turned out to be 
connected to S~rne mafioso, who threatened Sal for 
making the accusation. Though they pointed a gun 
at him, Sal refused to back down and Sid was fired. 
[Bob] 

A second and subtler form of cheating is carried out through 
the cooperation of a line-maker, who provides the bookmaker with 
his opening point spread. The bookmaker will be given a true 
line for all but one <Jame. One or more bettors will be informed 
of the false line and will place early large bets on it. The 
bookmaker then faces difficulty in bringing his wagering into 
balance and may lose heavily on that game. 4 i In at least one 
case this cheating was instigated by a loanshark who had lent the 
bookmaker money. The 'loanshark happened to know the linemaker 
for his customer and wanted to ensure that the bookmaker did not 
payoff the debt, since he regarded the bookmaker as a good credit 
risk and had charged him an unusually high interest rate. 

A third form of cheating involves collusion between the book
maker and a customer, aimed at defrauding the runner. Assume that 
a runner's customers lost $100 in the course of a week. Normally 
the runner would keep $50 of that and pass $50 to the bookmaker. 
Assume now that the bookmaker inserts a false winning $100 bet 
on behalf of one of the runner's customers. The runner now earns 

40. Similar behavior is reported in Zeiger (1975). De Carlo 
suspected numerous of his Numbers agents and made many threats but 
rarely punished even when his suspicions were confirmed. . . 

41. Clearly the linemaker cannot do this too often with one 
customer. However, it should be noted that the bookmaker may list 
-,?O or more games on a single day and he may have difficulty de'tect
lng the deliberate falseness of a line for a single game. 
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nothing. Th.e customer / wh.o would otherwise have had to pay ·the 
runner $100, now pays the bookmaker some amount between $50 and 
$lQO. The customer and the hookmaker divide hetween them the 
$50 which. would otherwise have gone to the runner. Since the 
rUI::mer does ~.ot ::all in his customers I bets, he can oniy prevent 
th1S by call1ng 1n regularly and getting a listing of the bets 
before the results ·ti.re known. Some runners do this. 

, There is another source of instability which is not high-
11~hted by any of these examples but for which we have a little 
eV1denc: concerning it~ importance. This is the custom of paying 
all cla1ms of bettors 1f the bookmaker has lost his records as a 
result of a police raid. The bookmaker will/ of course, try to 
suppress knowledge of such raids but the police correspondingly 
make an effort to spre'ad the information. Not only \,vil1 the 
names of t~e arrested participants be listed in the newspaper 
~he £011~w1ng day but the arresting officers will sometimes stay 
7n the W1reroom a~d answer incoming calls. Some police try to 
1I?personate the w1::eroom personnel and offer wildly inaccurate 
Ilnesi cus~om~rs w1ll t~en pla~e a high percentage of winning 
bets and w1ll make genu1ne cla1ms that the bookmaker will have 
trouble resisting. Other police simply inform the customer 
tha~ the premises have been raided. For many customers that is 
a llc:nse to make large claims; obviously there is some limit 
to th1s but ~ne bookmaker said that he lost $50/000 as the result 
of false cla1ms following a rather well advertised police raid 
on his wireroom. 

5. RELATED ACTIVITIES 

. The standard ~ccount,stresses the control that may be 
exerted by an organ1zed cr1me group through monopolization of 
market~ for important inputs, a point made most elegantly by 
Schell1ng (1967). Information and negation of law enforcement 
were two factors whose historical importance we discussed in 
the first, section of this Chapter. Lay-off betting facilities, 
i.e. a re1nsurance market for bookmakers/also is thought to 
have played an important role in the horse bookmaking era. 

In this section we consider these three input markets 
(in~ormatio~, c~rruptior: and reinsurance) together with a fourth, 
cap1tal, Wh1Ch 1S somet1mes asserted to be an important source 
of external ~ontrol for organized crime in modern bookmaking. 
We also cons1der.the role of pure extortion, a related issue for 
the market. We present illustrative material which indicates 
that n?ne of these activities is structured so as to permit 
effect1ve control of bookmakers by the Mafia or any other external 
group. 

Corruption 

We,h~ve alreadY,argued that t~e police hav.e less potential 
fo:: rout1n1zed extort1on of bookmakers now that there has been a 
Sh1ft from,fa~e-to-face transaction to telephone wagering. The 
Knapp Comm1ss1on Report (1973) after devoting a long section 
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to a des.cription 0:1; Nurnber$ corruption, dealt wi.th corruption 
around bookmaking in New: York i.n two pages, Since policy changes 
hy the NYPD following th.e Knapp Commission,42 relations between 
police and bookmakers have he.come even l110re attenuated. The 
trivial penalties imposed DX judges on convicted gamblers no 
doubt have some influence. i.n this. 43 

A number of police who have worked eith.er undercover (i. e. 
by disguis:ing themselves as participa.nts). ox.' on a "control pCid" 
Ci. e. as'suming the guise of a corrupt officer I while in fact 
reporting to their superiors) provide relevant information. The 
bookmakers accept that few of the police are available for pro
tection, in contras·t to earlier days (Kornblum, 1976) when whole 
units took bribes', working as a group, Even more relevantly, 
they ask for quite minor services. Since wiretapping was the 
central SouI.'ce of bookmaking cases in New York during the early 
1970's, the one s'ervice they desired was information about 
whether they' were involved in a wiretap. Since information 
about these are very tightly held within the department, few 
officers could provide meaningful protection. 

Corruption is the shadowiest of phenomena. To assert that 
it does not exist in an organization as large as the NYPD or the 
various other agencies~ involved in bookmaking enforcement in New 
York, is to run the risk' of overnight falsification. We write 
this as ABSCAM continues to occupy the front pages, \vi th its 
allegations of the availability of corrupt politicians. Nonethe
less, w:e believe that the centralized "pads" which characterized 
gambling enforcement in New York have largely disappeared. To 
an ext.ent this is a function of the qeclining law enforcement 
effort against gambling44 and the centralization of gambling 
enforcement within the NYPD. Those corrupt rela·tions that still 
exist, revolve around relatively isolat:ed contacts betwE.\en book
makers and police and are not the consequences of organL'1:ed crime 
influence over the NYPD generally.45 

This last point is the critical one for our purposes. 
Whether or not it is possible for a bookmaker to find a corrupt 

42. For an account of these see Kornblum (1976). 

43. We should note though that judicial attitudes were 
little different in earlier periods when systematic corruption 
was rife. On this see Chapter V. 

44. On the decline in the gambling enforcement generally 
see Fowler et al C1978}. The decline in New york is treated 
at length. in-Chapter V. 

45. One informant reports tha.t he and his gambling associ
ates are now very hesitant about offe.ring bribes to an arresting 
officer. A gambli.ng conviction has a small penalty but the 
police and prosecutors' s'eem to be enthusiastic in making felony 
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policeman, there is no evidence to support the notion that 
corruption is a tool for control of the bookmaking business by 
some group within the market. No g~oup is able to use the police 
·to harass their competitors 46 nor to prevent these same competi
tors from purchasing some protection if there is a well positioned 
corrupt policeman. . 

Information 

We deal here only with sports betting information. It 
appears that there is no longer any significant organized dis
semination of information on horse racing in New York. Indeed, 
many bookmakers are content to wait until the following day to 
learn the result of various races on which they have taken bets. 

Sports bookmakers must, at least initially, decide what 
point spread (football and basketball), or odds (baseball) to offer 
bettors. 47 Each. day begins with a series of phone calls about 
that decision. ThE! bookmaker will call one or more suppliers of 
line estimates. Bettors \"ill call to inquire as to the line 
offered, vlithout making bets. The bookmaker, in his role as 
customer, may call other bookmakers to find out what line they 
are offering. In addition it is likely that the bookmaker sub
scribes to one of the legitimate sports information services,48 
which sell both opinion and up-to-the-minute information about 
the progress of sports events, the latter being an important 
solace for the nervous bookmaker. The best of the legal services 
currently charges approximately $250 per week for its highest 
access service. 49 

·45. [continued] cases against those offering Dribes. This 
perception was borne out when one of his associates was actively 
prosecuted for making what seemed to him a standard offer to buy 
back records. 

46. One corruption investigation in the NYPD prior to the 
Knapp Commission coordinated corruption with respect to a large 
part of the "handbook" market, i.e. bookmakers who deal with 
bettors face-to-face. . 

47. We say "initially" because betting patterns can quickly 
provide the bookmaker with information to correct the line once 
he has offered it. 

48 . These sports services are frequently subject to efforts 
of law enforcement agencies to eliminate them. Occasionally 
federal prosecutors will attempt to include linemakers as members 
of an illegal gambling business. 

49. For $250 the subscriber may call in for scores that 
change every half inning for baseball games. The subscriber can 
also receive an opinion each day as to the outcome of all games 
listed for that day. 

. " . -
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Las Vegas apparently continues to play an important role in 
the determination of the line. Las Vegas contains a small numb.er 
of legal bookmaking establishments, handling, on the books, 
rather modest volumes of sports wagering. 50 Some of the book
makers in Las Vegas are highly respected and their opinion is 
disseminated widely throughout the nation as soon as it is posted 
on the bookmakers' boards in Las Vegas. Local adjustments are 
made, reflecting, apparently, regional preferences. 5l 

Curiously, the New York market does not move into full 
equilibrium in the course of an evening's betting on a particular 
game. One bettor who had access to as many as 15 bookmakers, 
would regularly record differences in the line, between book
makers, of 1 1/2 to 2 points. In the case of some classes of 
games this bettor estimated, using past data, that he could make 
matching bets on the two lines which would give him an expecte:l 
positive return of more than 1 percent. For example, if one 
bookmaker had the New York Knicks favored over the Chicago Bulls 
by 8 1/2 and the other had the Knicks favored by 10 1/2, then 
betting $100 on the Knicks with the first bookmaker and $100 on 
the Bulls with the second bookmaker yielded him an expected 
return of $1. Since he earned a large and stable! income through 
this activity, the contention seems a credible one. 52 

50. The growth of the legal books was hindered by the 
imposition of a federal excise tax of 10% of each wager, until 
December 1974. The federal excise tax was then reduced to 2%. 
That led to a substantial growth in the recorded volume of waqers. 
In the fourth quarter of 1975 sports wagers totaled $26 milli~n, 
a rise from $4 million in the corresponding quarter of 1974. 
Four years later the fourth quarter handle was $120 million; for 
all of 1979 the total was $256 million. The reported margin, 
before income or excise taxes, was 4.5%, very close to the ex
pected gross margin of illegal bookmakers before payments to 
agents. The number of sports bookmaking licenses grew from 8 in 
early 1975 to 27 at the end of 1979. It is still widely believed 
that much of the sports wagering in Las Vegas is not recorded for 
excise tax purposies. It is interesting to note that few legal 
bookmakers in Las Vegas will permit bets larger than $1,000, on 
routine events. 

51. Indeed, it is striking how little intercity betting there 
is given the extent -to which, at least in smaller cities, there 
is strong home-town preference which surely leads to difference 
in equilibrium point spreads for two cities involved in the same 
game . 

52. The basis of his technique, which is much admired is 
simply the diligent recording of all past games in terms ofrthe 
actual result and the "market" point spread. It is simple to 
calculate, using these data, the impact of a shift of one point 
in the spread on the percentage of successful bets. What is sur
prising is that there are marked differences for each sport and 
fO:1;' college and professional games. Moreover, it turns out that 
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The critical point for our purposes is simJ?lY that th~re 
is a dominant supplier Of high quality infor~atl.on. EV7n,l.! 
there were an individual with uniquely well l.nformed opl.nl.ons, 
it would he'impossible for him to prevent diss"emination o~ that 
information without payment to himself. Bettors have a rl.ght to 
inquire as to a bookmaker's ~ine before plc;cing a bet C;nd the. 
bettor cannot then be restral.ned from pas$:l.ng on that l.nformatl.on, 
particularly if he is a bookmake"r himself. 

Finally it is' interesting to note the consequences of ac
quiring a re~utation l~or well' info:!1med op~nior;. One bet~07' 
"Shoebox," is regarded as' having extraordl.narl.ly good opl.nl.ons 
about college b.asketnall; his opinions on other sports are v';1lued 
less highly. Some Bookmakers wi'll not permit, betting on thel.r 
opening line on a college basketball game untl.l they have let 
Shoebox bet. He is permitted to place a modest, bet, perl:aps , 
$500, at the opening line; in return he. i,s re~ul.red to gl.ve hu'l 
opinion as to the correct line. Followl.ng thl.s the bookmaker 
may adjust his line before letting others bet. 

Capital 

Bookmakers operate on a thin margin, as discussed earlier 
in this chapter. Negative cash flow for per~ods of C; week,are 
not unexpected. Bettors or runners may be dl.latory l.m makl.ng 
payments. A heavily bet game may go against the bookma~er as 
the result of a decision he mak~s with respect to the ll.ne or 
beca.use the line changes so rapidly he is unab17 to achieve 
balance. 53 He may be raided b.y the police and l.nc~r some legal 
costs in addition to losses arising from false clal.ms by 
bettors. 

The only source of capital for bookmakers, apart from their 
own savings, are other crimi~als. G~ven the fact t~at the loan 
is unrecorded and the interest rate l.S almost certal.n to be 
above the legal limit for loans to individuals, these must be 
regarded as loanshark transactions. However, it would be a 
mistake to assume the bookm(-l.kers only borrow from persons whom 
the police regard as beingloansharks. 

Indeed, in the discussion of fluidity of roles~ ~n section 3 
of this Chapter, we omitted one role that many partl.cl.pants come 
to play, name~y creditor. One of our principal informc;nts, Bob, 
provided a long list of bookmakers who were also occasl.onally 
lenders, and loansharks who were also occasionally bookmakers, 

52. [continued] high scoring sports are more ~ensiti'Ve in 
this analysis, i.e. a one point shift in professional basketball 
is worth more than one, point in professional football. 

53. The New York betting market for some games is extremely 
sensitive to certain opinions'. The line may change irreversibly 
in a very short period of time,., 
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in the sense that they occasionally acquired a short term equity 
interest in a bookmaking operation which had a cash flow problem. 

Oddly enough, despite th"e instability of bookmakers' financial 
posi tions, they seem to be regarde,d as prime borrowers. Even 
bookmakers who have the reputation for continuing financial 
difficulty seem to be ab~e to borrow" freely. Certainly loans of 
$10,000 to $50,000 are commonly reported. 

The explanation for this rests on a number of characteristics 
of the bookmaker and his environment. First, most bookmakers are 
long term participants in the business. Second, even in New 
York, there are close connections between bookmakers and their 
associated lenders. These two conditions provide the bookmaker 
witb an important incentive to maintain his credit rating even in 
the absence of violent reputation or threat on the part of the 
lender. On the other hand, the lender is likely to be flexible 
about the timing of payments. Our study of loansharking in New 

cYork (Appendix C) suggests that lenders typically do not harass 
borrowers for failure to meet all scheduled payments if the 
borrower is apparently making an effort. Second, the bookmaker's 
income is subject to large swings. While that explains why he 
has frequent recourse to lenders, it also explains why he is 
ul timately able to meet his obligat,ions. 

For our purposes the important issue concerning the capital 
mar~et for bookmakers is the extent to which. it is controlled by 
a ~l.r;gle group., If bookmakers can borrow only from one group of 
credl.tors ar;d wl.ll generally have to do such borrowings on a 
regular basl.s, then the group controlling the capital market will 
acquire control of the client bookmaking'market. 

There is a plausible argument for assuming that loansharking 
is an activity which may be centrally controlled. If, as is 
usually assumed, the incentive to repay the lender is a fear of 
physical violence ariSing from failure to meet the terms of the 
agreement, then that grou~ of lenders with the strongest reputa
tion f~r use of violence ~~ill have the lowest costs for collection. 
They wl.ll have to spend less on actually enforcing terms, will 
have a smaller ratio of borrowers who do not genuinely expect to 
be able ~o meet their commitments and fewer efforts to actively 
swindle them. 

In Appendix C we argue that this rests on assumptions about 
the relations between the lender and borrower that are not valid. 
Lenders and borrowers have great intimacy, so that lenders can 
easily acquire credible information about the borrower and his 
reputation' for prompt repayment. Concern about violence is not 
the only factor that determines the probability that a borrower 
repays the loan. 

I~ a world where borrowers expect to make frequent recourse 
to ';1 gl.ye~ lender, tI:ere is a second motive, namely the ,continued 
ava7lahl.ll.ty of credl.t. As suggested above,. that is an important 
motl.ve for bookmakers who have a predictab.le need for long-term 
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access. to loan funds. The anecdotal inEormation availa.hle to us 
suggests that any person with continuing contacts within the net
work of bookmakers may lend to a bookmaker with a rea.sonable 
assurance of repayment. Neither violence nor intimidation plCiy 
much role in this lending. That th.e rates are as high as they 
appear to be, 1 to 3 percent per week, probably reflects imper
fections in the flow of information, the very short term nature 
of many of the loans (often less tha,n one month) and the 
relatively high probability of at least some interruption in the 
repayment schedule. 

This is not to say that the market always work smoothly. 
Some 1-1afia members and associates will seek. out lenders who are 
not associated with the Mafia in order to defraud them. Un
cpnnected lenders in res'ponse try to screen their borrowers 
carefully precisely in order to identify just such persons. 
This topic is treated more fully in the sUDsection on extortion. 

Reinsurance 

In order to reduce the riskiness of his portfolio a bbok
maker may choose to place bets with other bookmakers. It has 
been claimed that there are special~zed operations which act as 
reinsurance facilities for bookmakers and charge extortionate 
prices for doing so. 

There is no evidence that specialized lay-off operations 
exist in New York. 54 . Larger bookmakers receive a disproportion
ate share of laY-'off betting, since they have higher betting limits 
and lay-off bets, often being a combination of customer bets, are 
larger than average. However, no operation about which we were 
able to obtain information restricted its bets to bookmakers only. 
Indoed, it is difficult to provide an incentive for the operator 
to do that, even if it were possible to~nforce the restriction; 
given the ambiguity of roles in the business, this seems a 
difficult task. 

Lay-off betting by bookmakers is carried out at the same 
price as is charged customers. Moreover, most bookmakers have a 
number of other bookmakers to whom they give lay-off bets. There 
is nothing t08uggest that new entrants to the market have more 
difficulty in obtaining access to other bookmakers, except inas
much as they may not yet have provided acceptable evidence of 
their creditworthiness. 

Extortion 

At the heart of the belief that the Mafia plays a dominant 
role in the bookmaking business is the quite reasonable assumption 

54. I.e. neither participants nor police were able to 
identify any such operation. 
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that all bookmakers are easily subject to extortion. We have 
seen that most bookmakers have careers which do not suggest that 
they command much respect for their control of violence. Nor do 
·they routinely employ low level agents to provide them with the 
means for threatening debtors (such as customers and runners) or 
resisting threats from others. Surely then, given that they can
not have recourse to courts either for the collection of debts 
or for protection fr~m threats, they must be easy prey to groups 
that do have reputatlons for command of large scale violence. .. 

Our conclusion is that the Mafia and its associates are 
involved in extortion against bookmakers. However it'is 'neither 
systematic nor unavoidable. Such extortion yields only modest 
SQms to the Mafia members and also provides a service which may 
be critical to the stability of the market. The next paragraphs 
present our evidence concerning the role of the Mafia as extor
tionists. This, is then followed by an analysis of the limited 
role of pure extortion and its consequences for the organization 
of' the bookmaking market. 

Ma~y bookmakers make payments to Mafia members in order to 
prevent various kinds of frauds being practice,d against them. 
Such payments seem, by any standards, to be quite modest, though 
our direct information on this is slender. For example, one 
bookmaker went into partnership with a low level mafioso, who 
said that they should pay $150 per month to a, more senior- member 
to ensure his assistance in case there was a dispute. During 
the few months of the partnership they did not have to make use 
of his assistance. 

What are the consequences of not making regular payments to 
some Mafia member for protection? It is not, apparently, to 
expose oneself to constant extortion and fraud. Our evidence on 
that is quite clear. The unprotected bookmaker will have to 
screen customers more carefully than his colleagues, to ensure 
tha~ he does not acquire customers who will simply walk away from 
thelr ?ebts whenever it suits their con.venience. But if he fails 
to sc;reen carefully enough, the consequence is a series of one
time frauds, not the risk of an effort to bankrupt the whole 
opera t:ion. 

Sol is a major bookmaker and bettor. He has carefully 
avoided any long-term ties with the Mafia, and screens 
his customer list to avoid acquiring any "wise guy" 
customers. This effort has not been entirely success
ful, and occasionally a bettor has walked away from 
substantial debts after citing his Mafia connections 
to Sol. Bob, our informant on this, is convinced 
that Sol could have found a Mafia member willing 1',0 

act as his protector, and thu,s avoided these 
situatioris, but he is very concerned with the 
secrecy of his actions. 

A wireta~ was placed on a Queens bookmaking opera
tion, whlch was thought not to have a Mafia 
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connection. Two conversations were indicative of 
that. In one case a customer called in to say that 
he had some friends who also wanted to place bets. 
The bookmaker was uneasy! suspecting that the 
customer were connected with the "East Harlem crew", 
a common designation of one major Mafia group. He 
decided he could not reject them outright but 
would limit them to $200 bets, considerably below 
the maximum allowed to many other bettors. In the· 
second case he decided to reject another set of 
customers whom he suspected of having Mafia con
nections; he feared that they would have better 
information about "hot horses" than he had. In 
general the bookmaker and his associates were 
very concerned about possible defaults by their 
customers. 

Peter is a heavy bettor and 'son of a very prominent 
Mafio capo. When he finds a bookmaker who is not 
connected with the Mafia he will try to cheat 
him i.e. he will play with him until he has a 
large debt and then simply walk away. He also 
has an associate, Henry, who robs bookmakers 
through clerks. Henry always gives a large share 
of the proceeds of this cheating to Peter so that 
he v,ill have protection if he gets caught. [Bob] 

Mil ty was a long-time bookmaker with strong con..,· 
nections to a major Mafia figure, Jimmy. He o!!Jed 
one bettor, Whitey, $60,000 when he went to prison. 
After he came out he went back into his bookmaking 
operation and kept stalling Whitey. In desperation 
Whitey went to another Mafia capo named Tommy. 
Tommy demanded $2,000 in advance payment to collect 
the debt from Milty. Tommy called Milty, who said 
that he was connected with Jimmy and some other 
Mafioso senior to Tommy. Tommy agreed not to 
proceed further. Milty then called Whitey, whom 
he knew had no other Mafia connections, .and told 
him that, because he had tried to muscle Milty 
into paying, the debt was no longer valid. Whitey 
made no further efforts. [Bob] 

These efforts at extortion or protection are not coordinated. 
We have instances when a boo~maker, dissatisfied with the service 
being provided by one member, has been able to buy protection 
instead from another member. In other instances one Mafia member. 
has tried to extort a bookmaker, on the assumption that the book
maker was unprotected, only to find out that the bookmaker was . 
in fact paying another mafioso. The result in that case is usually 
that the bookmaker is properly compensated by the mafioso attempt
ing the fraud. 

'I I 

Arnie was associated with a Mafia gang headed by Sal. 
He. believed that. they ~tJere demanding too much money 
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from him in return for protection. To solve this 
problem he went to a.nother Mafia member I from a 
different Laction, and borrowed $75,000 at the prime 
rate, about 1% a week. He did not need the money 
but wanted to create a relationship with a new Mafia 
group. It is unclear whether he used this new rela
tionship to help him in his bookmaking business but 
it did apparently prevent Sal's gang from further 
extortion. [Bob] 

A more complicated tale concerns Steve l a bookmaker 
who was approached by two mafiosi, Angelo and Jonny. 
Steve was related to a long-time J~wish racketeer, 
Hy, closely associated with some major Mafia figures. 
Steve was interested in the partnership but asked 
Hy to find out if his partners could be trusted. 
Hy determined that Steve's partners intended to 
cheat him and, when Steve detected the cheating, to 
intimidate him with their Mafia credentials. 
Steve then informed Angelo and Jonny about his rela
tionship with Hy. Jonny, who had initiated the 
predatory scheme, decided not to enter the partner
ship because Steve's relationship with Hy would 
make it impossible to carry out the scheme. Angelo 
did enter the partnership and made no effort to 
defraud Steve. [steve] 

The second example is particularly significant. Mafia mem
bers are often unaware of a bookmaker's connection with other 
members. But without exchange of information there cannot be 
coordination. While it is impossible to estimate how much money 
Mafia members and their associates make from "protection" of 
bookmakers, the small amount of direct evidence about the levels 
of payment plus the wealth of materials on the relatively minor 
consequences of not buying such protection and the lack of 
coordination in the arrangements all suggest that it is a rela
tively minor charge against the total flows in the bookm~king 
business. 

Why do bettors pay bookmakers who do not have Mafia con
nections? Obviously we can only speculate about their motives 
but it appears t~at reputation is as important to bettors as it 
is to bookmakers. Our principal informants make constant 
reference ·to whether a bett,or' s "money was good". The bettor who 
walks away from his obligations runs the risk of finding other 
bookmakers less willing to accept his bets. Since his renouncing 
of the debts also affects the runner, who loses as )~ch as the 
bookmaker, there are at least two people with reason to disseminate 
reputationally negative information. The density of relations 
between bookmakers makes this an important incentive for bettors. 

6. RELATIONS BETWEEN BOOKMAKERS 

We have already alluded, at a number of points, to the density 
of relationships between participants in the bookmaking market. 
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In order to understand the market as an economic entity we 
should consider these relationships in more detail. . 

The anecdotal evidence suggests that bookmakers in New York 
form a series of networks that touch but do not intersect. That 
is, there are groups of bookmakers and 'runners who have regular 
dealings with each other but only occasional and attenuated 
dealings with members of other networks. We have no explanation 
about how these networks emerge; to the participants they have a 
rather random quality and we lack sufficient detail to be able 
·to say anything el se. No doubt there is an accidental qnali ty to 
many of the relationships in their initial phases. There is 
certainly no evidence of territoriality. 

The nature cif the relationships between network members vary. 
Some combine their busipess and social relationships; others 
segregate them. Howeve~, for our purposes the critical question 
is the extent to which network participants exchange economically 
Televant information and coordinate their actions. 

Lay-off betting, and the fact that some bookmakers also serve 
as runners for others, ensure that there are regular meetings 
between network members. Wee~ly meetings may involve as many as 
seven participants who exchange moneys owed under various accounts .. 
Partnerships may be formed and dissolved at such meetings. Cer
tainly information about the performance of particular bettors 
is much discussed. 

These meetings conform to, Adam Smith's often quoted, "People 
of the same trade seldom meettogether ... but the conversation ends 
in a conspiracy against the public or in some contrivance to raise 
prices." At various times, but particularly at the beginning of 
a new season, some participants at the meeting su.ggest ·that the 
terms of betting be changed. We have one account, though a sketchy 
one, which indicates the difficulty of effective cartel action in 
the bookmaking market. 

Baseball betting, as was discussed in Section 2, is currently 
conducted on terms less favcrable to the bookmaker than football 
or baseball. In itself this is a curiosum which deserves explana
tion but we have not been able to devise one. The major bookmakers 
offer what is called the "10 cent line." Assume that the Yankees 
are favored over the Tigers, and the line is given as Yankees 50-
60. The Yankee bettor must put up $160 to win $100, while the 
Tiger bettor places $,100 to win $150. T.he cartel proposed moving 
to a "15 cent line." The Tiger bettor's $100 would yield only 
$145. 

Over a period of about two weeks one bookmaker persuaded at 
least 15 others to make this change at the beginning of the forth
coming baseball season. The participants did as agreed. Within 
a few days they had lost over half of their normal baseball 
betting~ moreover they had highly unbalanced books, since those 
betting on the favorites were unaffected by the changes. Wi,thin 
three weeks the participants had all abandoned the effort to 
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institute the 15 cent line. It .had emerged that bettors, m~~y 
of whom make use of more than one bookmaker, had access to other 
bookmakers who were not part of this network. The boundaries 
had proven por6us, at least for the customers. 

7. Conclusion 

Sketchy though the data are p they show a great consistency .. 
Bookmaking enterprises are small, both compared to firms in the 
legiti~ate economy and to the market as a whole. There is frequent 
entry lnto the market by former agents and employees, without any 
restraint by existing participant:s. ,Exit through financial 
failure, at least from a position of entrepreneurial autonomy, is 
common. Efforts to coordinate pricing policies have failed. By 
conventional economic criteria the market might reasonably be 
described as competitive. 

'Given the potential for economies of scale in risk-taking, 
this is particularly strong evidence against the conventional 
views about the relationship of bookmaking and the Mafia. Further, 
while racketeers, i.e. persons involved in a range of other crimes 
involving some degree of coordination and extortion, have a sub
stantial presence in the bookmaking business, they do not appear 
to have acquired any degree of control over the conduct of the 
business or of the related input markets. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NUMBERS IN NEW YORK 

1. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

Lotteries, both legal and illegal, have been popular in 
American cities throughout the Nation I s history. From the ,seven
teenth through the early part of the nineteenth century, government 
sanctioned lotteries were an important source of public finance 
(Ezell, 1960). 

In the eighteenth century lottery tickets were expensive; a 
price of $5 was not uncommon. Many persons either bought a piece 
of a ticket or they purchased an "insurance policy," for a penny 
or two, on what they 'thought would be the winning number. This is 
the origin of the commonly played Numbers games that we know. 
The policy shops where these tickets were sold were usually owned 
by individual retailers who received a commission from the lottery 
operators. The commission rates varied, but were generally about 
12 percent. During the latter half of the nineteenth century many 
states outlawed lotteries, although they did not make betting 
illegal. l Gradually there emerged combinations of owners who had 
exclusive contracts with lottery operators in distant states, like 
Louisiana, to distribute the results of their twice-daily drawings. 
These organizations were dominated, in New York, by local politi
cians who used their control of the police and the law courts to 
enforce monopolies. The turbulent character of urban politics 
assured the instability of these franchises and made certain 'that 
many different factions would share the profits of the lotteries. 
In some cities, Chicago for example, apparently no monopolies were 
established, but different organizations competed openly for 
:business. 2 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century local operators 
began to draw their own numbers. Dependence on state lotteries 
withered, aided by masses of new immigrants who brought with them 
a taste for lottery gambling. Locally based policy and envelope 

1. A good brief history of the evolution of lottery laws is 
given in Blakey (1979: pp.62-71). 

2. Haller (1979) maintains that the ties between politics 
and policy operations were particulariy strong in Chicago. 
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games, a variation of policy, became very popular and were 
operated behind the protection of local political machines. But 
none of these monopolies proved any more stable than the earlier 
ones. Squabbling among politicians inevitably led to the ruin of 
operators. 3 

In the early part of the twentieth century Numbers, as we know 
it today, began to be played among the growing number of black 
poor in New York. It is not known who introduced the game or who 
the operators were. There were several west Indian entrepreneurs 
who organized Numbers banks without political backing and apparently 
with little capital. The banks were not large but in the context 
of business in the black ghettos, they were undoubtedly enterprises 
of local consequence. During the Prohibitio~ era bootleggers 
operating in the poor areas of the city recognized the potential 
profit to be made from these lotteries. Using their local politi
cal connections and also the capital they had accumulated from 
bootlegging, they moved into the Numbers business. They forced 
the experienced black operators to join them or withdraw from the 
business. This account appears to be true primarily for Harlem, 
the major black neighborhood in the 1920's and 1930's, where 
Dutch Schultz apparently took over from black operators with the 
assistance of politicians and some conveniently timed prosecutions. 
In Brooklyn where there existed a well-entrenched set of operators 
providing other forms of lottery, it seems that bootleggers had 
less impact. 4 

There are claims that these racketeers used violence to or
ganize their control of the Numbers business. There is little 
evidence to support this view. While violence may well have played 
an important role, it is also likely that the availability of 
capital to back the games and,political support, which turned the 
police into an instrument of their efforts, were at least as impor
tan't. 5 During Prohibition Numbers became the dominant form of -
lottery gambling among white players as well as among blacks and 
Hispanics. The garnes' backer-s had sufficient capital to operate 
them on a large-scale basis, paying winners regularly and promptly. 
"Even Harlem newspapers admitted that, after the Schultz takeover, 
the banks were better managed and more likely to payoff winning 
numbers. " (Haller, 1979; p. 95) 

Since the 1930's there has been little change in the tradi
tional Numbers game. Betting variations have been added, single 

3. A fascinating account of the rise and fall of a political
ly based policy syndicate is contained in Johnson (1977: pp.31-34). 

4. The most serious account of the "syndication" of Harlem 
Numbers is given by Block (1980), who argues that Schultz achieved 
only limited power in this market. The statement concerning 
Brooklyn comes from Haller (1979). 

5. This assertion plays an important role in the account given 
by Cressey (1969) of the growth of the Mafia. 
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I a~d doubl~ action in addition to the original three digit bet; 

n1gh~ aC~lon has been,added to the regular daily play and Sunday 
bett1ng 1S also becom1ng cornmon. But the basic game has not 
changed. There is no dispute about the mechanics of this simple 
form of gambling, but its operation and control continue to be 
controversial points. Most of the literature asserts that the 
games,are :un on a territorial basis and that the operators 
funct10n e1ther as a monopolists or as a cartel of oligopolists. 

~he claims of monopoly profits are' seriously challenged by 
the slmple fact that the operators of the games pay the collectors, 
the lowest level of employee in the network, the largest share of 
the money, twenty-five percent of the gross to which is added a 
ten l?ercent "tip" paid them by the winners. A recent Hudson 
Ins~ltute (1973) study of gambling in New York took note of this 
cur1ou~ f~ct and explained it by arguing that organized crime 
ov~rpa1d l~S workers t~ make "certain that it has many loyal 
f:1ends a~d agents ava1lable for other jobs". (p.lO) There is 
Ilttle eV1dence to support the notion that most of the collectors 
have a~ything to do with other organized crime operations. It is 
more llkely that the commission rates are high because the opera
tors are dependent upon the collectors and have little control 
over them. We shall devote considerable detailed attention to 
the relationships between collectors and other members of Numbers 
organizations precisely because the high payout rate to the 
collect~rs suggests that the relationship between the top and the 
botto~ 1n a Numbers organization is significantly different froTIl 
what,lt ought to be in a monopoly business directed by people who 
rout1nely use violence and intimidation. 

~h~ very high payout to the collectors places a ceiling on 
the lll~~ t of payout to the winners wh~ch can be made while assu:i:'ing 
a prof1~ to the operators. There have been times when there was no 
pric~ ~ompetition in large parts of the city. It may be that this 
cond1t1on was enforced by powerful racketeers using their well 
earned reputations for effective violence. However it is also 
possible that it was the result of a voluntary agre~ment by the 
operators to enter into a cartel arrangement which enabled them 
to jointly maximize their profits. There is considerable doubt 
that this cartel arrangement has continued and there is evidence 
of active price competition. 

2. TRANSACTIONS AND ROLES 

The Numbers game is simply an active form of lottery, in which 
the bettor is permitted 'to choose his own numbers, lying between 
000 and 999. Unlike conventional lotteries, where a fixed number 
of tickets is sold, the Numbers operator runs the risk of losing 
money on a given day, since a disproportionately large number of 
bettors might choose the winning number. 

A bettor can choose the amount of money he wishes to bet, 
again in contrast to the conventional lottery which offers fixed 
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6 The bettor will generally be gliven(, "a rlelcelt'Potr"w) ith 
size tickets. written on it. The sel er co ~c 
number and amount bet of this receipt, possibly two coples, one of 
will also have a copy the agent who picks up bets from the.collector 
which is passed on to t copy 

th bank The collector does not need to re aln a 
t~ car~~et~et~~r wili produce one when claiming his winning b~t. 
~~n~~ere is a~dispute betwee~ the bettor a~d the bank concernlng 
the bet, it can be settled wlth the bettor s copy. 

. th e digits The last is 
Bets can be placed on one, two or re. . f rred to 

called "straight" betting; ~w~ digit betti.nill~ ?~I~~l~e a~tion." 
"bolita" while single dlglt bets are.ca e t-

~~me banks'handle all three ~inds of c;CtlO;U, bu~ ~o:~ ~~:~r ~w~er 
mit collectors to keep,any Slng~e a~tl~nt~rlb~~~ton bolita it is 
work. The payout on slngle actlon lS act as their own 
approximately 60 t~ 1. The cOllec~~r~o~aIinancial backing with 
b kers or make prlvate arrangemen . 1 d 

an b t The bulk of bets appear to be p ace on 
respec~.t~tthe~~t ~tSis difficult to obtain accurate information 
;~r~~isl~tn~~ ~ur basic unit of observation has ~een the ~~~kdjS_ 
The remainder of the Chapter will be devoted entlrely to " 
cussion of straight betting for this reason. 

" . k man" who is 
The bets pass from the collector to a P1C -u

l
P
l II' The pick-

f known as a "contro ere 
the salaried age~t 0 ahPer~~n suggests. He carries betting 
up man does preclsely w at e name . Sometimes this 
tickets from the collector to another locatlon. t'on Both 
location is the accounting ro~m of the Numb:~:r~~~r~oJ.as·the "bank." 
the operation and the accountl~g ~o~m ~~et~e bank itself, he will 
If the pick-up man does ~ot t~ e ~tSmay be collected by a second 
take it to ano~~er locatl~n,w e~~eJ.salaried agent of the banker. 
pick-up man, tnls latter elng. . 

The controller is a media~i~g,figure betwe~n t~~eb~~~a~~~a~ts 
retail agents. He has responslbllltYH;o~l:~s~~~~gensure that 
probity of each party to the ~ihe~. m the collectors to the bank. 
betting slips are moved promp Y ro 7 
He is a commission agent of the bank. 

The collector is obligated to turn over tOli~~t~~~kr:~;i~iS 
, h b t . I fact it appears that many co 

stralg t e s. ,n 't' of the smallest denomination bets. 
some of the bettlng, conS1S ln9 ' ldi g a com-
A collector who receives $100 ln bets each day, Yle t n 10 ¢ on each 
~ission of about $25, can readily afford to keep up 0 

f fix a limit on the 
6. The Numbers operator may, 0 co~rser 'h h such a 

size of the individual bet. ,Most operat~o~~ ~~~i~~ t~~~ irnrnedi
limit for each agent or requl~e the,~~e~ amount is placed on a 
ately when a bet larger than a specl le 
number. 

d d 't'on As we shall see 
7. This is a schematize escrlp 7 . 

d t of these roles. later, some banks have eliminate cer aln 
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nurnber. 8 The bank will have difficulty preventing this since 
neither the controller nor the bank personnel have any reason to 
know of these bets. Even if the bettor wins, the prize money is 
sufficiently small that news of the win will not become widely 
known in the community. If a cont".roller does hear of it, he may 
retaliate by warning the collector to desist or even cutting him 
off; this will cost the controller income, as we shall see later. 
One informant asserted that a collector, once he is established, 
will keep approximately 20 percent of his handle. 

The collectors are the retailers to the market. Most bettors 
do not identify a collector as working for a specific bank and do 
not normally have any contact with anyone else in the organization. 9 
In the last few years there have been reports suggesting that con
trollers personally pay large winners because there have been some 
cases of collectors absconding with large sums meant for winning 
bettors. A collector can change the bank he is working for with
out the players knowing it or caring to know. Similarly, a 
controller can change the bank he is working for without his 
collectors knowing, since the collectors are not suppo~ed to have 
any personal knowledge of who the banker is or where the banker's 
office is located. The careful segmentation of knowledge among 
personnel limits the chances of an arrest of the most exposed and 
vulnerable person, the collector, leading to the arrest of higher 
level personnel and the disruption of.the daily operation. 

Collectors and controllers do not meet every day. Routine 
transactions can be handled through an agent of the controller, 
the pick-up man. Cash is transferred only when accounts need to 
be settled. If the collector has to pay large winnings, in excess 
of his revenues since last settlement, then the controller will 
provide that money. Otherwise money is only moved on a weekly 
basis in most operations. This minimizes the risk of robbery by 
"cowboys," who see the opportunity for a quick score against 
persons who will not go to the police, or by police impersonators, 
who disguise robbery as extortion. The collector always retains 
his share, generally 25 percent, and will usually only return to 
the controller the revenues less his commission and the amounts 
he has paid out as winnings to bettors. 

All of the descriptive material-in the remainde~ of this 
section refers to the operation of "day" betting. There is also 
considerable betting on the "night" number. This number is based 
on the result of betting at a trotting track somewhere in the New 
York area. It appears that night action is far smaller than day 
action, at least in the banks which were seized and which have 

8. In a sample of 18,000 bets, discussed in Appendix A, 
3,246 were 10 cents or less. Since these were bets seized in banks, 
the sample understates the frequency of small bets. 

9. Even cards printAd by tLe bank, listing prices, are dis
tributed without any brand name. 
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night records in their files. Hm..rever, the work routines of the 
police make it likely that they have little contact with the night 
operators and our data reflect that bias. We do not believe that 
the operation of night Numbers betting is significantly different 
from the day action we describe. The question of how it is con
trolled is more complicated and we make no claims conce~ning the 
structure of night action. 

Collectors 

There are two kinds of retail outlets in most Numbers organi
zations. spots are fixed locations in which a number can be 
bought. A spot may be a hallway or a small retail store which sells 
other things as well; candy stores,newspaper stands and small food 
stores are most frequent mentioned. Runners provide the second 
kind of retailing. A runner is a person with whom a Numbers bet 
can be placed at various locations during the day_ Some runners 
are actually sub-runners employed by someone whose route is too 
large for him to service properly or they may work for the operator 
of a spot,' turning their work in tp him. These sub-collectors do 
not have any relationship with th~ controller and do not appear 
in the operation's books. An example of the relationship between 
a collector and a sub-collector is the following. A woman takes 
numbers bets at a supermarket in New York City and receives 25 
percent of the gross of her bets from the bank. In return for 
access to the supermarket customers she pays the market manager 
10 percent of the gross which she receives net of the tips that 
she gets from her winning customers. The books of the bank with 
which she works do not reflect her payments to her sub-collector, 
nor are these transactions of interest to the b~nk or its con
troller. 

While it is generally true that a spot will also retail some 
legal goods and services as well, there are reports of spots which 
provide nothing else. These seem to be most common in the South 
Bronx~ For example, one spot has a sign saying "Coin Exchange," 
but the only sale is of Numbers bets. In some cases, the spot 
will actually be located behind the retail store. A Numbers 
customers will pass through the store to the spot, where one or 
more clerks will be located to take the bets. Such.spo~s tend to 
be high volume outlets' and often belong to an individual who also 
acts as a controller. 

A small number of operations now retail by telephone. (Some 
telephone bookmakers have always accepted large Numbers bets as an 
accommodation to their clients.) The bettor calls in to a record
ing machine, which records his bet and identity. This machine is 
then called by either the controller or the bank, or the tape is 
picked up by an employee. We do not know how the accounts are 
serviced or whether the money has to be deposited in advance. The 
use of telephone betting is the first important innovation in the 
Numbers business in decades. 

The relative importance of spots and runners is not clear. 
The records of the Numbers banks do not include any identification 
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6f a retailer as one or the other. In certain areas it is generally 
thought that runners are the dominant form of retailing. Areas 
with dense working populations, located in offices and factories, 
probably are serviced primarily by runners, who also work in legiti
mate occupations. An office building may be served by an elevator 
operator, a factory by a shop steward; in both cases it is an 
individual who has a legitimate reason for contact with many others 
in the building. 

Controllers 

Controllers act as middle management in Numbers operations. 
They have responsibilities to both their collectors and.the bank. 
They must ensure that the collectors' betting records are delivered 
to the bank's agent on time and that collectors receive money 
when needed for heavy wins. If a collector believes that the bank 
has failed to record a winning bet of one of his customers, the 
controller must resolve the disagreement. Such disputes are common 
and are, from cursory examination of the records, generally settled 
in favor of the collector; i.e. the clerks in the bank did overlook 
a winning bet, which is then found in review of the day's work. 

Some controllers are appointed by the bank. A set of 
collectors will be informed that henceforth they will report to a 
new controller. It is reported that this is sometimes done with 
persons who have just come out of prison after serving lengthy 
sentences for non-gambling offenses committed on behalf of persons 
involved in the ownership of the bank, e.g. narcotics or hijacking 
charges. The job provides the person with an opportunity to re
establish contacts with others in his specialty while obtaining a 
reasonable income in a position which requires no special skills 
and is not particularly vulnerable to law enforcement. 

In other cases it seems that controllers build up their own 
collec'l::ion of routes. Unfortunately we do not have any direct 
information about careers of controllers. There are a few reports 
of controllers selling their routes, i.e. the right to handle bets 
of a particular set of controllers. We do not know whether the 
buyers are other members of the same Numbers opera tj '"In. 

The controller does not handle betting slips on a daily basis. 
His pick-up man will deliver an accounting ribbon giving details 
on transactions involving his collectors and thE! bank. While 
arrest records do not provide information about roles of arrested 
persons, it appears that controllers are not much exposed to risk 
of arrest. 

Banks 

The term "bank" is used in two senses in the Numbers business. 
It refers sometimes to a location at which certain services are 
provided. At other times it refers to the ownership of the right 
to receive a share of the profits accruing from the betting re
ceived by a set of collectors and controllers. This distinction 
is important since there are times when an individual will own a 
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bank in the second sense but not in the first. lO 

Let us first consider banks as service locations. Records 
of all bets are brought to this location, which must be in receipt 
of them before the winning number is announced. The bets are 
sorted by bank clerks, who tally the amount of money brought in 
by each collector and controller. After the winning number is 
announced the clerks scrutinize the bets to find those that were 
placed on the winning number. These are then recorded against 
the collector and controller with whom the bet was placed. The 
collector and controller bear no responsibility for any losses, 
but this accounting minimizes the flow of money, between the bank 
and its agents. If the bank becomes indebted to a controller, that 
debt will almost invariably be paid off on the same date. 

The clerks are exactlv what the term implies in other settings; 
they provide clerical servi;es. They are salaried employees of 
the bank, with no financial stake in the outcome of the day's 
action. Many of. them are women, often relatives of other pers<?n~ 
working in the organization. They rarely acquire more responsJ.bJ.
lity, in contrast to collectors and controllers who frequently 
rise to more responsible positions. Many bankers started as 
collectors, pick-up men or controllers. A particularly good clerk, 
i.e. one who is both fast and accurate, might earn a higher wage 
and acquire more bookkeeping responsibilities but he will not 
acquire any entrepreneurial powers. 

The operator of the bank, i.e. the person in charge of the 
bank on a day-to-day basis, will generally not be the sole or 
majority owner. The operating position is consider~~ to ~nvolve 
significant risks, both of arrest and of theft or,kJ.dnappJ.ng. The 
operator will at some stage have to handle the da7ly recor~s of, 
the bank and arrest with such records, together wJ.th some J.dentJ.
fication by the police that he is not simply a clerk, sharply 
, h 'b'l't f "1 t 11 J.ncreases t e possJ. J. J. Y 0 a JaJ. sen ence. 

No reliable information is available on compensation of the 
operator. Presumably he receives a ~a~ary plu~ some share of,t~e 
net proceeds. Nor do we have general J.nformatJ.on about the dJ.vJ.
sion of major entrepreneurial decisions between owner and operator. 
In particular, paying bribes to police and other officials, the 

10. There is no evidence that anyone has created an enter
prise offering accounting and security services for bankers, though 
at least one banker will handle work from other bankers for a 
commission, on a short-term basis. 

11. This is not to say that even a banker faces more than 
trivial risk of significant incarcerati8n. Lasswell and MCKenn~ 
(1972) reviewed the disposition of the 19,500 persons arrested In 
New York State for felony gambling offenses, between 1964 and 1969, 
and found that none had received a prison sentence involving 
incarceration of more than one year. This is discussed more fully 
below in Chapter V. 
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setting of pay-out rates, and the recruitment of new controllers, 
are all decisions which may sometimes be handled by the operator, 
sometimes by the owner. 

3. ENTREPRENEURIAL DECISIONS 

Getting the Number 

The winning number is determined by the betting at a speci
~ied racetrack. When there is a New York track operating, that 
:-s used. Otherwise a Florida. or, very occasionally, Maryland track 
J.S used. Ensuring that the relevant information concerning the 
winning number is delivered from the track in a reliable and timely 
manner is of vital importance to Numbers operators. 

When the result is based on the last three digits of the 
total handle for the day,12 the problem is minimal. h~ile getting 
~he information rapidly is desirable, betting will have closed well 
J.11 advance of the last race and the problems of cheating will be 
minimized. Some operations even wait for the printing of the 
official figure before paying out. 

However, most betting is now based on a three-digit number 
which uses the winning prices on the third, fifth and seventh 
races. 13 This is the "New York" or "new" way. A certain amount 
o~ ~etting~ which is usually kept by the collector, is single 
dlglt bettJ.ng. Persons bet on the first digit of the number and 
will-make a bet on the second digit only after obtaining the result 
of their first bet. Hence, there is a great interest in obtaining 
the first digit as quickly as possible.14 

Two constraints are important here. First, the Federal 
Communications Commission prohibits the broadcasting of race re
sults, generally, till a half hour after the race has been run. 
Second, racetracks do not have public telephones. If a Numbers 
bank is to obtain the winning digit immediately it must have an 
agent at the track who will convey that information to someone 
outside. 

There are important economies of scale in providing informa
tion.' It would be highly inefficient for each Numbers bank to 
have its own agent at the track. Some observers beliE~ve that there 

12. This is known as, the "Brooklyn" number, though it is 
played in every borough. 

13. The formula for calculating the winning number from 
these prices is moderately complicated. A clear account is given 
in Fund for the City of New York (1973). 

14. Since most banks do not offer single digit betting, the 
source of this demand is individual collectors. Banks appear to 
offer this information as a service to ,their collectors but we do 
not have clear'evidence on this. 
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is one organization, whi.ch provides sports and racing information 
generally, that also serves all the Numbers banks in New York. 
The banks pay a monthly fee and then rece~ve the number as soon 
as it is called in from the track to the office of the information 
service. The bank then provides the number to its major collectors, 
with the figure being further distributed by word of mouth. 

Other observers believe that there is more than one such 
information service and that some larger banks have their own agents 
at the track. We have been unable to obtain clear information on 
this point, which is of particular interest when the racing occurs 
out of state. 

No observer believes that any coercion has been used to set 
up a monopoly on this service. There certainly exists a service 
which is willing to sell the infor,mation to any subscriber, at a 
modest price. Information does not represent a barrier to entry 
into the Numbers business. 

Of course the situation changes when the number is "fixed"; 
then it is information concerning the fix that has value. In 
the summer Df 1979 newspapers reported on several occasions that, 
as a result of the installation of a new computer system at the 
New York City racetracks, the daily number had been fixed. These 
accounts did not report how the fix had been managed, but that 
there had been a fix was amply evident on the streets of Brooklyn 
when a number of banks refused to pay on certain days and there was 
also, according to one informant, an argument between a number of 
bankers about whether they should switch from Belmont to permit 
the winning number to be determined by the totals at the upstate 
racetrack of Montecello - at least until it could be determined 
who was putting up the fix. 

It was not possible to identify how the fix was arranged but 
it seemed that it occurred in the tI'ansmission process. The winning 
price on particular horses was misstated at the original transmis
sion then correctly stated in the following morning editions of 
the paper which 13erved as the final figure. Clearly the fix was 
not arranged by the bankers, who stood to lose from it in two 
ways. First, they had to deal with two sets of claims; the initial 
ones based on the wrong figure and then the correct ones. Second, 
customer confidence in the operations' integrity was reduced by 
the effort to refuse payment. 

The observation should not have to bear too much weight but 
it is consistent with our view of the limited powers of the Numbers 
bankers and their associates. The first serious effort to fix the 
number came not from the operators but from others who were ap
parently able to carry out their scheme without penalty. 

Security 

One feature of the Numbers business that appears to be con
stant in the face of changing enforcement policies is the elaborate 
effort to conceal the location of the bank and maintain the security 
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of its records. All persons involved, either in Numbers operations 
or in law enforcement, describe exceedingly complicated measures 
to ensure that no one can easily. locate the bank or find all the 
work at one point. 

Two plainclothesmen who were involved in a raid on a large 
bank in Brooklyn described how they tailed a series of c~rs 
through three boroughs before the work was delivered to the bank. 
The car carrying the bettor records would pullover to the side 
of the road to identify any tailing car before meeting the 
transfer car. These officers were following the work of a bank 
that had never been raided before and appears not to have known 
that it was under surveillance. Much of the security effort is 
presumably aimed at possible thieves. This typical example of 
protective measures taken by banks suggests that concern about 
the police is not the only, and possibly not even the principal, 
motivation. 

Curiously enough, despite all the security efforts, it appears 
that the banks rarely have large amounts of money in them. At 
least the police rarely report finding large sums. In a sample 
of twenty-five banks drawn from the property clerk vouchers 
available to us, we found no money reported seized by the police 
except in one large bank where $50,000 was seized but this money 
was apparently being used in a loansharking operation centered in 
the bank. 

, As mentioned earlier, the retail outlets in the South Bronx 
invest heavily in physical security measures. Banks are generally 
in locations which are difficult to approach discreetly. They may 
have heavy doors which require the police to spend time iri breaking 
them down. The banks frequently contain firearms, though it is 
almost unknown for a person in the bank to be carrying one, or to 
threaten the police in a raid. 

Cheating 

Cheating by employees is pa:rticularly easy in Numbers opera
tions. An office clerk can take money from the organization by 
colluding with a controller. All that the clerk needs to do is 
insert a betting slip with the winning number after the number has 
been announced. Operations could protect themselves against this 
by totalling the amount on each number before the winning number 
becomes knownt but few raids by police yield sheets indicating that 
computation.l~ Presumably it is regarded as an expensive precaution 
and one which require even earlier delivery of the betting slips to 
the bank. Assuring timely arrival of the work is a continuing 
problem fOr the bank and making 'the schedule tighter would be 
difficult. 

15. It is notable that Hispanic banks are far more likely to 
have such sheets. This is consistent with their use of the tele
phone for passing bets from the 'collector to the bank. 
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We 'have contradictory information from informants on the 
stringency with which banks enforce the requirement that thE~ 
work be in "safe hands" by a specific time. One informant insists 
that failure to fulfill this obligation will arouse great suspicion 
and lead to dismissal. Another told us that if a pick-up man is 
known to the operation he will be allowed to arrive late without 
causing any stir. It is noteworthy that this informant also told 
us that he colluded with bank workers occasionally to cheat the 
operation. 

Another method of cheating involves the person 'who provides 
the information on the winning number to the banks. If he calls 
the first digit to a bettor before he calls the bank, that bettor 
is able to place a bet with a collector on that digit before the 
collector finds out the winning digit. Presumably a bettor cannot 
do this too often with the one collector. 

Territoriality 

A universal assumption in discussions of the Numbers business 
is that there exists a territorial division of the market. I.e. 
it is assumed that each bank has a monopoly over some geographic 
area. This assumption clearly has important implications for the 
analysis of pricing behavior, which we shall consider in the next 
section. Here we wish merely to consider the evidence available 
to us concerning the existence of a territorial allocation. 

We have two important observations from one informant who 
,.,as a pick..,up man for t,he head of a small "independent" bank.. He 
collected slips on a daily basis from all the retailers in this 
bank. Most of them were concentrated in two sections of Northern 
Brooklyn. However, one collector was located in the Southern Bronx. 
Further, even within the two Brooklyn areas he was aware of outlets 
o~ other banks intermingled with those from which he picked up, 
Slnce there was constant friction between his bank and two others 
who tried to recruit some of the independent's agents. 

This same informant also provided a map of an area in the 
lower East Side of Manhattan. The area was a particularly densely 
populated and poor area. The map showed four different banks 
operating in a two block area. We were unable to confirm the 
accuracy of the map, since affiliations of Numbers collectors are 
hard to establish. However, this information was consistent with 
~ome cornm~nts from police gambling specialists. Two of these, 
lnvolved In street level enforcement, described a bar which served 
as a stop on the route of four runners whom they believed were all 
associated with diffe'rent banks. 

This is not to deny that there may be some areas of the city 
in which territorial monopolies exist. But the few areas for which 
we obtained information did not fit this pattern and they seemed 
to be prime areas for such monopolies, in that they were traditional 
racket areas with little police presence and served as the sites 
for the distribution of many illegal goods, including narcotics, 
loansharking and prostitution. 
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4. PRICES 

In contrast to bookmaking, the Numbers market in New York is' 
characterized by heterogeneous prices. :The payout rate, which is 
the "price" of the service, may vary at a given time from 500 to 
1 to 625 to 1. The variation within any localized market, such as 
the lower East Side of Manhattan, is much smaller than that. How
ever there are unconfirmed reports of variations of up to 50 points 
even within these localized markets. Numbers bank records indic~te 
payout rates between 500 and 600 to Ii we shall discuss below why 
there may be a discrepancy between the rates recorded by the banks 
and recoroed by street informants. 

There is a second element to pricing in the Numbers market. 
The bettor may be told in advance that there is a lower payout 
rate for certain numbersi these are called "cut" numbers. A 
detailed discussion of these is contained in section 6 of this 
~hapter. Here we simply note that cuts are apparently long lasting, 
l.e. the set of cut numbers does not change greatly on a day-to-day 
basis. Many collectors provide their customers with printed cards 
listing the numbers cut and the prices paid on them. Typically 
the card lists only 20 nUmbers 16 and the price is cut to 400 or 
350 to 1. This increases the ·expected share of wagers retained 
by the bank by less than 1%. 

until very late in our research we assumed, as have other 
researchers and law enforcement experts, that the payout rate 
received by a bettor was set by the bank for whom the collector 
worked. However, when we sent out an informant to collect infor
mation about payout rates in a particular area of the city, we 
received information that indicated consistently lower rates than 
shown by bank records for banks operating in that area. 

This led us to investigate the possibility that the collector 
sets the payout rate independently of the bank. While we do not 
have a great deal of information to confirm this, there are some 
indications that collectors do occasionally adjust the bank rates, 
generally offering lower rates than those given to them by the 
bank but possibly in some areas offering higher rates. This is 
important in providing some insight into the relationships between 
banker and collector. 

Under the standard assumptions concerning the Numbers busi
ness, it is both optimal and feasible for the bank to set and 
monitor retail prices. The bank has an exclusive territory in 
which all its outlets are located and in which it can determine 
the number of retail outlets. No collector can enter that market 

16. It is interesting to note here that this is in sharp 
contrast with other cities where a high proportion of numbers are 
~ut. For example, it is reported that in Rochester, New York, it 
lS standard practice to cut all numbers with "1 in the middle," 
as well as various of the more popular numbers. 
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as an agent for another bank. The banker might be assumed to be 
as well informed as to the optimal price in his territory as the 
individual collector. Further, since each collector works, for 
the same bank, the bank carl act as a monopolist in that area, 
subject to the constraint (generally assumed to be minimal) 
imposed by the potential mobility of customers. The bank has both 
the incentive and the means to prevent an individual collector' 
offering a higher payout rate than that paid to him by the bank. 
The incentive is profit maximization for the collective (bank 
and agents). The means are the reports of other collectors, in 
the~*ame locale, whose customers might be diverted to the aggres
sive collector. No collector would wish to offer a lower rate, 
since he would face a highly ela'stic demand i. e. would suffer 
a very substantial loss of customers. 

Once the assumptions of exclusive territoriality and control 
of number of collectors in an area are dropped, the optimal policy 
ma~ change. Both'demand and competitive conditions v?ry between 
ne~ghborhoods of the city. Not all outlets of a bank are located 
in the same market. The collector may be better informed than 
the bank concerning the optimal payout rate in his market area. 
This suggests that the bank may want to establish different payout 
rates for collectors in different markets. 

Difficulty of monitoring performance and evaluating claims 
concerning the optimal payout rate mitigate against this. Each 
collector will attempt to represent to the bank that the competi
tive conditions in his neighborhood require a high payout rate. 
The bank will have to invest in determining whether those repre
sentations are trUe. Finally, if the higher payout rate is granted 
to one collector, the bank will have to ensure that there is no 
arbitraging between its collectors. More importantly, it may be 
unable to determine whether in fact the collector is giving 
customers the payout rate that is given him by the bank. 

Given these considerations, a bank with dispersed outlets 
and without control over entry of other collectors into its markets 
may choose a simpler policy. Under this policy all its collectors 
receive the same payout rate but are permitted to adjust it in 
response to local market conditions. Some will pay less than the 
bank pays them; in that case their compensation is higher than the 
commissions recorded for them by the bank. In other cases they 
may choose to give higher payout rates than the bank awards them. 
While this suggests ,that they assume part of the risk which is 
the responsibility of the bank, they have considerable leeway since 
the customer is expected to pay the collector 10% of any winnings 
as a tip. The collector who pays 650 to 1, instead of 600 to 1 
paid him by his bank, still receives a net $15 on every winning 
$1 bet. 

In this form we appear to have a relat.ionship between the 
collector and banker that is similar to that between manufacturer 
and retailer in many consumer goods industries. The manufacturer 
may offer a suggested retail price but the retailer retains dis
cretion over the price actually offered to consumers and makes 
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adjustment for local competitive conditions. This suggests a 
very different power relationship between the banker and his agents 
than the traditional account. The collector is no longer the 
hapless tool of the banker but an autonomous entrepreneur distri
buting the banker's services under terms that are dictated by 
neither party. Curiously enough, that is a conclusion reached by 
Tom Dewey as a result of his prosecutions during the 1930's (Block, 
1980; Chapter 7) though it never influenced his public statements. 

5. FINANCIAL FLOWS IN NUMBERS BANKS 

Data 

One of the reasons for selecting New York as a research site 
was the known availability of. records confiscated in raids on 
Numbers banks. 17 Through these records it seemed possible to learn 
something about the internal financial structure of Numbers banks, 
and also, perhaps, about the structure of the market. This section 
is a report on the analysis of a large sample of confiscated Numbers 

'bank. records. 

Before turning to the data themselves, we should briefly 
discuss the process that generated them. The records were collected 
in the course of police raids. It is reasonable to ask whether 
police enforcement strategies might lead them to raid selectively? 
If so, what impact w'ould that have on the records, viewed as a 
sample of the financial experiences of Numbers banks in New York 
City during the period of 1966 to 1977? 

During the first half of the period, roughly 1966-72, there 
is no doubt that there was a great deal of corruption in the 
Numbers enforcement effort. That is documented in the Report of 
th(~ Knapp Commission (1972). How did that affect the police 
choice of targets for raids? It is impossible to give any defi
nite answer to that question. Since the gambling effort involved 
a number of units which did not always coordinate their corrupt 
actions with each other, it is not even possible to assert that 
the police raided only the less "connected" or smaller banks. 
Some headquarters' units seem to have aimed to embarrass lower 
level units; one way to do that was to carry out raids on banks 
suspected of, being protected by those units. Similarly, if larger 
banks were more likely to be paying for protection, they were also 
more likely to be targets of non-corrupt units, even if these 
units did not explicitly aim to embarrass the corrupt. 

Our analysis is concerned not only with size but also with 
operating margins, cash flow and the internal distribution of 
profits. With respect to these, a priori speculations about bias 
arising from the raid strategies of the police become even murkier. 

17. Such records were used by Lasswell and McKenna (1972) 
for a study of Numbers in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of 
.l3I-ooklyn. 
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Presumably more profitable banks tended to be the better protected, 
but it could be argued that the police were involved in extortion 
rather than bribery and that the most profitable operations were 
those which managed to avoid the grasp of the police extortionists. 
Given the difficulty of meeting customer expectations as to the 
quality of service, without providing ample opportunity for the 
police to tax the operation, we suspect that this is a rather 
strained argument. Nonetheless it suggests the difficulty of de
termining the validity of the sample data for the population in 
Numbers banks in the New York market. 

The sample contains records from 53 separate banks. The 
earliest record is dated September 23, 1965 and the most recent 
February 18, 1977. In three cases there is some reason to believe 
that. the records come from a bank that is already represented in 
the sample for an earlier period, i.e. the police raided the same 
bank on two separate dates. However, the time separating the two 
raids is long enough in each case, and the identification is un
certain enough, that we have treated the two sets of confiscated 
records as independent observations. 

For each bank the records consisted of daily transactions 
between the banker and his controllers. 18 Controller-collector 
transactions could not be traced since there was often an ambiguity 
in the records as to how many different collectors there were in 
the bank; the one collector might appear under a number of dif
ferent codes. 19 

Wijt = wagering r..eceived 
Cijt = amount retained as commission by controller j and his 

collectors 

Hijt = payments to bettors who picked the winning number, 
including payments to bettors who had picked winning numbers on 
previous days but whose claims were not verified till day t 

GPijt = gross profit for banker i arising from the wagering 
of controller j on day t; GPijt = Wijt - Cijt - Hijt 

18. There is an ambiguity here. Not all banks use con
trollers, a matter which will be discussed in the following sections. 
Where the bank dealt directly with collectors those collectors were 
coded as controllers. However, this prevents us from making state
ments about the incomes of controllers and collectors separately. 

19. A collector might have sub-collectors who handed money 
to the pick-up man at two different locations. These would be 
recorded separately in the bank records, often with the location 
as a subscript to the collector's code, even though the financial 
transactions were all handled through the collector. 
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BANK ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45, 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

TIME 
INT. 

3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3' 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 

ETHNIC 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
4 
3 
3 
1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 

3 

NO. OF 
DAYS 

9 
6 
7 
7 
9 

81 
5 
4 
6 

13 
13 
11 
19 
32 
41 
35 
31 
30 
10 
22 
39 

3 
7 

117 
51 
72 
90 

177 
87 

9 
3 

75 
11 
83 

7 
256 

10 
5 

10 
4 

13 
9 
6 
5 
2 

13 
4 

46 
11 
68 
10 

157 
4 

NO. OF 
CON-

TRO~LERS 

2 
6 
1 
1 

21 
1 
8 
4 
1 
1 
3 
6 
3 

10 
6 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 

13 
5 
5 
9 

29 
33 
13 
10 

7 
5 

15 
5 
2 
5 
3 
5 
9 
9 
7 
9 
5 
9 
6 

17 
3 

12 
10 

1 
3;3 

1 
7 

20 
1 

TABLE IV.l 
NUMBERS BANK FINANCIAL DATA 

WAGERS (1) 
3285.4 

18891.7 
5678.9 
7815.6 

10109.2 
1872.4 

16695.8 
10918.3 

1422.2 
1788.4 
9970.8 
3975.3 
1200.2 

12858.8 
7565.0 
5266.2 
2872.6 

795.3 
4141.4 
4929.2 

15862.2 
4015.0 
2789.9 
8607.3 

14001. 4 
15479.9 

2357.5 
7985.3 
2521. 3 
1735.7 
1186.7 
8665.5 
3572.8 
4794.8 
6675.1 
1467.7 
7018.6 
4347.4 
5098.2 

10606.3 
10909.6 
10530.2 

6204.3 
1046.2 
2513.0 
7869.1 
600.3 

13484.2 
19451.1 
2'6579.5 

3627.8 
12870.5 

3668.0 

WAGERS (2) 
3285.4 

18891.7 
5678.9 
7815.6 

12169.7 
1872.4 

18550.9 
12478.0 

1422.2 
1788.4 
9970.8 
4685.1 
1754.2 

16525.4 
9543.5 
5266.2 
2872.6 

769.6 
7308.4 
4929.2 

23935.0 
4301.8 
3149.8 

17165.6 
31615.4 
40373.4 

3895.8 
25698.1 
7277.2 
3719.3 
1722.6 

12035.4 
4136.9 
4877.1 
6675.1 
3348.7 
7178.1 
6113.5 
9150.6 

12316.9 
10909.6 
10935.2 

7445.2 
1457.8 

'3769.5 
11580.9 

800.3 
13484.2 
29056.6 
26579.5 

7054.1 
35264.8 

3668.0 

GROSS-PROFIT! 
WAGERS 

16.4 
1.4 

15.2 
24.0 

0.,8 
-2.8 

8.2 
23.1 
... 4.2 
22.7 
19.3 
12.4 

... 55 
+-14 

.,.0.7 
"'83 

18.3 
20.5 
-21 

21. 7 
2.6 

13.7 
31. 9 
-6.0 

-14 
0.1 
..,.10 
4.5 

16.0 
26.7 
32.0 
9.6 

-9.8 
1.9 
-22 
6.4 

28.0 
20.8 
-6.3 
19.8 
-26 
.,..11 

15.1 
66.2 
-29 

-6.3 
27.5 
11.0 
-3.4 
-3.1 
34.0 
17.0 
34.7 

HITS! 
WAGERS 

43.1 
67.2 
38.4 
41. 0 
66.0 
72.8 
58.2 
41. 7 
77.6 
42.3 
50.0 
52.4 

117 
70.8 
49.3 

148 
52.0 
49.5 
84.7 
40.8 
48.1 
51. 3 
38.6 
58.9 
62.9 
59.0 
73.4 
61. 5 
45.0 
30.3 

0.0 
63.3 
82.9 
58.6 
87.2 
62.1 
37.6 
44.2 
73.8 
45.2 
90.9 
77.6 
49.8 
8.4 

93.5 
63.4 
10.4 
54.0 
67.0 
68.1 
30.8 
49.6 
35.3 

BALANCES! 
WAGERS 

39.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.8 
159 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.8 
0.0 
0.0 

80.0 
0.0 
158 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

40.5 
91. 4 

283 
61.1 
0.0 
142 
204 
234 

69.5 
54.6 

0.0 
317 

67.4 
0.0 
558 

18.8 
232 
315 

33.5 
1514 

0.0 
-17 

45.6 
0.0 
367 
0.0 
184 
456 
673 
0.4 
780 
0.0 
196 
0.0 

NET 
PAYMENTS! 

WAGERS 
47.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
8.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

34.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-15 
0.0 

10.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

22.1 
10.3 
28.6 

0.8 
0.0 

-0.8 
-0.9 
-9.1 

5.7 
11.7 
-4.8 
61. 7 
1.3 
0.0 
5.7 
-22 

23.5 
20.2 
-1. 3 

4.9 
0.0 

-4.6 
.,.9.0 

0.0 
45.5 

0.0 
-13 

48.7 
10.2 

0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
4.9 
0.0 

lUNIMUM 
PROFIT! 

WAGERS 
-1.4 
-0.7 
... 0.2 
-0.4 
-1. 0 
.... 5.2 
'-0.5 
-0.1 
--2.0 
-.0.7 
-1. 9 
-1.1 

-11 
-2.3 
-1. 6 

-11 
-::1.0 
-.2.8 
-3.5 
-0.7 
-1.1 

0.0 
-0.4 
-3.2 
-2.3 
-1. 6 
-5.3 
-2.1 
-3.5 
-0.1 

0.2 
-2.0 
-2.4 
..-2.6 
-2.0 

-15 
0.0 

..,0.0 
-2.7 
-0.6 
,...2.3 
.... 2.1 
... 0.3 

0.6 
-1. 2 
-.1. 0 

0.2 
-1.6 
-0.7 
-2.4 
-0.0 
..,.1.8 

0.3 
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'l1he second procedure recognizes that we may be missing obser
vations on certain controllers. We may have failed to include a 
controller on a given day because the bank had removed the records 
for that day, prior to the raid, in order to check them. There 
certainly is some reason to believe that each controller should be 
present on e¥ery day that he is associated with the bank. The 
aiternative estimate of Wi is given by first averaging the daily 

. handle for each controller and then summing the averages for all controllers in the bank. . 

* N .. W .. =~J 
1J <: w. 't /N .. 1J 1J 

t=l 

- N· w* W: * = 1 
1 E. ij 

j=l 

The first estimate should be regarded as a lower bound for 
each bank, the second as an upper bound. Values for each of the 
two are presented in Table 1, for each bank in the sample. Column 
(6) gives ii; Column (7) gives ii*. 

The most important observation about the size of the banks is 
simply their smallness. Using w*, the largest had a volume of 
$40,418 per day or $12.6 million per annum. With W as the measure 
the largest handled $29,056 per day or $9.1 million per annum. 
The average, using W, was $7,173 per day, $2.2 million per annum. 

The other figures should be mentioned to give these numbers 
a context. A sample of Numbers bets, discussed in section 6 of 
this chapter, fO-Ull<i the average bet to be . 85¢. This 'suggests that 
the average bank recel~~~~s per day; the probabi
Ii ty of imbalanced betting, even ignoring SKewe-d-P-re4:-erences, is 
sUbstantial. The second figure which provides some context for 
the above numbers is an estimate of the average sales of a store 
in a supermarket chain. In 1977 that average was $4.5 million 
with an operating margin of 22% (Earle and Hunt, 1978). The 
average Numbers bank, of which there are certainly less than 100 
in the metropolitan New York area, is roughly the size of the 
average supermarket outlet in terms of sales revenue. 

Gross Profits 

We have defined gross profits as the operating margin of the 
banker after payment of commissions and winning bets. 
the banker must pay all operating costs, specifically 
in operation of the accounting room and for pickup of 
materials. We have no data on these costs. 

Out of this 
those incurred 
betting 

The most striking feature of gross profits, expressed as a 
percentage of total wagers in Column 6 of Table 1, is their vari
ability. Three banks show gross profits of more than 25% of gross 
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wagers, while 14 show negative operating ratios. For the sample 
of 53 banks the average is 6.4%. In considering the variation 
of the profit margins it should be remembered that we have a very 
small sample of observations for some banks, regarding each day 
as one observation. Given that many of the banks take in less than 
10,000 separate bets, day-to-day profits may be highly variable. 

In order to explain the variation in the profitability of 
banks; expressed as a ratio of total wagers, we considered the 
only three variables for which we had data; ethnicity, date of 
operation and volume of wagers. The standard account suggests 
that banks run by the Mafia should be more profitable than those 
run by Hispanics or blacks; the banker is assumed to have more bar
gaining power with his agents and, also as a consequence of 
reputation, more control over cheating by agents. Time is a poten
tial explanatory variable because the police were less available 
as a means of agent and customer discipline after the Knapp 
Commission reforms. The banks were classified as to whether the 
records pertained to the pre-Knapp period (1972 or earlier) or to 
the period following reform moves. Finally, size was used as an 
explana tory variable since it too might reflect bar(3"aining power 
on the part of the banker with respect to agents and market power 
with respect to customers. 

While there are marked differences between the gross profit 
rates for the different ethnic groups, they did not show the ex
pected pattex'n. Black banks showed the highest rate, almost 30%. 
Mafia banks show negative profits. This is clearly implausible. 
One explanation would be that the police raided profitable black 
banks and failing Mafia banks. But information about police 
enforcement strategy processes make this unlikelYi the police do 
not acquire the right kinds of information for making such dis
tinctions. 2l 

The time pattern for profits also proved unexpected. Banks 
seized a£ter the reforms showed higher profit margins than those 
seized before. If corrupt police had provided a centralizing 
influence in the market, taking their bribes out of operating 
profits, then the decline in their influence in the market should 
lead to higher payout rates and lower operating margins for banks. 
We are unable to provide more than anecdotal information on payout 
rates, over time, but that information suggests that the rates have 
risen substantially in many areas of the city,; 

21. For a discussion of police intelligence and the implausi
bility of the raid strategy being directed by profit rates, see 
Chapters V and VI. It is certainly possible to come up with 
explanations for the result if the police are both corrupt and well 
informed. If they are paid by Mafia members to suppress competition, 
they will tend to raid the more profitable black banks. The appear
ance of failing Mafia banks is explained in this framework by the 
inability of these banks to maintain traditional levels of 
corruption payments. We believe this gives both the Mafia and 
corrupt police more credit than they deserve. 
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j The e~planation for the rise in operating margins may come 
from our re~nterpretation of the banker's role. The banker paid 
for protect10n of the central accounting room but most protection 
payments were made by controllers for security of the various 
~oll~ctors. If, as has been suggested earlier, the bank is not 
1n d~rect,contact with all collectors (indeed, may not even know 
the 1dent1ty of some of the collectors), then it i.s indeed unlikely 
that they bear the burden of bribery. Commission payments, as a 
pe:cen~age of , wagers, ,decli~e slightly in the post-1972 period, 
Wh1Ch 1S cons1stent w1th th1S explanation. However, we should also 
n?te t~at some of the decline comes from the growth of autonomous 
H1spanlc banks which eliminate the controller's role while raising 
the commission rate for the collector. ' 

Finally, we did not find any relationship between size and 
gross profit margins. This is, of course, consistent with the 
stati~tical properti~s o~ the game, ignoring market power consi
dera~l?n. A re~ress10~ lncor~orating all three variables (size, 
ethn1~1~y and t1~e per10d) fa1led to produce any significant 
coeff1c1ents or to explain much of the variation. 

The va:iabilitY,of profits, over time for a single bank, is 
also of cons1d~rable 1nterest. The greater that variability the 
lar~er,the cap1tal necessary to enter the Numbers banking business. 
To 1nd1cate the importance of the problem, we have presented in 
Table 1, Column 12, the maximum daily loss/wager ratio. The larger 
the number o~ days of observation for a given bank, the higher the 
expected maX1mum loss ratio. Given the small number of observations 
for ~any of the banks in our sample, the figures are startling. 
Cons1der ~hose banks for which we have 10 or more observations. 
In only f1ve of those banks did the maximum loss/wagers ratio fall 
below 1. The highest ratio was 15.39. While the stochastic oro
perties of this statistic are complex, it seems reasonable to~ 
conclude that the head of a Numbers bank in New York, handling 
l~ss than $~O,OOO per day in wagers, faces a significant probabi
llty of hav1ng to make net disbursements of more than $10 000 at 
least once in one month's betting. We shall see that an ~nalysis 
of t~e skewn~ss of betting patterns across numbers yields results 
conslstent w1th this hi~h variability. 

Cheating 

As discussed in Section 3, we have anecdotal information 
which suggests that cheating is a significant problem for Numbers 
banks. Do the bank records confirm this? 

There is a simple direct test which suggests itself. Assume 
that we know the parameters of the game for each bank in the 
sample i.e~ the payout rate and the' number of cut numbers. Then 
we can est1mate the percentage of total wagers which should be 
paid to bettors for winning bets. If the ratio of "hits" to 
wagers is significantly higher than this, then we have evidence 
of cheating. Unfortunately we lack the critical parameters for 
many banks in the sample. Cut number cards were found in only 
a few of the banks and there was sufficient range in the number 
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and price of the cuts that this alone could cause a 1% variation 
in the expected ratio of hits to wagers. Further, in some of the 
banks we were unable to determine, from the records, the payout 
rate for standard (i.e. other than cut) numbers. 

The power of the test is also limited by the complexity of 
the underlying game. The average bet was 87¢. A bank handling 
$8,700 in bets on a given day had an average of 10 bets per number. 
Th~ combination of skewed preferences, discussed in Section 6 of 
this chapter, and sampling error, produces a high variance on the 
proportion of winning bets on a single day. For many of our banks 
we have less than one week of observations; the result is that we 
have a test statistic with a very high variance which may be diffi-
cult to specify. 

Our discussion of cheating in Section 3 suggests a secondary 
hypothesis which'is more easily subject to a test. The form of 
cheating with which we are concerned is the result of failure of 
the banker to adequately supervise his agents. Stated in that 
fashion we might expect that cheating would be more prevalent in 
larger banks. The extent of supervision will be less in such 
banks for two reasons. First, more supervisory responsibility 
must be delegated for technical reasons. Second, the banker may 
be assumed to have increasing aversion to legal risks with higher 
income. Assuming that larger banks will be owned by individuals 
with larger incomes, both from the Numbers bank and from other 
enterprises, then the larger the bank the more the banker will 
wish to delegate supervision. The hypothesis to be tested then is 
that larger banks have a higher ratio of hits to total wagers. 

In order to test this we regressed the ratio of hits to 
wagers on three available variables which might have some explana
tory significance. These were ethnicity, time interval of 
operation and daily average wagers. 

Ethnicity was included on the basis of assertions that Mafia 
controlled banks were more likely to be able to intimidate em
ployees with implicit threats of severe punishment. A dummy for 
time was included to allow for the possibility declining reputation 
of Wumbers bankers vis-a-vis other participants in the business. 

The results of the regression were disappointing. None of 
the variables had significant coefficients, nor did they jointly 
explain a significant portion of the variation. 

A second test was tried. This was based on consideration 
of the optimal strategy for a clerk who had decided to place false 
winning b0ts. We do not know what, if any, statistical controls 
Numbers bankers use to detect cheating. The little relevant ' 
anecdotal evidence available suggests that they use none in a 
systematic fashion. Nonetheless, it seems reasonable to assume 
that they pay some attention to the ratio of winning bets for 
each controller and collector. If this is the case, then the 
clerk will wish to place the false winning bets in the accounts 
of the controller with the largest volume of wagers. This will 
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ensure'that a given volume 
probability of detection. 
with the number of members 
assume that the clerk will 

of cheating will have the smallest 
Since the risk of exposure must increase 
to the, conspiracy, it seems safe to 
wish to enlist only one controller. 

In order,t~ test this hypothesis we calculated a rank cor
relation coefflclent for each bank. The two variables involved 
were the average daily handle and average ratio of hits to wagers 
for each ,controller. Our hypothesis suggested a positive rank ' 
correlatlon ~etween the two variables. The results did not confirm 
the hYP?thesls. Of ~he 28 ba~ks with more than four controllers, 
themlnl~um nU~/er !or a meanlngful test, only three had rank 
correlatlons whlch were positive and significant at the 5% level. 

Balances 

, ,One of t,he most surprising discoveries in the process of re
vlewlng the bank data for ,coding was the presence of substantial 
long term baliances, i.e. mon~ys owed to the banker by the controller 
but not colle~ted. Bankers clearly regard this as a problem. Many 
bank r~cords lncluded notes from the banker to his controllers 
demandlng paj~ent of outstanding balances. Occasionally the note 
threatened to cut off service if the balances were not paid by a 
cert~in date: It did not seem that the notes had much impact. 
Servlce contlnued and the balance was not much reduced. 

In one ca~e the banker received no payments from any of his 
controllers durlng the entire observation period, which was 68 days. 
The to~al ballances amounted to $20Q, 000, approximately eight times 
the dally ha.ndle, on the final recorded day. While that was an 
extr~me c~se, and involved a bank which had been raided a number 
of tlmes ln rapid succession, it is clear that this is a problem 
for many banks. 

Tabl~ 1 records the average ratio of balance to handle for 
ea~h bank ln Column 10~ If the banks collected on a weekly basis, 
WhlCh appears to be the intended routine, then we can calculate 
an expected value. If the banker's expected margin is 5% (600 to 
1 payout and 35% in commissions to collectors and controllers) 
th~n balances, for a six day hTorking ~.,eek, should average 15% 
dally wagers. Ins~ead the average is 244%. For a bank handling 
$10,000 per day thlS adds $22,900 to the required working capital. 

6. BETTIWG DISTRIBUTIONS AND THE RISKIWESS OF BANKS 22 

To complement our data on the actual flows of money within a 
bank we conducted a second analysis, this time of the distribution 
of bets across the numbers 000 to 999. For the financial riskiness 

, 22. This section is based, on data collected and analyzed 
by Kathle~n Joyce. A full description and analysis of the data 
are contalned ln Joyce's Appendix B to this study. 
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of a Numbers bank is determined by the uniformity or non-uniformity 
of bets it receives, as well as its size. This has no effect on 
the expected percentage of handle retained by the bank, but in
creasing variability raises the size of the capital reserve required 
by the banker to ensure continued operation. The less uniform the 
distribution of bets the greater the probability that the banker 
.will face large payouts on a particular day. 

There is some reason to expect that the· distribution of 
betting preferences in the population is not un~for~. In both the 
black and Hispanic sections of New York, there lS Wldespread use 
of what are called "dream books." These are publications which 
provide interpretations of dreams in terms of numbers. 'rhus a 
dream which includes a chicken may be said by one book to mean that 
the number 397 will be the winning number the following day. A 
casual review of dream books indicated that lower numbers were men
tioned far more frequently than numbers larger than SOO. certain 
numbers appeared repeatedly. 

The standard assumption' in discussion of Numbers banks is 
that they face a unif.orm distribution. If a bank receives 10,000 
bets on a given day, the expected number of bets on,. say 73S, is 
10. On anyone day there is·a significant probability of slightly 
more or less than 10 bets being placed on that number, but over a 
period of a year, the average will be very close to 10 for each 
of the 1,000 numbers. 

Even for a banker whose bets corne from a population with 
uniformly dis·tributed betting preferences the capital reserve re
quired to cover day·-to-day fluc":uations in profits is substantial. 
We have the results of a calculation (Graham, 1978) for the case 
of a bank receiving 10,000 bets per day, each of size $1. Graham 
used simulations to determine the size of the cash reserve necessary 
for the bank to have a probability of at least 9S% of remaining in 
operation for a period of six months. The minimum cash reserve 
was calculated to be $19,800. For a bank taking only $S,OOO per 
day in bets the cash reserve required to meet the same conditions 
was $17,600. To give these figures context we note that the cash 
reserves amount to 40 days of gross profits for the $10,000 bank 
and 70 days for the $5,000 bank, assuming a gross margin of S%. 

If, instead of a unifo~m distribution,. there is systematic 
overplaying of some numbers and underplaying of others, then the 
banker can adopt various strategies to reduce the riskiness. He 
can change payout :1::-i2L·tes. Reducing the payout rate on a popular 
number might disccl'I.:iJ::age some players from betting on it, thus 
bringing the bankls:t v s distribution of bets closer to uniformity. 
He may also increF.l.i:lI21 the payout rate on unpopular numbers, to 
produce the same E!':i::Eect. The other strategy is to lay-off, to 
exchange bets wi·th o·ther bankers or place bets with a special lay
off bank. This e:r.l.ables the banker , without changing the distribu
tion of bets received from bettors, to produce uniformity in his 
own distribution of risks for the day. 
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The few serious studies of Numbers have assumed that bankers 
both cut pay-offs on popular numbers and lay-off to reduce riski
ne~s on a ,particular day. However, if the cutting of numbers 
stl11 produces a non-uniform distribution, and if all Numbers 
banks face the same skewness in their distribution, then laying 
off cannot solve the problem. Since this point is critical to 
unders~anding the implications of our analysis, it is worth 
expandlng on it. 

Assume for the moment that the banker faces a uniform 
probabili~y distribution of money bet across numbers. He may none
theless flnd that, on a particular day, after the bets are tallied 
(but befo~e the winning number is known) he has a la~ge sum plaqed' 
on a' partlcular nu~er .. Unless there is some ev~nt that day (such 
as Hank Aaron beatlng Babe Ruth's horne run record, which produced 
very he';lvy play on 7lS), which would explain why the betting 
populatl0n as a whole favored that number, the banker can reason
ably expect to find other bankers who do not have heavy play on 
that number. They will therefore be willing to accept at least 
some of his excess play on that number. In other words, he can 
solve the problem through lay-off. 

If, ~owever, all bankers have received disproportionately 
heavy bettlng on that number, then lay-off will be infeasible. 
That was the case for the number 7lS when Aaron hit his record
making homerun. The banker can retroactively cut the number· the 
cos~ of this strate9'Y is loss of customer loyalty and future' 
buslness. Al ternatlvely , he can refuse to accept additional bets 
on t~at number once it becomes clear, as it did that day, that a 
pa7"tlcular number is receiving except.ional amounts of betting. 
ThlS second option also exposes him t:o charges of bad faith and 
possible desertion by some regular cUlstomers. 

The problem is more serious if all bankers regularly receive 
heavy play on the same number. In that case they are unable to 
lay-off to each other on those particular numbers, since all their 
co~league~ fa,?e the same risk. Cutting the payout rate to discourage 
thl~ bettlng lS. the only option and 'that may not achieve the 
deslred result lf bettors are highly insensitive to the payout on 
those numbers. 

An intermediate situation is possible, which has interesting 
implications. It may be that, within the population as a whole, 
there are differences between sub-populations with respect to 
Numbers prefe~ences. If, for example, Hispanic groups favor the 
number 711 whlle blacks favor 310, it would then be possible for 
black banks to lay-off some of thl.:dr excess on 310 to the Hispanic 
banks while accepting some of these banks' excess on 711. 
Alternatively, this would explain the emergence of larger banks 
that spanned both communities, since they could reduce the riski
ness without having to resort to lay-off. Only if blacks 
u~derp~ayed 711 (to the extent that Hispanics overplayed it) while 
~lspanlcs underplayed 310 (to the extent that blacks overplayed 
It), could perfect uniformity be achieved, but the problem is less 
serious than if there w'ere the same, non-uniform, preferences for 
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Harlem 

Number of Bet: 14,627 
Average Bet Size: 25¢ 
Average Amount Bet 

per Number: $3.66 

Average Total 
Number Freguency Bet Amt. Bet Number 

125 52 .38 19.76 125* 
139 59 .67 39.35 139 
140** 23 .13 2.99 140* 
180 13 .68 8.84 180 
205* 69 .20 13.80 205 
210 36 .14 5.04 210 
212 51 .22 11. 22 212 
225* 55 .48 26.40 225 
250 43 .15 6.45 250* 
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I-' 251 33 .14 4.62 251* 
0 310* 92 .18 16.56 310* 
0'1 24 .30 7.20 316 316 

317 53 .21 11.13 317* 
318 20 .15 3.00 318* 
319* 59 .41 24.19 319 
329 36 .16 5.76 329 
387* 54 .30 16.20 387 
389* 68 .38 25.84 389 
414* 71 .19 13.49 414 
468 23 .33 7.59 468 
511* 54 .22 11. 88 511** 
721 59 .22 12.98 721* 
731 22 .34 7.48 731 
752** 19 .17 3.23 752* 

'r- 765 44 .15 6.60 765* 
769* 136 .13 17.68 769 

,1 , 813** 0 0 813** 

I 
l 
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* Ten most frequently played numbers in area. 
** Less than average on number for this area. 
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TABLE IV.2 

Frequenct1y Played Numbers: 
Amount Bet by Area 

Hispanic 

12,279 
42¢ 

$5.16 

Average Total 
Frequency Bet Amt. Bet Number 

51 .34 17.34 125 
19 .46 8.74 139 
46 .26 11. 96 140 
27 .54 14.58 180* 
27 .28 7.56 205 
30 .65 19.50 210* 
35 .77 26.95 212* 
16 .54 8.64 225 
52 .33 17.16 250 
49 .26 12.74 251** 
74 .51 37.74 310 
24 .36 8.64 316* 
47 .60 28.20 317* 
47 .54 25.38 318 
27 .54 14.58 319 
27 .64 17~28 329* 

6 1.19 11. 59 387** 
20 .26 5.20 389* 
34 .51 17.34 414* 
25 .34 8.50 468* 
18 .22 3.96 511 
67 .25 16.75 721** 
25 .22 5.50 731* 
52 .79 15.08 752 
58 .26 15.08 765 
39 .27 10.53 769* 
13 .23 2.99 813* 

Other 

11,202 
58¢ 

$6.50 

Average 
Frequency Bet 

33 .42 
42 .17 
21 .33 
54 1.18 
36 .41 
44 1.19 
53 .40 
23 .99 
30 .98 

4 1. 37 
63 .45 
44 .87 
49 .98 
29 .56 
27 .94 
52 .42 
17 .34 

7 .57 
24 .50 
44 .34 
25 .57 
23 .22 
45 .30 
22 .54 
51 .31 
66 .28 
54 .17 

Total 
Arnt. 

13.86 
7.14 
6.93 

63.72 
14.76 
52.36 
21. 20 
22.77 
29.40 

5.48 
28.35 
38.28 
48.02 
16.24 
39.48 
21. 84 

5.78 
3.99 

12.00 
14.96 
14.25 

5.06 
13.50 
11. 88 
15.81 
18.48 

9.18 

Bet 
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particular numbers across all sub-groups of the population. 23 

The only scholarly study of the distribution of Numbers bet 
across numbers found important elemen"ts of non-uniformity. (Rados, 
1976) The smaller numbers appeared to be consistently favored 
over numbers higher in the range. Unfortunately, that study was 
marred by an inadequate sample. The bets were derived·from a 
single day's action of a single controller. 24 In effect, it was 
a sample of one. There was no means of determining whether it 
was idiosyncratic to a particular area or time. 

In the course of our research we gathered a great quantity 
of data on Numbers betting. One component of those data was a 
large number of betting slips seized by the police in the course of 
their gambling enforcement efforts, over a period of ten years. 
These materials were used as a data base for a detailed study of 
betting distributions in different parts of Manhattan, and hence 
of the riskiness faced by Numbers bankers. 

The results of the analysis confirm Rados' finding concerning 
a bias to lower numbers. The numbers between 100 and 399, which 
would attract only 30% of the total amount bet, if preferences 
were uniform, in fact receive 42.9% of the total. On the other 
hand, the numbers between 800 and 999, which would receive 20% of 
total wagers if the distribution were uniform, receive only 
12.9%.25 This sharp d~viation from uniformity occurs even though 
popular numbers are regularly given lower payouts, and are clustered 
among the lower numbers. 

For purposes of this analysis, the Manhattan population was 
divided into three "social areas." One was labelled Harlem, and 
contains the black precincts of the city, all of which are con
tiguous. One was labelled "Hispanic" and contains the less well 
defined but predominantly Hispanic precincts of the borough; these 
are widely dispersed. The third is a residual category labelled 
"other." Distributions of bets across numbers were then estimated 
for each of the three areas. While there were differences between 
them, they all show the same basic shape. The numbers between 100 
and 399 received at least 40% of the total number of bets and 800 

23. The focus on ethnicity of players is justif~ed by 
evidence that different banks serve different ethnic groups. Cer
tainly it seems that few black players use white collectors; 
similarly, we find it unlikely that Hispanic players bet through 
non-Hispanic collectors. There may be other market segmentation, 
but the existence of black and Hispanic dream books again suggest 
that this is the most relevant means of discrimination between 
player groups. 

24. Personal communication from David Rados, 1979. 

25. Rados found 45.5% of his bets were on numbers between 
100 and 399, while only 11.0% were on numbers between 800 and 999. 
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to 999 received less than 14%. Therefore, laying off between 
socral areas is not, in general, a solution to the non-uniformity 
faced by bankers operating in each area. 

A review of cut numbers and the most frequently selected 
individual numbers confirms this consistency between subgroups., 
The cut numbers were taken from a sample of ~ut number cards,whlCh 
were found in various seized records. The dlffe~ent cards 11sted 
many of the same numbers. Of 20 lists, 14 contalned the n~mber 
310, which nonetheless was the most,frequently ~et n~mber ln the 
sample of bets. Cards in both Spanls~ and Eng~lsh 11s~ed the 
number. In general, cut numbers recelved heavler bettlng than 
other numbers; an average of 33 bets were placed on the cut numbers 
compared to 18 for all numbers. 

As a second check we took the 10 most popular numbers for 
each of the three areas in turn and considered the heaviness of 
the betting on thos.e numbers in each of the two other districts. 
There is little overlap between the,numbers on e~ch of th~ three 
lists. If the three lists are c~mblned, 27 out mf a posslble 30 e 
different numbers occur. There lS, however, heavy play on all th 
popular numbers in all the areas. Table 2 presents the data. In 
the case of the "other" area, all' but one of the most l?opular 
numbers attracts more than the average amount of play 11! bo·th of 
the other areas. Of the 54 entries (heaviness of play ln a~other 
area) 45 indicate more than average amount bets on the popu1.ar 
numbers. In other words, a Harlem banker who, also accepted ~ets 
in Hispanic areas would find little compensatlon there for hlS 
heavily played Harlem numbers. 

One interesting implication of this is that Numb~r~ bankers 
are unwilling to cut the price on popular numbers sufflclently to 
ensure that their exposure with respect ~o those numbers comes" n 

into line with the rest of the distributlon. The most common cut 
was to reduce payout on the number from 600 to 1 down to 400 to 1. 
If the effect of that was to reduce the total bet on the number to 
only 50% more than the average, then the banker's exposu:e would be 
brought to uniformity. In the case of the two most heavl1y playe~. 
numbers however, where cuts as low as 350 to 1 appeared, the cuttlng 
still left the banker with excess exposure to ~he number; If 310 
hit the average banker would find himself paylng 3.4 tlmes as 
much as he would on the average number. For 319 the exposure would 
be 3.0 times the average. 

This has important implications for the financing of Numbers 
banks. In particular f while it does not affect the l~ng-run sh~re 
of gross wagers retained as profits by the operato:, lt does ralse 
significantly the size of the capital reserve requlred by the 
banker to ensure continued solvency. 

To show the impact of the non-uniformity on ne~essary,capital 
reserve requires an extremely complicated computer slmultatl~n; , 
In place of that, we present here some figures on the probablll~les 
of high prize payments under a simplified ve:si0l! of ~ur non-unlform 
distribution and a uniform distribution. ThlS wl11 glve an 
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indication of the extent to which the capital reserve requirement 
is raised by non-uniformity. 

Consider a bank handling $5,000 per day, in the form of 5,000 
$1 bets. Assume bettors' preferences are uniformly distributed. 

0 

The probability that the winning number has at least $10 bet on it 
is 1.4%; the probability that it has as much as $15 is less than 
three in ten thousand. 26 Now consider a simplified version of the 
non-uniform distribution that was revealed in our sample. Of the 
5,000 one dollar bets received each day, 56% are evenly distributed 
on 400 of the numbers (corresponding to our findings concerning 100 
to 399 and 600 to 699) with the remaining 44% spread over the rest 
of the distribution. I.e., there is a 40% probability that the 
winning number is one which attracts an average of $7 in bets and 
probability of 60% that it is one which has a mean total bet of 
$3.67. Under these assumptions we can calculate the probability 
of the winning number having at least $10 or at least $15. The 
figures now rise to 4% (three times the level with a uniform dis
tribution) and 3 in one thousand (10 times the level with a 
uniform distribution) . 

If the winning number has $10 bet on it, then the banker must 
payout of reserves $2,750 (assuming the payout rate is 600 to 1 
and he pays collectors and controllers a total of 35% of wagers) . 
If the winning number carries $15 in wagers, then his net loss 
for the day is $5,750. In the case of the uniform distribution the 
banker will face such loss only once every ten years. With our 
simplified non-uniform distribution, which understates the probabi
lities of high wins, the banker can expect one such payout every 
year. 

As we stated earlier, it is not possible to present the 
impact of this on the reserves necessary to maintain the solvency 
of the bank with a given level of probability. However, the above 
calculations suggest that a $5,000 per day bank may have to raise 
its capital reserve from $15,000 (which would ensure less than 5% 
probability of insolvency in a 6 month period with a uniform dis
tribution) to $20,000 or $25,000 (roughly 80 to 100 times daily 
gross operating income). At'·an imputed annual interest rate of 
50% (the prime loanshark rate) this raises the operating cost of 
the bank by $2,500 to $5,000 per annum. More importantly, it may 
significantly reduce the ability of controllers to set up their 
own banks, since access to capital may be the most important 
barrier to entry. 

There is an important qualification which attaches to this 
analysis. While we have shown that there are certain numbers which 
attract disproportionate shares of the betting over the long run, 
this does not constitute the sole source of fluctuation with which 

26. These calculations are based on a Poisson distribution, 
with a mean of 5, for the number of bets on each number. 
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the banker must concern himself, both in terms of financing ana 
of laying off. Indeed, we may not have isolated the most important 
source of day-to-day variability. 

On a particular day, as mentioned earlier, an eveht may lead 
players to heavily favor a single number. The example of Hank 
Aaron's home run 715 has been mention before. Since the bankers 
1;'lere aware of that before the day's betting began, they ma:r have 
taken some preventive action, in the form of a call to theJ.r 
collectors either limiting the size of bets on that number, or a 
sharp cut in the payout rate. But other events may be less well 
signalled. In Maryland, the State Lotter:r' \'l~ich runs a Numbers 
game as well, was hit one day by extraordJ.narJ.ly heavy play on a 
number which was not, otherwise, particularly popular: The nu~b~r, 
it turned out, had appeared on two s?c~essive prime tJ.me televJ.sJ.on 
shows the previous night, quite by accJ.dent. 

A sample such as ours, in which the bets were not ~ied ~o 
specific dates, could not be used to study such fluctuatJ.ons J.n 
betting patterns. It is possible t~at eac~ ~a:r the bank~r faces a 
new set of betting preferences. ThJ.s possJ.bJ.lJ.ty.~uggests that 
we should view our measures of riskiness, as provJ.ded from an 

. t 27 analysis of an undated sample, as a lower bound estJ.ma e. 

7. CONCENTRATION AND COORDINATION 

Concentration 

In the previous chapter we mentioned two sources of data for 
estimates of the size of the New York Numbers market. The Fund 
for the City of New York (1973) estimated! using.a samp~e survey, 
that total Numbers wagering by New York CJ.ty resJ.dents J.n 1972 was 
$600 million. The Survey Research Center (Kallick e~ a~, 197~). 
estimated the volume nationally in 1974 to be $1.1 bJ.llJ.on.w~:le 
it is impossible to make any precise extrapolation from the ~a~J.onal 
estimate to a New York City figure, we should note that partJ.cJ.pa
tion rates for Numbers ar~ far higher in the Northe~st. (8% versus 
3% nationally) and in cities (7%). Taking the 12 mJ.llJ.on.popula
tion in New York as 40% of the urban Northeastern populatJ.on and 
calculating that this regional population accounts for 6?% of the 
$1.1 billion total we produce an estimate for New York CJ.ty of 
about $260 million for 1974. 

Despite the substantial variation in these two figures, ~e 
can make the same general assertion about the Numbers market wJ.t~ 
either of them. The market is certainly not conc~ntrated, assumJ.ng 
that our sample does indeed represent the populatJ.on of Numbers 

27. There is one qualification to our conclusion concerning 
multi-area banks arising from short term shifts in Numbers.pre
ferences. It is possible that, with different interpreiat:ons of 
a given event in each area, there may be negative corre atJ.on, 
across areas in this component. 
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banks. The largest did less than $20 million per annum; the four 
firm concentration ratio must be less than 30% and may indeed be 
a great deal lower. 

It is as well to repeat here one cautionary note that has 
been alluded to briefly earlier in the chapter. The question of 
the autonomy of banks in the sample is a serious one. A single 
banker may choose to disperse his operations to a number of dif
ferent accounting rooms. Further, there may be a series of 
partnerships which, like interlocking directorates, lead to coor
dination and centralization despite the appearance of many 
separate enterprises. The fact that there is little evidence of 
lay-off and considerable evidence of variable profits for the 
individual units, does make it unlikely though that any coordi
nating group would choose to disperse its outlets so widely. 

Coordination 

As in the case of bookmaking, we have a little evidence 
concerning an effort to coordinate bank policies. Unfortunately, 
the details are few and the incident is dated. Nonetheless, it 
seems a~propriate to present the little that we know of the cartel 
effort. 

In the early 1960's, over a period of at least two years, 
there were a number of meetings involving the major bankers in 
Brooklyn. There is some argument as to whether these bankers also 
had 'interests, even controlling interests, in other boroughs. The 
bankers met approximately every month. They coordinated both the 
payout rate and cut number levels. We do not know whether they 
agreed to use the same cut numbers. 

The group was surveilled by the police during a period when 
it was concerned with the growth of a non-member banker. That 
banker apparently offered higher payout rates than the cartel. 
He was~in good terms with one cartel member. The cartel asked 
him to join, provided he was willing to cut back his payout rate. 
He was about to become a member when the police arrested the cartel 
members at a meeting and our information ends. 

It is interesting to note that these meetings occurred during 
a period when the police were quite corrupt. Though there were 
"pads" in Brooklyn which provided coordinated protection for banks, 
it appears that the police were not involved in the cartel consi
derations. 

8. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS: A COMPARISON OF NUMBERS AND BOOKMAKING 

It may be of some interest to compare the distribution system 
for bookmaking and Numbers. We focus here particularly on the 
relationships between entrepreneurs, agents and customers. 

The Numbers business is characterized by an exclusivity in 
relationships that is in sharp contrast to the multiplicity of 
relationships between participants in bookmaking. A bettor will 
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~n general,place his,bets with only one collector. The collector, 
1n turn, w1ll deal w1th only one controller, who will also turn his 
bets into a single bank. The simplicity and invariance of the pro
duct is the obvious explanation for this. The bettor has no 
incentive to check different suppliers each day since they offer 
same service over a long period of time. This reduces the incentive 
of the agents to seek affiliations with more than one bank. Only 
concerns with security and prices, both of which are long term 
characteristics of the bank, will lead them to change suppliers. 

Given the nature of final demand, we would expect some dif
ferences in the two distribution systems. Numbers is a mass market 
c~arac~erized by la~'lje numbers of customers making small "purchases {, 
w1th llttle seasonal variation in the intensity of demand or the 
product demanded. Bookmakers, at least telephone sports book
makers, serve a relatively small number of customers each of whom 
purchases a great deal of the service. It is scarcely surprising 
that the small unit product has a much higher distribution cost. 

There is some very weak anecdotal 0vidence that Numbers 
bankers have been able to restrict the mobility of controllers 
more effectively' than bookmakers have restricted that of runners. 
I~ ~ar~ic~lar, it is asserted, though we have no accounts of spe
c1f1C 1nc1dents, that controllers may not shift between banks when 
t~ey o~e their c~rrent banker money. As we saw in our analysis of 
f1nanc1al flows 1n banks, indebtedness is a common state for con
troll~rs,with respect to the bankers. There is apparently no 
restr1ct1on on runner mobility in the bookmaking business. Not 
only can runners leave when they have accrued red figures (i.e., 
when the bookmaker has finanoed the runner's share of current 
customers' winnings, in return for the runner's share of an equiva
lent amount of future customer losses) but there are claims that 
runners occasionally leave even when they owe a bookmaker some 
money received from customers. 

The higher d~stribution cost for Numbers is obviously not a 
complete explanat10n of the differences in the pricing of the two 
forms of wagering. Even after allowing for the distribution costs 
the banker's statistically expected margin, betwee~ 5% and 15% of ' 
total wagers, depending on the payout rate and the number of cut 
numbers, is very much larger than the approximately 2% for the 
s~or~s bookmaker. One explanation for this may be the greater 
d1ff1culty of controlling the riskiness of the portfolio for the 
N~mbers banker. With a distribution system which provides him 
w1th his wagering information only very close to the time at which 
the o?tcome of , the bets is decided, the banker is poorly placed 
to ~aKe t~e adJ~stments that the bookmaker routinely makes to 
~ch1eve h7 s des1red degree of risk. The higher risk technically 
1nherent 1n the system may require the banker to seek a higher 
share of the wag~rs. 

More interesting is the question of why the distribution 
system has remained unchanged over a period of time when the 
spread of the tele~h?ne has certainly created the possibility of 
a far cheaper retall1ng system. Until recently there may have 
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been a large segment of the Numbers betting population which did 
not have easy access to a telephone. That is no longer true; in 
1976, 95% of U.s. households had at least one telephone. It is 
certainly possible for Numbers to be retailed through telephone 
calls rather than in face-to-face transactions. 

Indeed, there are some Hispanic banks which have apparently 
moved to such a system. Most Hispanic banks have eliminated the 
controller and his pickup man. The collector calls in his bets 
to a telephone, attached to a tape recorder. A pickup man from 
the bank retrieves the tape at an appropriate time. O;thers have, 
it is said, moved to customer calling of the same telephone. 
Whether these bets are paid for in advance or through credit 
arrangements we do not know. 

Why has this innovation not made further inroads? The use 
of short-term credit appears to be common in the Numbers business. 
Many players select a number which will bear a certain amount every 
day. of the week; they make payments each Monday for the bets of 
the week past. The use of telephones could certainly be tailored 
to such a system. It would eliminate the riskiest transaction in 
the current system, which is the placing of the bet with the 
collector. It further eliminates the need for a controller's pick
up man, while 8till permitting the collector, now in the same 
position as the runner, to serve as the recruiter of customers. 28 

Surely part of the answer is custom, never an intellectually 
satisfying assertion. Customers in a superstition ridden game 
such as Numbers may have a preference for face-to-face transactio'ns 
with familiar faces. Collectors may be suspicious of innovations 
which appear to reduce their importance in the system, even if 
they are offered incr,ease compensation, at the exp~nse of con
trollers. The latter may be particularly resistence' to an innova
tion which makes their role even more questionable. 

Indeed, it is difficult to see precisely what role the 
controller does play even in the traditional system. If the con
troller is to serve primarily as a buffer b~tween the ba~k and 
the collector, so reducing the risk that the arrest of a collector 
will lead to possible apprehension of the bank or banker, the 
compensa t,ion certainly need not be a commission. The same insula
tion can be achieved through employment of a salaried agent, 
recruited perhaps by the bank's pickup man . 

The most plausible explanation for the high compensation of 
controllers is that they serve to recruit callectors for a bank. 
This is consistent with our finding that banks have outlets 
dispersed in different sectors of the city. Controllers may have 

28. However, the New York Telephone Company pricing system 
may explain this. Customers pay unit charges for all but a small 
number of calls pGr month. This surely discourages use of the 
telephone for low "denomination bets. We owe" this suggestion 'to 
Mark Kleiman. 
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community ties which permit them to recruit collectors for a bank 
which lacks such roots. The bank in essence rents the collectors 
from the controller and is dependent on him for any expansion. 

The fact that the Hispanic banks have been the ones to move 
to a system without controllers and lower overall distribution 
costs is consistent with this. The major Hispanic populations 
in New Y0rk are relatively new arrivals. They have brought vari
ations to the Numbers game. It seems reasonable to expect that 
they are less wedded to the distribution systems that have been 
used by black and white ethnic groups for a number of decades.' 
tt would be even more persuasive if we found that the banks in 
Hispanic' communities had less dispersed outlets but we lack any 
useful data on this point. 

9. CONCLUSION 

As in our study of the bookmaking market in New York, we have 
been able to present incomplete information on the Numbers market. 
The conclusion about market structure is less clearcut in this 
case. Numbers banks show elements of permanence and territoriality 
that were lacking in bookmaking operations; these suggest that we 
must be more tentative about classifying the market as competitive. 
There is also more reason to be concerned that apparently indepen
dent banks are simply branches owned by a single operator or 
partnership. 

Nonetheless, the evidence is generally inconsistent with 
conventional assertions about central control. There does appear 
to be substantial local upward pressure on payout rates in some 
areas. Banks cannot prevent entry of new retailers in their 
general geographic market. The division of gross margins between 
agents (collectors and controllers) on the one hand and bankers 
on the other would suggest that the agents have considerable 
bargaining power. Agent control over prices to customers points 
even more strongly to this conclusion about relations between banks 
and collectors. 

Our analysis of the financial records of Numbers banks and 
the distribution of betting preferences provides further modest 
support. Assuming that the observed banks are truly autonomous, 
the market would appear to have a very low concentration ratio. 
Banks have unstable profits and considerable difficulty, in many 
cases, in collecting those profits. The data on betting patterns 
and cut number policies also show that banks have failed to act 
in a coordinated fashion to deal with adverse consequences of 
skewed preferences. 

Our evidence concerning the structure of the relevant input 
markets is weak. Corruption clearly played an important role in 
the creation of territorial market power in earlier periods. 
There is some reason to believe that changes in police policies, 
as well, perhaps, as the introduction of the federal authorities 
into intrastate gambling enforcement, have greatly reduced the 
role of the police in this respect. This is considered further 
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in Chapters V and VI. The entry of New York State into direct 
competition with the illegal Numbers banks may have had some 
effect upon the Numbers markets in the stater as a result of the 
ability of the state to establish a "floor" below which payout 
rates in the illegal games may not fall. The state game pays out 
at 500-1 and does not cut numbers. 29 It was argued, when the 
wisdom of establishing a state numbers game was discussed, that 
its existence would in time destroy the illegal games. That this 
is not so is readily observable and even conceded by the state. 
John Quinn, Executive Director of the New York State Lottery, 
commented on this subject: "Our point is not to wipe out the 
illegal game; we couldn't do it if we tried. Our job is to make 
money. ,,30 The impact of state competition is most keenly felt by 
the smaller and least well capitalized black and Hispanic games 
which flourished after the Knapp Commission and which now find it 
increasingly difficult to survive in the more expensive market. 
Access to information is certainly not a barrier to entry, since 
there is a minimal quantity of easily obtainable information that 
is required. We know nothing about the availability of capital 
to Numbers bankers and must rely on our earlier observations about 
the capital market for bookmakers for a claim that this is not a 
source of control in the Numbers market. We have found little 
evidence that bankers make use of reinsurance facilities, which 
have, in other cities (Zeiger, 1973) been cited as the locus of 
control. While the absence of evidence is less convincing than 
direct disconfirmation, it is useful to note that the records of 
Numbers banks contain no indications of lay-off bets, whereas 
bookmaking operations yield clear indications of such activity. 

29. The State game winnings are subject to federal income 
tax but the State files a reporting form only for payments of more 
than $600. A series of winning $1 bets will produce no such re
ports. The fact that no numbers are cut in the State game may 
assist illegal operators by reducing the imbalance on popular 
numbers such as 310. 

30. The Empire State Report, November, 1-15, 1980, pp.386. 
Dan ,Jacobson: When the State Runs the "Rackets" ..• 
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CHAPTER V 

ENFORCEM:ENT OF GAMBLING LAWS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

~~7e chose to study bookmaking and Numbers because these are 
the two illegal activities vvhich have occupied the central position 
in official statements about organized crime for over a quarter 
century. During that period, they have also served as the major 
targets for law enforement effortsl against organized crime. In 
order to understand what cr,iminal justice agencies have achieved 
and what is possible, both in efforts· to suppress gambling and to 
control organized crime, it is important to describe and analyze 
past gambling enforcement efforts. We shall pay particular atten
tion to the relationship bet~'leen these efforts and organized crime 
control goals. 

The most striking characteristics of gambling enforcement have 
been its apparently self-defeating and ritualistic nature. It has 
been widely, and reasonably, asserted that failure to actively 
enforce anti-gambling laws will lead to citizen suspicions about 
the integrity of the police. However, it also appears that vigorous 
efforts at gambling enforcem·ent induces just such corruption. In 
terms of ritual, it has often been noted that the large numbers of 
gambling arrests produce trivial numbers of prison sentences or 
serious fines. The police concern with gambling enforcement has 
rarely been shared by prosecutors or judges. Nonetheless, it is 
worth noting that the police can inflict significant costs on 
bookmakers and Numbers bankers, even without the assistance of 
other law enforcement. It is indeed just this capacity which has 
led the operators to be willing to make large payments for pro
tection against police efforts. But arrest alone achieves so much 
less than incarceration that the ritual element is striking even to 
those most involved in the effort, vice police .. 

-
The bulk of this chapter is concerned with enforcement of 

anti-gambling laws in NeW' York during the period 1965-75. Ne 
describe the scope and nature of that enforcement effort, which has 
a rather tangled and interesting history. Despite the considerable 

1. Ne follow, with qualms, the convention of using "law 
enforcement" as a term for police (all investigative agencies with 
general criminal jurisdiction) and prosecutive agencies taken 
jointly. 
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t our description suggests emphas1.'s given to gambling enforcemen I, d' that the policy 
, ternally orl.ente 1..e. 

that its goals were always 1.~ t t'me were concerned not with 
changes that occurr7d from,t1.meffOrt~ but at the preservat~on of 
the efficacy of ant1.-gambl1.~g ~YP~ At the same time we f1.nd that 
the apparent integrity Ofht e ttitudes may have been greatly 
prosecutors and judges, w ase at' of the police effort, adopted d b the apparent corrup 1.on 
affecte y 1" toward gambling cases. very different po 1.C1.es 

. deals with federal enforcement The latter part of the chapter
t

, ularly intense during the 
' 1 which was par 1.C t t of anti-gambl1.ng aws, , h f that effort, i:n the con ex 

period 1970-75. The ra~1.d gro~t tOorganized crime, and its e9ually 
of an intensified carnpa1.gn aga~~.: difficulties of using gambl1.l}-g 
sudden disappearance, sugges~ d 'e control instrument. '1'h1.S 

'or organl.ze cr un t ur enforcement as a rna] h t VI in which we presen 0 
provides the background for C ap e~ with respect to illegal 
recommendations for law e~forcemen 
gambling and organized cr1.me. 

GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT IN THE 2. 
ORGANIZATION 

NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT: 

'b'l'ties have been widely disGambling enforcement respons~ 1. 1. and (precinct, division 
per sed in the NYPD. Every level 0 c~~ during the 1950's and 

'and borough) as well as headqUar~~:~ita , Even the uniformed branch 
1960's some part of the responsl.,1. YThe efforts to deal with 
had so~e gamblingen~Orceme~~hd~~t:Stangled web led to constant the corruption assocl.ated W1., 2 
reorganization and restructur1.ng. 

, 'ons of widespread police pro-
In the early 19jO's reve~~~1.NYPD to create seve:al eli~e, 

tection of bookmakers cause~ d dently of the prec1.nct, d1.v1.-
gambling squads whi~h acted 1.nd

e i enditionallY been responsible 
sion and borough un1.ts that ~a Ira The decentralized enforce-
for enforcement of the gambl1.ng ~w~he manner in which the city 
ment strategy was,a conseq~:~C~yOannexing neighboring towns,an~ 
grew. New York C1.tY,expan, " olice agencies into the C1.ty ~ 
boroughs, incorpor~t1.ng eX1.~t1.ngsPwQre permitted to retain 
police department. The~e orcezealOuslY guarded over the years 
considerable autonom¥ wh1.ch was 'ticians. The creation of t~e, 
by career police off~cers anda~~l1.Gross scandals added an a~d1.t1.onal 
central untts fol1ow1.~g the Hf t~e existing arrangements, w1.thout layer of enforcement on top 0 

altering those arrangements. 

2. Kornblum (1976) provides a detailed history of these efforts. 

3 This is commonly known 
the b~okmaker who figured most 
(1976, Chapter 2). 

4. Richardson (1970). 

7i 
. . ' 

as the "Harry Gross Scandal", after 
prominently in it. Cf. Kornblum 
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Each borough in New York had an essentially autonomous plain
clothes command which was headed by the borough commander. He had 
a squad of men who worked under his immediate supervision. Each 
precinct had several plainclothes officers who reported directly 
to the precinct captain. But the backbone of the gambling enforce
ment was centered in the Pivisional commands. Several precincts 
were grouped together into a Division which had a plainclothes 
unit of at least ten men who were led by an Inspector, a high 
ranking commander reporting'to the Borough Commander. The 
number of Divisions increased gradually as the city's population 
became more dispersed, until there were seventeen at the time of 
The Khapp Commission. In 1969, prior to The Knapp Commission, 
there were between 600 to 700 men assigned to plainclothes, repre
senting about 2% of the force. 5 

During this period every police officer was, in theory, 
responsible for vice enforcement. A polic~ officer observing 
gambling in public was required to make a report of the condition 
and to effect an arrest if possible. In practice, however, 
uniformed officers made arrests only for nuisance gambling, dice 
games on the sidewalk, and the divisional plainclothesmen concen
trated on organized illegal gambling. Theoretically each 
divisional unit was autonomous but since plainclothes commanders 
were frequently shifted from one division to another and were 
permitted to bring with them several trusted officers, the entire 
plainclothes command structure was we.ll integrated and familiar 
with the activities of all the divisions. 

The division and precinct plainclothesmen were responsible 
for enforcement against local conditions while the central units 
operated on received complaints alleging police corruption or 
inacti vi ty. In theory these cen·tral units were sUpposed to compel 
honesty in the divisions 'by operating in secret. In fact, it was 
exceptional for a central unit to make a raid without the division 
and borough affected having prior informal notice. Despite the 
honesty and commitment of many dedicated vice and intelligence 
officers, much of their work was squandered by corrupt commanders 
and colleagues who sold out their cases. 6 In order to conceal 
the extensive organized corruption, the plainclothes commands 
developed avalanches of paper activity. Plainclothesmen were 
assigned arrest quotas; they made arrangements with gamblers to be 
arrested at convenient times. Many "stand-ins" and "ghosts" were 
permitted to take arrests in place of the locally important 
gamblers, satisfying a statistical need but having no impact on 
gambling conditions. 

5. Kornblum !'(1976, p.35) provides figures on the size of the 
gambling enforcement effort in various years. 

6. It is interesting though to note the opposite observation, 
offered by Reardon (1980). 'In his view senior commanders frequently 
ignored the corrupt practices of their subordinates and did not 
receive any of the moneys produced. Reardon was a principal figure 
in the Harry Gross scandal. 
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Despite the existence of widespread, entrenched corru~tion 
there was very little disruptive publicity. Only rarely d1d the 
public receive any indications of this corruption and, when it 
occurred, the Department responded by creating an administrative 
procedure to prevent its ,recurrence. In the early 1960's it 
created the Gambling Enforcement Inspection Review Board, (GEIRB), 
which was supposed to be th~ centralizing force J!:jehind a profes
sionalization of vice enforcement. Compos.ed of the highest ranking 
commanders in the Department, this Board was to be responsible for 
monitoring vice conditions, recommending new strategies and super
vising personnel selection. Although the Board introduced numerous 
innovations, mainly in the domain of reporting procedures, it 
appears to have had little effect on the integrity of gambling 
enforcement. 

For example, the Board forbade the traditional practice of 
a transferred commander taking an aide with him to his new command. 
This was designed to prevent corrupt commanders from taking their 
"bag-men" with them. These men were responsible for checking out 
the other men in the new command as well as arranging for the 
coll~ction and distribution of bribes. The consequence of this 
was the emergence of a voucher system which was operated by the 
clerical officers of the plainclothes units. These officer~ 
became the trusted hub of corruption networks, maintaining the 
continuity of illicit arrangements despite personnel changes. 
They were responsible for checking with their counterparts in 
the other divisions on the "reputation" of a particular man when 
he was transferred into a new unit. 

The Knapp Commission (discussed in the following section) 
had a broad impact on the entire operation of the police Depart
ment, causing the transformation of many traditional ~olice 
practices. W:t th respect to gambling, there were two 1mportant 
changes. First, uniformed patrolmen's discretion was severely 
limited. They were no longer permitted to make vice arrests, 
although they were still required to make reports on observed 
vice conditions. The police department ceased to enforce petty 
gambling laws directed at street-corner crap games and card 
sharpers. If a patrolman made an arrest involving gambling he 
was required to file a report explaining why the case could not 
have been referred to the vice units for full investigation. The 
goal was to limit the ability of the uniformed branch to shake 
down gambl ing ope ':.'::' a tors; knowing that patrolmen did not have the 
right to make arrests presumably reduced the gamblers' inclination 
to offer money for not making arrests. 

More importantly, the traditional plainclothes command 
structure was abolished. The borough, division and precinct vice 
commands were extinguished and vice enforcement was completely 
centralized in a large headquarters unit called the Public Morals 
Division (PMD) which was part of a larger operating unit called 
the Organized Crime Conurol Bureau (OCCB). Substantial resources 
were inves'ted in corruption control, according to some reports as 
much as J.O% of total manpower. A complex reporting procedure was 
introduced, designed specifically to prevent corrupt acts. 
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securi~y procedures were tightened, making it more difficult for 
an off1cer to sell information about impending raids to bookmakers 
or ~umbers o~erators. The use of informants was put on a regular 
bas~s, each 1nformant bei~g required to register with the Depart
ment before he could rece1v~ any money. The police actively sought 
~o create undercover operat1ons so as to reduce their reliance on 
1nformants and they also established "control pads"7 to identify 
any emerging corruption networks. 

At the same time, partly because of the Knapp Commission and 
par~ly because of New York's fiscal problems, the number of men 
ass1gned to gambling enforcement was reduced. In 1971, in the midst 
of the Knapp Commission the anti-gambling units were reduced by 
two, hundred to approximately 500 officers. At the end of 1975, 
the ~umber was 265. Correspondingly, the number of gambling arrests 
d~cll.ne~ dram3.tically over the same period. Using the information 
f~led w1th the F.B.I. Uniform Crime Reports, Table V.l gives the 
flgures for Number,S (Policy) and bookmaking. -

There can be little doubt that, by 1976, gambling enforcement 
had become a low priority activity for the New York Po11ce Depart
r;;ent., There have been statements about a policy goal which stresses 
"Qual~tY"arrests, not Quantity", but the difficulty of obtaining 
quallty arrests, the arrests of senior operators, made that a 

slogan rather than a real operating principle. Th~ lack of active 
~upport,from prosecutors and the judiciaryB also reinforces the 
1mpress1on that gambling enforcement is no longer a major concern 
of the criminal justice system. 

, There i~ a r~asona~le ~onsensus that the policy changes have 
ach1eved the1r maJor obJectlve. The extensive corruption networks 
of the 1~5?'~ and 1960's, which probably had their origins during 
the Pr~h1b1tlon era, ~re gone. There have been no major corruption 
cases,1n New Y~rk durl.~g the last five years, centering around 
gamblln~, desp1te the 1nvestment of many men in pursuit of such 
corrupt1on. 

, There ~s also some direct evidence of the decline in corrup
t1on. w~ c1te -two cases involvin~r undercover activity by police. 
I~ the,f1rst a policeman was approached by a gambler and asked to 
f1nd hlm a connec,tion with the central gambling unit. The police
man agreed to make the effort and under this guise was able to 
probe about other police contacts the gambler might have. Though 
th~ gambler, ~vas "Tell informed about most members of the gambling 
unlt, he sa1d t~at he had·~een unable to find any that were taking 
money for gambllng protect10n from any of his colleagues. 

I~ the second case a policeman agreed to provide information 
to a bookmaker in return for payments of about $10,000 in one year. 

7. A "contr~l pad" is ~reated "Then a policeman is approached 
by a gamble-:- see1<"lng protectlon and the policeman agrees to provide 
the protectlon while reporting the transaction to his superiors. 

8. See Section 5 below. 
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The bookmaker, who turned out to be doing a very substantial 
business, then lined up some other bookmakers to use this same 
policeman who, in fact, never supplied a'ny useful information. 
Again, what is important is the enthusiasm of the gamblers to ob
tain police cooperation, even in an era of diminished law enforce
ment activity, and the difficulty they have in obtaining meaningful 
assistance. The result of this second case was the arrest of a . 
group of ten independent bookmakers, most of whom had been paying 
into the pad, when they met to settle their weekly layoff trans
actions. 

But if the policy has accomplished one of its goals, the 
suppresa.ion of syr:;tematic gambling corruption, it clearly has also 
led to diminished effectiveness in controlling illegal gambling. 
In order to explore this we need to look in more detail at the 
strategies used in gambling enforcement. 

3. ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIES9 

Contrary to the impression created by decades of futile deba.te 
over how the police can best suppress organized gambling, there 
are in fact only two basic strategies available to them. They can 
choose to harass street vendors - Numbers writers - thus forcing 
banks and their agents to act more discreetly and increasing their 
costs. This approach, which requires the commi.tment of considerable 
manpower, can also be used to minimize the appearance of corruption 
and the condoning of law-breaking. Alternatively, the police can 
attempt to make cases that lead to the arrest of those with opera
tional control of the Numbers business, on the argument that this 
will punish those most deserving of punishment. These choices have 
potentially imp6rtant influence on both the structure and operation 
of the racket. Nobody believes that either of these approaches can 
lead to the suppression of organized' gambling, even if the police 
are entirely untainted. Suppression requires the coordinated 
commitment of all the components of the criminal justice system; 
in New York (and elsewhere) the suppression of illegal gambling 
has not been a goal of the District Attorneys or the Judiciary for 
at least a century.lO 

Until the Knapp Commission the basic strategy in New York was 
harassment. At the end of the Second World War the Department 
established a Known Gambler file which was compiled by the Division 
plainclothesmen. Every person arrested for organized gambling 
activity was assigned a serial number and a file was created, in
cluding his (among the more than 5,000 people in this list there 
are only two women) photograph, the area where he was believed to 

9. This section is based on discussions with a number of 
officers who served in gambling enforcement units between 1960 and 
1977. 

10. For a brief review of the historical evidence that courts 
and prosecutors have provided little support in other cities see 
Rubinstein (1973, P.379). 
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operate, his home address, and other pertinent information about 
his activities. Within a division, each KG (as they are still 
called) was assigned to a particular plainclothesman, eit~er 
formally or informally, and that officer was responsible for know
ing what he was doing. The KGs were a handy target whenever there 
was need for arrests to demonstrate publicly that the deparment 
was "doing something" about illegal gambling. 

Although the great majority of plainclothesmen were corrupted 
by gamblers or, if not corrupted, refused to seriously enforce 
gambling laws in deference to colleqial pressures, there was little 
trust between gamblers and police. ll Every plainclothes squad 
sought to keep the identity of at least one member concealed from 
gamblers in order to have available someone who could check up on 
actual conditions in their area of responsibility. But the bulk 
of the information which pl.:iinclothesmen obtained came directly 
from the gamblers who were paying them protection. This created a 
serious i~ternal problem for the police. Generally, it turned ou~ 
that the most knowledgeable officers were corrupt and those who 
were stringently honest did not have particularly good information. 
Informants, in the traditional sense, were never particularly im
portant in gambling since a well-placed informant could not long 
conceal his relationship from corrupt officers who would expose him 
to his associates. 

The corrupt police obtained "confidential information" regu
larly from their gambling contacts but this was mainly business 
information which they did not put into writing or allow to go up 
the chain of command to headquarters. Frequently they permitted 
a low level employee to become a KG in place of a more important 
person in order to avoid having to disrupt business. For many of 
these "stand-ins~ as they were called, their only involvement in 
illegal gambling, other than betting, was to be arrested. There 
are many such KG's with scores of arrests for Numbers, each one 
representing some plainclothesman's quota requirement. 12 

While this corruption had a fearful impact on the ability of 
the Department to establish and enforce professional standards in 
every area of police work, the corrupt plainclothesmen represented 
collectively a large pool of very accurate information. If it 
became necessary for any reason 'to arrest someone important, or to 
locate such a person, it was these men who could provide information. 
The honest men usually did not have the necessary knowledge. 

11. For an extremely interesting account of these relations, 
by a vice officer involved in the Harry Gross scandal see Reardon 
(1980). Though the book is presented as a novel, there is no doubt 
that the author bases the book on his own experiences in the NYPD 
in the late 1940's. 

12. Though the NYPD has generally denied the use of quo·tas 
in vice enforcement, there is no doubt that quotas were applied 
to many gambling units and individuals. 
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eff ~~e consequence of this system was the establishment of 
ec ~ve control by the police 'over public gambling. If there 

~as a complaint of a dice game in an 11 
Numb a eyor of a very flagrant 

,ers sport it could be suppressed forthwith. While the Numbers 
bus~ness flourished and f"f " " 
unable to 1 ew, ~ any, c~t~zens of New York were 
ticipate i~ ~~~sa ~et ~hen they wanted to, people who did not par
flaunted before t~e:bl~~~ wer~ not aff:onted by its being publicly 
ghettos where the i'· ,e on Y except~on to this was in the black 
than elsewhere, then~~r~~!yw~; N~m~7~~ gambling was pos~i~ly higher 
the local po ulati ' e ~n ~ erent to local op~n~on, and 
others as de~iant ~~h:~~o~~~e tolerant of what has been styled by 

the Thte Isenior"c~mmanders of the police department 
ac ua , cond~t~ons among th 1" 1 "were aware of 

were oppressed b h "7 p a~nc ot~es un~ts. Those who 
procedures which y W~U~d f;~~I~shl.ng cor:upt~on sought to establish 
able and truly productive gg th7 pla~nclothesmen to become account
of Bank Teams in the earl· ne,~mpor~ant effort was the creation 
as their principal strate~y19~~I~B W~thout sacr~f~c~ng harassment 
teams of men who w r ", ~ or ered the d~v~s~ons to create 
Board. These team~ eo~~:~gn7~hspecific! high-level targets by the 
from making low-lev~l arr~s~~ as m~n1 as eight men, were relieved 

information, and concentrate~'o~x~~;ati~~~~~P~~~:s~fn~b~~~~~~gbanks. 
The P I" k 

tegic enfo~c~~~n~a~rmT:~~S represented 'an effort to create a stra-
considerable financial 10~~ ~~uldl~urden a Nu~er~ operation with 
Some of the teams were corruDt w~ t a~"~rrest~ng ~m~ortant figures. 
generallr produced significa;t'in~or:a~i~nthe~hco~t~ntuded they 
Numbers ~n police f'l "." . e es ata on 
these cannot ro er~ es ~s cont~~ned in their reports, although 
able and expe~ie~ce~ym~~ ~~~l~~tho~ththe a~s~stance of knowledge-
The only arrests of im ~ ~ar w:t cond~t~ons at that time. 
the Knapp Commission w~~rtan~ g~bl~ng figures in the years before 
with men from the Chief ~ ma e t Y,these Ba~k T7ams, ~n association 
elite squads. nspec or s Invest~gat~ve Un~t and other 

The Bank Teams a novel d ff t" 
enforcement hi hI" an, e ec ~ve approach to gambling 
with gambli' gf ~ght several"~nsoluble difficulties associated 
of a NUmber~gb~~koI~e~~~t. TJh~le the protection of the location 
heroin drop for a~ ~~portant as the protection of a 
to find aba' k exlample, It ~s nevertheless not a simple matter 

n , un ess there is a compl " t t h " "" the actual address" " a~n 0 t e pol~ce g~v~ng 
police begin by id~n~~~~~n~c~as~~ral~y oc~urs. More typically the 
o~erator and seek to learn whe~~ h~~ ~~r~ ~sw~~~~ f~~~a par~icular 

~~~i;t~~~:~~~!~r!~~lf~!~!~t!~~!~~:~!l~~~:~~~i~~:=;~~:;:~;~~!~:~Oa 
;r h~Pe~~~land then to follow him on his route to the next drop 
Pi~k-u~ men ~~et~uf~: b~n~. The def7ns~ve measures taken by the 
fOllow someone who kno:saW~~~~ehean~s~t :s no~ a simple matter to 
foIl d " • go~ng, ~s alert to being 
envi~~~m~n~~~ whose pr~ncipal skill is evasive driving in urban 
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If the police are able to devote the necessary manpower and 
time to the effort they will always locate the bank they are seek
ing. However, this requires formal support of a policy which will 
produce relatively few arrests and r unless manpower is increased, 
a relaxation of street harassment. The gamblers too know that the 
police have limited manpower. They unde:sta~d, without needi~g 
corrupt police to tell them, that if the1r p1ck-up men are be1ng 
followed or arrested, that their operation may have become a target 
of police commanders. When this ha~pens, many,N~mbers o~erators 
will take defensive measures of the1r own to 11m1'c the r1sks to 
themselves, personally, as well as the fina~cial risks ,to,their 
operations. The easiest thing they can do 7s,to mov~ the1r b~nk 
into another jurisdiction. 'I'hey can also d1v1de the1r b~n~s 1nto 
several parts, which increases their office costs, but l1m1ts,the 
damage if they are raided. They can also make arrangements w1th 
other bankers to take over the processing of the work for a fixed 
fee, for a period of time, until the police turn their,attent~on 
to another operator. ~lliile there are real costs assoc1ated w1th 
all of these measures, none of them are sufficient to make any but 
marginal operations unprofitable. 

After the Knapp Commission the police essentially stopped 
street harassment. The Public Morals Division organized large 
teams of men and assigned them specific targets. The result has 
been that in the period 1974-78 more large banks were seized than 
at any time in the last thirty years. Meanwhile, in some parts of 
the city, spots opened \'7here gambling were conducted not only 
publicly but flagr~ntly. The winning numbers and the odds offered 
were prominently posted in the window. At m~ny of these spots the 
gambling was so hea~y that disorderly public ~onditions were 
created - large, n01sy crowds and doubie park1ng ?f cars. The 
uniformed officers were forbidden to take any act10n, except to 
give out traffic summonses. In some precincts there were neighbor
hood complaints to the local captains, allegations i~ letters to 
the Police Commissioner that the inaction of the po11ce was caused 
by, naturally, corruption. Many police officers, too, felt bi~ter 
and humiliated. In effect, the police department was encourag1ng 
law-breaking. The inevitable consequence was that the police were 
obliged to return manpower to enforcement against street conditions. 

Before a police officer can obtain a warrant from an assistant 
district attorney to search a Numbers spot, he must t~ke at least 
two officers and a supervisor is required for each.ra1~. In,order 
to assure that there is no return to the petty corrupt10n wh1ch has 
always accompanied harassment strategies, the police are oblige~ to 
assign more senior personnel to supervise and control these act10ns. 

13. Parenthetically, it is important to note that these de
fensive measures also create problems for researchers. It is 
often difficult to know whether the work seized by the police 
belongs to a particular bank or, if it is only being "banked" ~em
porarily for ~ fee. Police analysts often are confuse~ by th1s 
ambiguity; so were ethnographer and economist. 
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T~ile the police have succeeded in rooting out embedded 
corruption, they are unable to avoid the inevitable pressures 
created by conditions of urban life which compels them to distort 
their carefully conceived strategies. There are signs of burgeon
ing petty gambli'ng on the streets in all parts of the city, which 
is likely to spur demands for harassment by uniformed officers to 
drive away the card sharpers who are plying their trades in the 
city's parks on any sunny afternoon. This will further strain and 
distort the department's strategy of focused enforcement against 
high-level operators. 

4. CORRUPTION, KNOWLEDGE AND ORGANIZATION 

There is no doubt that gambling corruption was wideslpread and 
embedded in the New York City Police Department through i:.he 1950' s 
and 1960's.14 This has been amply illustrated by the Harry Gross 
investigation (1949), the Koutnick cases (1964) and the Knapp 
Commission findings. We shall not discuss these in detail but shall 
only comment on some of the more di~tinctive characteristics of 
gambling corruption as they relate to the organization of Numbers 
operations. 

The most notable feature is the depth and systematic character 
of gambling corruption. Numbers operators and handbooks,15' who no 
longer are as important in bookmaking as they were several decades 
earlier, not only require the freedom of the street, but they must 
be able to work at specific, well-known times in order to be suc
cessful. This makes them very vulnerable to police pressure. The 
corruption of an individual officer is insufficient to guarantee 
them the security they require since these retailers depend on a 
regular, daily clientele to create a steady flow of business. 
Individual officers undoubtedly "scored" money from gamblers for 
specific favors, but the essential corruption was of entire units. 
Only by putting everyone on the payroll could the gamblers achieve 
security and also place their corruption payments within regular 
and predictable limits. 

Harry Gross, the central figure in the scandal of 1950, was a 
minor figure in Brooklyn bookmaking until he was selected to be the 
intermediary between Brooklyn gambling police and handbooks. 16 He 
represented essentially all of the handbooks in the borough and 
arranged the protection for several hundred operators. He came to 

14. For evidence that this statement holds for some other 
cities see Beigel and Beigel (1977), dealing with Chicago, and 
Rubinstein (1973), dealing with Philadelphia. ' 

15. A handbook is a petty bookmaker who takes action directly 
from customers at a fixed location or walks a regular route, 
stopping at bars and shops. 

16. Reardon (1980) describes the rise of Harry Gross in 
great detail. 
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have the reputation as the largest bookmaker in New York, wl:ich 
was clearly untrue. He actually was little more than a broker who 
represented the interests of many independent ~perators. Very few 
of the bookmakers he represented handled anythlng larger than 
local action in a corner bar, but collectively they appeared to con
stitute a large ri,ng. The only ring involved was ,that formed by 
corrupt police, who created an association that provided them with 
lar£~ and regular payoffs. 

Harry Gross could not have initiated,such a large-s~ale pro
tection operation; even if the idea,was hl~, he was,n~t,ln,a 
position to put it into effect. ThlS requlred the lnltla~l~e,of 
important police officials and probably local borough ~olltlclans 
acting as intermediaries. The exposurr~ of the protectlon, system, 
led to Gross's conviction, the sentencing of several ranklng pollce 
officials to prison terms, the suicide of several others, and the 
departure of the Mayor. 17 Since Gross did not control the book
makers who were being protected, his departure from the scene 
probably had only a momentary impact on ~he bookmakers. ~hey had 
a period of insecurity while they determlned what the pollce would 
do, and some of them may have been driven from the business, but 
there were no obvious long-term disruptions of the trade. 

The Koutnick case, while it did not generate spectacular head
lines nor cause senior commanders to commit suicide, was one of 
the larger scandals of the New York police. Lt. S~anley Koutnick, 
was the clerical officer of the C.I.I.U. the most lmportant gambllng 
squad in the police department. In that position r,le was pr~vy to 
almost all ongoing investigations throughout the Clty, had lnstant 
knowledge of wiretap installations, and equally important, was able 
to be in touch with all plainclothes units in the city on a regular 
basis. It was alleged that he acted as the coordinator and b~ok
l~eeper for a corruption network which spread thx:'oughout the Clty. 
At the time of his arrest there was allegedly more than $400,000 
in his bank accounts, money which presumably was to be distributed 
to members of the ring. 

The lower court found that Koutnick and his associates hired 
a minor racketeer to operate a telephone service which acted as 
the clearing house for~the operation. Plainclothesmen f:om n~mer
ous divisions and boroughs, using pre-arranged codes to ldentlfy 
themselves and locations, called in to warn impending raids. Also, 
when uncertain about a p'll,rticular location, they would call to 
learn if it was a protected location. If not, they then proceeded 
to sign up the gambler or, if he was unwilling, arrest him. 

There was a carefully graduated scale of payments, which 
escalated with the officer'S importance and seniority. Although 

17. William O'Dwyer was appointed u.s. ambassador to Mexi~o 
in 1949. However, it is generally believed that he accepted t~l~ 
appointment to distance himself from the political problems arlslng 
from various corruption scandals. See Moore (1974, p.176). 
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most of the participants in this protection ring did not actually 
know the,names of mo~t of the other police involved, members of 
most plal~clothes unlt throughout the city participated. Although 
L~. Koutnlck was the highest ranking officer indicted,18 it is un
llkelY,that he was either the organizer or the director of this 
operatlon. 

The overthrow of th~s cent:al broker~ge forced the gambler and 
corrupt police to organlze thelr protectlon on more modest lines. 
Th~ div~sions a~d the boroughs became the principal units of 
COIruptlon and lf there were any citywide linkages they have not 
been r~vealed. The Knapp Commission demonstrated that entire units 
of,Plalnclothes officers were corrupt, but it did not gather any 
eVldence of corruption in headquarters or even in the borough 
offices. ' 

The,Knapp Commission was created in September 1970 following 
al~ega~lOnS ~hat charges of misconduct against the police were not 
belng,lnVes~lgated even when brought to the attention of the 
Mayor s o~f~ce. The decision to create a public investigation 
was a polltlcal one made under considerable public pressure 
brought to b~ar by t~e,city'~ l~ading newspaper. l,t suggested 
that corruptlon condltlons wlthln the police department had some
how worsened, although this was not demonstrated by the findings 
of the Knapp Commission. 

The Commission had a' fairly broad mandate to investigate 
~alfeasance and misfeasance throughout the Police Department and 
lt was amply funded from City and Federal sources. The Commission 
resulted from the,refus~l o~ the City's five District Attorneys 
to undertake the lnvestlgatlon; they claimed they had neither the 
necess~ry funds,~or manpower for the task without disrupting their 
e~sentlal functlons. Hence the Commission had to assemble a staff 
wlth~ut much know~e~ge and experience of city conditions. Despite 
7onsld~rable publlClty a~d public cl~or, the absence of experienced 
l~vestlgators, together wlth the Commlssion's refusal to seek the 
ald of local officials, severely hampered its work. 

Whi~e the Commi~sion did succeed in focusing public attention 
on a maJor pro~lem ln law enforcement in New ¥Qrk, it did not in 
fact do~ument lts case very well. Almost all of the examples of 
corruptlon,that it uncovered involved the cooperation of a cor
rupt~d plalnclothesman named William Phillips who was coerced into 
~orkln,? for the, c~mmission as an undercover agent by a private 
lnvestlgator worklng for the Commission. 19 The investigator made 

, 18. All of the lower court convictions were thrown out by a 
hlgher court, on technical grounds. 

, ,l~. It is worth mentioning that the investigator who brought 
PhllllPS to the Commission was a man of unsavory reputation who 
later fled the country to avoid prosecution on a number of charges 
related to his investigative activity. 
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recordings of conversations with Phillips in which the plain
clothesman discussed 'various extortion schemes. When subpoenaed 
before the Commission, these tapes were played and Phillips was 
offered the choice of working for the 'Commission or being arrested. 

Phillips was a particularly greed plainclothesman and was 
scarcely to he regarded as a reliable witness. Members of the 
NYPD, not surprisingly, regarded the Commission's case for assert
ing that corruption was endemic throughout the Department as very 
poorly documented. However good the case, major changes were . 
implemented in ga~bling enforcement as a result of the Commission's 
Report. 

Both the Knapp Commission and the Koutnick cases revealed that 
corruption payments were made for very well defined services. 
Gamblers paid the police for the protection of specific places. 
If a location was discovered by the police that was not covered 
by an arrangement, the police could demand (and received) addi
tional money. There was no protection for banks and if the police 
located a bank they were permitted to negotiate a special price 
for returning the work (the financial records) and for concealing 
the raid from the public which otherwise could cause a run of 
claims for hits, causing damaging losses to the operator. 

The following extract of a conversation between a well-known 
Numbers operator and a plainclothesman, which occurred in the mid-
1960's on a Manhattan street corner, illustrates how regularized 
the arrangements were. The gambler had requested the meeting 
because he felt the plainclothesmen had violated their agreement 
by arresting an associate of the gambler's in a location which 
he felt was protected: 

"Corrupt Cop (CC): You say I am a shake-down 'artist 
or I am here to be a shake-down 
artist. 

Operator (0): I said you're famous for that. 

CC: 

0: 

cc: 

0: 

CC: 

• T .... >~. _.~"Or.'-~"'~~'~'~~'~:"':';~~""""""' __ 'o"" ·1'.r~·--·"~-"-' 

; '/ I .-

I'm famous for being a shake
down artist, I say if I catch 
you right ...• 

How the hell can't you catch the 
guy right? If you couldn't 
catch a guy right, they wouldn't 
pay you. 

Right, then how can I be a shake
down artist if I catch him right? 

Because you're getting paid not 
to catch him. 

No, I'm getting paid not to fuck 
around with your spot. 
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0: 

CC! 

0: 

CC: 

0: 

CC: 

0: 

CC: 

'. 0: 

CC: 

o~ 

CC: 

0: 

CC: 

0: 

CC: 

0: 

CC: 

f . 0: 

CC: 

0: 

, 

CC: 

0: 

Ah, that's your terminology. 

Right, there is a big difference. 

Difference for you - - - your saying that because 
it's to your benefit to say that. 

No, its not to my benefit to say that. 

Of course it is, it has to be, listen please. 

Well, this, well this is the interpretation I've 
had ever since Ive been in plainclothes. 

Do you know who makes the rules? You make your 
rule·s ..•. 

But then again, you feel as though that ·if you're 
giving me money before a certain spot .... 

, An operation. 

~fuich covers ... oh, all right .••. 

An operation. 

All right, no, no, all right. 

If you get money from Chase, its from Chase. 

Ask for everything that's coming to me. 

No, not everything. 

Like w'hat, what doesn't it include. 

Well it doesn't include if you got let's say 10 
collectors, 5 blocks from the spot. 

That's right, 5 blocks. 

It doesn't include, like if I'm ... in'my bank. 

It doesn't-include that. 

It doesn't include if a block a~ay you catch the 
guy that picked up the business from Chase and it 
doesn't include d~ops, it doesn't include that. 

Right, anything else? 

Well, I could probably think of rr.ore. It doesn't 
include, if you shoot a guy in the head, or if 
he gets drunk and breaks up a bottle and punches a 
guy in the head. 
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CC: Marvelous, I go for that." 

This system of corruption involved complex ongoing relation
ships between the police and gamblers. If the police uncovered 
an operator who was not paying protection, he was given an 
opportunity of joining the pad before being raided. The corrupted 
police also, on occasion, would play an active role in settlement 
of disputes between gamblers. Some policemen became involved in 
the day to day operations of Numbers, guarding the transfer of 
money and enforcing local monopolies for collectors by suppressing 
competition. 

, 
More importantly, there is some evidence that t.he corruption 

arrangements determined the shape and scope of Numbers operations. 
It has been alleged by some informants and police that controllers 
w~r~ ?onsciously concentrating their collectors within specific 
d7v7s70ns so that they would not have to pay protection to two 
dJ.VJ.s1ons.

20 
It is unclear at this point whether the police 

simply ratified existing arrangements or if their demands had 
~mportant consequences for the scope and size of operations. This 
1S not a trivial question, since it has an important bearing on 
the nature o·f terri toriali ty in the rackets. 

, We know that the police certainly played a role in maintain-
1ng some degree of concentration in the Numbers business. Since 
the Knapp Commission caused a change in enforcement strategy there 
have,been numerous efforts by local Numbers operators to organize 
preC1nct pads. There have been complaints from Some opera.tors 
about their inability to make money because the intensity of com
petition is preventing any single operator from achieving the 
volume necess~ry to sustain a profitable operation. The high 
costs of runnJ.ng a Numbers operation makes it difficult for 
operators to use pricing inducements to gain business. 

. Curiously, despite the extensive corruption numerous Numbers 
operators were frequently arrested. A small sample of 40 Manhattan 
operators show an average of three arrests since 1965. What these 
arrests actually represent is hard to determine. Moreover 
gambling arrests had little long term personal consequence: 
Lasswell and McKenna (1972) showed that during ~he period 1966-
1969, there was only a one in fifty chance that a convicted 
ga~bler, who was identified as being connected with organized 
c:J.me, would receive jail time (p.20l). Aside from the costs of. 
dJ.sruption and lawyers fees, it is hard to see that the arrests 
represent anything significant to the gamblers personally. 

5. PROSECUTORS AND COURTS 

We have written of gambling law enforcement as though it were 
the sole domain of the police, with courts and prosecutors play
ing no role. In fact this is not far from the case. Neither 

20. The same phenomenon can be found in the De Carlo tapes; 
Zeiger (1975; pp.224-5). 
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judges nor prosecutors have taken this responsibility seriously 
in the last three decades. Nor does gambling present as many 
inherent problems to them as it does to the police. 

• 

First let us deal with the attitudes of the prosecutors. 
Despi te th~ fact that New York has been the ci t~ ,,,i ~h th~ most , 
prominent organized crime prosecutors2l and a cJ.~y 1n Wh1Ch cla1ms 
about the importance of gambling to organized crJ.me ~ave been 
given official status, gambling has rarel~ been a maJor target for 
Rackets Bureaus in the various D.A.'s off1ces. In M~nhattan, one 
prosecutor who briefly headed th~ Rackets Bure~u dur1ng the early 
1970's chose to focus his attentJ.on on bookmak1ng, mor~ as a . 
matter of personal curiosity than the result of analys1s of doc
trine. In the early 1970's the Brooklyn D~strict Attorney also 
chose to focus on bookmaking; in this case it appears that ~e was 
reflecting the general belief about the importance of gambl1ng. 
However, these are brief episodes. 

Otherwise ga~bling cases were handl~d,as low level :outine 
prosecutions, to be disposed of as exped1tJ.ously as,poss1~le. 
For some time during the 1950's and 1960's there eX1sted J.n New 
York a unique institution called "Gambler's Court". A~l but a 
few gambling cases were disposed of here by a court Wh1Ch c~u~d 
impose only minor fines and very short (less than 90 days) Ja1l 
sentences. The cases were handled by the most ~unior prosecutors. 
It was in fact one of the traditional first assJ.gnments for new 
Assistant District Attorneys. A prosecutor might dispose of,lO 
cases each day in this court where perjur~d testimony by polJ.ce 
officers was an accepted par~ of the rout1ne. 

One reason that gambling was handled at a low level i~ New 
York for many years was that there e~isted ~o felon~ gamb~1~9 
statutes until 1963. A prosecutor mJ.ght br1ng mult1ple m1sce-, 
meanor charges against a defendant in order to obtain substant1al 
prison sentences, but that was unusual. The phenonemon that needs 
to be explained is why the presti':!ious D~stric~ .~ttorney~ of ~ew 
York, who play an important role 1n shapJ.ng cr1ID1nal leg1slat1ve 
policy, did not see fit to press for the passage of felony. , 
gambling stature until Governor Rockefeller made it part of h1S 
anti-crime package in 1963. 

Even nO'Vl there continues t:o be friction between th~ po~ice 
and prosecutors concerning gambling enforcem~nt. The D1strJ.ct 
Attorney of Ne,., York has refused, a~ least sJ.r:ce 1975, to a~thor
ize wiretape applications for gambl1ng operat1ons. The PolJ.ce 

21. Tom Dewey, twice Republican nominee for President, ros~ 
to prominence in New York through his prosecution of racketeers J.n 
Ne,.T York City. Frank Hogan, District Attorney of ~ew York for 
over 20 years, was famed for the prosecutions by h1S Rackets , 
Bureau. Robert Morgenthau, D.A. since 1974, is also noted ~or h1S 
prosecution o£ organized crime figures while U.S. Attorney J.n the 
Southern District of New York from 1961 to 1969. 
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Department has continued, for at least some of that period, to 
press for some gambling wiretaps. 

It is interesting to contrast here the attitudes of the 
suburban prosecutors' offices, particularly in Suffolk and Nassau 
Counties on Long Island. There the District Attorneys have con
tinued to support numerous applications for gambling wiretaps. 
The relevant figures are contained in Table V.2. One explanation 
for this may be that the police are more integrated into the 
prosecutors' offices. The major gambling investigative units 
consist of police detailed to work in the District Attorney's 
office, so that there is continued contact between the investiga
tors and the prosecutors. 

Judicial attitudes toward gambling in New York City have been 
uniform for at least two decades. A study of sentencing in the 
period 1964-69 (Lasswell-McKenna, 1972) found that less than one 
in fifty of those convicted following arrest on felony gambling 
charges received prison sentences. More recently we have examples 
of very prominent bookmakers being arrested inside their own 
w~rerooms and being fined no more than $500 following a guilty 
plea. Several judges have also made public statements about the 
inconsistency of jailing gambling operators when the state has 
gone into the business of encouraging betting through the State 
Lottery and OTB. 

Again there are some important differences between the city 
and suburban jurisdictions. In Suffolk County all gambling cases 
initiated by the Rackets Bureau are handled by a single judge. 
That judge has sentenced a number of convicted gamblers to prison 
sentences of more than one year. The prosecutors believe that 
this reflects the judge's increasing sensitivity to the differences 
in the importance of gamblers as a result of his presiding over 
many gambling cases. In city courts there are no judges who have 
developed any particular expertise concerning gambling, case 
assignment being random. 

~lliy have judges and prosecutors assigned such low priority to 
gambling cases? The question is of particular interest precisely 
becauSe the attitude of the police has been so different. We 
carried out little research specific to this question, so the ex
planation that we offer should be treated as an informed specula
tion rather than a tested hypothesis. 

We have already suggested why the police have taken gambling 
so seriously. It has represented a constant public chatlenge to 
their integrity. Allegations about corruption in police enforce
ment effort have been a continuing part of New York's modern 
history. The police have the capacity, even without the support 
of courts and prosecutors, to inflict considerable harm on gambling 
operations, merely through harassment. In particular, it has 
often been asserted that gambling arrests have been a part of the 
corrupt strategy. Some gamblers are arrested because they 
threaten the operations of those y.rho are being protected by the 
police. Others are arrested because they have failed to meet the 
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demands of the police. 
, 

. Prosecut~rs many tr i d' th 
Gambler's Court 'have a .a ne 11n e fraudulent procedures of 
reasonable to s~g e t thgen~~~s awareness of'this. It is not un-
gambling cases e;e~a at has affected their attitude toward 
brought were e~uine flY. No dou~t some gambling cases that police 
a major gamblIng figur~e~~~~~ pOlldedh~nestlY a~temp~ed to identify 
violating the law uccee e ln arrestlng hlm without 
their ability to dis~~~=~~rh i~osecutors may sensibly have doubted 
either a "stand-in" s ese ca~es from the many in which 
of the strate was presen~ed or ln which the arrest was part 
income. Rath~~ ~~a~O~~~~! iO~lce for maint~in~ng ~heir illegal 
may have chosen to treat ail 0 ~~~e such dlstlnctlons, prosecutors 
worthy of only minor effort. gam, lng cases as equally suspect and 

While this is only specul t' 
tions with former pros~cutors ~ l~n, yprompt~d ~n part,by conversa-
one other ob' ln ew ork, lt lS conslstent with 
federal pros:~~~~;~on'A~a~~lY thedv~ry different attitude of 
federal prosecutors"gave g~~r~se ln the following section, 
the ea 1 lng cases a very high priority 
some e~t~nie~~fsof the Organized Crime Strike Force Program. 
FBI th t probably reflects the very different role of 
gamblin= ~~~~serp;~t tohthe police in the federal effort, in 
ruption in FBI'gamb~:-e av~ never been serious allegations of cor-
do not have patrol r~~~o~~i~r~~~~~; e~~~rt~; given that age~t~ 

during 
To 
the 

, lS lS scarcely surprlslng. 
Moreover, the legislat' d 

specifically referred to th~veoman ~~e of the Strike Force Program 
phasized the im t ' c rrup 10n of local police and em-
dis' por ~nce of 111egal gambling in this res ect The 

Cu~s10n surrOundlng the passage of 18 USC 1511 Pf h· 
gambllng statutes in the 1970 0' , one 0 t e 
this point "No d ' ,:-ganlzed Crime Control Act, made 
succeed in·those i~~~:n~~:l~~!r~l~eg~l gambling can, even begin to 
~y venal law-enforcement officer =: 11S,:0 be undermlned and betrayed 
Judges 22 This w ' s po lee, prosecutors or even 
Committee that il~: ~~nslste~t with the beliefs of the Kefauver 
that it did if 1 Ig fgf~~llng could only function at the level 

, oca 0 lclals were corrupt G' h' , tlve background it is t " . lven t lS legls1a-
adopted a much ~ore a no ~urprls7ng that federal prosecutors 
tions than did th' glgre

l
SSlve attltude toward gambling investiga-

elr oca counterparts. 

6. FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT 

Since 1970 the federal th ' , 
the Organized C:r;ime Strike Fau or~tles, 0J?erating mostly through 
(Brooklyn and Queens for orces ocated ln the Eastern District 
~Manhattan and the Bronx) o~~ ~~~p~se~) and the South~rn District 
ln gambling enforcement in New Yor~rC~thave hh~d a maJor presence 
passage of th 0 ' 1 y. T lS fOllowed the 
. e rganlzed Crime Control Act of 1970. The Act 

22. 115 Congressional Record p.10736 (1969). 
Senator Hruska. Remarks of 
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included 18 U.S.C. 1955, which gave federal authorities simul
taneous jurisdiction against gambling cases involving violations 
of state laws, if they involved more than four persons and either 
continuous operation for at least thirty days or $2,000 per day 

in wagering. 

This law was used by the Department of Justice, throughout 
the country, to make a very large number of cases;, In 1972 the 
total number of defendants on this statute w'as 1,532.

23 
Of those 

convicted, approximately 50% of the defendants, some 20% received 
prison sentences. The total number of defendants has fallen con
siderably since 1972, to about 480 in fiscal year 1975.

24 

A great deal of controversy has surrounded the use of this 
statute. A number of the early cases featured as many as 50 
defendants, the result of citywide raids. Serious questions were 
raised about the propriety of the Federal government prosecuting 
persons who were involved only tangentially in small or medium 
sized gambling operations. 25 Many of those early cases were made 
against Numbers operations, though many people believe that the 
statute had been intended primarily to apply to bookmaking opera
tions. with little success in court, some of the cases with 
multiple defendants being dismissed entirely, there was a change 
in emphasis. The slogan was "quality rather than quantity".26 

To what extent have the federal efforts succeeded in appre
hending the major operators in the Numbers racket? As a 
preliminary investigation of this question we examined a listing 
of all gambling defendants in Federal court in New York (Eastern 
and Southern 'Districts). The names in the list were checked 
against the Known Gambler (K.G.) files maintained by the NYPD 

since 1946. 

23. We have not been able to obtain figures for overall 
Strike Force defendants. However, figures for indictments from six 
Strike Forces for fiscal years 1972-75 show that gambling may have 
accounted 'for half the total o~ indictments under Title 18 

( GAO, 19 7 7) • 

24. These figures were obtained by the conmission on the 
Review of the National Policy toward Gambling. Figures for later 
years for the specific statute are not available but for the period 
7/31/78-6/30/79 a total of only 253 defendants appeared iD federal 

,district courts on gambling charges, inclu0.ing 18 U.S.C. 1955, 
(Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, 1980). 

25. See Commission on the Review of the National pol'icy 
Toward Gambling, (1976,.p.13) for a critique of the Strike Force 
use of this statute. 

26 .. See, for example, the testimony of Frederick Fehls, 
Assistant Director of the FBI, before the commission on the 
Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling, May 1976. 
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The resul ts r.rere very s -" names on the Feder;' Ii ~ ~rpLlslng. Out of a sample of 197 
K.G. file. The K G .... fi~I..' On

t
Y,29 (14.7%) were included in the 

5,000 names I :. e con alned by the mid-1960's, over 
in a major ~per!t~~CIUd~d certainly anyone that had been arrested 
many of th n,an was undoubtedly over-inclusive in that 

e persons ln fact held onl' , ' operations One would y mlnor posltions in gambling 
Federal indictments. have expected SUbstantial overlap with 

that t~en~~:f ~~li~~er~~:t~tions ~re possible. One is simply 
manage to identify' a hi h plte thelr efforts in this area, do not 
gambling An 0 e~at g pe:centage of the major figures in 
activiti~s ~f the Nu~~eWhObdlvorces himself from the day-to-day 
ingly difficult to trac~s ank (or bookmaking room) may be exceed
identification, let alone down, eve~ for purposes of intelligence 
operating relatively indep~~~:~~~~lon:thA~other enforcement agency, 
and strategies would then t ,Wl l~S own set of informants 
figures. urn up a very dlfferent list of target 

It is difficult to giv h Federal and local authoritie: ~u~h credence to this explanation. 
racket figures and on the im 0 ,agree on the names of the major 
the, rackets as a whole. TheP~~~~nc~ of the Numb~rs business to 
of ~he more important rar.kp-~ flIes do contaln a large number 
the Federal authorities h~;~ ~~me~:f,I~ is hard to believe that 
ators,27 while at the same ti en 1 7e ,a new set of major oper
the old list in their publ' mte tContlnUlng in effect to .endorse 

. . lC S a ements. 

, ~n alternative explanation is th t . ' lnvestlgative resources th t Id a they have falled to develop 
ag~inst the major operatio~s.wo~ lie~~ble them tO,make cases 
atlons on w'hich the Federal th ,~~lng of ~he s7

ze 
of the oper-

1971 and 1972, years of e au orl les obtalned lnformation in 
this contention. Some l~ ~k ~ederal enf~rcement effort, bears out 
only tvlO did as much as $lO~ O~~s operatlons a:e listed. Of these 
above the average in our sam~le ie~ w~ek, a flgure only somewhat 
the operations were estimated t °b ~m,ers banks. At least 11 of 
week, or $5 000 d ,0 e olng less than $30, 000 per 

, per ay, certalnly modest sized banks. 

As has been noted the f d 1 h'" at the time of arrest" e era aut orltles used a strategy 
Instead of arresting ~nf~f~~~e~t ~:orn i~at of ~ocal authorities.' 
and perhaps the clerks in th bea lng 7gures ln the operation, 
persons whom they had identi~' ~nk or wl:eroo~,.they arrested all 
Thus they might arrest contr ~~ as ,,,,rorklng Wl th the operation. 
very large numbers of arrestO ers, funners and collectors. The 
tively few cases were being s dconceda ed then the fact that rela-rna e an also led to arrests of 

FBI 27. Indeed, a number of local officials 
menta~i~oa~h~d them for leads when the federal 
that tim~~ egan and that the FBI knew little 
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persons whom local authorities might have left untouched. 

The most curious aspect of the federal campaign against ille
gal gambling is the speed with which it both began and ended. 
Court authorized wiretapping was approved in late 1968. In 1970 
Congress passed the Organized Crime Control Act, which substantially 
broadened the powers of the Department of Justice to act against 
illegal gambling. In 1970 federal authorities undertook 183 
elect'ronic surveillances, of which 120 were for gambling investIga
tions. In 1971 total federal wiretaps numbered 285 of which 251 
were for gambling. By 1974 the figures had fallen to 121 and 68. 
In 1978 they had fallen quite dramatically, to 81 and 6. 

Not only did the number of gambling wirei:aps decline but there 
was also a corresponding decline in the emphasis given to gambling 
cases generally by the Strike Forces. In 1976, as mentioned earlier, 
the Department of Justice still asserted, in official testimony,28 
that gambling was the "cash register" of organized crime; however 
it did admit that it was no longer giving gambling investigations 
priority. By 1978 gambling had sunk to the lowest possible place 
amongst crimes that the Strike Forces might investigate. A senior 
official in the Strike Force program said that gambling cases would, 
in most instances, be handed over to the U.S. Attorney's office for 
prosecution. Labor racketeering, infiltration of legitimate 
business and narcotics distribution were now the main targets. 

The same official explained the changed attitude toward 
gambling enforcement in terms of dissatisfaction with the sentences 
being given convicted gamblers. This complaint, which has been 
made by local law enforcement officials for more than a century,29 
is supported by the figures for 1975. Barely 27% of the defendants 
convicted on gambling charges in Federal Court in 1975 (which in
cludes many of the cases brought as a result of intense enforcement 
efforts of 1971-1972) received a sentence including any prison time. 
This figure compares with 54% receiving prison sentences following 
Federal marijuana convictions in 1975, 60% for narcotics convictions 
and 38% for Federal larceny convictions. 

We have no independent information that might explain the 
sudden change in federal policies to~]ard gambling enforcement. A 
highly critical GAO report30 may have had an influence, although 
this report did not make specific recommendations concerning appro
priate investigative strategies for the Strike Forces. The decision 
to focus the efforts of the Strike Forces on other crimes is not 
one that has produced any official documents or justification. We 
have not found any Congressional testimony by the Department of 

28. Hearings, Gambling Commission, May 1976. 

29. See footnote 10 above. 

30. General Accounting Office (1977). 
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Justice that touches on how or why it decided to change its stra
tegies or what evaluation it had made of its previous efforts.3l 
Congress in turn, asked no questions. 

7. GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT AND WIRETAPPING 

Court authorized wiretapping entered American life primarily 
as the result of a concern with organized crime. The Senate 
Judiciary Committee state "The major purpose of Title III (the 
electronic surveillance provision) is to combat organized crime." 
The evaluation of the success- of the statute has largely revolved 
around organized crime issues.32 

From the very beginning gambling has been the dominant 
offense investigated through authorized wiretaps. By the end of 
1974 gambling accounted for 54% of the 4,334 wiretaps authorized 
by state and federal judges. This included an extraordinary 72% 
of federal wiretaps. The figures since then show some decline, 
with gamblin~ accounting for only 42% of all wiretaps in 1978. 
Yet gambling still is the leading category of offenses for which 
wiretapping is used. 

It is also interesting to note how much wiretapping is con
centrated in the New York - New Jersey area. In the first six 
years, to the end of 1974, New York and New Jersey authorities 
(ignoring federal authorities in the same states) accounted for 
2,711 out of the 3,377 applications by state and local authorities 
throughout the nation. Federal authorities in the two states 
added another 251 taps in the same period, out of a total 957 by 
federal authorities throughout the nation. 

The number of wiretaps has declined every year since 1973. 
The decline has been most precipitous for those authorities which 
were most heavily involved in wiretapping in the earlier years. 
Whereas the total number outside of New York and New Jersey, for 
state and local authorities, has risen from an average of III 
d~ring the period 1969-74 to 231 during 1977~8, the corresponding 
flgures for New York and New Jersey show a decline from 452 to 386. 
Most of the total decline in the annual totals come from the fall 
in federal wiretaps. From a peak of 285 to 1971 they have declined 
to only 81 in 1978. The relevant figures are presented in Table 
V. 2. 

This decline, as we stated earlier, is symptomatic of the 
decline in gambling enforcement generally. Many wiretaps were re
jected by the courts on technical grounds, but our impression is 

31. The closest thing to such a statement is the testimony 
of Phillip Heymann, Assistant Attorney ~eneral for the Criminal 
Division. See Chapter VI. 

32. For varying views on this see Final Report of the 
National Commission for the Review of Federal and State Laws 
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tha'(; there is, arnong prosecutors with experience in wire tap in
vestigations, an increasing lack of faith in the efficacy of 
gambling wiretap cases. The cases are legally complex, rarely 
lead to the organized crime figures that are the hoped for targp.ts, 
and produce relatively minor p~nalties against those convicted. 33 

While we do not claim authority to comment on the utility of 
wiretapping for criminal investigation generally, we believe that 
the above figures concerning g~mbling wiretaps provide cause for 
a re-evaluation of the issue. When the Wiretap Commission issued 
its Report in early 1976, it based its conclusions on the data 
available through the end of 1974. The sharp decline in federal 
use of wiretaps had only just begun. A minority of the Commission 
expressed serious doubts as to the effectiveness of electronic 
surveillance in organized crime investigations. 

The dramatic decline in the extent of wiretapping by federal 
authoritiel:l and the district attorneys in New YorJ~ city, the loca
tion most strongly associated with major organized crime groups 
reinforces the doubts raised by the minority. Those agencies 
most ex,Perienc,ed with wiretapping make for less use of it than they 
did at the time of the Commission's deliberations. In other states 
there are agencies which, with far less experience, are now repeat
ing the pattern of the federal and New York City agencies; perhaps 
with more cooperative courts they will achieve greater statistical 
success. It seems unlikely though that they will 'accomplish, 
through the use of gambling wiretaps, the stated objectives of the 
wiretap authorization statute, namely the conviction of major 
organized crime figures. 

32. [continued] Relating to Wiretapping arid Electronic 
Surveillance hereafter The 1-'7iretap COTIU'Ttission) . 

33. For contrasting views on this matter see the Wiretap 
Commission Hearings~ Schwartz (p.l090) cites an unnamed Justice 
Department represent.a ti ve as saying "we could never have gotten 
the bill through if we had told them all we were going to do was 
go after gamblers to, get strategic intelligence." Lapidus (p.l 0 64) 
stresses that at the state and local level electronic surveillance 
has been used against )\'small time gamblers". Positive views are 
presented by William *leveland (p.836-7) and William Hyland 
(p.352-3). ' 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We have argued that there is a great deal of evidence 
suggesting that gambling enforcemen~ is not likely to be a major 
tool against organized crime. The nature of the members' involve
ment mitigates against this. Yet gambling has continued to occupy 
a central position in the efforts of most law enforcement agencies 
against organized crime over the last quarter century. The'expla
nation for this is plausibly to be found in the failure of law 
enforcement agencies to develop better intelligence capacities. 
In light of this, our final chapter has three goals. First, we 
wish to suggest what is the true role of gambling enforcement in 
police strategies against organized crime, namely its unique 
capacity for providing information on the activities of organ
ized crime members. Second, we shall suggest some important 
limitations in the capacity of intelligence units to provide law 
enforcement administrators with the information and analysis 
needed to form a coherent strategy against organized crime. These 
limitations derive from the role of police in America. Finally, 
we suggest the proper role of intelligence units in helping design 
such a strategy. 

The chapter is not an optimistic one. The changes that are 
necessary to improve police decision making in this area touch on 
fundamental aspects of the organization of law enforcement and of 
police behavior. We see little reason to ex~ect these changes to 
occur; there is no public, political or professional demand for 
them. Nonetheless we hope that lon9 run changes in the status of 
the police may help produce such demands. 

2. GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT AS INTELLIGENCE GATHERING 

One of the demands on a major city police department is 
simply that it be informed about the rackets. Whether this is a 
legitimate demand is a question which we shall put aside for the 
moment. But when someone like the late Carmine Galente1 is 
killed "in gangland fashion", there is an expectation on the pa~t 

1. A prominent New York }/!,afioso who w'as shot in a restau
rant in 1979. The event was front page news in New York papers. 
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of the public and the media that the police will be able to 
explain the significance of the event, even if they are unable to 
actually arrest the persons responsible for the homicide. Simi
larly, there are many investigations/perhaps initiated by other 
agencies not directly concerned with racketeering, which eventually 
touch on racketeering, for example securities fraud cases which 
turn out to involve violence; the police are expected to be able 
to place the actors in their positions in the rackets, to suggest 
something about the possible importance of the various individuals 
involved. 

Gambling enforcement is a good means to acquire the informa
tion necessary to meet these demands. Racketeers may not control 
Numbers or bookmaking, but they have an ongoing involvement in 
these activities, sometimes as bettors, sometimes as financiers. 
Any police department which undertakes major gambling investiga
tions on a regular basis, using undercover agents, informants and 
wiretaps, is assured of learning a great deal about the relation
ships between persons in the rackets. Very simply, gambling 
investigations provide a good means to gather intelligence about 
racketeers. 

Would any other class of offense serve this purpose so well? 
It is clear that the police focus on gambling among racketeering 
offenses at least in part because they are. able to acquire leads 
and information relativelY easily. We do not know whether, if 
they chose to go after loansharks or fences with the same inten
sity that they go after gamblers, they would also not acquire a 
great deal of intelligence; the effort has never been made. 
However, it is plausible to assume that gambling investigations 
are more efficient in this respect. Gambling is a routinized 
activity involving very large numbers of customers, many of whom 
at least touch on the rackets if they are not direct participants 
themselves. No other single activity has that combination of 
qualities. 

If gambling is then uniquely suited for the gathering of 
intelligence about racketeering generally, do we have an adequate 
justification for intense gambling enforcement? This depends 
largely on \>v'ha t is done with the intelligence material. If it 
contributes to making other cases, such as fencing or extortion 
cases, then there may be a reasonable argument for it. If it 
merely serves to help the police respond to the public's salacious 
interest in rackets, constantly fed by the media, then the justi
fication is far more questionable. 

There is no systematic means of exploring this question. 
We considered doing an analysis of the arrests and convictions 
resulting from wiretaps for which the original offense specified 
in the application was gambling. If these wiretaps lead to 
numerous convictions for other offenses then there would be prima 
facia evidence of the fruitfulness of gambling investigations for 
rackets cases. Unfortunately, the processes of amending and ex
tending wiretaps produces serious ambiguities; one cannot determine 
if a wiretap listed as a loansharking wiretap is the result of a 
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prior gambling tap. ~urther, the o~fense specification for arrests 
tends to be vague. Conspiracy is often the listed charge

f 
which 

provides no informo,tion about the nature of the substantive 
offense. 

We have discussed this in some detail to suggest both the 
problems faced by the outside researcher and the opportunity avail
able to the l~w enforcement agencies. The exercise that we have 
suggested is one which could be conducted by any major law enforce
ment agency which has carried out a reasonable number of wiretaps 
for gambling. A review of a sample of past gambling investigations 
could provide evidence of the extent to which such investigations 
have led to the making of other, non-gambling, cases. 'While this 
alone would not be an evaluation of the desirability of gambling 
wiretaps, it would contribute significant evidence concerning 
their utility. ' 

Let :lS return now to our main theme, namely the role of 
gambling enforcement in police efforts against organized crime. 
Is 'there any eviG8nce that intensive gambling enforcement imposes 
severe costs on organized crime? Certainly such investigations 
have low yield in terms of arrests, let alone incarcerations, of 
major organized crime figures. If there is any effect it must be 
on the income or the power of organized crime in the area of 
gambling. 

A priori it seems implausible that intense gambling enforce
ment significantly impacts on organized crime. If members are 
involved primarily as financiers in the bookmaking business, then 
enforcement may actually be counterproductive, since it may force 
some otherwise solvent bookmakers to turn to loansharks for 
financing. 2 If the police were able to identify bookmakers who 
were already in debt to loansharks then they could focus their 
efforts on them and thus deprive the loanshark of his loan or at 
least aelay its repayment. However, we are not convinced that 
there are intelligence systems that would enable such fine defini
tion of targets. Intense enforcement against bookmakers has an 
unpredictable, but probably small, effect on the incomes of 
organized crime figures associated with the business. 

The argument for counterproductive effects is stronger in 
the case of Numbers. We believe that the decentralization of the 
Numbers business in New York is a healthy change. It has come 
about at least in part because of the decline of gambling corrup
tion in the New York Police Department. That in turn is a 
function of the reduced emphasis on gambling enforcement. 
"Corruption control" may be improving but there is little evidence 
that one can manage an intense gambling enforcement effort in a 
major city police department for long without producing serious 
corruption problems. Corruption in the enforcement of laws 
against Numbers will lead to increased control on the part of 

2. We owe this hypothesis to Ronald Goldstock. 
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those criminals who can establish the best connections with 
corrupt police administrators. In cities for which Numbers is 
important, that means traditional organized crime groups. 

We argue then that intense gambling enforcement may be 
counterproductive in its effect on organized crime. But this is 
not an argument against gambling enforcement per see Apart from 
the need to maintain public order, the public~~s-a justifiable 
expectation that the police provide some harassment of those who 
make substantial income by flouting the law. T<I)'e are not arguing 
for the effective decriminalization of gambling, though we might 
argue for the legalization and taxation of privately operated 
Numbers and bookmaking. Certainly the existing patchwork of 
prohibition and state operation of different forms of gambling 
has little to recommend it. 

Gambling enforcement must be appropriately scaled (i.e. 
small) and narrowly focused. It may be possible, under those cir
cumstances, to enlist the active cooperation of prosecutive 
agencies, whose attitude to gambling cases (as suggested in 1che 
previous chapter) has certainly been influenced by the traditional 
corruption associated with them and the sheer number of such cases. 
Generating only a few cases, which the police could show were 
clearly targeted against major operations, might generate a change 
in prosecutorial attitude. 

Such a gambling enforcement effort is built around limited 
goals of equity and intelligence. So~e of the instability and 
low profitability of illegal gambling to high level entrepreneurs 
is a, function of procedures that participants, particularly low 
level ones, adopt in the face of possible arrest and seizure. In 
other words, some enforcement may ensure more equitable distribu
tion of money within gambling markets. 

'i As to intelligence gathering, we find plausible, though not 
proven, the contentions of the police that gambling investigations 
are productive of information about other rackets. That also 
suggests one of the major criteria in choosing targets, namely the 
probability that useful information will be obtained on other 
criminal matters. This is not often determinable in advance 'but 
it can be part of the decision criteria for continuation or aban
donment of an investigation. 

3. INFO~ATION GATHERING AND THE ANALYTICAL PROCESS 

Throughout this Report we have been critical both of the 
kinds o,f information which the police collect and that which they 
do not collect. We have also acknowledged that without the co
operation of the police and access to some kinds of information 
which only they have, we would not have been able to undertake 
the research which is 'reported here. John Mack, the noted .British 
criminologist remarked in his work on professional thieves that, 
"although what the police know is patchy and largely inferential, 
it is also true that the police know a great deal more about crime 
as a major behavior system than any criminologist can get to know 
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wi~hout ~heir help." (Mack, 1964, p.42') 
eXlsts wlth respect to illeg'al bl' A similar condition 
rackets which are said t ~am . lng and some of the other 
ized crime. 0 comprlse the central activities of organ-

diffic~~tt~~ ~~u~se °fldOin? this r~search we have learned how 
terrains and soci~lc~il~~~sl~form~tl0n on racketeering. The urban 
makes it very difficult to C~nd ,,,,hlCh muc~ racketeering occurs 
informants who are ' n uct survell1ances, to develop 
the POli.ce are seek~~t ~~r:~t participants ix: the rackets which 
decent citizens who mIght h ppr~ss, or to,galn th~ confidence of 
Our criticism of the pOli~ea~:elmp~r~~nt leformatl0n to provide. 
they use but rather at the ki d no ,lrected,at the methods which 
collect, collectively labeledn,,~ ~fl~X:formatl0n they choose to 
which it is utilized: ln e 1gence", and the manner in 

, The police are often referred to as a " 'I' 
zatlon 3 They h~ d d para-ml ltary" organi-
th f', ave a opte much military terminology and some of 

e un7tl0nal structure. In particular, th h 
~he notl0n of the "intelligence" function Whl~CYh ave carried over 
lmportant t f has been such an par 0 modern military organization. 

, Int~lligence refers to "the problem of 

tl~terpretlng, and communicating the technical gatherix:g ~ processing, 
10n needed In the decision-m k' " and POlltlcal informa

In the case of national armie: ~~gtproce~s. (~ilex:sky, 1967, p.3) 
tion about weapons, strategy capab,~~~~lsts pr~marl1~ of informa
law enforcement it refers t~'a all les,ax:d lntentlons. For 
m~st~y concerning activities an~U~hlm~7e l~~lted set,o~ information, 
dlstlnctive problem for law f e a 10~S ~ps of crlmlnals. One 
targets on whom th~y should ~~ orcemex:t 1~ ldenti~ication of the 
are defined for the military bygat~~~~ngllnfOrma~10n. The targets 
have only rather general guid l'PO l

f
lca authorlty. The police 

e lnes rom statutory cOdes. 4 

Intelligence, in the law f 
treated as a police funct;on pen.orcement community, has been 

~ . rosecutors are ess t' 11 
customers of police intell.igence units This' en la y~ 
of government; federal, state d 1 i ,lS true at all levels 
the intelligence function has an ,~ca b Slx:ce,t~e placement of 
performance, we should consid con

th
sl era Ie s~gnJ.flcance for its 

detail. er e explanatl0n for it in some 

Prosecutors are generally case orl'ented 
l'nformat' b . They respond to 10n a out specific investigations, the polic Th ' usually provided by 

e. ey elther chOose to prosecute or they decline to 
so. They may store all information that is brought to them but 

do 

3. See e.g. Van Maanen (1973, p.4l0). 

4. ]\BSCAM is an instance' h ' 
h In w lch law enforcement ' c oose, dramatically, to expand agenCles the set of targets. 
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each pie~e of information will pertain to a specific potential 
prosecutJ.on. 

, The ~olice, on ~h~ ~t~er hand, have patrol and general 
~nvestJ.g~tJ.ve responsJ.bJ.lJ.tJ.es., Many of their activities produce 
J.nformatJ.on but do not result in cases. That information may be 
sto:ed for later use in other investigations or to provide the 
~asJ.s, ,whe~ related to other information, for initiation of an 
J.~vestJ.~atJ.on. The police also acquire far more information 
sJ.~p~y Dy,gre~tly outnu~bering prosecutors. It is scarcely sur
p~J.~J.ng, J.n IJ.ght of thJ.s, that the police have acquired responsi
bJ.IJ.ty for intelligence collection for law enforcement generally. 

T~is has p~rticular 'significance for organized crime control 
st~ategJ.es. It J.S often assumed that prosecutors will direct 
maJ~r organized crime investigations. The,federal Organized Crime 
StrJ.ke Forces, for exam~le, ar~ inter-agency units headed by pro
sec~tors from the OrganJ.zed CrJ.me and RacketeE~ring Section (OCRS). 
VarJ.ous state and county units have been formed with a similar 
s~ructure; a smal~ numb~r of prosecutors heading units staffed by 
large numbers of J.nvestJ.gators from various police agencies. 

, These u~its ar~ the major, instruments of contemporary efforts 
~gaJ.ns~ or<:!anJ.zed crJ.me. One mJ.ght expect that: their choices of 
~nvest~gatlve ta:gets would reflect a knowledge of all the 
J.ntel~J.gence avaJ.lable to federal law enforcement agencies on 
organJ.zed crime. , In fact it does not. The presence of lawyers at 
the h~ad of these units ensures that they h~ve as units ' 
restrJ.cted acc~ss to the intelligence files of ' the agencies repre-
sented in them. -

For example, the federal Strike Forqes have never been able 
to obta~n access,t~ the F.B.I.'s intelligence system, though the 
F.B.I. J.S a partJ.cJ.~ating a<:!ency in the Strike Force Program. 
Indeed: the ~.B.~~ J.S certalnly the most important source of large 
scale J.nvestJ.gatJ.ons for the Strike Forces. Yet the Strike Forces 
have been,forced ~o try t~ create their own intelligence system, 
based,on J.nf~rmatJ.on p~ovJ.ded to them by the various participating 
agen~J.es. ,SJ.nce that J.nformation is almost entirely case oriented, 
the J.ntellJ.gence system has generally been viewed as of little 
value. 

Indeed, it is probably accurate to characterize the behavior 
of the Strike Forces as not very different from that of traditional 
~rosec~tive units. They respond to information brought to them by 
~nvestJ.gators seeking to make a specific case. The police may 
J.~deed d~a~ on a wide intelligence base in making their investiga
tJ.ve decJ.sJ.on, but they make that decision in near isolation from 
the prosecutors who ostensibly direct the organized crime units.S 

S~ For an illuBtration of the difficulties Strike Force 
attorneys have in diredtin~ F.B.I. efforts see Beigel and Beigel 
(1977) . 
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One explanation (offered by participants) for this isolation 
'Of prosecutors from police intelligence is that the police mistrust 
prosecutors. As a generalization that, does indeed seem to be the 
case. Individual prosecutors may build relationships of trust 
'With a group of police but the career pattern difference between 
the two' occupations has the effect of creating a general suspicion 
'On the part of the police. 

For prosecutors generally are short term public employees. 
Many of them leave the prosecutor's office after three to five 
years. The New York District Attorney was thought to have been 
"stringent in imposing a minimum term for incoming prosecutors of 
four years, with the threat of lack of recommendation as the 
enforcement tool. The declining relative salary for senior public 
sector lawyers has ihcreased the incentive for talented prosecutors 
to leave the office early in their careers. 

Furthermore, many of them leave. to join the defense bar. 
There are explicit legal prohibitions on entering the defense side 
in cases for which they have acquired ihformation as prosecutors. 
It is however difficult to prevent the former prosecutor from 
making use of information that he acquired about individuals if 
it is not related to a particular case on which he worked as a 
prosecutor. 

The police, on the other hand, 'tend to spend a long period 
of time in the public sector. In large part this reflects the 
fact. that their skills are in little demand in the private sector. 
Their alternative employment opportunities outside the police 
agency are likely to be less well paid, interesting or prestigious. 
The creation of retirement systems which provide them with an 
incentive for leaving the police force after twenty years has had 
an ameliorating effect. The pension does not prevent them from 
finding another job that, together with their pension, yields a 
substantially higher income. Nonetheless it still is true that 
the average employment tenure for a policeman in his agency is 
far higher than for a prosecutor. 

For the police, then, most prosecutors represent at best 
temporary allies, who may shortly join the enemy side. That is 
not to say that they doubt the prosecutor's enthusiasm for a par
ticular case. But they do have a real understandable concern 
about providing the prosecutor with a great deal of information 
which might be of assistance to him if he decides to become a 
defense lawyer. Thus the strong desire of police agencies to 
isolate prosecutors from criminal intelligence systems. 

ProsecutorS might still have an influence on the intelligence 
function. In theory they could be involved in the design of 
intelligence systems and the creation of decision rules for its 
use in making investigative allocations, without being given the 
detailed information in the system. However t~ey are not and, 
given the cumbersomeness of such a relationship, it is scarcely 
surprising that this should be so. 
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Intelligence then is a police tunction. Not only do police 
collect the' intormation that constitutes the base of the system 
but they also control design and analysis. In order to understand 
the limitations then of the intelligence function we need to con
sider its relationship to police work generally. 

In large part intelligence units are customers of enforcement 
activities. They are small units which are asked to provide many 
routine products to other units within the police agency. They 
have little control over what information goes into their system, 
for they are vie\ved as desk rather than field units. The informa
tion is collected by enforcement units and is generally incidental 
to investigative or patrol responsibilities. That fact has a great 
deal to do with the nature of the information that intelligence 
units collect and with their role in the ratification of law 
enforcement strategies. 

If enforcement d1e.termines· what information is generated, then 
we can predict what it is that intelligence units will know about. 
They will learn about the activities which other units emphasize 
in their patrol and investigative decisions. "Vice" enforcement 
has been targeted heavily toward gambling, in particular Numbers 
and street bookmaking. Intelligence units have correspondingly 
acquired a great deal of information about these activities. If 
they then chose to interpret- 'this as implying that Numbers and 
street bookmaking were partlcularly important, it is scarcely 
surprising. 

Further, with respect to organized crime figures, the same 
problem arises. Intelligence units were given a great deal of 
information about the gambling activities of these figures and not 
much about anything else. After all, if there were no units under
taking lqansharking investigations it was difficult to make the 
claim that loansharking was the major activity for organized crime 
figures. Critical to this was the treatment and recruitment of 
informants. Where gambling was the most important responsibilit}t 
for organized crime control units, it was likely that informants 
would be recruited who knew more about gambling than any other 
activity and their debriefing by agents ivould emphasize gambling. 
We shall discuss the informant problem at greater length later. 

Wilensky (1967) suggests that this relationship between intel-
ligence and policy is a generic one. I, Among intelligence . 
sp,ecialists, no conviction is strong~r than the notion that their 
main function, \vhatever their intentions, is 'backstopping'. And 
administrative leaders ... throw in their 'research' staff ritual
istically, much as a tribal leader, embarking on a war, calls on 
the, shaman for supportr:ilg incantation." (p .16) Certainly discus
sions of the role of military intelligence have suggested just 
that. McGarvey (1973) argues that the Defense Intelligence 
Agency, which is controlled by the military (in contrast to the 
CIA), sees its function as providing evaluations of data to support 
the policy positions of the armed s~rvices. 'Blachman (1973) makes 
the sam~ point about Air Forc~ Intelligence in Vietnam. If police 
agencies are committed at policy levels to focusing organized 
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crime control etforts on gambling, intelligence units are likely 
to provide the supporting analysis for such a commitment. 

The interdependence of intelligence and enforcement can be 
illustrated by one incident. vIe reviewed the files of one of the 
most professional intelligence units in the New York area. One 
individual was listed as involved in loansharking and gambling. 
However there was no other information on the summary card, as 
there had been for other figures in the file, listing the location 
and/or scale of his operation. We inquired as to why, he was 
identified as being in these activities. It turned out to rest 
on the surveillance of another persorr~ a very significant mafioso. 
Over a period of weeks of surveillance of this mafioso, whose 
prime activities were listed as gambling and loansharking, the 
other person had been observed regularly entering the car with him 
and sitting in the back seat. This was interpreted to mean that 
the other figure was impor~ant (otherwise he would have sat in 
the front seat with the driver) and must be involved in the same 
activities as the mafioso. The surveillance did lead to a major 
gan':01ing case against the mafioso, but produced no specific " ::or
mation on the other figure. 

The dependence of intelligence on enforcement is not only 
exr-licable but, given American concerns with civil liberties, 
almost inevitable. There is little public enthusiasm for police 
actively seeking intelligence divorced from an effort to solve a 
specific crime. The specific crime may be a heroin distribution 
or bookmaking enterprise but the information should be sought in 
the context of trying to apprehend those responsible for the 
criminal enterprise. The oft-remarked ?illlerican suspicion that 
government authority will be abused where it is not clearly moni
torable produces this concern. In a case-oriented regime, the 
police can always account for their choice of targets in terms 
of a particular criminal offense. 

Indeed, even \vithout this concern, there are few sources of 
meaningful intelligence independent of enforcement. Informants 
are critical, particularly for the kinds of activities that are 
central to organized crime. While it is conceivable that police 
might buy informants with large sums of money, the fact is that 
most informants are generated by enforcement activity. In return 
for lenience with respect to certain offenses, the criminal agrees 
to provide the police with information about some other activities. 6 
Police perpetually complain about the meagerness of funds to pay 
informants but the bulk of information is generated in response to 
something other than monetary incentives. 7 Very simply, more 

6. Wilson (1978) found that most FBI and DEA informants were 
generated through threats of arrest. 

7. Wilson (1978; p.77) reports that the Drug Enforcement 
Agency, for whom informants are clearly essential, had only,a 
total of $1,260 per agent for purchase of information in 1975. 
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enforcement means more potential informants. 

The alternative source of information on consensual crime is 
surveillance. But that alternative is more apparent than real, a 
complement to effective informant programs rather than a substitute. 
Apart from the lowest levels of the gambling and drug trades, few 
transactions occur in public. An informant can provide the police 
with information about who is likely to be gathered at a particular 
spot and time but surveillance will do little more than confirm 
that. The informant will still have to provide the critical infor
mation about what occurs in the transaction. 

Wiretapping, under current court restrictions, also requires 
informants. The police may not place electronic surveillance on 
an organized crime figure simply because of a generalized suspicion 
that he is important to a class of criminal transactions in the 
city. They must find a specific crime in which he is involved and 
for which he makes regular use of the telephone. The attraction 
of gambling for'wiretaps is precisely that the operation of a 
bookmaking or Numbers enterprise of any magnitude requires regular 
use of a telephone. It has failed to provide a major tool against 
organized crime because gambling operators turned out to be a 
group different from that which law enforcement authorities origin
ally identified. 

So informants are the centerpiece for Qrganized crime intel
ligence and informants are the product of enforcement activities. 
We shall suggest various ways in which police may improve the 
operation of their intelligence units but we must accept this 
basic dependence and some critical limitations that it imposes. 

Informants have always represented a threat to police adminis
trators. 8 The relationship betvleen the informant and his police 
protector has no clear sanction in law; the police do not have the 
authority to permit lawbreaking. Yet they must do so if they are 
to obtain certain kinds of information from informants. 

The police administrator wants the information from the 
informant to be committed to a paper record placed in files 
available to other investigators. He has two incentives for that. 
First and more important, that maximizes the utility of the 
information provided by the informant. Second, it permits him 
to monitor the quality of the informant and to evaluate the 
police officer. 

The incentives of the officer are opposed to this. In many 
large police departments there is a wi~e suspicion about the 
integrity of files. Information placed there may be obtained by 
corrupt officers and sold to criminals,9 placing the informant at 

that 

8. Silberman (1~78~ p.312) makes a similar comment. ;i 
9. Wilson (19781~ p. 70) reports a comment by a DEA official 
three or four iilf,prmants, in his region, may have been 
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risk. Whether or not the suspicion is correct, the impor~c:.nt fact 
is that it exists. policework is governed by paper requlreme;nts, 
which the police generally resent and find bur~e~s~me;. In thlS 
area they also have a good justification for mlnlmlzlng the amount 
they will commit to paper. 

There is another incentive, which is even more general. Indi
vidual police are evaluated not by the informati~n they co~lect but 
by the arrests that they make. I~formation comm7tted to flIes 
becomes available to the competitlon. Other ~fflcer~ may ma~e 
arrests that the original officer would seek lf he dld not dlsburse 
the information. lO 

There is yet a third incentive. The relationship betwee~ in
formant and police is one which may involve the illegal grantlng of 
a partial license. ll The less that is committed to p~per b~ the 
police officer the less that licensing process comes lnto Vlew. 
This is particularly a problem for narcotics enforcement w~ere 
restricted informant funds lead police to se;ek to payoff lnformants 
through drugs held back after arrest and selzure. 

This aspect of drug enforcement has been discussed in a number 
of studies. Manning and Redlinger (1977~ note that "the agents 
become a link in the market~ng of narcotlcs." (p.297) Daley (1978) 
provides a detailed account of one narcotics officer's ~eep involve
ment in the provision of narcotics to his informants whlle he was 
making many successful cases against high level dealers. ,Indeed, 
the essence of making high level cases appears to be preclsely 
leaving informant/dealers i~ place; so as to be able t~2make cases, 
with their cooperatioIl, agalnst hlgher level dealers. 

The problem is nc)t restricted to narcotics enforcement. In 
areas of policinq informants are essential. The solution of 

many - '1 f ' formants· 13 
major burglary incidents is likely to lnvo ve ~se 0 ln " _ 
so are gambling and loansharking cases. A pollce~an seeks to maln 
tain a number of criminal informants, who are avallable when he 

9. [continued] killed in a six-month period, possibly because 
of their informing activities. 

Rubinstein (1973; p.200) cites this same problem,in ~he 
cont;~t of patrol officer treatment of information ~bo~t lllegal 
vice locations. Silberman (1978; p.134) discusses lt ln the con
text of patrol-detective relations. 

t a B~ltimore narcotics officer 11. Epstein (1977; p.l06) repor s a 

claiming 800 dealer informants with de fac!o franchises. 

2 Wilson (1978; p.79) argues that the unreliabili~y of , 
narc~tics informants and the difficulty of v~rifying thelr clalms, 
except through seizures, mitigate against their use in long inves-
tigations. 

13. 
(1975) . 

On investigative problems generally see Greenwood et al 
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needs information to make a particular case or to initiate a new 
investigation. If an informant goes to prison, the officer loses 
a,valuable asset. Hence he seeks to protect the informant (cf. 
V1lano, 1978). Not only does he not arrest the informant when he 
himself learns of some new offense, but he will actively try to 
protect the informant if he gets into trouble with another agency. 

S~olni~k (1966) ~nd Manning and Redlinger (1977) report inci
dents 1n ~vh1.ch an off1.cer asks another agency to drop charges 
against a criminal because he is an informant for that officer. 
We observed that with respect to one of our own informants who 
worked for various agencies.. When he was arrested by another agency 
he ~sked a number,of the officers for whom he provided information 
to 1ntercede on h1.s behalf. As far as we could tell these inter
ventions were ~ade only by ~elephone and were never put in writing. 
Mor7over, th~ 1.nformant bel1eved that the agents would not inform 
the1r superv1.sor that the interventions were being made. 

Our point is a simple one. The informant-police relationship 
is potentially dangerous for both parties. The ambiguity of the 
"licensing:r of the informant and the increased value of information 
when hoarded ensures that officers will minimize the amount of 
information they commit to paper. Indeed, it is difficult for 
police administrators to even ensure that the existence of all 
~nforman~s is properly recorded (Knapp Commission, 1973). Tighten-
1.ng r 7qu1rements, for example by ordering regular reports from 
each 1.nformant and periodic evaluation in order to determine 
~hethe7 the status should be continued, is likely to increase the 
1.ncent1.ve for not registering informants and for paying them 
illicitly.14 

, The organizational consequences of the unrecorded nature of 
1.nformant-officer relationships are obvious. Police a.gencies fail 
~o acquire much of the information that is held by their members. 
whe~ members ~eave the department, the informants they have re
cnuted are llkely to leave with them. Some officers will make an 
~ffo~t t·o pass on their informants to others but the relationship 
1S h1ghly personalized and even where there is willingness to make 
the tr~nsfer, on the part of the officer, it may not be successful. 
There 1.S also little incentive for the retiring officer to do so. 
The same problem arises Tllhen an officer is transferred to another 
unit within the agency. 

~his latter problem has appeared in an interesting form in 
ga~b~lng enforcement. One agency had a minor gambling scandal, 
ar1S1.ng from corrupt relations between gambling officers and their 

14. Wilson (1978) I generally placing considerable trust in 
the ~ccuracy of agent statements, nonetheless says, commenting on 
Just1ce Department guidelines concerning informants "no guidelines 
can do much more than restate the law and urge officials to obey 
that law and, in the gray areas, to use their judgement." (p.83) 
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informants. The agency responded by wholesale transfer of the 
gambling unit and imposition of a two year rotation for all members 
of the gambling squad. It quickly became clear .that the new unit 
could do little in its first two years because it had to develop a 
new set of informants. At the end of the two yewrs the department 
had to effectively drop the rotation requiremen.t because it would 
clearly perpetuate non-enforcement through loss of informants. 

With only a small fraction of the information collected by 
officers flowing to them, intelligence units have a limited role to 
play in the area of organized crime enforcement. What information 
they do obtain derives mostly from formal arrest and investigative 
reports. This further skews the perspective of intelligence units 
toward the kind of activity that generates just such paperwork. 

The problem is compounded by the narrow base of recruitment 
into police departments. Civilians playa very small role in most 
big city agencies and never acquire any command responsibilities. 
Inasmuch as'police departments require specialized· skills they must 
be found or developed internally. To this extent the police again 

,mirror the military. 

However, the military have always had a two tier recruitment 
system. Officers are recruited into higher ranking and higher 
paid positions at a later stage in their educational development. 
Moreover, the military have long encouraged officers to acquire 
additional' education even after entering the services. It is not 
uncommon for officers to be paid for one or two years of full-time 
graduate study in universities in mid-career. 

The police allow entry only at one point, namely the lowest 
level. All officers must start at the Police Academy and face the 
prospect of a period of years' as a patrol officer. Nor do depart
ments generally provide the means for higher education once the 
officer has entered the department. For a few years federal 
funding was available for higher education (the Law Enforcement 
Education Program) but that was mostly for night study while still 
employed full-time. lS It is more properly regarded as a means for 
providing police officers with the minimal higher education require
ment necessary for their functioning in modern urban America than 
with training an ~dministrativ~ elite. 

For intelligence units this means that the range of formal 
skills available within the department for them to utilize is very 
limited. It is consequently no surprise to find that what passes 
for intelligence analysis is rarely more than compilation. What 
could be accomplished with more sophisticated tools is an issue 
we shall address later. Here we wish simply to make the point that 
no effort has been made to find out~ 

Our examples must obviously concern what is not done. Computer 
analytic techniques are only just making their ,entry into police 

15. An evaluation of this· program is provided in Sherman (1978). 
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intelligence work in the o~ganized crime field. Even the F.B.I ... 
as late as 1979, had a manual file system for organized crime intel
ligence; the only computer assistance was locating file references 
to a particular individual. Network analysis, potentially an 
important tool if the right kind of data are available,· is just 
being implemented by one agency in the New York area. 

Again it is important to reiterate that this is not a critique 
of members of intelligence unitsithemselves. No demands have been 
placed on them by senior policy makers within police departments to 
acquire more sophisticated analytic capab,ilities. Those managers 
themselves have emerged from conventional police backgrounds which 
provide little understanding of the potential for modern management 
analytic tools. 

What constituted police intelligence analyses of iJlegal 
gambling in New York? We have not seen all the products that may 
have been g~ven this rhubric but what we have seen is all of the 
same type, namely compilation. For example, an analysis of Numbers 
banks done in the mid-1960's, during the height of NYPD efforts 
against Numbers, consisted simply of a listing of all major banks, 
their estimated volume, membership and internal command structure. 
There was no information about the relations between banks and 
bankers, the financial success of different banks, the use of 
violence etc. In other words, the analysis could provide no stra
tegic direction for target selection, ex6ept on the basis of the 
size of the bank and the significance of the person who reputedly 
owned it. Nor have we come across any evidence tha~ a senior 
police administrator ever asked the intelligence units to prepare 
analyses of alternative strategies or evaluate the effectiveness 
of current approaches. 

4. INTELLIGENCE AND ORGANIZED CRIME CONTROL: POTENTIAL 

The previous section argued that intelligence uni~s have 
few resources ~vailable to them. They can obtain only a small 
nmount of the information that flows to members of the departments 
in which they operate, are dependent on enforcement policies for 
the meager flow of information that they do obtain and have limited 
analytic skills. The first two, and most important, of the~~ 
problems we assume to be inherent. It is certainly beyonc;Vour 
capacities to find convincing reforms'which will overcome the self
defeati~19 but understandable reluctance of police to share informa
tion. As to the second point, the constitutional protections which 
prevent pure "intelligence" activities are too important to advocate 
removing simply for organized crime control purposes. 

Nonetheless, it is possible to improve the performance of 
intelligence units, even within these limitations. In this section 
we. assume, perhaps· optimistically, that an innovative police admin
istrator is willing to provide his intelligence unit with the 
resources it needs to playa role in the design and evaluation of 
an organized crime control strategy. The section lays out what 
should enter into the design decisions and what role the intelli
gence unit can play. 
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Three assumptions underly this discussion. First we assume 
that the goal of the strategy must be something other than "elimina
tion" of organized crime. Society is not willing to commit the 
resources necessary to deal with such an intractable structural 
problem, even assuming we knew how to accomplish it. Second, we 
assume that law enforcement agencies can make choices about how to 
attack Qrganized crime. They may devote more resources to enforce
ment against one kind of crime rather than another; they are not 
restricted to responding to a given flow of information about a 
particular set of offenses. Third, we assume that these choices 
by law enforcement have an effect on organized crime behavi6r. 
The effect may merely be tactical i.e. it may affect only'how 
members of organized crime conduct thenlselves in particular are~s 
of criminal activity. It may be more fundamental and affect WhlCh 
forms of criminal activities they go into or the actual level of 
criminal activity. But the choices have some consequences. 

These three assumptions are necessary if we are to take the 
strategy issue seriously. They may seem obvious as stated but we 
shall see, in the course of our discussion, that they are sometimes 
ignored, with important consequences. 

The first and probably most difficult issue is specification 
of the objectives of organized crime control programs. These can 
be specified either in terms of the nature of the particular harms 
that we believe organized crime inflicts on society or in terms of 
the lessening of the powers of particular groups that are identi~ 
fied as organized crime. The existing discussions at the policy 
level, with one interesting exception, talk only in terms of the 
second. 

We believe that it is worth considering the other approach, 
namely the nature of the behaviors that organized crime control 
programs should attempt to reduce. We do not claim to be abl~ t? 
provide an operationalization of these for the purpose of deslgnlng 
programs or evaluating the success of individual units. However, 
such a discussion, precisely by identifying the difficulties of 
operationalization, provides an insight into the possible role and 
limitations of intelligence units in organized crime control. 

This discussion will rely heavily on materials presented by 
federal agencies involved in organized crime programs. We would 
have preferred to make use of state or local presentations but . 
have been unable to identify comparably broad statements of P011Cy 
and evaluation at these levels. 16 In justification we also note 
that the organized crime effort, at least since the 1967 President's 
Crime Commission, has· been greatly influenced by federal efforts. 
Indeed, it appears that the federal effort is a significant portion, 
in terms of ·total investigator and prosecutor manyears, of the 

16. A useful document concerning state and local efforts is 
Blakey Goldstock and Rogovin (1978), which includes a brief des
cripti~n of most major organized crime ~nvestigative units. 
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total effort by all agencies.17 

Current evaluation is carried out in terms of the nature and 
number of convictions secured by the program. E.g. the Director 
of the F.B.I., testifying before Congress,18 gave the number of 
convictions achieved by his organized crime investigators as a 
measure of success. The only other evaluation measure wa~ the 
number of high-level transitions that had occurred in the Mafia 
as the result of law enforcement efforts (28 in the previous five 
years). The Congress asked no questions that suggested these 
were inappropriate measures of the success of the F.B.I. efforts. 
Bl~key et al (1978) report similar evaluation by state and local 
unIts. 

It is not hard to explain the use of these measures. They 
reflect traditional performance meas~res for law enforcement 
agencies. Police agencies will stress increases in the number of 
arrests as evidence. of improved performance. Individual officers 
will be rewarded for high arrest figures. Prosecutors use the 
number of convictions obtained or, the percentage of successful 
prosecutions for the same purpose. For management these are often 
appropriate measures, providing the correct signals to managers 
and their subordinates, particularly where there is a relatively 
uniform stream of homogeneous offenses. 19 

Moreover there is another measure readily available for most 
forms of crime, namely the number of reported offenses. Critics 
of the police in a particular city can point to rises in the 
number of reported burglaries, for example, to show that the police 
are failing in some part of their responsibilities. Police admin
istrators have become far more sensitive to these indicators in 
recent years. They provide, if not a performance index, a measure ' 
of the scale of the problem. 

For organized crime the traditional measures fail for at 
least two major reasons. First, the flow of offenses is much more 
heterogeneous in organized crime. The Numbers rtinner and the 
Numbers banker can both be listed as gamblers but they represent 
vastly different levels of investigative and prosecutive accomplish
ment. The difference is much greater than that between any two 
burglars. Second, there are no simple measures of the size of the 
problem, comparable to the number of reported burglaries. Police 
e~for~s.to measure the extent of illegal gambling, itself a very 
sImplIfIed measure of the level of organized ,crime in a city, have 

17. It was not possible to obtain figures on the ~otal state 
and local effort. 

18. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (1980). 

19. Manning (1980) provides evidence that narcotics units 
are much less sensitive to arrest figures. 
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been quite unsuccessful. 20 There are no external measures which 
one can use to test the relevance of ,management performance 
measures. 

Moreover, there is no obvious analytical framework i~ which 
to develop alternative measures more appropriate to the problem. 
As our discussion in Chapter I suggested, there is no consensus 
in the academic or policy literature concerning the definition or 
nature of organized crime. It is not surprising then to also find 
that there is no consensus (indeed there is little discussion) of 
the distinctive harms arising from the activities of organized 
crime, which is a necessary preliminary to the development of a 
functionally oriented control strategy i.e. a strategy which takes 
as its goals the efficient reduction of those harms. 

In this context it is worth reviewing in detail the most 
sophisticated statement of a policy maker concerning these issues. 
Phillip Heymann, then head of the Criminal Division of the u.S. 
Department of Justice, testified in 1980 before a Congressional 
Committee2l concerned with organized crime and violence. He used 
that forum to make a bro~d statement about the problems of organ
ized crime control strategy design, the, only such statement that 
we have been able to identify. 

"In order to carry out a sensible program against organized 
crime, we must specify as clearly as possible the nature of the 
harm that concerns us .... The most evident harm caused by organ
ized crime is fear (p.41). "Our job is to give the American people 
the security of knowing that criminal organizations which can 
affect their lives and their institutions deliberately, unfairly 
and without recourse will not exist unchallenged in any sector." 
(p. 42) 

Heymann used this criterion to justify the choice of Strike 
Force program priorities; labor-management racketeering, the 
infiltration of legitimate businesses, public official corruption 
and narcotics trafficking. He argued persuasively for the signi
ficance of these first three to public confidence in legitimate 
institutions i.e. unions, corporations and government. Narcotics 
was included because of the apparently high level of violence that 
its unique profitability engendered. 

At the level of rhetoric the qoals and the priorities match 
well; the Strike Forces target those offenses that society takes 
most seriously. The argument "might be that this would deter 
members of organized crime from committing those offenses. How
ever, there is nothing in Heymann's statement to suggest that he 
believes that. Indeed, the notion of deterrence or "deflection" 

20. A discussion of one such effort is provided in Reuter 
and Rubinstein (1978; pp.60-61). 

21. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (1980). 
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(i.e. deflecting the resources of organized crime into areas of 
less concern to society) plays no part in the discussion of organ
ized crime control. 

Further, Heymann introduced a second element of strategy 
which certainly reflects traditional values but which may not be 
consistent with his setting of priorities. "A major assumption of 
the (Strike Force) program has been that convicting as many actual 
members of principal'groups as possible is the best way to reduce 
their power and impact." (p.37) It is unlikely that a focus on 
such complex offenses as labor racketeering will produce as many 
arrests of Mafia members as will focusing the same resources on 
more routine offenses. Indeed, in the waning days of the efforts 
against gambling by the strike Forces, the justification was pre
cisely the productivity of that effort in securing convictions 
of senior Mafia leaders. 22 

Heymann has moved part of the way to founding strategy 
decisions on an enunciation of goals. However he has failed to 
relate the allocation of prosecutive resources t.o the attainment 
of those goals; rather he has used those goals fpr the development 
of a symbolic strategy. It may turn out that that is the best one 
can achieve, given how little law enforcement can learn about the 
activities of organized crime and its impact on them, but there 
should certainly be more discussion of the issue before we accept 
that conclusion. 

We believe that the essential problem for development of 
strategies is precisely information. Consider Heymann's specifi
cation of the distinctive harms arising from organized crime. How 
does an agency develop some indicator of the extent of public 
official corruption, or the economic impact of labo'r-managemen-t 
racketeering in a particular industry? We have argued that intel
ligence is a product of enforcement; only where an agency commits 
itself to serious investigation of corruption and racketeering is 
it likely to be able to acquire information that will enable it to 
determine whether the investigation is justified. 

But that itself makes clear what the operational solution is, 
namely an iterative procedure. An investigative priority once 
assigned, for whatever reason, must' be constantlY evaluated aaainst' 
the goals of the organized crime control effort.- It is easy to 
make cases in most areas of suspected criminal activity. What is 
difficult is to make cases that will really reduce the powers of 
organized crime or deter that behavior with which we are most con
cerned. By requiring evaluation of investigative results against 
these criteria one can hope that specialized units will focus their 
energies appropriately. 

That still leaves' the complex task of stating how a law' 

22. Commission on the Review of t.he National Policy toward 
Gambling Hearings (Criminal Division, u.s. Department of Justice, 
May 10, 1967). 
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enforcement agency might go about developing operationally appli
cable indices of the organized crime problem. We know too little 
about both organized crime and the potential of law enforcement 
information systems to set out an agenda to accomplish thii:5. 
However, we do have some suggestions to make. 

First, conceptual refinement is not to be expected. The 
proximate goals for the program will undoubtedly be far from the 
specification of the behavioral problems. That is in the na·ture 
of programmatic development; few behavioral goals have exact 
observable indicators associated with them. Utility is more im
portant than precision. 

Second, there will be no single indicator that is adequate. 
Though Heymann may be correct in asserting that fear is the most 
important harm inflicted by organized crime., there is no single 
measure that captures all the dimensions of that problem. There 
will be a variety of measures relating to different sectors of 
the licit and illicit economies which provide information about 
the extent of the organized crime problem. 

Third, most of the indicators will be "soft" i.e. will involve 
use of judgement and/or the ascertainment of attitudes. This 
implies that consistency over time is particularly important. 
Some means must be found for collating judgemental and attitudinal 
elements in a relatively uniform way. 

Fourth,th~ program design should be sensitive to the parti
cular nature of the organized crime problem in the individual 
jurisdiction. In some cities illegal markets are more important; 
in others it is corruption of the political system for the granting 
of contractual favors. These differences suggest program differ
ences. 

For the intelligence unit the most important issue is whether 
it can acquire adequate information to permit development of a' 
meaningful and discriminating p.rogram. We have already seen the 
limitations ori the flow of information to such a unit. Whether" 
an intelligence unit given the right resources and imaginative 
leadership can acquire sufficient infoL~ation to meaningfully 
describe the problem and carry out evaluation is a question that 
can only be a.nswered through experimental implementation. 
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APPENDIX A 

LOANSHARKING 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is a well established orthodoxy concerning loansharking 
and its relatiqnship to organized crime. The President's Crime 
Commission in 1967 provided the most important source for this 
when it asserted that loansharking was the second most important 
activity of organized crime. l The basis for this statement was, 
again, the conclusionary assertions of law enforcement officials 
either to earlier official bodies or to Commission staff, without 
published documentation. The significance of loansharking has been 
re-emphasized on various occasions since 1967. 2 

Despite the supposed centrality of the activity there are no 
meaningful estimates of its scale and few-detailed accounts of 
either the operation of loansharking or its organizational structure. 
In modern times loansharking has not been a major focus for police 
law enforcement activity. Few investigations target loansharks. 
Those few cases which have been successfully prosecuted, have 
genera~ed little useful information concerning the roles of signi
ficant organized crime figures in loansharking, largely because 
they have involved low level pa'rticipants. 

Law enforcement agencies believe. that the use of violence and 
intimidation are essential and critical operating features of the 
successful loanshark. The loanshark is perceived as totally pre
datory in intent, employing usurious interests rates and unscrupu
lous methods to strip borrowers of all their assets and to gain 
control of their businesses. 3 

Although we have collected only relatively limited information 
on loansharking, we have sufficient to raise serious questions 
regarding the accuracy of the orthodox description of loansharking. 
We do not see evidence that organized crime groups control the 
loansharking' business in New York. People who have no organized 

1. Task Force Report (1967; p.3) . 

2. E.g. Pennsylvania Crime commission (1980). 

3. For examples of such statements see Pennsylvania Crime 
Commission (1980; pp.156-163) . 
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crime connec,tions have sustained long-term and profitable loan
sharking operations in many segments of the New York market~ 
Further, it is quite probable that intimidation and threat are 
not a central part of the collection procedure for many loansharks. 
Instead, the possible loss of access to the lender for future loans 
may be the most important incentive for the borrower to make 
reasonably expeditious repayment. Finally, it is clear that few 
loansharks have any interest in obtaining control of their customers' 
businesses. The dominant concern is prompt payment of interest 
and eventual recovery of principal. 

Our tentative conclusions and the orthodoxy regarding loan
sharking are clearly in conflict. Why shQuld this be' so? One 
reason for the discrepancy in conclusions is that the view of the 
police is profoundly affected by the manner in which loansharking 
investigations begin. The majority of loansharking investigations 
are initiated only when the customer of a loa.nshark makes a formal 
complai~t.4 Most complainants will only come forward when they 
have actually been threatened. The police, therefore, deal mainly 
with those loansharks who are prepared to resort to physical 
violence. In recent years the New York city Police Department has 
carried out a number of undercover investigations of loansharking. 
Even these have usually been initiated by the complaints of loan
shark customers and hence have the same inher'ent bias as the case 
investigations. Significa,n'tly, those few investigations which 
have not been found on complainant information show a low incidence 
of violence. Certainly our own informant information about loan
sharks has indicated the existence of many loansharks who have not 
been identified as such by the police and whose "modus operandi", 
characterized by low levels of both violence and intimidation, has 
permitted them to remain inconspicuous. 

2. DEFINITION 
! 

Dictionaries are singularly unhelpful with respect to the 
terTIi loansharking, for it is regarded as an informal or colloquial 
expression, undeserving of precise specification. 5 

The most frequently cited of recent scholarly studies (Seidl, 
1968) finds loansharking to have three major characteristic elements: 

1. The lending of ~oney at extremely high interest rate. 

2. A "borrower-lender agreement which rests on the borrower's 
willingness to pledge his and his family's physical well
being as collateral against a loan." 

4. Of approximately twenty such investigations whose origins 
we know, only four were initiated in another manner. 

5. "Loan shark, a person who lends money at exorbitant or 
illegal rates of interest (Colloq.)", Webster's New Twentieth 
Century Dictionary. 
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3. A "belief by the borrower that the lenner has connections 
with ruthless criminal organizations." (Seidl, p.30). 

Another recent study asserts that the term "loansharking" 
" ... plainly embodies two central features: the assess(:ment of ex
orbitant interest rates in extending credit and the use of threats 
and violence in collecting debts." (Goldstock and Coenen, 1978~ 
p. 2) • 

\ 

Each definition conforms "lith the orthodox view of loansharking. 
However neither of the definitions cited embraces the whole range 
of unde~takings which the police (at least in their intelligence 
activities) and participants classify as loansharking. Loans ~re 
regularly made by persons classified as loansharks at rates whlch 
are certainly within legal limits. Wholesale l~ansharks, for 
example, may offer privileged customers weekly 7nterest rates as 
low as one-half percent. 6 Not all loansharks elther,threaten or 
carry out acts or physical violence. It is also unllkely that 
every customer of a loanshark believes that the lender h~s,"<?on
nections with ruthle~s criminal organization. 117 The defl~l~l~ns 
of both Seidl, and Gold'stock and Coenen are, short, too llml tlng. 

Legal definitions are similarly of limite~ value. The 
colloquial term loansharking is ra:elt ~sed - In,f~deral law the 
term "extortionate credit transactlon lS the crltlcal one. 
Goldstock and Coenen correctly stress that the federal offense does 
not involve usury. Of concern is not the interest rate charged 
but the implied method of collection. At the state level, on the 
other hand~ the interest rate is often the critical elem~nt of the 
offense, with no specification of the methods of collectlon. 

All states have of course statutes against extortion, which 
" , b t ?4 can be used to act against many elements of loansharkln~, u - , 

states have no statute which explicitly deals with usurlOUS lendlng 
of money or the use of intimidation to collect money owed. Even a 
state as urbanized as Ohio lacks such a statute. 8 

6. Usury rates vary substantially between states. Goldstock 
and Coenen (1978) cite allowable rates as high as 40% and as low 
as 12%. 

7. Clearly when the police arrange for an undercover officer 
to borrmv from a loanshark y,rhose organizational affiliation they 
have tested and found absent, this condition cannot be met. But 
we mean more than this quibble. 

8. For a listing of relevant statutes see Goldstock and 
Coenen (1978~ Appendix A). In New York loansharking be<?ame a 
felony only in 1965. This is something of a paradox, glven,the 
important role that official bodies have asserted loansharklng to 
play in organized crime activity. It becomes less of,a paradox 
when it is realized that few cases can be made even,wlth a,strong 
statute and that most such cases derive from complalnts whlch can 
be prosecuted under a felony assault statute. 
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" er which reflects the per-
To define loanshark~ng,~n a man~n the trade either as lenders 

spectives of those,who are
d 

~nv~1~7ee~approach. Such a definition 
or borrowers, requlres a escr~p 1 

has four essential elements: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The true terms of the loan are not legally recorded. 

Both the borrower and the lender believe that the true 
transaction is illegal. 

, 'the event of the failure 
The use of threat~ or vl01enc~ ln ent on time while 
of a loanshark bor~~w7~ todmba etrheePabYomrrower are ;ertainly 

'I an~-~lpate Y , not necessarl y, ~~ . 'ble consequence of the type 
understood by hlm to be a POSSl 
of agreement into which he has entered. 

rate for the loan is near or above the The interest of 
legal limit. 9 

h b ader conc'eption of loanshark
This definition offers a muc ro the attitude of the parties 

. , lly used It stresses . 
ing than ~s genera " Thus while high int('~rest rates" 
involved in the trans';lctl<?n. 'ates are the general rule ln , 
indeed outrageously h 7gh lnterest r IS'o loans wh±ch occur at qu~te 

, t ct'ons there are a, "t loansharklng ransa -'- '., e re ardedc'j)y the partlclpan s 
modest effective rates but whlch art' . sgw;t{ very high rates. It 

, 11 th same a~ transac lon -'- 1 . d d as generlCa y e . ~ k l'k legitimate lenders, to eman 
is not unusual for loanshar s'h 1 etstanding principal of the loan. 
collateral t<? cover ';It least t e ~~ere a loan-is covered by col
The use of vlolence In a conte~t t' . nonetheless the customer of 
lateral would seem counter-pro,ucdl~~' threats were made should. 
a loanshark would not be surprlse 1 

repayment be delayed. 
, transactions behind the facade 

The sheltering of,lo';lnshark7n g overstated, is not uncommon. 
of legal loans, the prlnclpal belng does not obscure the awareness 
The existence o~ th7 facade, howeve~;ue nature of the loan. The 
of all the partles lnvolved of t~e . f a misleadina nature and the 
documents involved are known to ~ 0 s ction is a~knowledged by all 
inherent impropriety of the true ran a 
the parties to it. 

. " d f'ned by attitudes 
t ' then that loansharklng lS e 1 

We are asser lng 'involved, as ,.;ell as by char';lc-
and characteristics of th7 pa:tles The Chase Manhattan Bank ~s 
teristics of the transactlon lts71f. of loansha~king, no matter 
never viewed as being in the ~uslness 

. _---- -----
leaally allowable rates has been 

9 Th wide variation in t~e t th 
. e f 6) There lS nothing to suggest tha e 

mentioned above (n., . h consider themselves to be loan-
limit rate affects elther those w old also be noted that in most 
sharks or their customers. It shou 'I' g on loans to businesses. 
states there is no legal intere~t cel lnmay thus tak~'the form of 

k d't to a small bUSlnessman 
Loanshar ~re 1 , h h the money is for personal use. 
loans to hls bus~ness, t oug 
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how high the interest rate it charges a business or how unscrupu
lously it squeezes the businessman/borrower who is having trouble 
meeting his payment schedule. On the other hand, there are 
organized crime figures whose loans are regarded by everyone -as 
loansharking t.ransactions, no matter what the interest rate or 
whether threats are ever uttered in the course of collection. 
While there are undoubtedly some border line cases which are diffi
cult to classify e.g. an individual lends to a colleague of his 
at a high, unrecorded interest rate and becomes abusive when the 
borrower has trouble making his payments, these definitional 
problems do not seriously complicate our analysis. 

3. HISTORY 

Illegal lending presumably has a long history in urban America, 
but there is little published material available. The only serious 
study of the history of illegal lending, and the source for this· 
section, is that of Haller and Alviti (1977). In previous eras, 
however, it seems to have taken a very different form to that which 
is now called loansharking. Violence played a very small part in 
the operation of the system. A brief examination of the illegal 
lending of the earlier period will provide a clearer understanding 
of the contemporary situation. 

Until 1911 all states tightly restricted the interest rates 
that legitimate financial institutions might charge to any customer. 
The legal ceilings were so low that consumer financing was unprofi
table to legal lenders. In the early decades of the century, 
moreover, the borrowing of money for anything other than home 
purchases was generally considered to be evidence of an unstable 
character. lO The conjunction of these conditions led to the growth 
of what were called "salary lenders." These were organizations 
which lent money against future salary payments, usually creating 
documents which disguised the true nature of their loans. 

The interest charges of salary lenders were, by any reasonable 
standard, usurious: often they "lere comparable with those charged 
bv modern loansharks whose rates upon small loans may be as high 
a~ 150% per annum. The fact that many of the borrm.;ers '~"ere 
salaried employees and that the borrowing was regarded so negatively 
by employers gave the lenders a simple collection device. The 
threat to inform a borrower's employer of the loan, thus setting his 
job at risk, provided a considerable incentive for repayment. The 
documents used in the loan transaction, although disguising reality, 
might also be used in court to compel payment. 

' . 

Organizations in the salary lenders' market were semi
legitimate corporations. They were incorporated under state law t 

10. This same condition, apparently, characterizes contem
porary Japan and has produced an industry of predatory small loan 
businesses. See The Wall. Street Journal, November 5, 1979 page 1. 
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though not as consumer finance organizations. ll They advertised 
their services and had conventional offices. Numerous loans were 
made, generally in the rate of $5.00 to $50.00. _ The source of the 
lenders' capital is far from clear, but the allegation that it came 
from criminal syndicates does not seem to have been common or have 
any justification. 

The passage, in the various states, of Small Loan Laws largely 
eliminated the salary lender. These laws considerably relaxed the 
maximum allowable interest rate for legi'timate consumer loans, fre
quently raising the ceiling to 42%, and giving a variety of legiti
mate financial institutions an incentive to enter the small loan 
market. The changes in the financial law alone, however, were 
insufficient to eliminate, even in the small loan market, the 
practice of loansharking. 

Two features of the organization of salary lenders are.parti
c~larly interesting. First, ali7hough there were some salary lenders 
that had branches in a number of cities, there ~7as no national 
organization - indeed, there is nothing to suggest that there were 
even local monopolies. Second, although salary lenders generally 
operated in open violation of felony statutes, allegations of 
related police corruption did not figure prominently in the extensive 
and much publicized campaign against them. There were, however, 
many allegations of political c.orruptio;n - the corruption of 
legislators - directed against the members of state legislative 
bodies which considered the repeal of those stringent limitation 
on legal lending that protected the salary lenders' market. 

Haller and Alviti also provide an account of the early history 
of what they call "racketeer loansharking."rhis they define as 
illegal lending that does not bccur through formal offices of a 
legally', established organization. They note that it is unfortunate 
that " .... little is known about the origins of racketeer loanshark
ing, except that it apparently first appeared in New York City in 
the 19205." (p.14l) with respect to the small loan market Haller 
and Alviti observe "TtiJhat had changed was the collecti>on mechanism: 
the use of violence, or the threat violence, emerged as the 
standard collection procedure." (p.142) But their source for the 
assertion that 'this was new, namely its reporting in major news
paper, iE slender support. 

New York District Attorney Tom Dewey made a number of cases 
against loansharks who dealt in small loans, but he was never able 
to substantiate his allegations that they were agents for prominent 
racketeers like Dutch Schultz, Lucky Luciano and Lepke Buchalter. 12 

11. Haller and Alviti's account suggest that corporations in 
this market vl(:!re specially formed to be salary lenders. They were 
not affiliates of broader based corporations. 

12. Cf. Block (19SO)~ 
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Racketeer lending to entrepreneurs, both legal and illegal 
seems to have been well-established in New York by the 1930's. ' 
The few accounts of such lending13 associate it with various forms 
of gambling; unsuccessful bettors became the borrowers. This view, 
however, ~ay :eflect the police interest in gambling rather than 
any pecul1ar 1mportance of such borrowinq. Haller and Alviti 
be~ieve the establishment of loansharking as a syndicate racket in 
Ch1cago to be founded more on loans to criminals than to loans in 
other sectors of the community. 

There is only one scholarly piece of loansharking in contem
porary America. Ianni (1972) in his study of. the activities of 
one organized crime family in New York, dealt with two of their 
illegal businesses in detail. One was Numbers, the other loanshark
~ng. On the latter, which he asserted was the family's major 
111egal activity, Ianni relied on the informant described as a . 
"client of th(~ loansharking operation." On the basis of this one 
informant, Ianni sets out a description of ~afia loansharking in
New York generally. That description emphasizes elements of a 
cohesive superstructure for each operation. 

We are dubious about broad structural conclusions based on 
the information prov~ded by a single, low-level, informant. More
over the claim about central control within the organization is 
supported neither by reporting of specific incidents nor by direct 
observation. It is instead an inference by the informant which 
~ann~ accepts. Our own experience suggests that participants are 
1ncl1ned to infer command where relationships are often much more 
responsive to the market. 

4 • SOME EXi~>1PLES 

In this section we describe three operations on which we 
obtained relatively detailed information. They do not in any 
sense represent a sample but thev do ShO~l some interesting vari
ations and provide an-appropriate introduction t6 discussion of 
more general character~stics. 

Arnbaz 

David Ambaz operated a legitimate debt collection busi
ness in a city near New York. He also ran a loansharking 
operation out of the same office. The records of the 
loansharking business were maintained in a separate 
file cabinet in the office, and were kept as routinely 
and completely as were the records of the debt collection 
agency. 

Ambaz has approximately 50 customers, with loans outstand
ing totalling about $200,000. The bulk of loans were 

13. Various Mafiosi biographies have low credibility accounts 
of these transactions. The best is Maas (1967). 
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between $1,000 and $2,500, but there were a few that 
were significantly la~geri the largest was for $30,000. 
The interest rate seemed to be a uniform 3% per week. 
The terms were interest payments on outstanding princi
pal, but the principal could be reduced at any time. 
Most customers were repeat customers. Included in the 
list of 50 customers were about 10 bookmakers. other 
customers were mostly small businessmen. 

Repeated efforts to find organized crime figures 
~ssociated with Ambaz found none. He had no previous 
criminal record and was completely unknown to the 
law enfa~cement agencies in the city. The bookmakers 
who borrowed from him included persons closely asso
ciated \.,ith the dominant Mafia group in the city. 

Ambaz always tried to obtain collateral. often that 
took the form of a second Iuortgage document, signing 
over to Ambaz a portion of. the borrower's home. The 
borrower was tol'a. that the document would be filed 
if, and only if, he failed to make the s'cheduled 
payments. In fact, Arobaz would occasionally file 
the documents anyway, thus freezing the borrower's 
ability to sell his home. Some of Ambaz's borrowers 
used him simply to ensure that they maintained their 
assets free from apparent encumbrance and thus retain 
continued eligibility for legitimate financing if they 
'needed it. 

Ambaz did not use violence for collection. However, he 
did make explicit threats over the phone if a borrower 
were late in making payments. He did not use any agents 
for collection, apparently relying on the use of col
lateral to pressure borrowers. [investigator interviews 
plus seized records] 

Brodsky 

,Jim Brodsky lent monev from a fur store in the fur 
district of Manhattan: The store contained only a few 
fur sample~, which were dusted every two weeks. He, 
worked with his \.,ife, Tamara, and an agent, Eugene. 
Every morning Eugene met Brodsky in the store to discuss 
the accounts and then went out to pick up payments 
from those customers who could not easily COTIle to 
Brodsky fur store. Ha seems to have served about 100 
customers each week. Brodsky dealt with borrowers who 
carne to the store; most loan~ seem to have been initi
ated by such visits, even if the customer was later 
serviced by Eugene. 

Borrowers came mainly from the fur business. None seem 
to have been criminal ooerators. The loan might be 
needed at the beginning-of the fall to buy some pelts 
to make into furs. Since summer is a slow time fqr 
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~~e f;urriers, they have liquidity problems just at the 
~me they need to acquire an inventory of raw materials 

The loans were typically for periods of six to eight . 
week~. If Brodsky did not take coats as collateral he 
requ~red the borrower to make out a pre-dated docum~nt 
~~ndlng ?ver some part of the borrower's business to 
~m. Th~s 'tvas returned when the loan was repaid. 

~he bulk of loans were "knockdown".14 The effectjve 
~nterest ~ate was never less than 2-1/2% per week; and 
rose as h~gh\as 20%. Loans varied in size from $200 t 
$50,000, but there were very few over $5,000. 'The 0 

Brod~kys (Tamara was an active member of the business 
keep~ng the books and pressuring Joe and Eugene) had ~ 
total of about 600 loans on the books in one year. ' 

Collection schedules were rigorously enforced, in the 
sense that lateness in payment led to heavy penalty 
charges. On the otherhand, despite a ready use of 
thr~ats, observation by an undercover officer over a 
per~od of so~e months revealed only one (unsuccessful) 
attempt at v~olence. The attempt occurred when Eugene 
and Joe spotted a customer who had not paid for a year 
They were unable to catch him in the en'suing chase. . 

Brodsky had close relatio~s with two Mafia figures. 
He was extremely deferent~al in his handling of one 
of th~m th?ugh there was nothing to suggest a business 
rel~t~onsh7p between them. He dealt with other or
gan~zed cr~me figures from time to time. For example, 
he mad~ regular purchases of stolen cigarettes from 
one maJor racketeer, which he then required his 
customers to buy from him for their m~n resale pur
poses [undercover agent in ~rodsky operations] 

Martino 

~rank Martino 't.,as a low level member of one of the 
Ne\<l Y?rJ~MafiF.t ~a~ilies. He was involved in a varietv 
of c~~m~nal act~v~ties throughout his career, includi;g 
fenc~ng and bookmaking. 

It is not kn?wn exact~y how much money he had lent out 
at any one t~me. Dur~ng the observation period he 
appeared to have over $100,000 in circulation. Host 
of the loans were for a~ounts between $500 and $2,000, 
but he had recorded at least one loan of $25 000 All 
but the largest loans were made on a knock-d~wn basi~. 
(The knock-down terms were 12 weekly payments of SlOO 
for a $1,000 loan.) . 

14. Involving fixed schedule of payments, covering interest 
and principal. 
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Loans were transacted through bars. An agent for 
Martino, Vinnie, was hired to make the loans and 
collections from a bar near the docks. Each day he 
spent about four hours in there. Dock \vo;l;kers \<lho 
approached him had to show their dock identification 
badge before being given a loan. Payments had to be 
made on Friday, which is the payday on the docks, 
regardless of the day on which the loan was made. 
·Vinnie also went to other bars to pick up envelopes 
that had been left with the bartender; he did not 
make loans at these locations. 

On only one occasion during his six \veek service for 
Martino did Vinnie use violence. In that case the 
borrower, a small-time criminal, had failed to make 
payments for over twelve weeks. After frequent warnings, 
the loanshark instructed Vinnie to beat up the borrower. 
Vinnie did so. The victim had both legs broken and had 
to spend some time in the hospital. He did not bring 
any complaint against Hartino or Vinnie. [Vinnie] 

5. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Agents and Enterprises 

Unlike Numbers bankers and bookmakers, loansharks do not make 
use of numerous agents. Success leads not to an increased number 
of loans but rather to an increased size of loans. This is easily 
explicable in terms of rising concern with the prospect of arrest 
as the lender's capital and income increase. The exposure to 
arrest is primarily a function of the number and characteristics 
of borrowers. If fhe loanshark does not increase the size of his 
loans he can only lend more money by increasing the number of 
customers. Further, he can increase that number only by lending 
to people he knows less about; the probability of one of his 
customers being an informant may thus rise sharply. None of the 
importi;mt loansharking cases which have been made by the police in 
recent years have exposed a loanshark employing more than one or 
two agents. Agents, incidentally, have generally been used more 
for the purpose of collection than for the recruitment of new 
borrmvers. 

Only when one takes into account the lending of money to 
loansharks within the trade is it possible to detect even a-roose 
form of organizational structure. In this structure tiers of 
loansharks create a distribution system which is; in essence, 
comparable to those that exi~t in the heroin and cocaine ~rades. 
Within the distribution system loansharks with greater capital 
lend to others with less. They may in turn lend to other loan
sharks. The more important lo~nshark may lend to the next level 
in units of $50,000 at one-half' percent a week, while the second 
level lends units of $10,000 at 1% a week; as in the heroin chain, 
the price per unit rises as the transaction moves down the chain. 
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There are however important differences between the loan
sharking and the heroin distribution systems. Any large scale 
heroin transaction must take place between dealers. No one is 
likely to purchase a kilo of heroin for his own use. There may, 
however be loanshark borrowers who need capital sums that can 
only be' obtained from the highest lev~l of loan~ha::king '.'dealer." 
Because of such possible capital requlrements, lt lS unllkely that 
any loanshark specializes entirely in financing other loansharks. 

,All those about whom we have information indicating them to be 
"wholesale" loansharks also lend to customers who are not themselves 
loansharks. 

Relationships within the distribution system for loansharking 
are rarely exclusive; within the heroin system they must be. A 
heroin kilo dealer is likely to make purchases from only one 
importer at a time; the k~owledge that ~he relationship is fra~ght 
with danger compels all hJ_gh level h~roln d~~~ers to mak~ greai.-
efforts to restrict knowledge of thelr speCl~lC transactl?ns., , 
(cf. Moore, 1977) The result of this is a very long heroln dlstrl-
bution chain. Dealers at the highest level will pr~sumably sell to 
only very few customers, and it takes many transactlons ~o break 
down a kilo shipment to the "bags" purchased by the retall consumer. 
In loansharking, by contrast, since the threat from law enforcement 
is so small, a loanshark may be willing to lend to any person,who 
can provide reasonable bona fides. Further, ~ur anecdota~ eVldence 
points to frequent interconnections between dlfferent chalns of 
loansharks. 

These interconnections within the loansharking business,raise 
interesting questions about the recruitment of customers. Slnce 
it appears that no systematic effort is made to check on whether a 
potential customer has any outstanding loanshark debts, one c~stomer 
is not prevented from borrowing from a number of ~oansharks,slmul
taneously. Some individuals take advantage of thlS an~ do ln fact 
borrow from a number of loansharks during the same perlod; they 
then in effect call a creditors meeting to work out a schedule 
of p~yments whe~ unable to meet the sum o~ their payments. The 
advantage of this tactic to the borrower,ls that un~er th~se cir
cumstances no single loanshark can uSe vlolence agalnst hlm 
because to do so would affect the collateral of the other lenders. 

The determinants of the order of payment when mUltiple borrow-
• ing occurs are not clear. In one case, it was simply the impo::tance 

of the individual lenders in thQ criminal world. The mos~ senlor 
member came first in order of payment. In another case, lt was 
the age of the de~ts. The lender with ~he oldest debt, who was 
presumed to have ,received the greatest lnterest payments, was 
given the lowest priority. Nehave h~wev~r too f.ew exam~les to 
be able at this point to make generallzatlons about credlt 
seniority practices., 

Terms 

There are two basic forms of loans. Most of our informants 
believe that "knockdown" loans are the dominant form. The terms 
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of a knockdown loan specify a fixed schedule of payment covering 
both interest and principal. Larger loans may be "vig" loans, 
where the borrower is only required to make interest payments on 
a regular schedule; principal payments are left unspecified. 

If a borrower misse~ a payment on a knockdown loan there are 
various devices for levY'ing penal ties. In some instances the 
loanshark specifies in advance what portion of each regular payment 
is interest and what is principal. E.g. a $120 payment maybe said 
to have $20 interest and $100 principal. In the event of missed 
payments an amount equal to the interest - $20 - will be a?ded to 
the total bill for each missed payment. If the borrower mlsses 
just one payraent, he must pay $140 next time to get back on 
schedule. If he misses two payments, then he must add $40 the next 
time etc. In other operations there are more complex and extor
tionate schemes for determining late payment penalties. 

In the case of a vig loan the most interesting specifications 
of terms is the lender's recall right. One informant asserts that 
the convention is for the lender to have two-week recall rights, 
i.e. the lender can specify at any time that he wants the principal 
back in two weeks. Some loansharks require that the principal 
only be reduced in fixed fractional increments. One lender, for 
example, specified to his customers that they had to pay back at 
least one quarter of the principal at one time. Some loansharks 
do not permit partial reduction of the loan at all, requiring full 
repayment. 

Interest Rates 

There is considerable variation in interest rates not only 
between operations but also within operations for loans o~ the same 
size. It is generally true that larger loans have lower lnterest 
rates than do pmaller ones, but the character of the borrO'il7er has 
an impact on the rate charged. 

It is difficult to discuss the actual level of interest 
charges with informants because the terms of a loan often conceal 
the true rate. A loan of $1,000 that requires repayment of 12 
weekly sums of $100 is often cited by the participants as a loan 
of 20 points - or 20% - a w8ek. If the complex process of convert
ing the loan into an annualized interest rate is undertaken by 
conventional actuarial method, the ekample cited above would bear 
an anllual interest rate of 152%, or less than 3% a week. 15 

The terms given in the above example appear to be typical for 
loans'of approximately $500 to $2,500. There is, of course, varia
tion. Some ,lenders demand that $1,000 be repaid in 11 installmen·ts 
of $120, thus raising the true weekly interest rate to close to 
3-1/2%. In one case a loanshark who lent mostly to dock workers 

15. These calculations are contained in Regulation A Annual 
Percentage Rate Tables, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System. 
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ma?e a loan to a city employee. From the longshoremen who are 
~~ld weekly, the loanshark had required weekly payments. From the iY. employee, who was paid every second week, the lender demanded 
~n.y payment e<;tch second week. In return, however, the city worker 

ad to ~ay a hlgher effective rate: five payments of $280 at two 
weekl~ ln~erva~s made for a total repayment of $1,400 in 10 weeks 
a perlod.ln WhlCh other borrowers wouJd have paid $1 200 for aI' 
of the same amount. ' oan 

Very small loans bear very much higher interest rates. The 
traditional "6 for 5" loan still exists for very small amounts. 
On a $5? loan the borrower has to repay $60 one week later _ an 
annual .l~t~rest rate of.l040%. Small loans, according to at least 
one paI~lcl~ant, have hlgher rates because it is not considered 
cost efrectlve to collect verY' small amounts at one time. For the 
same reason, a knockdown loan for $250 may be extended over no more 
than three weeks - the repayment being $100 each week - so that the 
collector does not have to handle payments of less than $100. 

La~ger, l0<;tns are likely to be "vig" loans, i.e. the borrower 
pays only the lnter~st.each week,.no schedule being set for the 
repayment of the prlnclpal. The lnterest rate for a loan of 
$20,000 may be as low as 1% per week. There is even an unreliable 
:eport of a loan of $189,000 which had only one-half percent weekly 
lnterest attached to it. In general, 1% seems to be regarded as 
the "p:ime" rate. The few pieces of information which we have on 
b~rrowlng by loansharks indicates that 1% per week is the conven
tlonal rate. For loans over $5,000 the retail rate seems to be in 
the range of 2% to 3% per week. 

As an example of the effect of borrower character on the 
int~rest rate charged, we have the case of a non-Italian small 
buslness.owner borrowing from a major Mafia figure. The lender 
whose prlmary interests were in N~bers banking and h~rse bookm~king, 
~ent the borro,:,er $5,000 a,nd regulred 13 ,,,eekly paymerits of $500 
ln return. ThlS was one more payment than he would normally have 
demanded. Our informant asked the lender why he had done this 
The 10ansI:ark replied that the borrmver wanted to have the pre~tige 
of borrO'i"7ng money from someone as well known as he was; he had 
char~ed,hlm.extra for the prestige. Besides, the lender continued, 
he dldn t llke the businessman. 

Collateral 

. One of our most ~urprising observations is the frequency with 
WhlCh loansharks requlre borrowers to provide collateral for the 
loan.. The resale value of the collateral to the lender may be sub
sta~t7ally less t~an it~ face value; indeed I he may not be in a 
posltlon to sell lt agalnst the wishes of the borrower as in the 
exampl~ of.Ambaz. T~e prime function of the collateral in many 
cases lS slmply to glve the borrower a strong incentive to meet his 
repayment schedUle. 

The form of collateral can vary greatly. Brodsky tried to 
secure furs, (placed in his storage room) whose wholesale value 
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, d financial documents which merely 
h I n Ambaz r~qu1re , ' ties equalled t e oa. , I some suburban coun , 

tied up the assets of the borro,qer. h,n papers of his car, although 
h d to turn over owners 1p , Pre 

t.he borrower a, less than the outstand1ng loan. -
its resale value m1ght be h b~rrower's car was a potent one 
sumably the threat to sell t e 
for securing payment. 

, e borrower have a guarantor for 
Many loansharks requ1re that th, 'ntroduced to the loanshark 

the first loan. Since ~he,borrow:~i~~e1procedure.· The guarantor 
by another custorner, th1S,1s a ~~r' the principal but not for,accumu
is apparently generally 11~bie st two examples of instances 1n 
lated interest. '07e hc:ve a ~~ pick up the remainder of a debt 
which the guarantor d1d have - ' 
when the borrower f led to~m. 

Collection Methods 
known to the public concern 

Most loansharking cases,that are Indeed, the origin of a~ 
loansharks who make use of v101en~e:s likely to be the compla1nt 
investigation leading to an ~::re~ee~ beaten or threatened. It is, 
of a loanshark cus·tomer "Tho ~s that most loansharks make ready 
not unreasonably, then assum~ 'lence. 
recourse to threats or ac~ua V10 

I' ted 16 Many loansharks have 
The truth is far more comp 1ca f' violence or to have re-

I t ce to make use 0 1 have shown a great re uc an h that collect collatera 
course to explicit threats: T oS~hers anpear to have no access to 
Ii ttle need for such ~ehav~or. 0 That"" may not: inhibit them ~rom 
the sources of effec~1ve v101~n~~'the utility of the threats, S1nce 
making threats, but 1t does 11m There are even some who 
they cannot be e~fectivelY fOllOW~dr~;~ire collateral, but nonethe-
have access to vlo1ence and do no .. 
less seem reluctant to use threats. 

that a great deal depends on the 
Anecdotal accou~ts suggest, One undercover policeman des-

individual loanshark s persona11tYi nsure of his own status. He 
cribed a loanshar~ who was extr~me ~w~re of that, assumed ~hc:t, 
~'as a rather stup1d man and, be1ng f him In order to m1n1m1ze 
~thers were always taking advan~age ~ndeed'violent, at the least 
th 'S problem he became threaten1ng, A delay of two weekS 

1 'yment by a customer. ' 1 ' 
sign of problems 1n repa. . " beating with a meta p1pe. 
in a payment might produce a ~1c1~~~e~1 senior Mafia member ~ho 
At the other extreme lay a qU1te 1 ys ~ake contact with him 1n the 
required only that the customert~e~~ustomer had even a mod~ratelY. 
case of a payment p~oblem. ;f d'fficulties he would let h1m con-
convi'Ilcing explanat10n for t e 1 ents. 
tinue without threats or penalty paym 

Loansharks develop reputations forkthei~o~~:~i~~~~~~e~e~hO 
luctance to use violence. one,loanshar inaboth Manhattan and 

th fr_~nges of Maf1a groupS operated on e .\. 

----~. also. reported in a 
16. Some COIlL11lents to this effect are (12/2 2/80) page 1. 

~n The Wall street Journal, recent article .... 
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Brooklyn, had a well established reputation for the punc'tiliousness 
of his dealings ~oth as a borrower and lender. He seemed to be 
able to instill in his borrowers a sense of obligation that elimi
nated, or at least greatly reduced, the need for threats. As a 
borrower he was so punctilious that once when he was a day late in 
making a payment of $5,000 he added another $500 so that the lender 
would not spread the word that he had been late with his payment. 17 

Whether or not a loanshark does his own "enforcing" depends, 
as one might expect, partly on his st~nding in the criminal world. 
Elderly, semi-retired major Mafia fi9ures (and we have information 
about at least three such persons) certainly do not do their own 
beatings. On the other hand we have examples of loansharks, such 
as Brodsky, who have substantial capital and who never employ agents 
for collection purposes. lS 

Violence is, in most cases, a very late stage of the collection 
process. Harassment is the most COIlLrnon first: stage.. The borrower 
will be called with increasing frequency. Threats will become 
more explicit, and the threats will be made increasingly at night 
and at the borrower's home. Our impression is that the typical 
process of harassment may extend over a reasonable length of time, 
not less than a month in most operations. 

Obviously a great deal depends on the nature of the borrower. 
A criminal borrower, having in many cases a complex relationship 
with the lender, may be subjeot to much less pressure. One ex
treme concerned Vinnie, a collector for Martino. Vinnie had been 
forced to borrow money, about $2,000, when a fencing scheme of 
his failed. The lenders were a group of four, including one who 
was a long-time colleague of his. The loan was a vig loan, with 
simple interest char qed each week until he could make his first 
payment. He was unable to make that payment for almost six months, 
by which time the debt had doubled. -

Each month Vinnie called one of the lenders and say he was 
not in a position to pay. Finally the lending partner who was a 
friend of his called to say that he must make a more serious 
effort. to pay. Vinnie then started vlOrking for a bookmaker v7ho 
ran a branch of the operation controlled by a major Mafia figure, 
Jimmy, who knew Vinnie very well. Jimmy sat down with the creditors 
and worked out an agreement whereby Vinnie's paycheck, about $375 
per week, would be withheld every second week and used to payoff 
the loan. No further interest was charged. 

Predatoriness 

There are two reasons that loansharking is considered to be 
more serious as a social problem than simply its role as a source 

17. This is of course guaranteed that many people di~ hear 
about it. 

18. Eugene seems effectively to have been a junior partner. 
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of income to criminal entrepreneurs. One is the use of violence 
in collection. The other is the assumption that loans are used 
by organize9 crime to take over legitimate businesses. 

There is a growing literature on this latter topic. 19 Cer
tainly there have been some major frauds perpetrated in this 
manner. A businessman borrows money from a loanshark, who then 
uses. the businessman's failure to meet his payment schedule as 
means to take control of the business, leaving the former owner 
,in only nominal charge. The business then is either used as a 
"front" or is stripped of its assets, often in such a way that 
other firms providing supplies to the first firm are the major 
losers. The firm goes into bankruptcy and the others are left 
with unpaid bill~. 

It is not clear that this is the common pattern. The loan
sharks concerning "'hom we have information do not seem to make an 
effort to obtain control of businesses whose owners borrow from 
them. We did find two attempted takeover cases, but in most 
instances delinquencies on the part of business borrowers led to 
no more t.han the usual efforts to obtain prompt payment. 

It may well be that only certain types of loansharks can in 
fact make use of complex fraud schemes. In the fraud cases thpt 
have emerged in recent years, the loansharks have been persons 
also involved in a variety of legitimate businesses, with a 
knowledge of conventional commercial practices and a set of com
mercial connections that permit them to carry out the necessary 
manipulations. 

Many of the loansharks that we have studied have been small 
time "hoods" with little experience outside the world of criminal 
rackets. These people are not well equipped for the complexities 
of fraudulent take-over schemes. Ultimately, of course, such 
small time criminals may ,,,,ork for, or pay tribute to, others with 
broader capabilities and experience. However, the relationship 
between the lesser and the more powerful criminals does not imply 
that the more competent criminals would have the detailed knowledge 
of lesser loansharks' loan portfolios of the sort which would be 
necessary should they wish to explore the possibility of taking 
exploi tative act-ion i:.'=tgainst the lesser loansharks I clients. 

It is also likely that certain kinds of businesses lend them
selves the profitable ~raud schemes more easily than others. The 
owner of a small clothing store may present a relatively unprofit
able target for these ventures, since the clothing business involves 
little extension of credit and fake bulk purchase are less easy to 
conceal. On the other hand a wholesaler in the food business offers 
considerable opportunity. 

19. Kwitney (1978) ~rovides an interesting serieS of accounts 
of such incidents. ~ 
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Bars may also make attractive targets for predatory loans, 
though for different reasons. Control of a bar provides the 
racketeer with control over a premise which can be used for the 
distribution of illicit goods and services. Further, the bar is 
desirable as a meeting place which can be controlled. The loan
shark may be willing to let the former owner continue as nominal 
owner and manager, perhaps even retaining most of the profits, 
while using the bar for his own activities. 

6. LOANSHARKING AND BOOKMAKING 

A frequent and important assertion about loansharks is that 
they derive a great deal of their business from gambling. 20 It is 
claimed that bookmakers' customers, once they have become heavily 
in debt to the bookmaker, are either turned over to a loanshark, 
or become loanshark customers of the bookmaker. It is also alleged 
that card game operators permit loansharks to operate at the games 
and that this is critical to the earnings of both the operators 
and the loansharks. 

It is clear that both forms of gambling do lead customers to 
incur obligations to loansharks. We know little about illegal 
card games in New York, but what we do know suggests that the 
loanshark is indeed likely to be an integral part of the setting, 
for card games do seem to lead players to incautious efforts to 
recoup their losses. It is impossible for us to estimate the' im
portance of this to the loansharking business as a whole, particu
larly as none of our informants have provided us with information 
about this area of lending, despite their contact with numerous 
loansharks. Nor do the police seem, at least in recent years, to 
have made cases against loansharks specializing in gambling debt 
borrowers. 

We have gathered a great deal of information on the relation
ship of loansharks and bookmakers. 2l The implications of the 
information are unambiguous and in sharp contradiction to the pre
vailing orthodoxy. The loanshark is important to the bookmaker 
because the bookmaker must himself borrow funds for continued 
operation. These loans are frequent and substantial. 

We have already, in our discussion of bookmaking, provided 
some account of why bookmakers face liquidity problems. In adc.i
tion to the problems that arise :Erom their own betting decisions 

20. See FBI testimony before the Commission on the Review of 
the National Policy toward Gambling, June 1?74. 

21. While our analysis of the financial structure of Numbers 
suggests that Numbers bankers may require loanshark financing 
from time to time, when popular numbers hit, we have no examples 
of this from our informants or police. 
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(i.e. their intentional failure to balance their bets on each game), 
they also have difficulty in collecting money owed to them by 
runners and customers. As a result most bookmakers have close and 
continuing ties with a number of loansharks. 

There are, indeed, loansharks who specialize in lending to 
bookmakers: while they may also lend to other customers, they 
appear to deal mostly with bookmakers. In some cases the loanshark 
is himself involved in the bookmaking business, usually as a 
partner or runner. In other cases, the loanshark originallY came 
out of the bookmaking business. The connections between bookmaker 
and loanshark are sufficiently complicated for it sometimes to be 
difficult to distinguish the roles. 

It is precisely this intimacy which ,explains the most sur
prising aspect of loanshark financing of bookmakers, namely the 
fact that it goes on at all. It is hardly unreasonable to describe 
bookmakers as very poor risks. The very fact that they need a loan 
suggests that there is some't.hing fundament,ally weak about their 
operation: their clerks are stealing, customers are not being 
effectively pressured for payment or the bookmaker is taking large 
risks. Nonetheless, we have lists of loam~harks who regularly lend 
to bookmakers and lists of bookmakers who regularly borrow from 
loansharks. 

The closeness of the ties between lender and borrower helps 
explain this. The loanshark will frequently know a great deal 
about the business of the bookmaker to whom he is lending. He 
may be willing to take some part of the operation as repayment for 
the loan if there are problems .. This is both attractive and 
feasible because of the lender's involvement in bookmaking gener
ally. The closeness of the community surrounding bookmaking and 
its financing also suggests that it is important for the borrovler 
to avoid alienating the loanshark, for fear of acquiring a poor 
reputation which would prevent borrowing from other loansharks. 

Very few bookmakers leave ·the business once they have been 
in it for a few years. A lender, aware of the fluctuations in a 
bookmaker's business, may reasonably expect that at some stage in 
the long run the bookmaker will be sufficiently successful to make 
repayment, though some of the a9crued interest may have to be fore
gone. 

The arrangements do not always work smoothly. In one case 
there was a major bookmaker who, through the reputation of his 
brother, an important racketeer, was able to borrow from about 20 
loansharks. Eventually his debts totalled over $750,000 and the 
debt service payments were close to $30,000 per week. He fled the 
city leavinq his vari.ous creditors to sort out the priority of 
their loans, which were collected against the continuation of the 
bookmaking operation that he left in the hands of his former clerk. 

In another cast! a loanshark, who was also a heavy bettor, 
lost because of a loan to a bookmaker. The bookmaker borrowed the 
money just before going to prison, knowing that the lender would 
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t,hen take over his bookmakiri 0 e ' , 
loan. The loanshark failed fo ~o~~tl~n ln order ~o protect the 
He promptly lost all the money thatr~ ~he operatlon properly. 
who may have arranged to siphon -it f~ t~d lent to the bookmaker, 
loanshark, who had himself borrowedOth rough phony runners., The 
the city, leaving his creditors a I' t e ~o~~y from othe~s, left 
amounts they owed). He su este lS 0, lS c,;!stomers (and the 
the money that he owed the~gdi dtlthaft hlS ~redltors should collect 

rec y rom hlS customers. 

, Our final example concerns Ji S 
mlnent retail loanshark in New Y ~gS, tone, ,per~aps the most pro-
Stone, of Easte~n Euro ean ori ,or Clty untll hlS murder in 1976. 
A~dy, ~ major Nafia fi~ure whog~~~v~~ddc~<?se <?onnections with Thin 
flnanclng in his latter . 1 e 1m wlth much of his -
customers, both legitima~=a~~d ,Ston~ ~ent to a wide variety of 
attracted to the night-l'f t ~llegltlmate, but was most stronglv 
At one stage he entered ~ ;a~t~e~ ~:oun~ the bookmaking business.~ 
providing them ~V'ith $35 000' S, lp Wl.th two younger bookmakers, 
$100,000 in one week du~in ~~ecaPltal. The partne:shi~ lost 
bookmakers operate on the fh' b~sebal~ season, WhlCh lS when 
operating role in the partne~~~~s margln., Stone, who had no 
were stealing from him H _P was convlnced that the others 
from Thin Andy and dem~nde~ ~~~~nf~d for them to ~btain $100,000 
that he had initially provid~d upe~ r~~';!rn t<? hlm the $35,000 
had been paying Stone 1% per w~ek f °th 18 pOlnt the partners 
that he was no Ion er a a or e use of the money. NO"'T 
standard rate for ~ 10anPo~tnthert' h~ demanaed that they pay the 

a slze, 2% per week. 

The partners w ff" b ere su lClently angry at what they 
etrayal by their former partner th ,saw as 

~orrowing money from another loa~sh a~ they reflnanced the l<?an, 
lt to pay back Stone Eventuall ar at the same 2% and uSlng 
<?riginal three membe; partnershiY'w!!ter_many ups ~nd downs, the 
ln a non-operating role. thi t'P th re form~d, wlth Stone again 
actually steal mone fr~m s lme e oper~tlng partners did 
expanded to take on y the cu~~~~=; Ii ~~s ~hlS partn,~rship which 
the previous example when h StO e -ookmaker mentioned in 
led to large losses ~n the p:r~enf ~~ prison. W~en these accounts 
claimed that the operating pa toe partnershlp, Stone again 
should not incur an : ner~ were at f.ault and that he 
a confrontati~n bet~e~; ~~~n!l~~~C~~l fesponsibil~ty. This led to 
others had refinanced their:- or' ~ e oans~ark Wl th whom the 
w~s mediated by Thin Andy and ~~dn~l borrowlng= The confrontation 
dlssolution of the partnership. 0 a compromlse and the final 

These incidents illust t th " 
relationship of bookmaking ~~del e ~rl~7cal point about the 
loansharks and bookmakers form ao~~s,~r l~g. ~etto:s, runners, 
change frequently. Large sums of ~Ul sy~tem ln WhlCh rples 
but the net transfers between ind,m~~eYlmove bet~een the groups, 
small. Whatever role formal 1 l~l u~ s over,tl~e,may be quite 
play in other sectors of th organlzat70n and,lntlmldation may 
sector that ~upports bookm ~,loansh~rklng buslness, within the 
in which informal relation! l~g w~ ,ave a se~f-<?o~tained system 
tending over long periods of t~VO vlng many lndl~lduals and ex-

lme, are far more lmportant. 
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7. CENTRAL CONTROL 

There is almost unanimity amongst prosecutors and police in 
New York in the belief that loansharking is controlled by the 
Mafia. 22 They believe that no one can become a loanshark without 
receiving permission from, and paying tribute to, some member(s) 
of the Mafia. This assertion has a plausible rationale to justify 
it. 

The critical assumption, which appears, a priori, to be reason
able, is that the incentive to repay money lent by a loanshark is 
~he fear of possible violence initiated by the lender if payment 
~s not made. If this is so, the individuals associated with the 
group with the strongest reputation for violence, namely the Mafia, 
will have definite advantages over any others who might enter the 
loansharking business. In the first place, borrowers are simply 
less likely to attempt to defraud the lender if he-is able to 
provide evidence of association with the maximally violent group. 
This i!2i not to say that no one attempts to defraud the Mafia or 
th0t no one repays a debt to a non-mafia loanshark. The proba~ 
~ility, however, of a borrower trying to defraud a Mafia loanshark 
lS smaller than if the lender cannot show credible evidence of a 
Mafia association. 

This argument is clearest if we consider the example of a non
Mafia lender who has been detected by a Mafia member who decided, 
either directly or through a front, to borrow money from him. 
When the lender demands repayment, the member cites his Mafia 
credentials and thus shows the lender the ineffectiveness of trying 
to use force to effect payment. An independent loanshark who 
wishes to avoid situations like this must either demand collateral 
before he extends any loans, a practice which may restrict his 
market, or he must invest in screening out not only Mafia members 
but also - a much more difficult task - their fronts, again to 
the detriment of his market. 

The second advantage of the Mafia loans hark is ancillary to 
the first. Not only will the Mafia loanshark be less subject than 
others to deliberate attempts to defraud-him, he will also be in 
a stronger position when his borrowers find themselves in, genuine 
difficul ty in meet:ing their payment schedules. The probability , 
that a borrower will make a maximum repayment effort is directly' 
related to the feur that the lender is capable of arousing in him. 
The Mafia member will arouse the maximum fear and, thus, will 
generate the greatest effort to seek our sources of funds to repay 
the loan. 

We believe that the rationale cited, drawn mostly from impli
ci·t assumptions cOl1tained in the statements of law enforcement 

22. Even some who are willing to consider that gambling may 
not be controlled by the Mafia flatly assert that loansharking is 
so controlled. 
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authorities, is too simple. It ignores the difficulty of estab
lishing, a comprehensive understanding of who is associated with 
whom; underestimates the general ease of access to violence for 
enforcement; overestimates the need for violence in loansharking; 
disregards the actual anonymity of most of the individuals involved 
in loansharking activities and, above all, disregards the int:imacy 
of , the relationsh~p between the loanshark and many of his customers. 
Wh~le there may be some segments of the loansharking market which 
are monopolized, there are some parts which" quite apparently, are 
not: the critical factor in determining whether monopolistic 
practices can or cannot operate probably revolves precisely around 
the nature of the customer-lender relationship. 

It is important to note that while we would qualify the 
assumption that the loansharking market is under a single mono
polistic control, we are in no sense claiming that the loansharking 
market is a competitive one, as we have asserted the bookmaking 
market to be. Few customers apparently have easy access to more 
than one loanshark, so each lender may have some degree of at least 

,temporary monopoly power. sports' bettors seem to have far less 
trouble finding additional bookmakers than borrowers have finding 
additional lenders. There is variation in the ~rices charged for 
identical loans which, even when allowance iSl made for variations 
in loan size a~d in the explicit or implied collateral of the 
borrowers, suggest an imperfection in the flow of information in
compatible with a competitive market condition. 

It is this very element of non-competitiveness which suggests 
why the "reputation based monopoly" argument may not be entirely 
valid. Persons who have needed to borrow from a loanshark are, 
if the loan 1;l7as repaid smoothly and if the relationship never 
degenerated to threats or violence, likely to wi~;h to borrow from 
him again. It is not implausible to assume that the borrower 
typically realizes this even when he make his first loansharking 
transaction. If we are correct in our assertion that it is not 
easy to obtain access to a loanshark to obtain needed money, then 
the maintenance of the relationship which a borrower has estab
lished with a loanshark is an important consideration for the 
borrower. That alone may serve to motivate most borrowers to make 
repayments when required even when the lender lacks overwhelming 
reputation and has not required the deposit of substantial col
lateral. 

The fact that many of the loansharks on whom we have informa-
tion - including loansharks who may have monopolistic advantages -
require substantial collateral ne~ds to be accounted foy. 
Collateral, even if its re-sale value is less than the amount of 
the loan, gives the borrower some incentive to make more strenuous 
efforts at repayment. If the borrower does fail, t_he value of the 
collateral will reduce the extent of the loss. On the other hand, 
the collateral requirement must reduce the market for the lender. 
Certainly many potential borrowers, whose riskiness is in truth 
quite moderate, lack the physical collateral required. It is 
arguable that the Ubiquity of the collateral requirement is, in 
fact, evidence that borrowers are not, as has been generally 
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assumed, in fear of the loanshark. 

To this we must add the fact that loansharking is a business 
in which it is extremely difficult to restrict (~ntry of newcomers. 
We have heard several accounts of various small businessmen enter
ing loansharking on a part-time and opportunistic basis. Typically 
they come from small business sectors in which there is regular 
use of loansharks. Under the guise of arranging a loan with a 
racketeer for an associate they lend their own money ata usurious 
rate. The borrower assumes that they are "backed" by a racketeeJ;" 
and has much the same incentive for repayment that he would have 
if the loan were in fact provided by such a racketeer. 

The critical point is that it is possible to do this on a 
very part--time basis. Obviously if a lender tries to undertake 
this activity on a large scale he runs the risks that we mentioned 
earlier of being defrauded by a racketeer. However, by making loans 
only when the borrower is well known to the lender and restricting 
his domain of activity. in terms of the type of business, the 
lender can avoid exposure to this risk and minimize the probability 
of conflict with more committed loansharks. 

We do not have data that would enable us to make an evaluation 
of such non-racketeer part-time loansharking, but it certainly 
exists. In one county outside of New York the police believe that 
such lending had become a major component of the illegal small 
business credit market; in other areas we were merely given 
occasional examples of such lending. In no case did we learn of 
any actions taken by racketeers against such lenders, though the 
nature of enforcement in this area makes it unlikely that such 
information would come to the attention of the police. The amateur 
lo;;mshark is not well placed to bring a complaint when he is 
defrauded by a professional. However, the very existence-of such 
lending suggests the difficulty of controlling this market. 

8" CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The very varied nature of the loansharking business~ together 
with the low level of law enforcement against it, makes general 
conclusions about its structure and-operation difficult to draw. 
Our study does suggest though that there is a substantial discre
pancy between the official view of loansharking in the criminal 
world and the reality of loansharking in New York. 

The roles of both violence. and intimidation are very much 
smaller than official ac.counts would suggest. The ties between 
borrower and lender, in many segments of the market, are suffi
ciently close that there is little need for recourse to violence, 
or even to threats. Those that borrow from a loanshark know that 
they are likely to have future need for similar loans and that it 
is not a minor matter to secure loans at short notice. This alone 
may be enough to lead most borrowers to reasonably prompt payment. 

We are impressed with the ubiquity of loansharking activity 
in various parts of New York. The list of bars and social clubs 
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i~ which loansharking deals are made on a routine basis is impres
s~vely long. Even with our limited investigative resources we _ 
have been able to locate loansharks in many districts of the city. 

Loansharking is certainly a major activity for well established 
groups of racketeers. On the other hand, it is also a business in 
which non-racketeers playa role. The illegal lending of money at 
usurious rates is not a matter which requires much skill, time or 
organization and it seems that numerous individuals engage in it 
on a part-time basis, taking opportunities as they present them
selves. 

What emerges then is a complex market imbedded in the urban 
community. It is undoubtedly an important source of income and 
power to racketeers but there is much to suggest that, once again, 
they have limited control over the business as a whole. 
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APPENDIX B 

BETTING PREFERENCES IN THE NUMBERS GAME 

by 
Kathleen Joyce 

The analysis of the.finances of the NmUbers business suggests 
that profits are marginal and unstable. The average level of 
profits (as a percentage of betting volume) is a function of the 
basic parameters of the distribution system, namely the payout 
rate (which determines the percentage paid, in the long-run, to 
bettors) the number of "cut" numbers, and the commission rates for 
~ollectorsand controllers. The instability of recorded profits 
J.S a function of th.e size of individual banks and o:f: the uni
~ormity of preferences of b~ttqrs. The argument concerning the 
J.mportance of uniformity is given in detail in Chapter IV. 

This Appendix reports a study of the distribution of bettor 
preferences across numbers and tests the assumption of uniformity.. 
It is based on a sample of betting slips seized in arrests of 
collectors in Manhattan over a period of almost 10 years. The 
data show, first, that the distribution of bettor preferences is 
not uniform; there is 'a strong bias toward the lower end of the 
distribution. Second, and of equal analytic significance, that 
is true for all three population sub-groups within Manhattan 
(black, Hispanic, "othern), though there are some differences 
between the preferences of the three groups. 

Although descriptions of the Numbers game are commonplace 
in popular literature, scholarly examinations of the game are 
few. l Discussion of the distribution of bets in Numbers typi
cally begins and ends with the assumption that the distribution 
is uniform ~cross numbers. At first glance, the assumption is 
not an ~nreasonuble one. The odds of anyone number winning on 
any given day are 1000 to Ii therefore, there is no apparent 
advantage in preferring one number over another. Bettor pre
ferences should cancel each other out in the long run and produce 
a uniform distribution. However, the assumption of uniformity 
discounts the influence of cultural beliefs about the nature of 
different numbers, and the widely reported attempts by players 
to enhance their luck by consulting dream books or playing hunches. 

1. Light (1977) provides the most serious analysis of the 
cultural significance of the game. 
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These cultural beliefs and practices may lead bettors to prefer 
certain numbers or cluster of numbers and hence produce a non
uniform distribution of wagers. 

Only one other study has focused on the distribution of bets 
across numbers (Rados, 1976). Rados' data showed that the distri
bution appeared to be non-uniform; however, he made little attempt 
to further explore the nature of the non-uniformities, identifying 
only biases across groups of numbers. Further, his data were 
limited: his sample consisted of the betting slips that were taken 
in the arrest of a single collector, presumably covering on~y one 
day. His data can hardly be said to represent numbers bett~ng 
generally in New York for even that one day, much less for a 
period of time. 

This study will discuss the distribution over time of bet~ 
in three distinctive socio-economic areas of Manhattan. 2 We wl.ll 
estimate the distributions in each area and test for significant 
differences among the areas and within each area for different 
time periods. This enables us to address distortions of uhe 
distribution due to number preferences among the general Numbers 
betting population as well as distortions peculiar to each area. 
Further we can examine these distributions in an extended time 
context' for their stability over time, testing that our results 
are not the product of peculiar short term social conditions. 

Data and Context 

The data used in this study consist of Numbers betting slips 
taken by police in gambling arrests in Manhattan from 1967 through 
1975. Only material from low-level gambling arrests was used, so 
as to ensure that our arrest data did in fact represent the 
betting behavior of the population residing where the arrest 
occurred. 3 The sample included 18,000 observations with the 
following information: 1) the police precinct in -which the arrest 
occurred; 2) the year; 3) the number on which the bet was placed; 
4) the amount bet straight on the number; 5) the amount bet 
" combination"·4 and 6) the type of bet (straight, combination or 
both). The 18,000 caseS were'selected, from more than 3,million 
bets available to us, in such a way as to produce 2,000 l.n each 
of nine categories as defined by time period and social area. 

2. Data for other boroughs were not available at the time 
of this study. 

3. A detailed discussion of sampling procedures and the 
nature of the data is presented in Part II of this Appendix. 

4. A combination bet 
tions of the three digits. 
is equivalent to a 25¢ bet 
751, 157, 175.' 

is a bet on all six possible permuta
E.g. a $1.50 combination bet on 517 

on each of the six numbers 517, 571, 
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A second data set was created from the 18,000 cases by con
verting the combination bets into their several equivalent straight 
bets. This was necessary because we are interested not. only in 
bettor behavior but also in the consequences of that behavior for 
operators. If number 503 wins on any given day, it makes no 
difference to an operator if a bettor places 10¢ on 503 or 60¢ on 
the combination of 305 - his payout to the bettor is the same in 
both cases. Since each of our 18,000 cases may carry eithe~ a 
straight bet or combination or both, the implications of combina
tion betting for the operator could be concealed by virture of 
the structure of each case. This transformation produced a sample 
of 38,108 cases. The first set (18,000) will be used to 'discuss 
bettor behavior; for discussions of the operator the second set 
(38,108) will be used. 

We are interested in two different but related distributions 
throughou·t this study. The first is the frequency distribution of 
bets across numbers, wit,hout regard to the amounts bet. The 
second is the distribution of money across numbers. In discussing 
these ,two types of distribution we will address the relationship 
between number choice and the size of the bets staked; that is, 
do bettors who prefer low numbers, such as 146, stake less on 
their number than those who prefer numbers in other areas of the 
distribution, or is number choice and bet size uncorrelated. 
Ethnic differences in behavior regarding this relationship will 
be explored as will any time differences. 

Winning numbers come in a variety of forms, but all are based 
on the parimutuel betting at a pre-designated racetrack. 5 The 
digits of the winning number are selected from fixed positions in 
the racing results printed in newspapers and the Da'ily Racing 
!orm each day.6 There is little potential for operators to fix 
the winning number when using this system, and this method appears 
to represent as ideally random a source of numbers as can be 
obtained. 

No scholarly or official effort has been made to compile all 
the winning numbers over a lengthy period of time; however, the 
authors of dream books do insert such compilations in their 
materials. Whether these lists are genuine may be subject to 
some question, but the evidence seems to \.,reigh in their favor. 
Holland (1971) examined the winning numbers listed in a Boston 
dream book which purported to cover 44 years, and concluded that 
the work was probably legitimate. The distribution of winning 
numb(~rf~ was neither so uniform as to make one suspect that the 
author made certain that each number turned up as frequently as 

5. If a local track (Aqueduct or Belmont) is running, it 
will be used. Otherwise a track in Florida or Maryland is 
designated. 

6. The formula for determining the winning number is given 
in Fund for the City of New York (1973). 
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it ought to, nor so nonuniform as to suspect that the author 
filled in each winning number on the basis of whim. Our own ex
amination of the winning numbers contained in dream books for the 
New York area supports the legitimacy of these lists as well. 
Our dream books, covering 17 years, appeared to have a truly 
random set of numbers. Assuming, then, that the lists in the 
dream books do actually contain the winning numbers, winning num
bers appear to be random and their distribution truly uniform 
across the possible range. 

Since winning numbers are random, one would expect approxi
mately uniform betting distributions. The very existence of dream 
books, however, suggests many people believe that outcomes are not 
random. The utilization of dream books is an attempt to manipulate 
the odds of winning in one's favor. In these books symbols and 
experiences of everyday life are translated into numbers. Numbers 
corresponding to popular symbols and events should receive heavier 
play than other numbers, thereby distorting the distribution. 
One might expect "positive" or "happy" numbers to get heavier 
play than negative or sad numbers .. 

Unfortunately, we have no data on the prevalence or utiliza
tion of dream books among the Numbers betting population, so we 
cannot directly assess any influence that dream book recommenda
tions may have on the betting distributions. However, in examining 
the contents of the dream books some statements regarding their 
organization and the potential impact of that organization on 
betting behavior can be made. 

Dream books typically contain about 2500 interpretations in 
addition to more elaborate number predictions based on the time 
of the year or one's name, birthdate or number of children and 
the like. The word-interpretations are arranged alphabetically 
Ior easy reference and the content of the word lists speaks 
directly to the commonplace occurrences in the daily life of the 
ethnic groups for whom the books are written. For instance, in 
Rabos' Nu-merical Dream Book, aimed at the city's black popula
tion, there are frequent references to many of the difficulties 
of ghetto life, such as jail, hassles with the police, debt, 
crime, hopelessness, the army and Democrats (no Republicans) • 
In the Charada China Guia de los Numeros there are frequent 
references to oppression, revolution, the Catholic Church and 
its saints, birth and the family, tradition and homelands. Aside 
from differences in cultural content in the black and Hispanic 
dream books, there is little agreement of interpretation on those 
symbols they contain in common: a telegram means 069 in Rabos's 
book and 851 in Guia. From this one would expect blacks and 
Hispanics to prefer different numbers, and to some extent this 
is true, as we will see below. However, the books do share one 
feature in their interpretations, which could affect the distri
bution of bets: in both books certain numbers appear ~ver and 
over again in the interpretive lists to the exclusion or, at the 
very least, underrepresentation of other numbers. Just the fact 
that certain kinds of numbers appear so frequently should lead 
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to the systematic distortion of the betting distribution, a point 
to be discussed more fully in a later section. 

Since this study is based on data originally collected by 
the police in routine gambling enforcement, one of our major con
cerns has been in trying the material taken by the police to the 
population residing in the area where the arrest occurred. We 
believe that, on the basis of information contained in the arrest 
reports collected for the sample cases, the material represents 
"local" betting behavior; a detailed discussion of the content 
of arrest reports and justification for this claim is presented 
in Part II. 

Betting Patterns 

In placing a Numbers bet the bettor has three options. He 
can place a bet on 1) a single three digit number (straight 
betting), 2) all six permutations of a single three digit number 
(combination betting), in ,.,hich the payout is one-sixth of the 
straight payout;7 or 3) on both a single number and all its per
mutations; if the specified number wins he receives seven-sixths 
of the straight payout. 

The straight bet is the most common form. Table B.l shows 
that nearly three-quarters of the 18,000 bets are straight-only 
bets, while only 11.3% are combination only. The Table reveals 
-that bettor preference in these modes of betting varies somewhat 
by area. The rate of straight-only betting is six times that of 
combination-only betting in our sample overall, but in Harlem 
the rate is only four time as great. In Harlem bettors are also 
more likely to bet both straight and combination than in other 
area. The "other" group shows the greatest affinity for straight
only betting and the least taste for combination-only betting. 

The mean amount bet for straight-only bets is greater than 
that for combination-only bets, a somewhat surprising result 
given that combination bets are, in effect, six straight bets. 
The mean amount bet straight-only for the sample as a whole is 
$.76 compared with $.64 for combination-only bets and $.89 for 
straight and combination bets, again revealing the tendency to 
stake more on a straight number than on its possible combinations. 

Amounts bet range from $.01 to $60.00 for the sample as a 
whole, and vary by area. Even though the largest bet in the 
study was found in Harlem, bets in Harlem tend to be the smallest 
found in any of the three groups, while the largest are generally 
found in the "other" group. Of the 71 penny bets in the sample 

7. If a combination bet is placed on a number with only two 
different digits, such as 575, then the payout is one-third of 
the straight bet payout. 
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TABLE B.l 

Types of Betting by Area 

Percentage of Betting "Straight" Only 
"Combination" Only and "Straight 

Type of 
Bet 

Straight 

Combination 

Straight and 
Combination 

Total 
(N) • 

and Combination" 

Harlem 

63 

16.3 

20.7 

100 
(6,000) 

Hispanic 

73.5 

,i 

10.1, 

16.3 

100 
(6,000) 

Mean Amount Bet Straight: $.76 
Mean Amount Bet Combination: $.64 
Mean Amount Bet Straight and Combination: 
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"Other" 

78.5 

7.7 

13.8 

100 
(6,000) 

$.87 

Total 

71.7 

11.3 

16.9 

100 
(6,000) 

, .. 
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67 are found in Harlem, and fully one-third of our Harlem bets 
are for $.10 or less. While the model bet is a dime in Harlem, 
it is a quarter in Hispanic areas and $.50 in "other" areas. 

More' than one-half of all the bets in the study are for a 
$.50 or less and three-quarters are less than $1.00; only 2% are 
for $5.00 or more. In Harlem more than one-half of the bets are 
'for a quarter or less; only 8% are for $1.00 or more; and less 
than 1% are for $5.00 or more. In Hispanic areas one-half of the 
bets are for $.50 or less; 22% are for $1.00 or more and 2% are 
for $5.00 or more. In "other" areas one-half are for $.50 or 
less, but 10% are for $2.00 or more and 4% are for $5.00 or more. 
Thus, we have a large concentration of small bets in Harlem and 
a lesser but notable concentration of larger bets in "other" areas. 
Hispanic bets fall in between these two extremes. In all three 
areas bets are skewed downwards with one-half or more of the bets 
for half-dollar or less. 

Figure B.l shows the distribution of bets across numbers. 
The two lines, although similar in shape represent two different 
distributions. Line A, which hugs the diagonal fairly closely, 
represents the cumulative frequency of bets, regardless of the 
amounts concerned. Line B, which lies outside Line A, represents 
the cumulative proportion of money in the sample bet across num
bers in intervals of 100 numbers. 

The most notable feature of both lines is the sharp under
representation of the first interval. This reveals that numbers 
beginning with "0" or otherwise containing a "0" are played at 
less than one-half the rate expected under a uniform distribution. 
The next three intervals receive more than their share of play 
with the sharpest increase occurring for numbers containing a "1". 
The next four intervals receive less than 80% of their respective 
shares. 8 Therefore, bettors show a clear preference for numbers 
containing a "1", "2" or "3", and shun O's, 8's and 9's. At this 
point it should be mentioned that the results for both the 18,000 
case data set and the 38,108 case set are roughly equivalent. 
The only significant difference is that in the 38,108 case set 
14.5% of the bets begin with or contain a "2", while only 12.3% 
of the bets in the 18,000 case set begin with a "2". This 
merely means that combination bets with a "2" in other than the 
lead position are popular. This is the only instance where the 
difference between the two data sets exceeds more than a few 
tenths of a percent. 

/] 

The gap 
discussion. 
they wish to 
on, we would 

between the two lines is notable and requires some 
If bettors made their decisions regarding the amount 
bet independently of their choice of number to bet 
expect each interval to receive the same proportion 

8. These results are consistent with the data presented by 
Rados. In his sample the interval 100-399 accounts for 44.7% 
of all bets and the interval 800-999 for only 13%. 
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~IGURE B.l 

Betting Patterns for the Overall Sample 

Cumulative Distributions of Bets and Amounts 
Bet Across Numbers in Intervals of 100 Numbers 

(N=38,108) 

Cumulative Percent 

9 

Gini coefficients: GA=.113; GB=·152 

Cumulative Distributions 
(A) 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Frequency of Bets 
4.2 

.18.1 
30.5 
43.3 
53.7 
64.7 
74.2 
85.0 
92.9 
100 

N=38,108 
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(B) Amount Bet 
~ 3·.9 

18.3 
32.8 
46.8 
56.9 
69.1 
77.7 
87.1 
94.2 
100 

$15,273.43 

of the money bet as it receives in actual bets, and the lines 
should be identical. The figure would seem to indicate that these 
two decisions are not made independently, but rather that the more 
preferred numbers not only receive more individual bets but also 
receive larger bets. This is, in fact, the case 'and will be dis
cussed in greater detail in a later section. 

We suggested earlier 'that the interpretations found in dream 
books may induce distortions in the betting distributions by 
assigning many meanings to certain numbers and few meanings to 
others. On close examination of the dream books, we find, 
interestingly, that the underrepresented numbers in the interpre
tations correspond closely to those underrepresented in the betting 
distribution. This is especially true in the case of numbers 
beginning with "0". In one book only 190 of the more than 3400 
symbols were interpreted as beginning with "0". Other numbers 
appear far more often than they should, if interpretations are 
assigned randomly. For instance, the number "125" appears at 
least once on all pages, which contain about 120 words each, and 
on some pages as many as five times. The combinations of "125" 
are also greatly overrepresented. In general numbers beginning 
with a "I" appear more often than the 12 times one would expect. 
On one randomly selected page of 120 words, no fewer than 47 con
tained a "1". The same general trend is found in other dream 
books as well. The biases against O'~~ 8's and 9's and in favor 
of lIs are found in English and Spanish dream books. Although 
we cannot say that the distortions found in our data are due to 
customer use of dream books, we can say that the bias against 
certain numbers and in favor of others, although subtly expressed 
in the dream books, appears to be fairly well integrated in·to 
the Numbers betting culture. 

Numbers operators are aware of bettor preference and routinely 
reduce the payout on particular popular numbers. 9 Although some 
decisions to "cut" certain numbers may be made on short notice or 
on a daily basis, it appears that most cuts are well publicized 
and remain in effect for long periods of time. It also appears 
that some numbers are regularly cut by most operators in the city, 
perhaps in response to a universal preference among Numbers 
bettors for those numbers. 

Information on the cutting p:ractices of 20 different operators 
was collected along with the original betting material. On . 
average, each notice contained 12 numbers, for which the payouts 
may be reduced to as little as 350 to 1. The most numbers to 
appear on any given list was 23 while the fewest was one. The 

9. Indeed our data are more interesting because of this. 
Bettors show strong preferences for certain numbers even though 
they offer lower payouts. Presumably the non-uniformity would 
be even greater if payout rates were the same for all numbers. 
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combined list contained 106 different numbers. The dominant 
pattern among these operators is to cut certain numbers only in 
their straight form and others in all their possible combinations. 
Of the '233 numbers appearing on the lists (some numbers appear on 
more than one list) 150 were cut only in their straight form. 
The distribution of cut numbers roughly conforms to our overall 
distribution of bets. No numbers in the range of 000 through 099 
appear on any of the lists, while' 15 numbers from 100 to 199 are 
cut by at least one operator (see Table B.2). Recognition of the 
popularity of "l's" is reflected in the cornman practice among 
operators of cutting "one in the middle" in addition to particular 
individual numbers. This cut policy reduces the payout on any of 
the possible 100 numbers which carry a "1" as the middle digit. 

Table B.2 shows the betting frequencies for each cut number 
and the number of the table indicates that those numbers receiving 
particularly heavy play in our sample tend to be widely cut by 
many operators. ,The number 310 is cut by no fewer than 14 of our 
operators and is the most frequently bet number in the study. 
The mean frequency of bets on cut nur(tbers as a group far exceeds 
that of all numbers in the study: cut numbers were chosen an 
average of 33 times each by bettors in our sample while the average 
number was chosen 18 times. Only 9 of our cut numbers (8.5%) 
were selected 15 or fewer times, while over 40% of all numbers 
were played as lightly. 

Approaching the relationship between betting frequency and 
cutting from a different angle, the 10 most heavily bet numbers 
'were pulled from both data sets. All of these numbers were cut 
by at least one operator; most were cut by several operators. 
The Rroblem of heavily bet numbers is exacerbated for operators 
by the high mean amounts bet these numbers carry. The operator 
faces the possibility not only of having to payoff a lot of 
different winners but also to payout more to each, should one 
of the more popular numbers win. Interestingly, only two numbers 
appear on the lists for both data sets but 14 of the 20 contain 
a "1" (Tables B.3a and B.3b). 

The preference for "l's" is even more dramatically high
lighted in Table B.3c, which shows the most popular numbers for 
each area. No fewer than nine of the top ten numbers in Hispanic 
areas contain a "1"; in eight it appears as the middle digit. 
Six of the top ten numbers in Harlem and seven in "other" areas 
similarly contain a "Iii and once again the "one in the middle" 
pattern predominates. 

These favored numbers show some differences and similarities 
in number preference among the three areas. Harlem bettors show 
a greater affinity than do others for double and triple numbers, 
and their top ten are more dispersed throughout the range of 
possible choices than is the case elsewhere. Concentration of 
preference is most pronounced in Hispanic areas where threes 
and sevens predominate. Only one number (2l2) appears on all 
three lists, but eight of the top ten numbers in "other" areas 
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Mean Frequency of bets for all cut numbers is 33. 
Mean Frequency of bets for all numbers is 18. 

Source: Information on cut numbers was taken from a sample of 
20 "cut number cards" used by operators to inform 
customers and employees about cut policies. Betting data 
comes from our sample of 18,000 bets. 
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TABLE B .3b 
TABLE B.3a 

The Ten Most Frequently Bet Numbers 
The Ten Most Frequently Bet Numbers 

(N=18,000) 
(N=38,108) 

Betting Mean Amount Number of Times 
Betting Mean Amount Number of Times 

Number Frequency Bet Cut (base=20) 
Number Frequency Bet Cut (base=20) 

100 69 $1.01 6 
125 136 $.38 3 

212 139 .42 3 
111 77 .51 5 

250 125 .42 . 3 
212 7~ . 68 3 

222 68 .86 7 
317 149 .59 6 

319 128 .61 4 
310 94 .76 14 ':1 

414 135 .29 6 
315 59 .46 2 

714 124 .50 4 
414 65 .41 6 

721 132 .30 2 
500 70 .91 12 

714 64 .78 4 
765 153 .25 7 

769 241 .19 14 
769 81 .50 14 

Note: The average betting frequency :for sample' numbers is 18 ~ 
Note: The average betting frequency for sample numbers is 38. 
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, TABLE B.3c 

Most Frequently Bet Numbers by Area 

(N=18, 000) 

HARLEM HISPANIC OTHER 

Number Frequency Number Frequency Number Frequency 

212 25 212 21 212 25 

414 29 414 22 180 24 

222 25 318 22 222 27 

225 27 317 27 317 24 

100 23 315 24 100 26 

III 34 310 34 310 28 

139 24 ' 500 23 500 25 

517 26 714 23 714 27 

769 36 711 20 769 26 

389 23 721 22 210 24 

Note: The average betting frequency for each number in each area 
is 6. 
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appear on some other list, while this is true of six of the most 
popular numbers in Harlem. Therefore, while there is some con
tinui ty in number preference 'across social areas, there is still 
considerable variation between the groups. 

These numbers have curious staying power, in that they do 
not tend to lose their popularity when cut. We have insufficient 
information to rigorously test this assertion; however, the infor
mation we do have tends to support it. We have little information 
on cutting for our first time period (1967-1969), but those numbers 
on which we do have information do not appear to lose their popu
larity in later years. There is no.appreciable drop in popularity 
for numbers known to have been cut after 1970, and the two most 
popular numbers in our study (310 and 769) have been routinely 
cut for as long as anyone involved in the game can remember. 
This suggests that numbers are cut on a rational basis, to protect 
the operator from excess risk, but that the cuts are not large 
enough- to eliminate the problem. The cuts apparently do not deter 
bettor from choosing these numbers in spite of-drastically reduced 
payouts over a period of years. 

The lack of erosion in the popularity of certain numbers when 
payout is reduced raises some question abou1: the psychology of 
Numbers betting. The belief that certain numbers are lucky and 
others unlucky is pervasive throughout the Numbers folklore. The 
distribution of betting frequencies is consistent with this 
belief, in that betting tends to be light in certain regions and 
heavy in others. The pattern of cut numbers also conforms to 
this belief. In cutting a favored number an operator may rein
force the prior belief that that particular number is lucky 
since it is singled out for special attention. In effect, he 
may be making it more valuable to the player rather than diminish
ing its value as is his intent. 

Only two numbers received no play at all in our study (094 
and 779). These two numbers remain deserted when all combination 
bets are distributed as straights, indicating that no one in the 
sample placed a combination bet that would have included them in 
the possible outcomes. The mean amounts bet straight on the 
other combinations of these digits tend to be very low and the 

'betting frequencies light. Five of the seven combinations in
volved had mean amounts one-half the size of the overall mean 
amount for the total sample. 

Having described some of the general features of Numbers 
betting, we turn now to differences and similarities in the 
betting patterns of our social areas. Figures B.2 through B.4 
show the distribution of bets and of amounts bet for our three 
social areas. As was true in our earlier discussion of the 
overall distributions for the sample as a whole, the three social 
areas show distinct departures from uniformity in both distribu
tions. As a further test of the uniformity hypothesis, the mean 
number bet upon in each area was estimated. In each case the 
mean number was significantly different from 500 and therefore, 
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lrIGURE B.2 

Betti!lg Patterns in Harlem 

Cumulative Distributions of Bets and Amounts 
Bet Across Number's in Intervals of 100 Numbers 

(N=14, 627) 
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Gini coefficients: 

Cumulative Distributions 
(A) Frequency of Bets (B) Amount Bet 
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N=14,627 
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2.8 
16.1 
30.5 
42.6 
52.7 
64.3 
75.1 
85.9 
93.3 

100.0 
$3,599.51 
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:FIGURE B.3 

Betting Patterns in Hispanic Areas 

, 
Cumulative Distributions of Bets and Amounts Bet 

Across Numbers in Intervals of 100 Numbers 
(N=12, 279) 
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------------------------------------------~ 
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Gini coefficients: 

Cumulative Distributions 
(A) Frequency of Bets (B) Amount Bet 

o 4.0 3.8 
1 18.9 18.6 
2 31.1 32.1 
3 44.2 47.7 
4 55.0 58.7 
5 64.9 70.2 
6 72.3 77.0 
7 83.4 86.5 
8 92.0 93.4 
9 100.0 100.0 

N=12,279 $5,212.09 
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:!fIGURE B.4 

Betting Patterns in "other lJ Areas 

cumulative Distrib~tionsof B1etsfa~~0~~~~~~sBet 
Across Numbers 1n Interva s 0 

(N=11,202) 
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o 4.4 4.6 
1 17.8 19.2 
2 31.1 34.7 
3 44.0 48.5 
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57.9 54.6 
66.1 70.9 
75.7 79.7 
86.4 88.3 
94.0 95.3 

100.0 100.0 
N=11,202 $6,461.84 
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we reject the hypothesis that the distribution of bets across 
numbers is uniform. 10 Gini 'coefficients show the degree to which 
each distribution departs from uniformity. 

Harlem has the most uniform distribution and the Hispanic 
areas show the most erratic departures. Harlem shows the greatest 
dista~te for numbers containing "0" but i~.: shows the same pre
ference as the other groups for l's and 2's, and somewhat less 
affinity for 3's than the other groups. The Hispanic and "other" 
groups show the typical sharp increase in frequency after the 
first interval but both show a greater swelling in the middle 
range of the distribution than in Harlem. The bumpiest patterns 
are found in the Hispanic curves showing a sharp drop, then resur
gence in preference for numbers in the high-middle range. The 
"other" group most 9losely resembles a fat version of the overall 
distributions presented in Figure B.l. In all three areas the 
gap bet\.,een the lines indicates the presence of a correlation 
between the number and the amount bet upon the number. 

The differences in the shapes of the three curves suggest 
that Numbers operators in these three areas are selling to three 
d·istinctive population groups. To explore this further a series 
of t-tests were performed to test differences in the mean number 
bet and the mean amount bet among our, areas and overtime. Table 
B.4 underscores the distinctiveness of Harlem from the other two 
groups and the similarities between the Hispanic and other groups. 

Bets in Harlem are significantly smaller than in the other 
two areas, but, while Harlem bets are more evenly spread across 
numbers than in other areas, they still differ significantly from 
both uniformity and the distributions found in other areas. The 
mean number bet upon in Hispanic areas is not significantly dif
ferent from that in "other" areas, however, there is a striking 
difference in the average size of bet found in each. The average 
bet in "other" areas is more than 30 percent greater than that 
found in Hispanic areas. 

The relationship between the number a bettor chooses to wager 
on and the size of the bet he stakes was explored using two sets 
of correlations (see Tables B.5 and B.6). Table 5 displays 
correlations between the mean amount bet on a number and its 
position in the distribution; Table B.6 contains correlations 
between position and total amount bet. Overall there is a 
correIa tion of '-.13 between the number and mean amount. bet, 
indicating that numbers in the lower regions of the distribution 
tend to receive larger average. However, there ~s no significant 
relationship between the two items in Harlem, where betting 
patterns follow a more uniform form. The strongest relationship 
is found in Hispanic areas (r=.14), in agreement with the sharper 
departures found there. The reader will recall that even the 

10. Rados found a mean of 431.2, also significantly dif
ferent from 500. 
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TABLE B.4 

T-Tests for Differences in the Mean 
Number and Mean .Amount Bet by Area 

(N=38,108) 

T VP..LUE FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AREAS 

A. Mean Number by Area 

Harlem 

Hispanic 

B. Mean Amount by Area 

Harlem 

Hispanic 

Mean Number by Area 

Harlem 
Hispanic 
"Other" 

* p .001 

:t / 
. " 

480.1 
467.3 
461.0 

Hispanic 

3.7462* 

-16.7917* 

Mean Amount Bet 

$.25 
.43 
.58 
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N 

14,632 
12,.281 
11,20~ 

"Other" 

5.5187* 

-1.7519 

-20.7697* 

8.4054* 

---- ----

\ {-~ I 

<~. 

I 
I 

/ 

Time Period 

1967-1969 

1970-1972 

1973-1975 

TABLE B.5 

The Relationship Between the Mean Amount 
Bet and the Number Bet Upon Over Time 

(N=998) 

AREA 

Harlem Hispanic "Other" 

-.006 -.167** .004 

.004 -.105* -.144** 

.026 -.036 -.032 

All Time Periods ~031 -.138~* -.090* 

*p .01 
**p .001 
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Total 

-.104** 

-.120** 

-.043 

-.126** 
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TABLE B.6 

the' 'Total .Amount 
The Relationship Betwee~ Bet upon Over Time 
on a Number and the Num er , Bet 

Time Period 

1967-1969 

1970-1972 

1973-1975 

All Time Periods 

*p .01 

**p .001 

r f , ~: 
.~ ,.-

'. 

(N=99 8) 

~ 
, Hispanic Harlem 

-.024 -.164** 

-.044 -.110* 

-.010 -.115** 

-.006 -.156** 
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,I other II 

-.082 

-.143** 

-.118** 

-.185** 

\ 

Total 

-.142** 

-.120** 

-.113** 

-.150** 
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most popular numbers are more spread over the range of choices in 
Harlem than in any other area. 

The same general patte.rn is found when examining the relation
ship between the total amount bet on any given number and its 
position in the distribution. Here the correlations tend to be 
stronger, also indicating that large bets appear more frequently 
in the lower ranges of the distribution than elsewhere. 

Time differences for the size of bet in both Tables are less 
compelling than the differences among social areas. In Harlem 
number choice and amount bet remain uncorrelated over time, and 
a modest correlation holds in the other two areas and the sample 
as a whole over time. The critical issue here, however, is that 
the distribution of bets across numbers is stable over time in 
all three social areas. That preferences should be stable might 
be expected giv8n the fact that the interpretation of numbers 
found in dream books and the over-representation of certain 
numbers in the books do not change over time. Examination of 
several editions of Rabos' book and the Guia reveals the main 
body of the books to be identical in each subsequent edition. 
The only changes are found in the daily and other predictions 
preceding and following the interpretive lists. 

These relationships suggest some consequences for the opera
tors of Numbers games. It would not, in general, benefit 
operators to layoff bets across social areas or expand their 
operations into other areas. An operator in a Hispanic area 
seeking to minimize risk due to the nonrandomness of his betting 
distribution may merely increase the average size of bet should 
he take bets from "other" areas without achieving any appreciable 
change in the shape of the distribution. Similarly, it would not 
benefit a Harlem operator to expand into Hispanic or "other" 
areas, since such an action ,.,ould exaggerate already present 
distortions in the distributions. The differences between Harlem 
and "otheit'" areas are so shaJ;-p that expansion into Harlem may 
flatten the "other" betting distribution in tet'ms of frequency 
of bets, but the differences in the size of the bet in the two 
areas are so great that the reduced distortion may not be suffi
cient to offset the distinctive betting preferences found in 
"other" areas. 

SUMMARY 

This study has examined several aspects of the Numbers game 
in Manhattan. Using a sample of bets taken from police files we 
have examined the distribution of bets across numbers in three 
discrete social areas of Manhattan. We have found no evidence 
to support the commonly held notion that bets are distributed 
uniformly across all 'eligible numbers. Rather, we have found 
systematic distortions in the distribution and have found that 
different areas of the city produce distributions of differing 
shape. This leads us to conclude that the sample of bets taken 
from each of the three areas represent the behavior of three 
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different betting populations. We have suggested that culture 
may overwhelm rationality in playing Numbers in such a way as to 
produce these systematic departures from uniformity. 

Harlem appears to differ distinctly from the other two social 
areas in several ways. First the distribution of bets across 
numbers is the most uniform in Harlem of any area. The average 
size of bets in Harlem is far smaller than in other areas, and 
unlike Hisp&nic and "other" areas, there is no relationship between 
the size of a' bet and the number on which it is placed. In the 
other two areas a significant inverse relationship obtains, mean
ing that bettors who bet on low numbers stake larger amounts on 
those numbers than bettors who choose higher numbers. Partly as 
a result of this relationship Numbers operators reduce the payout 
·for many numbers in the lower regions of the distribution. The 
purpose of cutting numbers is to protect the operator from heavy 
losses, however, the cut numbers s~ill attract a disproportionate 
share of the money wagered. Therefore, operators fail to reduce 
the payout rate sufficiently to produce a uniform distribution of 
financial outcomes for themselves. Though preferences differ 
,across the three social areas, a bank which operated in all three 
would only slightly reduce the riskiness of its operations. 

2 . METHODOLOGY 

The sample used in this study of betting preferences was a 
cluster probability sample. There are many problems involved in 
using as data material collected for purposes other than research, 
and in this instance these problems are aggravated by the sheer 
mass of material collected. Some of the general problems involved 
in using police material as data and many of the problems peculiar 
to the'materials used here will be discussed below in some detail. 
First, some comments on general design and our definitions are in 
order. . 

This product analyzes the distribution of Numbers b~ts across 
numbers. One objective is testing the uniformity of the distribu
tion for Manhattan as a whole, in terms of the frequency of bets-
revealing bettor preference for certain numbers--and also in terms 
of the distribution of amounts be-t--representing the money risked 
by bettors and operators alike. The distributions are,then 
analyzed and tested for differences across different social areas 
of Manhattan and over time. These objectives dictated the design 
necessary to achieve them. A sample size of 2000 for each area 
and time combination is sufficient for estimating the frequency 
distribution for each area and time within + 10 numbers, and for 
estimating the average size of bet within +-$.05. A cluster pro
bability sampli~g technique was used with cluster size of 50 bets 
each. The following pages give a detailed methodological discus
sion of the project design. 

Manhattan Social Areas 

Manhattan was divided into three broad social areas for the 
purposes of this project. Although Manhattan is far more diverse 
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ethnically than such classification would s~9gest, police data 
used to study Numbers betti~g do not permit finer distinctions. 
The thiee areas used here ~re 1) Harlem7 2) Hispanic areaS7 and 
3) Other areas. The criteria used for. classification of a precinct 
into one .of these categories is simple. Any precinct in which the 
population was 50% or more non-hispanic black fell in to the first 
category; those precincts in which 1/3 of the population or more 
was Hispanic made up the second category; and the balance of 
Manhattan formed the third. 

Bla~k precincts are referred to as Harlem in this study 
becaus.e the term more accurately captures the heavy concentration 
of the black population in !-1a'nhattan. In this sense Harlem really 
represents the only true social are~, since it is geographically 
distinct from other areas. Harlem has a relati.vely long history 
as a black community" and is easily defined in territorial terms. 
For our purposes it consists of the four contiguous police pre
cincts that cover the area from 110th Street to 165t~ Street, 
and Riverside Drive to Fifth Avenue. These boundari~s contain 
more than 65% of Manhattan's black, non-hispanic population. Our 
definition of Harlem departs from the traditional definition only 
in that the area in Precinct 26 west of Morningside Park is in
cluded7 however, that area produced few Numbers arrests, while 
the portion of Precinct 26 that lies east of the park produced 
quite a few of our Numbers arrests. TO indicate the homogeneity 
of the balance of Harlem, 2 of the remaining precinc·ts are more 
than 90% black while the third is nearly 2/3 black. 

Manhattan's Hispanic population is far more dispersed than 
is its black population. Two of our Hispanic precincts lie on 
the lower east side, two axe on the upper east side, one on the 
upper west side and the last is at the northernmost tip of Man
hattan. Not only is the Hispanic population more dispersed geo
graphically than the black population, it is also less dominant 
within these precincts: no precinct in Manhattan is more than 
45% Hispanic. The Hispanic population is also less culturally 
homogeneous than the black popuYation7 subgroups from different 
Spanish-speaking nations are often more competitive than coopera
tive. Many Hispanic groups are relatively recent arrivals in 
New York. Their attachment to neighborhood appears to be 'more 
tenuous than that of the black population in that they tend to 
migrate out ?it a higher rate when economically capable of doing 
so. 

If we were concerned with how cultural differences impinge 
on lottery preferences within the Hispanic group, the diversity 
of precinct composition might be of major consequence for our 
interpretation. However, our focus is the three-digit Numbers 
game, which developed in the united States and which these groups 
adopted only after emigrating here. There i~ n~ reason to a~sume 
that a Puerto Rican views the game or plays lt ln a substantlally 
different manner than a Cuban or a Dominican when viewed within 
the limited context of thi-s game, as would be the case if one 
were examining more "ethnic" variations of illegal lottery. 
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The "Other" group of precincts is very diverse and we are 
unable to make any assumptions regarding ethnic domination of the 
game either in terms of operation or clientele. All arrests are, 
however, low-level street arrests and police feel they involve 
bettors living in the areas. 

THE DATA AND THEIR COLLECTION 

The material used in this study consists of all Numbers slips 
taken by police in raids in Manhattan for the period 1967 through 
1975. It was clear from the outset that not all of the materral 
could be used and that some sort of sample would have to be con
structed. But prior to sampling the data went through a series 
of sorting procedures, some conducted by the police as part of 
their routine handling of gambling arrests, and some used by our 
office for research purposes. Since we were interested in betting 
behavior in discrete social areas we made the decision early to 
use only those slips taken in low-Level gambling arrests. Because 
collectors are street level employees who often have face-to-face 
contact with customers we felt that slips taken from a collector 
come from customers in the area where the arrest occurred. This 
is not true of higher level gambling operatives, like controllers 
or bankers, whose offices may service customers from the entire 
metropolitan area. 

Street Level Gambling Arrests and Location of Customers 

Gambling arrests in general, and Numbers arrests in particu
lar, are not uniformly distributed across the population of 
Manhattan. Like many social phenomena, they are concentrated in 
certain sections of the city and among certain population groups. 
Blacksll and Hispanics are both heavily overrepresented in Numbers 
arrests; the~ are similarly overrepresented in the Numbers customer 
population. 1 For this reason, the study concerns three social 
groups: blacks, Hispanics and "others~. All of the blacks 
arrested in this study live and operate in Harlem, while the 
Hispanics are dispersed throughout the several police precincts 
in Manhattan which are 1/3 or more Hispanic. Some Hispanics turn 
up in our "other" group by virture of our procedure for dividing 
the city into these three social areas. 

Police normally arrest an individual on gambling charges only 
after observation of the individual's participation :LI1 an illegal 
gambling activity. Observation periods may extend for only a few 

'11. For our purposes "black" refers only to non-Hispanic 
blacks. Those who were both black and Hispanic were treated as 
Hispanic for the construction of social ar'eas and for the analysis 
of arrest repo~ts. 

12. This is a consistent result of gambling population sur
veys. E.g. Fund_ for.the City of New York· (1973) and Kallick et. 
al. (1977). 
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minutes or may involve lengthy surveill 
In each case the time, loc~tion and n t ance over ~e~era~ occasions. 
for each observation period rio t ~ ure of actlvlty lS recorded 
of the arrest and m~terials ~eiz~d ~ hel~rrest., The circumstances 
are recorded--often in such f' d y,po lce durlng the arrest 
tions--and included in th lne

t 
etall as to include conversa-

e arres report. 

Included in our study wer t 
dents. 13 Of these 213 ind' 'de a

l
rre

93
s reports cov~ring 213 inci-

88 ' " lVl ua s were arrested l'n H 1 
ln Hlspanlc areas ,and 32 in "other"14 areas. ar em, 

All of the blacks ,in th' 1 
Harlem, but not all lS samp e <:>f arrests were t'aken in 
the 7 nonblacks arre~~e~hl<:>seHarrlestfed ln Harlem were black. Of 

" ' n ar em our were Hispa i Of th non-Hlspanlcs arrested in His ' n c. e 13 
Italian ad' panlc areas two were Jewish, three 
be inferr~d.one POllShi for the remainder ethnicity15 could not 

c';lms't~~~::to~e~~~~:t g,!~~ ~~~~i~~~:~l~e~e~~il concerning ~he cir-
dlfferences and similariti al s we can descrlbe 
and provide some details O~sd~~~ween bla<;k and Hispanic arrests 
the game at the retail level f e~ences ln the organization of 
areas low-level Numbers arrest~rt h~S~ t~o groups. In all these 
dual. In Harlem 82 f eno lnvolve only one indivi-
the 88 arrested in H~sp~~~c9;r:rrested were arrested alone, 70 of 
but 2 of our 32 "other " as were arrested alone, and all 

~' , s were arrested alone In f h 
arres~ lncldents were more th th " none 0 t e 
whelmin m' , an ree people lnvol ved. The over-
this ~ aJorl;y of ~rrests occ';lr inside some building but on 
tw pOlnt the other arrests dlffer most sharply from the other 

o groups: 13 or more than one-third of the "others" 
arrested on the street while onl 8 ' were 
areas were arrested outside. y ln Harlem and 17 in Hispanic 

M
t
-·ost of the arrests occurred in apartments Forty f~ 

arress occurred' t . - ~ve 
ln s ores or some other commercial building, 

an eq~;i n:~:~lo~hat our, sample was designed so there would be 
time intervals Th~:s~s ln our three areas and across three 

" e ore, our arrests are not necessaril 
representatlve of Numbers arrests for the 't ' y 
formation o~ all arrests in the pOPulationC~fYb~~s;e~~~~l~hi;~
the sample was drawn, was not systematically collected. 

14 Our" ~h ", . o~ ~rs lnclude 9 Italians, 11 Puerto Ri6ans 
3 Cubans; the rest are of undetermined ethnic origin. ' 

15. ~thnicity was inferred from the f 11 ' 
~~hnt~i~etd ln arrest reports: place of birt~, ~:~~ga!~5~~mation 

nlCl y as recorded by police th' 
mother's m ' 9' ' or o~ e basls of the suspect's 
i d' 'd lalden name: ,~"here lnformatlon was not available the 

n lVl ua was classlfled as "other". 1 
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, h "ther" group showing proportion-
wi th t.he Hispan~c group and t, e t o e of arrest than' those in 
ately greater frequency of t~~s i~e most diversity in arrest 
Harlem,. The "other" grc;>up sows uentl in restaurants and 
setting, arrests o<?curr~n;a~~r~o~r~~e oth~r two groups. The re
social clubs than ~s the d' a dwelling of some sort. 
maining 130 arrests occurre ln 

those arrested tended to live in the ~eigh-
Por the m9st part t d. 3" were arrested in thelr 

borhood in which they were arres e t , d ~n Harlem lived outside the 
own homes. Only 13 of thc;>lse ~~re~ ~he Hispanic lived outside the 
immediate neighborhood Whl e 0 most freque. ntlv distant 

h "th r" groun were - -immediate area: Teo e l -half living in other boroughs 
from t,heir resldence i near y one 
or New Jersey. 

1 arrested they tended to 
When the blacks in the sa~p e ~ere Onl one case in Harlem 

be charged only with ~umbe~s ~~~;aI~~~:~ce na~cotics. The Hispanic 
involved any other. crlme~ ~nl ~ other offenses, particularly drug 
arrests more frequently lnvo ved.f , drug cases in Hispanic areas, 
and gun violations. There w~re lveces of some sort and one 
four gun violations, th~ee dlsiur~~nerty occurred more frequently 
attempt at bribery. Selzure.o P, p ics. four cars and numerouS 
for "other" than for Harlem and H~~~~nthe·onlY group which show~ 
telephones were taken. They are bl' Only in "other" areas lS 
involvement in other t¥pes of g~: ~~;ipitated by a complaint 
the arrest also more llkely to t~ officer or by an event un
from someone other than the arres lng 
related to gambling. 

d' th arrests are a cause of 
These other events surroun lng e out of more serious 

some concern. Since the Numbers <?hari~: ~r~~ghe~ level of Numbers 
circumstances, these arrests may l~V~S ~onfident that the bets 
organization and therefore we hare ,e Harlem and Hispanic areas. 
come from the immediate area t an ln 

, ,,',' ests that the data do 
Nonetheless the arrest 1~formaTchl0ngrS~gagt ma]'ority of those 

1 b tt' behavlor e ,. represent ~oca ,e lng in which they were arrested and were 
arrested Ilved ln the ar7a. rs from the area. when the 
probably engaged in serVlng ~usto~elarge operating retail outlets 
arrest occurred. Th7Y were y,an Hi her level agents, collect
serving the surroundlng communlti= t i are likely to work from 
ing bets from widely dispersed ~ ~~~ :r~~sts in the sample, and 
offices withte17phc;>nes. Fe: ~f the telephone. Therefore, we 
none in Harlem, lnd:cated us, that the work taken in these low 
are on firm ground ln asserhtl~gh vior of those living in the 
level arrests represents tee a . 
area. 

, ;t h uld also be clear that there are 
From the foregolng ~ s 0 in their conduct of the 

some differences among our three gro~p~loselY tied to residences. 
game. In Harlem the outlets a:elmolsubS and public stores more . 

, ' d "others" use SOCla c. '1 d ere Hlspanlcs an, Harlem the stores lnVO ve w 
than do operators ln Harlem. In . h'le Hispanic arrests occurred 
of the "Mom and Pop" grocery type, w 1 
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in cleaning stores, restaurants and record stores. "Other" 
arrests were most public of all, some ~ccurring in larger 
businesses, many on the street in co~~ercial districts and some 
in hotels. Because the "other" group is so diverse and the setting 
of arrest so frequently public, most of the following will focus 
on the similarities and difference of the Harlem and Hispanic 
groups. 

Estimating the Number of Bets and Variations in Bet 
Recording Practices'" 

Even limiting ourselves to the use of only low level gambling 
material, did not reduce the bulk of the available material suffi
ciently to permit use of it all. ~fuen the police material arrived 
at our offices it filled a large room of file boxes. Our first 
task, then, was to determine what was contained in the arrest 
packages and second to estimate the number of bets involved. 

Each package represented one gambling arrest and carried a 
cover-sheet roughly describing the contents and estimating the 
number of plays involved. However, we found these police estimates 
to be unreliable in most cases. When making a gambling arrest 
the police must adhere to the technical evidentiary requirements 
of New York State law. They make their estimate for the purpose 
of charging the individual with either felony or misdemeanor 
gambling offenses. For the two major felony charges a defendant 
must possess more than 500 plays (possession of gambling records) 
or records or money representing more than $500 a day in lottery 
operation promotion. Because of these requirements police tend 
to overestimate the number of plays seized. It is very common 
for police to overcharge a defendant and later have the charges 
reduced to the lesser misdemeanor charges. Consequently, many 
arrest packages will list more than 500 plays when they do not 
in fact contain anywhere near 500. In these cases the police 
overestimate the number of bets. It is also not uncommon for the 
police to stop counting plays once the technical requirements of 
the law have been fulfilled and just guess at the total number 
of plays taken. In these cases the ballpark estimat:es may be 
either high or low. Therefore we could use the polj ~e estimates 
only as a very rough guide as to what the packages contained and 
had to make our own estimates by going through each package and 
counting the number of plays. 

In addition to estimating the number of plays contained in 
each package the estimation procedure involved separating the 
plays from other materials taken in the raids. This cleaning 
procedure \vas necessary because the police take everything that 
is on a desk or table and store it with the gambling records. 
The other materials included stationery items and dream books 
but often contained items unrelated to gambling operation like a 
child's composition book, a TV Guide, a pack of gum, a prayer 
book and a poster of an upcoming Puerto Rican Day dance. 

For our purposes a "bet" consists simply of a three digit 
number on which a specified amount of money was staked. 
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Translating the material gathered from police into this seemingly 
straightforward form proved to be unexpectedly complicated. The 
first substantive decision we faced--and one of the few methodolo
gical problems we had anticipated--was how to deal with combina
tion bets. Since we were interested in the behavior of bettors 
in addition to the implications of betting distributions for 
operators, we decided to use combination betting as a second cate
gory of betting. The problems encountered in using this simple 
definition are caused by the variety of recording practices used 
by Numbers collectors, some of which are discussed below. 

Typically a $1.00 straight and combination bet would look 
like this: 513 109 C 909, ,,,here the first three digits represent 
the number, the first amount represents the amount bet straight, 
the "c" stands for "combination" and the final amount is the bet 
on the six combinations. This is the standard form of recording, 
although it is by no means uniformly used across all collectors 
or bettors in all parts of Manhattan. In Harlem the recording 
variations are the most diverse while in Hispanic precincts the 
variations were the most puzzling and troublesome. In Harlem, 
where it is common for bettors to write their own slips, the six 
combinations may be all written out. For our coding purposes 
these six individual bets were collapsed into one. It is also 
common in Harlem for a bettor to write out all six combinations 
of a three digit number but to stake different amounts on each 
possible outcome. In this case the six bets are trea1:ed sepa
rately a's six individual bets. Another T?ractice unique to Harlem 
is for a bettor to bet a certain amount straight and then choose 
only four of the possible six combinations and stake smaller 
amounts on these four numbers. Here the bets were treated as 
five individual straight bets. In Harlem very small bets are 
common--in fact the most common bet is 109--and bettors often 
place bets on several different numbers and their possible combi
nations. It is not unusual for a bettor to choose 10 different 
numbers on which to bet and for the total amount recorded on a 
slip for those bets to be less them $1..00, so it is important, to 
remember that our data represent bets, not bettors. It is 
important to determine the number of bettors involved in this 
study, partly because identification on the slips is often incom
plete. The data represent betting behavior only on the aggregate 
level and cannot refer to individual betting behavior. 

In Hispanic precincts the most troublesome departure from 
standard recording procedures involved not the number but the 
recording of the amounts bet. Here it is common to use a kind 
of shorthand method to record amounts, ~here all zeroes are 
dropped. A "5 11 represents $.50 unless followed by a IIcentsli sign 
in which case it means 59. Dollar amounts are indicated by 
circling the number. A $1.00 straight and combination bet in 
Hispanic precincts may take the standard form or it may look like 
this: 513 5-5, which means 509 bet straight on 513 and 509 on 
'the other 5 possible combinations. In order to standard:Lze our 
data, bets listed in this way were altered to conform with the 
simpler method used in Harlem: 40¢ straight and 60¢ combination, 
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TABLE B.7 

Number of Arrests and Average Number 
of Bets Per Arrest By Area. and Time Period 

Time Period 

1967-1979 
Arrests 
Average Bets 

1970-1972 
Arrests 
Average Bets 

1973-1975 
Arrests 
Average Bets 

Harlem 

245 
1387 

439 
1582 

30 
4582 

218 

Hispanic 

43 
746 

26i 
556 

13 
4598 

"Other" 

95 
400 

262 
488 

11 
6619 
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other extraneous material, the number o~ el~gibles dropped to 1.8 
million three-digit bets, still heavily concentrated in Harlem. 

In two other areas of Manhattan where there is a great deal 
of illegal gambling activity, the police make relatively few 
arrests. The two areas are Chinatown and Little Italy. The two 
very different reasons for lack of gambling arrests in these areas 
provide interesting insights into gambling enforce~ent problems 
faced by the police and the difficulties of using police generated 
data for research. 

In Chinatown the police problem is simply a lack of compre
hension. Even when the police seize records in a Chinatown 
gambling raid they are unable to interpret them for case-making 
purposes since there a~e almost no ethnic Chinese in the Police 
Department. On the other hand, in Little Italy the problem is 
one of strategic choice. 

The police and other enforcement agencies make numerous 
surveillances in Little Italy but the aim of the surveillance is 
the arrest of higher level organized crime figures. Making low 
level gambling arrests would reveal the existence of the surveil
lance and thus impede higher level cases. Hence, despite the 
fact that the same organized crime enforcement units are present 
in Little Italy as in the rest of Manhattan, there are few'er 
gambling arrests in Little Italy and a relatively small percent 
are likely to be for street level activity. 

The underrepresentation of these areas in our sample raises 
the'question of the impact of differential enforcement on our 
findings. For our purposes ~~ need only address it insofar as 
it applies to our three broad social areas. Gambling arrests are 
heavily skewed in the direction of Harlem. Our initial counts 
showed that over one-half of the plays and 49 percent of the 
cases originated in Harlem. The heavy representation of Harlem 
results from two factors: first, the police have been more suc
cessful in penetrating gambling operations in Harlem and second, 
Numbers is very visible there. The'game is organized toward 
accessibility in Harlem, vlhere retail outlets abound and operators 
are quite bold in posting payout rates in store windows. This is 
less true of Hispanic areas where language and ethnic barriers 
to entry play a more important role in determining the frequency 
of gambling arrests. A second factor reducing the visibility of 
Numbers gambling in Hispanic areas is the prevalence of telephone 
betting, which sharply curtails the face-to-face contact between 
customer and operator. 

The difference in visibility and apparent predominance of 
Harlem in gambling arrests may suggest that the police are 
reaching different levels of gambling operation in the two areas 
and that the slips taken in Hispanic areas are less likely to 
represent neighborhood betting than those in Harlem. Our exami
nation of the data, however, lead us to think that this is not a 
serious problem in this study. One indicatiqn that the police 
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are reaching different levels of operation would be the relative 
sizes of the seizures, since betting records are passed up through 
intermediate levels to the banker. So a higher level should 
average a larger number of bets collected from different locations. 
While some Hispanic arrests involve a very large number of bets, 
the differences are not important when single action and bolita 
are considered in addition to the three-digit numbers bets. In 
fact, when these are removed from the estimates, Harlem has a 
his;'he't" average number of bets per case because of the relative 
popularity of Numbers in Harlem over these other forms of lottery. 
Arrest reports for both areas indicate that the police observed 
customers placing bets with the operators, strongly suggesting 
the locations are retail outlets rather than accounting offices. 
Therefore, while there may be some bias in our sample construction 
and we cannot accurately estimate the degree of possible bias, 
we can, nevertheless, assume that it is slight am=!. presents a 
minimum of problems for our interpretation of the data. 

Sample Const'ruction 

Once the total number of eligible bets had been estimate; 
the packages were sorted into our three social areas and into 
three time periods within each area. A sample of 2,000 bets was 
taken, in clusters of 50 bets, from each of the nine area and 
time combinations for a total sample size of 18,000. 

The decision to divide the, bets into three time periods was 
based on economic considerations. The choice of three time 
periods seemed reasonable since finer temporal distinctions would 
require'a significant increase in the size of the sample without 
a correspondingly significant increase in the quality or quantity 
of useful information. Similarly, two time periods would be in
adequate given the length of time covered in the s.tudy (nine 
years) . 

Determination of cluster size also involved a series of 
judgements. Establishing the size of a sample necessary to per
form certain statistical tests on data is a fairly straightforward 
procedure. Cluster sampling can bias one's results and, conse
quently, usually involves increasing sample size in order to 
offset the design effect. .Most of what is known about the 
potential bias resulting from clustering comes from population 
surveys in which the sample elements are individual people or 
households, not events like our bets. Neighborhoods tend to be 
relatively homogeneous regarding some critical background factors 
that are knm.,n to affect the attitudinal and behavioral dimen
sions generally studied. For instance, a known correlation 
between certain background variables such as religious affiliation 
and political party membership can result in a biased estimate of 
political candidate preference if the clusters in a sample are 
too large. Consequently, clusters in most population surveys 
tend to be small (10 or l'ess) in order to spread selection 
throughout a population while avoiding the prohibitive cost of 
simple random sample. . 
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Our clusters of 50 bets each ' 
standards. However durin ' ~p~ear qu~te large by these 
procedures we found' that t~ o~r ~n~t~al cleaning and ~stimating 
way ~hat homogeneity withineCl~;~ewere not,org~nized ~n such a 
a maJor problem. This would be thrs of t~~s s~ze should present 
arranged sequentially e e case ~f the bets had been 
bet o~ the number 100; o;gif ~h~e~e~n the number 101 followed a 
the S~ze of the amounts bet--that al s were arranged according to 
together and the large bets rou d 1 the small bets were groupe~ 
were apparently arranged as fhe ~e t together. How1ever, the data 
and the only 9 bvious orderin was e s were taken by the collectors, 
bets were placed. Therefore

g 
by the day of the week when the 

50 would not present any rObl we concluded that a cluster size of 
the trem~ndous added expe~se i~mt~f such a,magnitude as to justify 
that a s~mple random sample would rms ~f t~me, energy and money 

requ~re. 

Selection Procedures and Data Preparation 

Each arrest package was ' 
membership in the proper areaa~~~g~~d a case number signifying its 
recorded on a master sheet 1 ,~me category. This number was 
bets contained in each paCk: ~ng w~th the nU~ber of three-digit 
bets was recorded in a third

g 
·1 The cumulat~ve total number of 

categorr was computed from th~otu~ni The sk~p interval for each 
categor1es. 0 a number ~n each of the nine 

The final number of eli ' 
excess of 1.8 million R flg~b~e bets was estimated to be in 
Numbers arrests acros~ e ect~ng,the skewed distribution of 
ra d f areas and t~me pe ' d ,nge rom 950 in "Other" Tim ' r~o s, the skip intervals 
T~me~. The total number of e per~o~ 3, to over 15,000 i.n Harlem 
one~s~xth of which were selec~~~e=~st~nV~~ved was 1332 less than 
pac ages contained a mean numb f e ~nal stage. These arrest 
in Hispanic areas and 649' "erho bets of 1643 in Harlem. 748 

~n Ot er" areas. ' 

Once the sk' . I' ~p ~nterval was e t bl' h 
p ~shed by random start and then s a 7s ed, selection was'accom-
the cluster was located Th bcount~ng through the bets Until 
package and numbered 1 to 50 ese ets ':Tere , then pulled from ·the 

·were marked with the case of· ~l~ sl~ps ~nvolved in each cluster 
the type of bet (New York v ~r~g~~, the precinct, the year and 
t~e information was availabie rO~h,yn~ Day or Night action) where 
s~nce a single cluster could 7 llS ~nformation was necessary 
cluster was kept in a se t~nvo ve more than one arrest Each 
ide t'f' , para e letter env 1 . n ~ Y1ng 1nformation, The d . e ope also carrying the 
sheets; \TI:~+ified and put on tap::a were then transferred to coding 

The data were analyzed ' 
consisted of the 18 000 b t 1n t~lO forms. The first data set 
be recalied, a bet c'ould e s mak~ng up the sample. Here it w;ll 
b t carry two d'ff ' ~ 

e o~ that number "straight" and 1 erent amounts: an amount 
the SlX possible' combinations of t~nother amo~n~ bet on any of 
~ata set arranged in this wa ' ,at three-d1g~t number. The 
1n choosing to bet on a numb~r l=t~:ro~tant for two :easons. First, 
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his faith that a certain number will hit that day· h' k' 
~h~~atement that that number is especially lucky foreh~! maI lng 

fo~sc::~:~nt~~~!::r!~~;ion of numbers reveals bettor pr~fer~nces 
of number choic others and relates to the consumer aspects 
of bets involvi~~ c~~~~~~ti~~!eS~tthe operator ~oes som7 tabulation 
which may reflect his d " I 1 represents hlos percelved risk, 

eC1Sl0ns on payout rates. 

The second data set ,qas created from the first and consists 
of all bets converted into straight b t~ h 
when all combination bets are distrib~t~d aT ere ~re 38 , lOB,cases 
set conforms more closely to the actual ris~ ~!~:~g~~StheT~~:r~~~;. 
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APPENDIX C 

ILLEGAL GAMBLING IN OTHER CITIES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The data presented in the rest of this Report all carne from 
the metropolitan New York area. As mentioned in the second 
cha,pter, it is easy to argue that New York is atypical of even 
major American cities. Not only is it substantially larger than 
any other city in the country, but it is also by far the most 
important commercial and financial center. While one may doubt 
that this has any direct effect on such a local, low income 
activity as Numbers, it may have a considerable influence on the 
general structure and coherence of organized crime groups. The 
sheer size of New York also permits anonymity which may be 
critical in limiting the ability of anyone group to control entry 
and pricing in the various activities we have examined. g.g. we 
hote -again that the New York area is unique in having multiple 
Mafia g:t'oups. 

In order to provide some sense of the typicality of the New 
York rackets, we* made an effort to gather data on the same a.c
tivities in other major cities. It was obviously impossible to 
gather detailed data in these other cities since that would have 
required several months in each city and extended cooperation on 
the part of numerous agencies. Instead we tried to collect data 
about a few critical variables concerning the two gambling markets, 
indicators that would provide some measure of the extent to which 
the organization of Numbers and bookmaking differed from what we 
have found in New York. 

Information was obtained from eight cities. Each one was 
visited for'between one and three days. In each a number of 
gambling specialists were interviewed, records were reviewed and, 
in three cities, an informant was interviewed. The cities werE~ 
chosen to represent the various regions of the country but the 
choice was constrained by our ability to secur.e, in advance, an 
agreement of cooperation from a major law enfC)rcem~nt agency. 
In some cities we obtained cooperation from local,ptate and 
federal enforcement personnel; in others we could olptain 

I, 

* Ronald Gcldstock assisted in collecting the data. He 
is not responsible for the interpretation reported here. 
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assistance from only one or two of these. Tabl~ C.l presen-ts 
some data on each of the cities. 

The quality of the information obtained varied a great deal. 
In at least three cities we feel that we were able to obtain good 
quali~y information on all the major dimensions of illegal book
making and Numbers, plus some useful information about loanshark
ing. In one we were unable to obtain adequate information on 
even one of these activities; whether that was because of the 
ignorance of th~ agencies we met with or their unwillingness to 
be forthcoming we cannot say. 

As expected, we found that every city had significant book
making activity but that Numbers was confined to ulder cities in 
the Northeast and South. More surprisingly, law enforcement 
agencies in most cities did not seem to regard loansharking as a 
major activity. Only in two of the cities (C and E) was there 
any significant evidence of organized loansharking. In one other 
city (D), the police proved well informed about loansharking but 
interpreted the evidence to suggest that it was a small activity 
of the local organized crime group. 

Our broad conclusions about Numbers and bookmaking in New 
York appear to have application in these o,ther cities. In only 
a few in9tanc~s did it appear that either activity was under the 
control of groups with wider criminal interests. ~~ile Numbers 
banks everywhere seemed to be larger and more stable organizations 
than their bookmaking counterparts, they were almost invariably 
small by the standards of New York banks; a bank handling $10,000 
per day was regarded as a large bank in most cities. Nor did 
there appear to be significant coordination between Numbers banks 
in the cities. Bookmaking was everYwhere a small scale activity 
characterized by considerable financial instability amongst the 
operators. Violence played no role in competition anywhere. 

The rest of this chapter presents the material on which 
these conclusions .are based. The various subsections each deal 
with an element in our description of these activities in New 
York which was significant for our conclusion about the shape of 
the market. The material is presented without the names of the 
individual cities since that was a condition for cooperation by 
various of the law enforcement agencies. 

2. ORGANIZED CRIME AND GAMBLING 

Of the seven cities in which we obtained usable information, 
two (A and C) a.re older cities which have reputed Mafia groups 
resident in them. Two others (E and G) have seen, in the last 
decades, an influx of significant Mafia groups into them from 
other, older cities. A fifth city (D) has a small Mafia-like 
group in it, which has a loose attachment t.O such groups in 
other cities. Two other. cities have no broad based, stable, 
hierarchical and ethnically based criminal groups. 
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TABLE C.l 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE CITIES 

City Region Population* 
Numbers (millions) 
Present 

A NIE 

B NIE 

C NIE 

D W 

E S 

F W 

G S/w 

1.0 
Yes 

3.0 
Y~s 

2.9 
Yes 

1.4 
No 

1.4 
Yes 

3.1 
No 

1.2 
No 

*Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 
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Where a city had a Mafia group present there was always some 
evidence of involvement of that group in bookmaking and/or Numbers. 
However, only in the cities with mainstream Mafia families did it 
seem that the families had a controlling influence. In each case 
that influence took the form of payments by the heads of illegal 
gambling operations to Mafia members. It seemed that there was 
little direct interest by the members themselves. In neither of 
the two cities did it seem that the Mafia group exerted its control 
in a consistent manner. In one city (C) it had succeeded in 
raising the price paid by sports bettors while at the same time 
permi tting competi tion to produce a high payout rate to custc)mers 
in Numbers. In the other city (A) the involvement seemed to, be 
entirely passive, consisting of extorting payments from the lead
ing operators, though an effort was once made to use the police 
to discipline the leading Numbers banker for failing to pay 
tribute. 

The two cities where mainstre~m Mafia groups had established 
a presence through migration were quite different. In one (G) 
the group had no gambling interests at all. In the other (E) 
they had involvement only with bookmaking and the nature of that 
involvement was quite unclear. The fifth city. (D), where there 
was an unaffiliated Mafia-like family, this group had an involve
ment in the business, but only as bookmakers themselves. We were 
told that they had recently tried to exert pressure against other 
participants in the business but had been wholly unsuccessful in 
¢oing so. . 

One important distinction between the organization of Numbers 
and bookmaking emerged in other cities, as it had in New York. 
The Numbers operators all tended to come from the ethnic groups 
that dominated their customer population. In those cities where 
Hispanics were a major population group, the bankers were predomi
nantly Hispanic. In one city (F), where Hispanics arrived rela
tively recently, they now dominate the Numbers business throughout 
the city. In city B there has been little change in the percentage 
of minorities in the city's population but there has been a 
gradual transfer of power within the Numbers business to black 
groups. In bookmaking there is nothing to suggest an ethnic base 
to the organization of the business, except that it is a white 
business in which black and Hispanics are noticably absentl CiS 

they probably are from the customer population. 

3. TERRITORIALITY 

Thex:e was almost complete consensus on the abpence of terri
toriality in either bookmaking or Numbers. In one city the local 
police department commented on the fact that in the course of 
following one Numbers pick-up roan they would invariably develop 
information about other pick-up men whose routes intersected with 
that of the first. Of the four cities with Numbers banks, three 
reported that territoriality had been more marked in earlier 
times. 
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The situation was even simpler with bookmaking. Handbooks 
have disappeared in every city, except for a few small operations 
in older ethnic neighborhoods. with telephone betting territori
ality has no meaning. 

4. PRICES 

In only one city was it claimed that bookmakers had been able 
to shift the price significantly. In that city (C) the standard 
terms on a sports bet was supposedly 6 for 5. However, even in 
that case the little direct evidence we were able to obtain sug
gested that some bookmakers were in fact offering 11 for 10. 
Certainly there was lay-off to other cities at 11 for 10 and there 
were rumors that business had declined since the switch to 6 for 
5. 

In other cities there was more subtle methods for ralslng the 
price. For example, in two ci ties thE~re was apparently frequent 
use of "split lineS n • I.e. the bettor on the Rams had. to concede 
7 points, but tne bettor on the underdog Bears was given only 5 
points. If the game results in the Rams winning by 6, then the 
bookmaker kept all bets. Depending on the particular sport, this 
can raise the expected profit of the bookmaker by up to 5 percent. 

It was far more difficult to obtain reliable information on 
Numbers payout rates. In only one of the cities (F) could we 
obtain direct evidence and that indicated that even within the 
one bank there wa~ variation in the payout rate given to different 
collectQrs~ A single bank record, for example, showed payments 
ranging from 500 to 550 to 1 for three digit bets. In that city 
the dominant form of betting was bolito (two points) and ap
parently there was more unifor,mity there, though no evidence was 
available for review. 

In general it appeared that there was some variation within 
the city. Only in one city (A) was it said that there was com
plete uniformity. There the payout rate was only 500 to 1, with 
cut numbers paying only half that. Moreover in that city at 
least 100 numbers were cut, 'meaning that the long run gross share 
of the players was only about 47.5'%. 

One significant pricing difference between New York and 
other cities related to baseball betting. In New York many of 
the larger operations offer what is known as the "pitcher's line" 
or "dime line". This gives the bookmaker a much smaller margin 
than the conventional 11 for 10 bet on football or the alterna
tive line on baseball, usually called the "20¢ line". In some 
situations the bookmaker's gross margin may be squeezed to less 
than 2%, before paying runners. 

Outside of New York the dime ~lne is almost unknown. Indeed, 
in some cities it seemed to be literally unknown by the gambling 
specialists in the police 'department. In city A the line was not 
offlered but one bookmaker had access to a bookmaker in another 
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city, who did offer such a line, and placed numerous bets with 
him on his own account. The pattern and timing of betting made 
it clear that these were not lay-off bets, though laying off 
would obviously have been a profitable activity. 

Interestingly, we found a number of cities in which few 
bookmakers operated during the baseball season. This probably 
reflects the lower profit margin on baseball bets. These cities 
are ones in which it aLIso seemed likely that the bookmakers were 
part-time operators involve'd in other leg'itimate and illegitimate 
activities throughout the year. '. 

There was one other variant on pricing in bookmaking outside 
of New York that we found in three other cities (D, E and B) . 
Consider a game in which the Rams were favored over the Giants 
by 5. If the bettor wished to place $2,.000 on the Ra.ms the bet 
would be recorded as $1,000 on 'the Rams.:...5 and $1,000 on the Rams 
-5-1/2. Each additional $1,000 would 60st the player another 
half point .. This substantially reduces the bookmaker's risk with 
respect to large bets. 

5. SIZE OF OPERATIONS 

We have mentioned, ,in the context of New York, the tendency 
of police to over-estimate the size of individual gambling opera
tions. In the case of bookmaking operations the problem may be 
the product of choice of time to execute raids; understandably 
raids are chosen for the most active period of the bookmaker's 
year and the police tend to estimate the total volume of the 
operation by assuming that the volume at the time of the raid 
is typical of the year as a whole. 

Outside of New York we were not able to obtain records from 
raided operations that would enable us to check the estimates of 
the city authorities. Hence we report the figures on total 
volume with the caution that they may tend to be upwardly biased 
estimates of the actual volumes. We did try to obtain informa
tion though on two other variables related to the volume of 
wagering; the largest size of bet taken and the number of em
ployees. With the help of these we believe we can make approxi
mate estimates of the s'ize of the largest operations in most of 
the cities. 

In only one city (B) did it seem that Numbers operations 
ever attained great size. Even there the claims concerning the 
largest operation (estimated to handle $29 million per annum) 
seemed dubious given the general fragmentation of the market. 
The police in B claimed at least 30 operations each handling 
more than $1 million per annum and a total handle of $180 
million per annum for a city with a population of 700,000 and 
a metropolitan area population of 3 million. The ethnic and 
social composition of the city's population suggests this figure 
is far too high. Further, in that city it seemed rare that a 
bank had more than 3 clerks in it, suggesting more modest 
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volumes for each bank than the police estimai:es. 

In,other cities the police estimates wer,e quite small. A 
bank handling $10,000 per day, approximately the average size bank 
in New York in the early 1970's, was regarded as an extremely 
large,bank in other cities. Reference was frequently made to 
banks handling no more than $2,000 per day. Again, it was unusual 
to hear of banks that employed more than a handful of clerks. 

The only evidence inconsistent with this picture of small 
operations was the general report of the willingness of banks to 
accept very large bets. In one city (A) there was a bettor who 
bet $.50 every day on the same number and had no problem finding 
a collector to accept it; since the bettor was a friend of the 
gambling detective supplying the information this seemed a reli
able assertion. In the same town the largest Numbers bank, 
handling about $10,000 per day, never laid-off a bet and was 
finally bankrupted when, following some raids in which substantial 
amounts of money were confiscated, a bettor won $115,000. 

Bookmakers handled far smaller bets than we found in the 
major New York operations. In city A bets over $1,000 in the 
largest operation were rare. We mentioned the custom in some 
other cities of adjusting the price against the bettor for bets 
over $1,000, which is indicative of the rareness of such bets. 
In no other city did we come across any evidence of operations 
employing more than one or two clerks. While it is possible to 
handle very large dollar volumes with a small work force, this 
is not the case when the individual bets are small. 

6. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

A key point in our analysis of New York gambling was the 
relationship between operators and their agents in the distribu
tion of their gambling serv.i..3'es. Bookmakers' agents, runners, 
are the ones who recruit and retain customers. In Numbers the 
collector is an independent agent who can choose, at least to 
some degree, which bank he will affiliate with and what services 
he offers his customers" In other cities we focused a great deal 
of our att~ntion on the nature of the distribution systems used 
in illegal Numbers and bookmaking operations. 

In the small~r cities we found no equivalent to the runner 
system. It appeared that bookmakers recruited their own customers 
and serviced them. If anyqne was an intermediary between the 
bookmaker and his customers he was merely a salaried courier, 
with no rights over the customers'participation in the operation. 
The exception to this, which was mentioned in only one city (A) 
but may be a feature elsewhere also, is the use of agents in bars 
and stores. The customer places his bet with the ba.rtender or 
store OWller, probably comilfg into the location for another reason. 
The agent is responsible for handling the money and no credit is 
given in the city where this 'was discussed. Settlement is done 
on a daily basis and the agent receives perhaps 25% of the gross 
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profits generated by his customers. 

" (C E d F) there seemed to be'systems In larger c~t~es , an 't (C) the runners 
similar to those found in New ~,York. r!~i~~:l c~ b~en independent 
were allegedly persons who ~a~. aliI p their beis to an office which 
bookmakers. Now they calle b~n ad based organization crime group. 

di tly controlled by a roa f ly 
was _rec 't' the runners though not ormer 
In another of the largerdc~h~e~ ts to the b~okmaker, thus limiting 
independent, a~so,r7Iay~ he hed direct knowledge of the phone 
the number of ~nd~v~dua,s wf~' a We were unable to obtain infor
number of theboo~aker s ~ c~~~;mers 'or the extent to which the 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~o~ers bet~een different bookmakers. 

In the ca'se of Numbers we fou~d an interesting, ~~~!a~!O~n~n 
'I' 'New York ~n at least two c~ ~ 

~f~ si~t~e~~e~~~i~~~a'~Ollect~~e~if~~e~OUi~n!~; ~~~nc~~~~ !~~Oa 
more than one operat~on at a g unless banks were regarded as 
collecto: wo~ld choose tOtdh

O 
SOtional collector would not want bad cred~t r~sks so that e ra . 

to be too dependent on anyone/bank. 

s occasional references to efforts by banks 
We also came a~ros f d'fferent collectors or controllers .. 

to compe~e,for(~e~~~c~) ~hat~seems to have been &ssociate~ with 
In tw~ ~~t~e~ h' f Numbers banks as the ethn~c com
tra~s7t~ons ~n th7 o~ner~ ~ia~ion and politics changed. In only 
pos~t~on of ~h7 c~ty s p P't clear that the competition had 
one of the c~t~es ~E) was d ~ 'ions for the collectors but taken the form of ~ncrease comm~ss, , 
in the other t.here was some suggest~on of th~s. 

't had the equivalent of the controller in each 
Not every c~ y , , 'banks in New' York, the con-

operation. Often, as ~n H~s~an~c alaried employee of the banker, 
troller had been sUPPlanie h y af~om colle~tors, or simply acting 
either taking bets,by te ep ~ne sistent with the smaller size as pickup man. Th~s latt7r,~s con 
of banks in these other c~t~es. 

7 • LAYING-OFF 

In New York we have found nO,evidence of blookmbaa~~~s m~~!ng 
J 't reg~on on a regu ar ~~. 

bets outside the m7tro~0.~ an the sheer size of the metropolitan 
explanation for th~s m~gh~ beh difficulty finding some other 
market, so that no bookm~l~: a~ accept his bet. This argument 
outlet within the areaw~ ,~~g ~ight have much more intercity 
would suggest that other c~ ~e~ other points which should be 
lay-off. Ther7 are, h~wever, o~~d no evidence of systematic 
noted here. F~rst~ ~h~le,we,f ntirel ossible that New York 
lay-off to othe: c~t~es, ~t ~s e itle~ the bets being placed 
bookmakers rece~ve,bets ~ro~ ot~~~kc one'informant believes 
through agents re~~dent ~n etw, ly ~ould not reveal it since that occurs and w~retaps cer a~n 
they locate only outgoing calls. 
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The second point is the more important one here. Whatever 
the scale of the New York market, there may still be an incentive 
for New York bookmakers to place bets in other cities. For there 
is undoubtedly a great deal of home-town sentiments (even in New 
York). For example, when the New York Giants play the Los 
Angeles Rams there may well be a discrepancy between the lines in 
the two cities. In Los Angeles betting may be equalized if th~ 
bookmakers offer a line in which the Rams are favored by 7, while 
in New York the equalizing value of the point spread may be only 
5. A bookmaker, or a bettor, who can place bets in both cities 
can "middle" bets so that he is guaranteed not to lose no'matter 
what the outcome: of the game. 

Despite this, we have found nothing in our work in New York 
or in other cities to suggest that bookmakers make systematic 
arrangement for such betting between cities. In smaller cities, 
such asD and G, there are operations that regularly bet with 
other ·cities. However, these are fixed arrangements that have 
nothing to do with differences in preferences on a given game. 
Indeed, the arrangements often involve exchange of information 
about lines and efforts to make them consistent. They probably 
reflect the lack of outlets available to the few major bookmakers 
in those cities when they attempt to lay-off larger bets. In city 
D the major bookmakers were so concerned about the difficulty of 
setting a line which would enable balanced betting on the home
town football team that they requi,red bett.ors to put up 6 for 5 
on these games and limited the size of the allowed bets very 
sharply. Intercity lay-off would have vitiated this problem. 

We came, across only one instance of interstate lay-off in 
the Numbers business,. This inVOlved city E, where the largest 
Numbers bank received bets from both Los Angeles and New York. 
The incentives to lay-off Numbers bet intercity are less pro
nounced than in sports bookmaking. Nonetheless, given the small 
size of Numbers banks outside of New York, there is probably a 
need to find outlets in other cities to smooth the distribution 
of bets. The failure to find such activity suggests the weakness 
of intercity links in these rackets. 

8. CREDIT 

In New York bookmaking operates through the extension of 
large amounts of very short term credit. A major bookmaker will 
settle on a weekly basis and probably will permit a little slip
page beyond the due dat~ to a well-established customer. Amounts 
of $5,000 are frequently involved in these transactions. 

Outside of New York it seems that bookmaking comes much 
closer to being a cash business. At one extreme a bookmaker in 
city B demanded that a new customer, who said that he would be 
placing large bets; should establish an escrow account of $10,000. 
The bettor agreed to that, provided that the bookmaker would 
deposit a similar sum in another account; the customer said that 
he knew he was good for the money but was not so sure about the 
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bookmaker. In city A the largest operation extended no more 
than two day's credit and regarded $500 overdue as a significant 
amount. 

The credit relation between bookmaker and runner was also 
very different from that pr~vai~ing ~n New York. The bookmaker 
was far more likely to requ1re 1mmed1ate settlemen~ of de~ts, 
whereas in New York it is common to find runners w1thhold1ng some 
of the money due to the bookmaker at a weekly pay~and-c~llect 
meeting. However the ba~ic credit arrang~ment, 1nvolv1ng book
maker financing of operat1ng losses (red f1gures) seemed to be 
fairly uniform, though the share of profits going to runners ~as 
consistently less than the 50% that is found in New York. Th1S 
suggests that the runner in other cities has les~ control over, 
his customers, which is consistent with the pauc1ty of bookmak1ng 
outlets for customers. 

9. LINE INFORMATION 

Many major law enforcement agencies still maintain that or
ganized crime is able to control, bookmaki~g bec:ause it controls 
the only good source of informat10:t; on

" 
wh1ch th.e, bo~kmaker can. 

set his li.ne. We havesho\<m that 1n NlpW York th1S ~s not true, 
there are numerous sources of line inft.~rmation a~d the charge to 
the bookmaker for getting this informatiqn is qU1te small. 

In the other ci ties we also found that\there, are many sources 
of good line information. As in New Yor~, the bookmaker's ,day 
begins with various calls that are used to establish the l~~e. 
Information is exchanged between bookmakers. In onl~ on~ clty 
(C) did we come across any suggestion of uniformity 1n 11ne, . 
setting. This was also the city in which a serious effort had 
been made to centralize bookmaking generally, so that such uni
formitywas part of a larger effort to cont::ol ~he mark~t. 
Elsewhere there were dispersed sources of l1ne 1nformat10n and 
often discrepancies between bookmakers, at least for short periods 
of time. 

Las Vegas appears to play an important role as the source of 
good information on point spreads. However, access to that infor
mation, either through direct calls to Las Vegas or to various 
local agents, seems to be easy and cl"f~ap. Further, ~he Las Vegas 
information is adjusted for local tastes, at least w1t~ respect 
to those games on which there is likely to be substant1al local 
betting. 

10. OTHER ASPECTS OF BOOKMAKING 

There were a number of other important elements of bookmaking 
in cities outside of New York which were consistent witI:- our 
findings in New York. They bear only lightly on our maJor,conclu
sions concerning the organization of the business but prav1de 
useful contextual information. 
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In every city we found general agreement with the proposition 
that bookmakers are not involved in other criminal activities.' 
They associate with other criminals,apart from bookmakers, who 
are important as customers and financiers. In one city (F) a 
bookmaker was included in a list of organized crime figures which 
was given wide pUblicity by the state Attorney General. The book
mak\S\r complained to a newspaper 'that this was slander; he was 
purely and simply a bookmaker. The newspapers <..hecked with the 
local District Attorney's office, which agreed with the bookmaker. 
He indeed associated with no other activity. 

It was also true in these other cities that, despite financial 
instability in the bookmaking business, participation was fairly 
stable. The same people occupied important roles in the business 
over long periods of time, though there might be rapid fluctuation 
in the profitability of their operations and they might occasion
ally have to work for some other operator to recoup their finances. 
There was also a general impression that the base of participation 
was expanding, i.e. that new operators are entering the business. 

Finally, we found absolutely no evidence of violence in the 
bookmaking business. It certainly had no role in competition 
between bookmakers. More surprisingly it also did not seem to be 
a characteristic of debt collection. Certainly there we~e threats 
but no police officer was able to recall any actual use of 
violence. 
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